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Mountains
To

the fortunate ones

a beautiful significance.
spiritual

With

and

who understand them
They are material

cultural heights which humanity has yet to achieve.

their inspirational grace

incentive to those

ambition.

the mountains bear

representations of the

The

who

and beauty they are a God-given

aspire to

the figurative peaks of

beauty of the ever-changing vistas

be written of or even talked

of.

is

human

not a thing to

There are no words

to describe

the indescribable.

—Oren Whitehead.

Peaks
By Orbn Whitehead
Murmurings,
Whisperings,

Of

grassy, piney uplands

Stirred by cool breezes

From

the heights:

God's message
Interpreted for those

Who,

hearing, understand

And, understanding,

live.

Peaks,
Pinnacles,

In rugged silhouette
Against the cloud-flecked skies

Imprint themselves

Upon

men's souls

Likening them

Unto

themselves,

Courageous, sincere, loyal.

;

PINNACLES
The Mountains

of

i

I

Western

North Carolina
By Louise Bab cox

HE
JL

mountains of Western North Carolina rise from the ferplains of the piedmont region. They present a panorama

tile

of strong beauty in all seasons of the year: in the spring their
delicate green; in the summer their high peaks cloaked in blue and

grey mists ; in the

fall their slopes

touched by frost, a riot of color
with evergreens emeralds

—

in the winter their black ridges dotted
set in onyx.

The mountain people live a life with only the rudimentary neThey are primitive, unusued to the polished atmosphere of

cessities.

conventional life, but they possess the rugged worth and quick
strength symbolized in their mountains.

The

chief

mountain ranges

in

Western North Carolina are
The Blue Ridge received

the Blue Ridge and the Great Smokies.

name from the fact that in winter and summer a blue haze,
blue as a deep sapphire, hangs over the mountains.
The Blue
Ridges are more friendly than the Smokies.
They have quiet
valleys and gently descending slopes. The Smokies are sterner and

its

more

aloof.

steep descents

They wear a dark frown.
and broken valleys.

They

are rugged with

Mount Mitchell, in the Black Mountain range, is the highest
peak east of the Rockies. Mitchell looms lofty and forbidding,
presenting a sombre and brooding aspect. The path to its summit
is darkened and shaded by hemlocks and balsam, while mountain
laurel and azalea add a bright note of color. This mountain was
first measured by Dr. Elisha Mitchell, from whom it takes its
name.
Clingman's Dome, in the Great Smokies range, is only fifty
lower than Mitchell. It is grey and gaunt and, like other
It is in an
hills of this range, rugged, with sheer, rocky precipices.
unfrequented section, and few trails lead to its summit.
feet

[5]

Grandfather Mountain, in the Smokies, is so called because of
rock formations on its slopes which are molded by the weather in
such a way as to appear like the profile of an old, bearded
mountaineer.
There are various points of scenic interest and beauty in the
Blue Ridge chain, such as Caesar's Head, Devil's Head, Chimney
Rock, and Blowing Rock. The views from mountain slopes into
vast valleys and across them to higher peaks are inspiring.
Perhaps the most interesting and best known of the mountains
of the Blue Ridge chain are Pisgah and the Rat.
Pisgah rises to
a high point and slopes gradually down. On the left is the Rat, so
named because its outline presents the appearance of a huge rat
climbing up the side of Pisgah. The two mountains may be viewed
from Asheville, from which location they are seen, not only in this
unusual form, but with their outline clear against the sky.

The Aster
By

When

fairies

Doris Troutman

fashioned the earth's night sky

Of the deepest purple-blue,
They saved the scraps when the

And mixed them
Then through

When

the

were cut

a rift in the midnight sky,

moon

They dropped

On

stars

well with dew;

a lofty

played hide and seek,

mixed with dew
mountain peak.

the scraps all

And there the deep blue-purple stars
Grew slender stems. The Master
Blessed the tiny mountain flower,
And mortals named it Aster.
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Trial
A

Tragedy of the Mountains

By Peggy

in

One Act

Ann Williams

CHARACTERS
Hanna

Mills, a hard-working mountain woman
Jake Mills, her husbandj a good-for-nothing, easy-going man

H

anna's sister
Crease Heady,
Millie Hicks, another sister of Hanna

John Hicks,

Millie's son, about fifteen years old

Sheriff

TIME
Twilight

in early

November

PLACE
In the mountains near Asheville

SETTING
The

and dining room

of a poor shack, furnished with rickety chairs, a table, a stove, and a sink, the setting
suggesting " po' white trash."
The window, left back, is patched
with waxed paper. There is a door at left front leading outside
and one at right leading to the other room of the shack.
The wind is beginning to blow outside. As the play advances,
the wind grows stronger and stronger, shaking the window and
doors and howling around the corner of the house.
Crease Heady is ironing. The board is stretched from the
table in the center of the room to a chair.
She is a middle-aged
woman yellowed, work-worn. She wears an old, torn dress,
beltless and shapeless.
She irons with great effort, thumping her
cofnbjined kitchen

—

iron

down heavily.
The wind howls

Crease

outside.

looks

up,

sighs,

glances

around the room, and takes up her iron.
CREASE

(To

herself)

Hit's a durn sight of a place ter live!

(She

finishes ironing the

puts her iron on the stove, and takes
shaking her head a little.) Mat had orter be in.
last piece,

a-keepin' 'im?

supper.

She has her back

to the

with a slight sound.

She

is

door as

it,

in,

pushing the door to
and wears a

dressed in a calico dress

[7]

the board,

wonder whut's

to the table

and gaunt with bright, hard eyes.
wardly and stamps her feet as she comes
tall

I

and places it in the
and begins to fix
Millie enters. Millie is
She slaps her arms awk-

(She takes a lamp, lights

window, peering out before she goes

down

—

and an old coat. She goes over to the stove.) Hi, Mat.
(She turns and discovers Millie.) Why,
Hit's mighty late fer
Millie! Thought you was Mat. Set down.

soiled apron

—

MILLIE
Ain't

Mat

in yit?

Thought

I'd drop over fer a spell.

CREASE

Glad ye

Ef ye don't mind, ye kin light the lamps
(Millie lights lamps, humming
"The Prisoner s Song.") Fer God's sakes, Millie, hum somethin' else.
Th' place is dreary enough already.
Millie finishes in silence.
MILLIE
Hanna'd better wrap up warm afore
Hit's mighty cold out.
fer

me.

did, Millie.

Hit's gittin' dark.

she goes out.

CREASE
(Putting more wood in stove)
Yeah, she was nigh froze ter death las' night whin she come in.
Gits me worrit, too, 'ith all her
Gittin' purty nigh winter now.
Cathy do tek
little uns 'thout warm clothes yet, ner no thin'.

pneumonie quicker'n

'er

scat!

MILLIE
She cud
Thar's thet flannelin' Mis' Thomas give her.
up a shirt er two. Thet ud keep 'er warm nex' ter her.

CREASE
Cud,

ef

night, too,

—

she hed time; but workin' out ev a day

when

thet ol'

drunk ev

a.

fix

an' ev a

Miss Marcy needs some'un

ter tek keer of her little uns while she goes a-gallivatin' 'roun'
(Acidly) I reckon
doan' leave much time fer sich ez sewin'.
'twon't be long 'fore they's a new Mr. Marcy aroun', an' then
she'll hev ter stay to hum.

MILLIE

Looks lak Hanna's own
tuk keer

ev.

I tell

little

uns

is

a-loosin'

by her'n bein'
(She turns

you, I'd be a-f eared ter leave 'em so.

I reckon I've dreamp of a
up right and pauses thoughtfully.)
weddin' ev'y night fer nigh on ter a week now. They do say hit
means a deathCathy's been a-coughin' 'round here ag'in.

CREASE
pneumonie fever ev'y winter sence she wuz three
an' I reckon she'll tek hit agin this year.
She alluz
pull through. Reckon she will ag'in.
MILLIE

She's tuk

year old,
seems ter

The witches has tuk ter ridin' me ev'y night here lately. I
doan' sleep but 'ith one eye, an' I'm alluz a-dreamin' uv weddin's
weddin's they do say

—

—

[8]

!

CREASE
Yeah, they do. An' Miz' Hardie dreamp o' a weddin' fer two
weeks afore th' sheriff kilt her husban', leastways, she sed so. But
on t'other han', I dreamp of weddings fer three nights 'fore I
merrit Mat, an' he ain't daid

much

put

I don't

yit.

stock in sech

signs.

MILLIE
Well,

I

never put

—

much nuther till here lately I do hev sech
an' them dreams
can't sleep much
reckon

a oneasy feelin' an' I
hit doen' mean nuthin' though

—

—

—

—

(She pauses,
Hanna
musing. Then, suddenly remembering something.) Lor'
tol' me ter ax ye ef ye'd hev a little tea fixed fer her so's she
wouldn't hev ter stop ter mek it an' be late ag'in. Said she'd drop
by on her way out. She ought ter been here by now. I'd plumb
lak as not

still,

!

fergot hit

CREASE

Waal,

Wonder

supper.

a bite

Mat'll be a-comin' in fer his
whut's a-keepin' 'im? Reckon she kin jes' hev
(She puts more wood in the stove.)

I've got th' kittle on.

'ith us.

MILLIE

Th' pore thing doan' hardly ever
doan' see whut she goes on.
CREASE

What

enough

stop long

ter eat.

I

thet good-fer-nothin' husban' o' her'n an' them kids,
keep a-goin' ter keep 'em fed. Reckon I cain't say
nuthin' more fer mine, though he do bring in a little livin'.
'ith

she's got ter

MILLIE

(With a hard chuckle)
rale

war

Hit looks lak one out'n the three ev us
good man, now doan' hit? Reckon we
all

cud a-picked a
merrit too young,

sisters
all

too ign'ant.

CREASE

Waal, you got

th' pick, Millie.

I

doan'

know whut

us'd do sometimes ef hit warn't fer yer Bill.

mighty grateful
'ith

him here

fer all he's

lately.

(

A

done fer us

pause.)

Bill

—even

th' rest

ev

Mat an' me air
ef Mat is a-fussin'

meks purty good money.

MILLIE
Yeah, but he spends
yo

'n'

Hanna

—

'course

hit, too.

thet's

a-wastin' hit on licker an'

I

whut

do-dads

doan' min'
I

fer

want
th'

whut he

—but

gives ter

he

chillun

—

does
an'

warm

rag ter they back. (Another pause.) Reckon hit's
fuss.
Nex' time Mat gits inter a tight place,
prob'ly be a-helpin' him out same's alluz.

'ithout a

men's nature ter
Bill'll

go

them

CREASE
(Shakes her head, sighs, fusses around the stove)

[9]

—

Wonder why Hanna

She's a-gonna be late
doan' come on?
thing
She do work hard. Ain't got no
he'p.
Jake ain't a bit o' use on earth. I reckon we can both be
Why, Hanna!
glad o' our lot when we think o' her'n
During this speech Hanna enters. She is bent. Her face is
seamed and there is wo play of expression on her features. She has
on a battered hat and an old coat. She leans against the door in
stony silence for a minute. Then she speaks slowly and heavily to
f er

work

ag'in.

Pore

ol'

!

—

Millie.
I

reckon

—

hanna
they're a'needin'

you

—mighty

bad

—over

ter

yer

shack, Millie.

Why?

Whut's

a-goin'

MILLIE
on?

hanna
(Sadly but imperiously)
Ye'd better go quick. Ye'll know on'y too well

when ye

git

thar.

Hanna

crosses to center

and

Millie goes

stares stupidly.

to

door and then turns.

MILLIE
Reckon them chillun is cuttin' up ag'in. I tol' Creasie whtlt
ye said about tea. I'll come back afore ye're through.
(She goes
out.)

Hanna

shakes her head once slowly and goes to stove. She
her chair.

down by the stove, nervously twisting around in
Crease continues to fix the table, humming "The

sits

She interrupts

Song."

Prisoner *$

herself.

CREASE
I

declare, thar I go at thet tune!

I

tol'

dreary enough place 'ithout singin' sech as thet

am

at

Millie hit

war

now

here

—

an'

a

it.

She chuckles and goes
watches her, shivers a
then to left.

little

to

and

window and
rises,

looks out.

Hanna

going aimlessly toward center,

HANNA
Ye're mighty right hit's a dreary place. Hit's th' mos' Godforsaken country in th' worl'. Wish I were well out o hit. Seems
lak I've hed more'n my share o' hard times.

CREASE

Ye

didn't tek no offense at

whut Millie

an'

me was

savin

?

about ye?

HANNA
No, Lord
wishin' I was

!

know

ye didn't mean no harm. Reckon I'm
(she sighs heavily)
out'n this worl'.
I

—

[10]

jes'

—

!

—

—

CREASE

Aw, now, whut

ails

ye ?

HANNA
Nuthin', Crease, nuthin'.
Crease!
mournfully, and goes to stove at back.)

(She sighs again,

CREASE

Come.

down

thar at th' table an' I'll pour ye some tea.
Hit's
Millie sez hit's mighty cold out. Mat orter be in soon.

mighty

Set

late.

HANNA
Oh, Lord, Crease! Oh, Lord!
CREASE

Mat!

Whut in th' worl' ails ye, Hanna? Ye act lak a jumpety cat.
(Hanna sits down slowly.) Hev ye seen Mat?
Millie hands her the tea. She takes it and, after a minute of
silence, puts it

back on the stove.

HANNA
Yeah!

I've seen him.

Reckon he won't be

(Pause.)

in.

crease

Whut

do ye mean?

HANNA

Reckon

—he won't be a-comin' home—

ternight.

CREASE

(A

little

Why? Whut's

anxious at

the matter?

Hanna's manner)
Has anything happened?

HANNA

Mat's

—awful
——

in trouble, Creasie

comin' crost

th' crick

—

an' I

I

trouble.

I

seen

—

I

wuz

jest

seen

crease

(Now
Has Mat been

very anxious)

Hanna?

a-drinkin',

me whut

Tell

he's

done!

HANNA

Why—Mat's
Stabbed him
I

— —him

gone an' killed

'ith his

Bill

huntin'-knife.

—

Jes'

whut

thet's

—by

now

he's

th' crick

done!

—

I

seen

CREASE

You

doan'

mean Mat

killed

killed Millie's Bill

!

You

doan'

No, Hanna!

HANNA

—

—

Yeah, Creasie Mat did. I I seen him.
awakening to realization). He kilt him 'ith
arful
a turble sight!
(She buries her face

—

shudders.)

[11]

I

——
I

(Suddenly

—

his knife

in

hit

her hands

was
and

—

CREASE

Oh,
at Bill

—

sobs.)

—

knew he'd do sunthin' I knew hit! He's been riled
(She
I knew ef he got any licker in 'im he'd do sunthin'.
Did ennybody else see hit, Hanna?
I

HANNA
No, I uz th' on'y one. Th' on'y one thar. They jes' had a
few words him 'n' Bill an' then Mat flew mad an' an' he
thumped 'is knife inter him. Reckon hit musta wint rat ter his
an' Mat standin*
heart. He wuz mos' daid when I got ter him
over him lak a crazy man.
CREASE
Whur is he, Hanna? Whur's Mat? I've gotta git ter Mat.

— —

—

—

—

Whur'd

he go?

HANNA
Mat's down

in Rice's cabin.

Th' deputy has him.

Some un

seed 'em startin' up th' hill tergether.

Oh, Lord!

—

When'd

it

CREASE
happen?

Why

me

didn't ye tell

at

(She starts to put on her coat, which is hanging on a nail
at right.)
I'm a-goin' ter git Mat. They shan't keep him they
shan't
They ain't got no proof.
first?

—

—

HANNA
(Restraining Crease,)

wouldn't go down thar, Crease. They won't let ye see Mat.
let no one in
not until th' sheriff comes.
Millie's
boy went fer him. They're a-feared some un'll try ter git him
I

—

They won't
loose.

crease
They'll let his
a-goin' ter see him,

own woman

him.

ter

They'd

better.

I'm

I tell ye.

HANNA

—

Crease, they won't let ye see him
an' ye're like ter do more
harm than good a-stormin' aroun' thar. Ye'd better stay here fer

Mat's

sake.

CREASE
(Timidly)
Mat'll think
raise

no

fuss.

hit's

I jes'

funny

want

I

doan' come.

I'd better go.

I

won't

ter see

HANNA
Ye'd best no go, Crease. They toY me not ter let ye come.
They wouldn't let ye see him. Jake's down thar he's doin' all

—

he kin fer him.

[12]

——

—

!

CREASE
( Giving up)

Oh, whut'll they do

ter him,

Hanna?

Whut'll

th'

law do

ter

Mat?

HANNA
dunno, Crease. Hit's a purty bad thing. He kilt him in
Th' law'll prob'ly mek him
in a ugly fit o' temper.
cold blood
pay dear.
I

—

CREASE
(Pleadingly)
thet drunk he di'n't know

He uz jes'
wouldn't 'a' done
Air ye a-goin' ter
on 'im, Hanna?

whut he uz

hit ef he'd 'a'^heen sober.
tell

7

on 'im?

(A

pause.)

HANNA

a-doin'.

He

He

wouldn't, Hanna!
Air ye a-goin' ter tell

—

make me. Reckon I'll hev ter tell ef
He mought 'a' been drunk but yit, he
they know I seen hit.
Hit's a sight thet men will tear
di'n't walk lak no drunk man.
up their folks an' leave 'em in sich a shape. Lord knows, I doan'
want to inter hit, Crease, but th' law
I

won't

tell less'n

they

—

CREASE

(Amazed)

Hanna!

Ye

ain't a-goin'

ter testify fer th'

——

law

ag'in

him!

(Pleadingly.)
Doan' tell ye'd tek my man away from me an'
leave me 'ithout no support
an' me not able ter work fer my
side.
Ye doan' hev ter say ye seed hit. Doan' tell on Mat,
Hanna. Doan' he'p th' law ter git him. (Breaking.) Doan'
doan'
Oh, Lord, I knew he'd do sunthin'
Millie enters. As she open the door the wind rushes in, and
she closes it with an effort. Millie and Crease stare at each other
in teme silence. At last Millie speaks with leaden voice.

—

MILLIE
heard whut ye said, Crease.
I heard ye a-tryin' ter mek
Hanna shet up an' rob me ev th' law thet's due me.
Bill's
a-layin' cold
cold in my shack, an' yer Mat's a-livin' an'
a-breathin', an' he ain't got no right
(Her voice rises and takes on
vitality)
he ain't got no right ter live and ye either ev ye
ain't got no right ter protect 'im.
Do ye hear me you, Hanna
you, Crease!
I

My

—

—

—

—
—

HANNA
(Pleadingly, after a pause broken by low sounds from Crease,
half sob, half sigh)
Hit'd be a turble hard time fer me, Millie, ef I hed ter go
testify ag'in Creasie's man.
Hit's turble ter hev yer Bill kilt
lak that, but hit warn't Creasie's fault, an' ef yer send Mat ter

V

[13]

— —

—

th' chair, hit'll jes'

hadn't orter

let

We

Us'ns is all sisters.
turn us ag'in each

be mis'ry fer Crease.

devilment ev our

th'

men

other.

CREASE
(Pleadingly)
Millie, ye know I wouldn't a-had hit happen fer nuthin' ef I
cud a-hoped hit. I've loved yer Bill. I didn't want nuthin' o'

harm

ter

MILLIE
dead voice throughout)
But my Bill, he uz a good frien' ter you 'n*
I know, Crease.
Mat an' he uz a good husban' ter me, a good husban'. Yer Mat's
tuk 'im from me. He's kilt one o' th' bes' men th' Lord ever let
He's got ter pay, I tell ye! I cain't fergive 'im. Ner I
live.
cain't go one step away from gittin' all th' jestice thet's due me.
Hanna knows she ain't got no right ter hoi' back.
(Evenly j

in a

—

HANNA
(Pleadingly)
I know hit's jestice to ye ter tell whut I've seed, Millie, but ef
ye could be willin' ter forego a little ter spare Creasie she's
yer sister an'

—

—

—

MILLIE
Bill

me

wuz my

Do

husban'.

ye reckon

kin hev

I

Ye've got ter

lak thet an' do nuthin'?

tell,

him tuk from
Hanna. Hit's

on'y right.

HANNA
Now,
revenge

is

know

Millie, ye

th 'Bible says ter be merciful an' thet

on'y th' Lord's ter do.

MILLIE
Yes, an' hit says "an eye fer an

eye; an'

a tooth fer a tooth,'*

I'm a-goin' ter hev my jestice. Ye needn't be a-quotin' th'
Scripture at me.
Hit ain't none o' Heaven's doin' this night.
Ye're a-goin' ter tell. I'll tell th' sheriff ye seen hit.
an'

HANNA
(Sadly)
I s'pose I'll

law.

hev

Seems lak

goin' ag'in Creasie.

Reckon

ter.

hit's

— —hev—
I '11

They

ain't

both ways.

no use

in tryin' ter exist th'

I cain't give

Lord knows

I

doan'

want

you
ter

jestice 'thout

go inter

hit.

ter

CREASE
Hanna, ye wouldn't! Surely ye ain't a-goin' ter tell on Mat!
(Angrily.) An' ye a-comin' here ter warm by his far an' fill yer
belly 'ith his supper

many

a night

—now

th' 'lectric chair!
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ye'd he'p ter sen' 'im ter

—

MILLIE
(Angrily

to

Crease,)

Mat's money whut bought thet wood
ner th' supper, nuther. Reckon hit uz my Bill's. An' yer Mat
wint an' kilt 'im kilt 'im in a drunk an' ye'd ask thet Hanna
won't tell so's he won't git whut he deserts. I heard her say she
(She
seen hit, an' she's got ter tell
I say, she's got ter tell!
moves menacingly towards Crease.,)

Reckon

hit ain't yer

—

—

—

HANNA
(Restraining MillieJ
Now, Millie, doan' yet git so angry 'ith Creasie. Hit's on'y
nature she shud want ter save Mat. Ye go on back hum. Jake's
gone ter see Mat, an' whin he comes back, I'll call ye. Mebbe
Mat's tol' all hisself. Jake'll tell us whut happened.

Well,
I'll

—

I'll

MILLIE
no use

They

go.

ain't

a-tearin'

our hearts arguin'.

my man!

(She goes out.)
They look after her a minute.
go

an' set

by

HANNA
Now,

Crease, ye go

ered out.

I'll

'n'

lay

down

Ye're all tuckHe's lak ter be back

fer a spell.

rouse ye whin Jake comes.

any time now.

CREASE
(Piteously)

Hanna,
ter sen'

I

Thet

never thought ye'd do this ter me.

my man

ye'd he'p

ter th' 'lectric chair.

HANNA

We
out

sos'

want

cain't alluz

do whut

we

'twon't be necesary fer

want, Crease.

me

ter testify.

Maybe hit'll turn
Ye know I doan'

ter hurt ye, Crease.

CREASE

hev

Lord,

I

Waal

—

give in ter Millie so quick.

HANNA
she's got jestice

ter say thet.

Mat

Ye

dunno.

ef I kin he'p

She uz
it,

on her

side,

gittin' all

Crease.

worked up.

An' anyway, I'd
I won't go ag'in

Crease.

Whut'll become ev me
out lak you kin, Hanna.

ef

CREASE
Mat's tuk from me?

I cain't

work

HANNA
(Going to window)
Crease, hit's mighty hard fer me, too. Ye know ef I cud I'd
hoi' back fer ye.
But jestice is due Millie, an' ef she feels she
cain't give in fer ye, I s'pose hit's on'y right I

know.
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shud

tell

whut

I

—

—

(Drops

CREASE
and sighs.

Then

into a chair dejectedly
to

she speaks angrily

Hanna)

Ye're mean an' low enough ter go ag'in yer

own

flesh

an'

Hanna!

blood,

HANNA
(Quietly)
an' blood both sides, Crease, an' I've got ter go th'
less'n Millie should give in
but she's thet cut up

Hit's flesh

—

way

hit's jest

—

CREASE
(Reproachfully )
never thought ter see th' time whin ye'd turn ag'in me,
Hanna. (Turning on her in rising anger.) Ef ye testify ag'in
Mat, hit's th' last time I want ter see ye. Not even a dog 'd turn
I

ag'in hits

own

litter.

HANNA
( Calmly)
I ain't a-goin' ter fuss 'ith ye, Crease.

Ye're

upsot an' ye

all

know whut hard things ye're sayin'. I'm thet cut up fer ye
I cain't mind much whut ye do say.
But, o' course, pore Millie's
a sister ter me, too, an' she's lost her man
through Mat's ugly
fit o' temper.
Whin men busts up thar fam'lies lak thet hit meks
doan'

—

An' thar has ter be some hard
but we'uns '11 hev ter bear 'em an' stick tergether.
Now, doan' be angry 'ith me er Millie ef we has ter go ag'in Mat.
(She goes nearer to Crease and puts her hand on her shoulder.

a heap

o'

truble fer all ev us.

things, Creasie

Crease

slaps

;

it off

Doan' ye go
kill

my Mat

'ith

quickly

a-techin'

and gets to her
CREASE

me

feet.)

me

an' tryin' ter comfort

—ye

thet'd

yer talk.

HANNA
(Finally resentful)
Doan' ye talk ter me lak thet, Crease Heady! I tuk about all
I've tuk too much
a-thinkin' ye
o' thet talk I'm a-goin' ter take.
wuz overwrought (more quietly) an' so ye is. (She goes
forward to window, mumbling. The wind roars outside.) I've
gone on a-punishin' this ol body o' mine 'ith hard work fer so

—

—

1

many
fer

years, hit's jes' broke

myself.

(To Crease J

my

sperit, too.

I

doan'

I'd use ter stan'

want

ter

fuss

'ith

up
ye,

Crease. Try ter see things right.
(A pause. She continues to
look out window. Something gains her attention, and she rubs a
clear spot on the pane.)
Yonder comes a light.
Hit's Jake

He's a-comin' here.

a-crossin' th' crick.

They both wait;
at the door.

In

a\

Hanna at window; Crease by stove looking
Hanna goes to the door and opens\ it.

minute

[16]
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—

!

enters. He is an ungainly, bearded man. He wears a sloppy
overcoat and an old greasy,, slouch felt hat.
His hands are big
and bony. He uses them clumsily.

Jake

JAKE
(Slamming
Hit's dev'lish cold out!
Thought ye hed ter work,

the door quickly)
(Looking at Hanna

in

some

surprise.)

tell

us whut's

Hanna

HANNA
Reckon

I

Speak up, man, an'

won't ternight.

happened. Whut has Mat sed/?- Has he sed he
he been a-drinkin', er wuz hit jes' his temper thet

Had

him?

kilt

JAKE
(Breaking in and talking as he crosses to stove)
He tol' ev'ything about killin' Bill on th' way ter th' jail. An'
a-callin' fer a
ter he's kep' a-ragin' about his cell lak a wile man
gun ter shoot hisself. Sez he doan' want ter live now, 'at he's
Sed he hadn't teched a drap o' licker but
kilt his bes' frien'.
he uz jes' a-layin' down an' jostlin'
they foun' a bottle on 'im
his head on the' floor an' moanin' an' carryin' on whin I lef.
Reckon they won't try 'im till nex' month.

—

—

—

CREASE
Did they know

Oh, Lord, Jake!

Hanna

they say

Did

thet anyone seen hit?

seen hit, Jake?

JAKE
(Surprised)

Did you

see hit,

Hanna? They wuz

a-rarin' 'round, tryin' ter

anyone hed been a eye-witness. Sed th' fella thet
Reckon he
th' deputy got off afore they cud ax anything.
want ter git mixed up in hit an' they didn't know
couldn't git no sense outen Mat after he got ter th' jail
Maybe he's got some leetle chance. Leastways, he maybe
go ter th' chair.
fin'

ef

—

called

didn't

They
house.

won't

CREASE
See,

Hanna, ye won't hev

ter go.

Th' law doan' know.

Th'

law

HANNA
Creasie, I jes' declare I

Hit's hard fer Millie.

dunno whut.

Hit's hard either way.

Still—

JAKE
That

ain't

no record

o'

no

confessin'.

Ef we cud

jes' git

ter stop his walkin' an' cryin' an' prayin' an' carryin'
gin' fer a

shoot
—we cud change
—he warn't drunk.

gun

sticks ter hit

ter

hisself

on

his story.

—

Mat

a-beg-

Th'

fool

HANNA
But Millie knows
I

mus'

I seen hit.

An' Millie won't give up thet

tell.
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—

—

JAKE

Huh!
jes'

Ye'd better stay outen

much

hit ez

Ye

ez ye kin.

kin

say

HANNA
But

law

ef they tell th'

I seen hit, 111

hev ter go

ter court

JAKE

Ye kin jes' say ye didn't see hit.
a-wantin' ye ter lie ter git Mat fixed.

They'll think Millie

wuz

HANNA
(With some show

of spirit)

I'm a mighty
on no witness stan' an' lie.
worked-down an' dragged ol' woman from laborin' ter keep you
but I'm a Godgood-fer-nothin' an' thet brood o' chillun alive
(Hopefearin' woman, an' I ain't a-goin' ter lie on th' Bible.
Ef Millie cud jes' bring herself ter give in in mercy
fully.)
ain't

I

a-goin'

—

—

—

ter her

During this speech Millie comes in, a shawl around her. The
wind blows in at the door as she opens it, causing them to turn.
MILLIE

Waal, Millie cain't. Millie's a-goin' ter hev full jestice. My
John's went ter th' jail ter talk ter Mat, an' he's a-goin' ter tell 'im
whut's whut.

CREASE
(Half-crying)
Ye're cruel,

thet's

whut

A-makin' yer

ye be, Millie!

own

flesh

suffer lak this

MILLIE

Whut
tuk away

come

Mat?

about

—

my

..(Angrily)
Hain't he made

Ye'd hev

Bill?

my

in an' kill

—

Bill

me

an' jes'

me

Hain't he
gutter-dog
take hit 'cause he's yer man?

by

set

'n'

suffer?

let thet

Hit's outen reason.

Ye
tearin'

CREASE
no heart, Millie. Ye doan' hev no feelin' 'bout
Ye know I'd never a-harmed ye. Ef hit'd been

hain't got

me

up.

yer Bill thet'd

kilt

Mat,

(A

I'd not be a-killin' ye 'ith sech talk.

I

Mat

do keer about hurtin'
off o' stobbin'

'thout

no he'p

o'

my

MILLIE
more gently)

little

Bill.

ye, Crease.

me

ter let

th' law'll tek hits

course

But

An', besides,

hit ain't in

mine.

HANNA
Ef ye'd jes' let
me ter go 'n' he'p

th'

law tek

ter punish

hits course, Millie, an' doan' force

Mat.

truth, hit'll be th' 'lectric chair.
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Ef

I

hev ter go an'

Hit's hard on

me

ter

tell

th'

hev ter

—

!

Th' law doan' know

turn ag'in Creasie.

mek me

thet I seen hit.

Doan*

go, Millie.

CREASE

Hanna

doan' hev ter tell, Millie.
Hit's mighty bad ter hev my

sister?

Couldn't ye hev pity on yer

man

sent ter th'

MILLIE
(Quickly and fiercely)

Doan^ ye ask me. Seems ez ef all th*
m£ whin ye start axin' thet o' me,
Crease. Hit's yer Mat thet tuk my Bill, an' I cain't lissen calm
whin ye start a-beggin' thet I tek it so. (Half-sobbing,) Doan'
ye ax me ag'in. I ain't a-gonna give up one bit th' jestice
Hanna, ye've got ter go.
thet's due me.

No,

I cain't

I cain't

!

!

fars o' Hell ez let loose in

—

—

—

JAKE

(Who

has been backstage by the stove)

She doan' hev ter go, nuther! She kin say she didn't see hit.
An' we kin mek th' law think you'uns is tryin' ter frame on Mat
ter sen' 'im ter th' chair.

CREASE

Hanna, ye won't go!
MILLIE
(Deadly even)

Ye

will, too,

Hanna
is

other,

Hanna

middle of the stage before the table. Crease
Millie on her right. She looks from one to the
struggling. Crease is beseeching; Millie determined and

on her

is

in the

left.

There

demanding.

The door

is

is

a long

silence.

The sheriff

slung open.

clothes, but displaying his badge.

He

enters, dressed in plain

accompanied by John,
corduroy pants, boots, and a
is

Millie's son, who is dressed in filthy
torn and grimy shirt which his face almost matches. John immediately crosses to his mother. The sheriff stands just inside
the door, his hand on the lapel of his coat to display his badge.

sheriff
I

Mills.

am

am here to see
her?
raises her head slowly and looks at him.

the sheriff of this county, and I

Which one

Hanna

of you

Hanna

is

JOHN
Thet's her, thar (pointing

his finger at

Hanna,).

sheriff
This boy tells me that you saw Mat Heady
few hours ago. Were you an eye-witness ?
[19]

kill Bill

Hicks a

CREASE
(In a trembling voice, pleadingly)

Hanna

?

MILLIE
( Commanding, not to be denied)

Hanna!

HANNA
Gulping and

who

turns

glare at her.

Yes,

sir.

rising shakily.

She looks quiveringly at Crease,

—then

away from her

to

Millie and John.

They

She sighs deeply and bows her head for a moment.
I

——
I

seen hit!

CURTAIN

[20]
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A Triad
By Orbn Whitehead

Dawn
The

sun has risen

Over
Each

the mountains;
tiny heart's a-thrill

With the promise of it,
The glory of it
The joy of being alive.
But

Of

the joyful freight

the sun's bright rays

crowded towns.

Is lost in the

They herald only another day
Of cruel drudgery,
Of blighted hopes, disillusionment

To

an already beaten horde.

Night
Brilliant night,

Illumined by moon's white glow
Reflected from mountain masses.
Stars, like jewels,

In a setting of

Immeasurable distance.
In such a

way

does

Nature, the Universal Mistress,

Subdue man's ego;
Impress upon him

The

futility of his

works.

Night lends man the power

To

sit in

judgment of himself

Ephemeral

insect,

Awed by the lasting
Of the universe.
[21]

immensity

———
;

!

;

Beauty and Commercialism

Only

a short time back,

it

seems,

Men

worshipped things of beauty
painting, a verse, a mountain,
It matter not the form.

A

Where is it, that idealism
Of yesterday? Where are those
God-like men who reverenced

A

thing of beauty as only an idealist can?

They are the sacrifices
At the altar of the false god
Commercialism, who steals so much
Of the beauty, without which men starve.
They are the dead. But no
;

Their spirits live their voices speak
In the murmur of winds, the ripple
Of streams, the song of birds in the dawn.
;

To Our Peaks
By Margaret Harrell

When

diamond dews are on you
gems from mists' gray cloak;
When the morning sun, resplendent,
Paints with gold each bush and oak;
When the white clouds pile above you
Marble castles of romance
the

Cast-off

;

When

the sunset in

When

the

glory
Fades before soft Twilight's glance;
When the Moon Maid in her blue veils
Leaves the sky to tread your height;
its

Storm God

in his fierceness

Beats against you with his might
When the sisters, Spring and Summer,

Decorate you with their charms;
old hoary-headed Winter
Holds you fast in gaunt, bare arms;
When a thousand moods beset you,
And all nature through you speaks
You, unchanged, yet ever changing,
Have my love,
Mountain Peaks!

When

O

[22]
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f

i

1

Mists
By Oren Whitehead

A

like dust from a powder-puff, swirls up the
mountain, carrying with it a gentle blend of the

delicate cloud,
side of the

sweet, fresh odors of the woods after a rain.
As the cloud envelopes one, however, the sensation of delicacy
vanishes and gives way to a strange foreboding. One is awed by

The various
the silence, the gloom on the inside of the cloud.
impressions which the observer feels are doubtless the cause of this
"mist complex."

One
side of a

from looking
seems that the cloud

of the strangest sensations comes

mountain into a cloud.

It

down
is

the
the sky

and the observer is alone in space.
The most beautiful mists in the world can be seen in the Blue
Ridge mountains when the conditions are exactly right. There
are long, nebulous streamers of clouds outlined against a full moon,
whose light is but faintly obscured. The skies resemble an old
Over
piece of velvet with diamond pins thrust carelessly into it.
draped the mist like exquisite Oriental laces.
In the valley beneath is a veritable ocean of clouds. Bluffs
loom up out of the clouds like capes and headlands in stormy seas.
More beautiful by far than any sea the world can
But what seas
boast, the clouds lie like surf, stilled by some giant force. Immobile
sprays hang suspended above the ridges.
One waits with bated
breath for the spell to dissolve, fully expecting to hear the thunder
all is

!

of breakers and the dull roar of the sea.
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A Study In Blue
By

Doris

Troutman

creation God turned His
In an hour
He loved the almost perfect contour

eyes to the land of the

of

sky.

of the mountains;

but on their slopes there was a total absence of blue, to Him the
most wonderful and beautiful color of the spectrum. So the great
Artist resolved to create a masterpiece which would be a thing of
wonder and admiration to mortals and a thing of beauty and joy
to Himself forever.

He painted first the roof of the world with the bluest of blues,
adding here and there a dash of the most delicate pinks and yellows.
Then over the mountains He drew a soft, gentle, blue shadow.
He dipped His brush again and added to the flowers on the slopes
the delicate blue of a moonbeam.
He tinted next the lakes, the
springs, and the singing brooks, letting them reflect on their bosoms
the glorious beauty of the sky.
When at last the Master Artist generously sprinkled His magic
dye into the afterglow of the sunset, it seemed as if the pot which
held the blue in heaven had been tipped over and the color had
rushed down, flooding and bathing the earth in its radiant, brilliant blue.

Clouds
By Wade Hall
watch the lazy clouds drift by
And wonder if they go
To quench the thirst of foreign lands
I

And make
And

their rivers flow.

always seems to me
has drifted by
hundred thousand times or more
yet

it

That each

A

These clouds that

fleck the sky.

Now, who can tell if they have been
To earth and back again,
One day on peaks, the next on plains,
Like souls of mortal men ?
[24]

The

Blue of

The

Blue

By Wythe M. Peyton,

R idge

Jr.

In the springtime of creation,

When

A

the world

was

fresh

and new,

young, happy-hearted Indian

Hunted 'mid

From

the

morning dew.

his tent of fresh-tanned deerskin,

Made by him from buck and
Came he to the lofty mountain,

doe,

Stepping softly, humming low;
songs of lyric beauty,

Humming

Songs which came from Manito.
the mountain
Till he saw a magic glow.

As he hummed, he climbed

Up

he looked and saw a vision
Standing on the mountain top.
Saw in mists the god of nature,

And
Then

wonder made him stop.
him did speak the vision,
him spoke great Manito,
his

to

To

In a voice of strong decision,
But with accent soft and low,
"Mighty hunter, I have watched you
Shoot the arrow, lead the chase,
And I know your heart is loyal
To traditions of your race.

"For

this reason, I will tell

Of

you

the dangers that impend,

Dangers

to your friends around you,
your aid you do not lend.
If you heed not my first warning,
If from me you do not learn,
All these forests, all these mountains
Soon will wither, soon will burn.
If

For

the

summer-time

With

its

That will try with

From

is

coming

copper sun so hot

shafts of fire-brands
the earth all life to blot.

[25]

;

"Mind my

O

words,

;

forest hunter,

And

forget not what I say,
For the strongest, swiftest runner
Could not live upon that day.
If you would your families rescue

And

the

homeland of your

race,

Cut down pine and oak and maple,
Pile them in an open place.
With them place a wad of tinder

From

the scented cedar's bark;

Then, while green, burn up
While the world around
Saying

this,

timber
dark."

this
is

the vision vanished,

And the young man turned away;
From his mind the hunt he banished
And began his work that day.

Down

he cut the

fair,

green timber,

Followed Manito's command,
And he laid the sweet bark tinder
'Neath the pile upon the sand.
Then when night the earth had darkened

And

above he saw a

star,

Fire unto the pile he added
And the glow was seen afar.

Then, when dawn

And

the great sky tinted

the day began to break,

Down the trail the hunter
To his home the news

sprinted
to take;

For o'er all the sky was floating
Wood-smoke in a soft blue veil,
Hanging close to distant mountains,
Covering lightly wood and dale.
Through this sun could shine but gently
It could no more harm the world

And the people all were rescued
By the smoke that upward curled.
Although now the smoke

And
Yet

As

of

is

dimmer

wood-fires to us are strange,

smoke we

see a

glimmer

In the distant Blue Ridge range.
we climb our dear loved mountains,

[26]

—

Indian

trails

He has walked

we

see

no more.

the trails to mountains

Which are on another shore.
we think of that young hunter

Yet,

Who preserved

the hills and trails
Blue Ridge mountains
Covered with their blue smoke veils.

As we

see the

Dawn
By AlLEEN JONKS

When

A

Night was sleeping peacefully

In ages long gone by,
lovely angel, clothed with

Descended from the

stars,

sky.

She bent so softly over Night
That no one saw nor knew,
And pressed one kiss upon his face,
Then silently withdrew.

Night

felt the

Upon

his

touch of angel

own

cool

And, waking, he began

And

lips

brow;
to blush,

then his head did bow.

Men

saw the lovely blush of Night
Just after slumber deep,
And ever after called it Dawn
The blush that followed sleep.

*5
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Fear the Mountains
By Marguerite Mills

I fear the mountains.
Distant blue walls with their misty veils,
I fear them.
Rocky, rugged peaks that climb to the sky and pen me
I fear them.
Snow-caps, white, cold, feelingless, hiding volcanoes,
I fear them.
Even the old mountains covered with happy trees,
I fear them.

I
I
I

would
would
would

And

my

house upon a rock overlooking the
comfort of the sunshine,
see the beauty of the water and the sky
nestling fairy ships between them.
I fear the mountains.
build

feel the

A

Spot In the

Woods

By Margaret Fawcett
There flows between two slopes a sparkling stream
Along whose banks the fair spring beauties grow.

A beech

tree, with its shelt'ring limbs spread low,
Stands tall above some wild star-flowers that gleam
Like evening stars themselves, and almost seem
To twinkle there. Hid from the sun's bright glow
By rocks and bowlders, tall ferns gently blow;
And sunset finds the place a radiant dream.

As evening

And

An

steals across the

wooded

hills

stars shine palely in the heavens gray,

evening songster, hidden, sweetly shrills
warbles with the fading of the day.
still the fragrant spot with beauty thrills;
brook still gurgles on its way.

And
And
The
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in,

sea,

s

Mountain Trails
By Harold M. Hayes

A Genette

II /

ly 3L

viciously

sat in the doorway of her mountain cabin,
smoking her old clay pipe. The sun was doing its

best to warm the mountain side,
own and because of this Ma was
;

but April was

still

holding her

dressed in her winter homespun.

Ma had

placed herself in the doorway because from here she could
Between puffs
the trail leading to the settlement.
Finally
she would gaze long and earnestly down the trail.
The
arose with some effort and began to set the table for two.
dinner consisted of soup beans, fat-back bacon, black coffee and an

see far

down

Ma

over-size pone cake.

Ma had hardly finished her work when from the doorway a
young man of about twenty-five appeared and, with a broad grin,
asked, "Hi, Ma, air we still t' outs 'cause I j'ined up with the
revenooers?"
"Bearcat, you knowed how I felt 'bout furriners buttin' in
they ain't wanted, an' you been told time 'n' ag'in how yer
pap an' yer gran'pap was kilt by sech trash. We'ns what come
from the upland breed hain't knowed nothin' but moonshinin' fer
the last sixty year, an' tain't right ter take our only livin' from us.
Do ye admit that much, Bearcat?"

whar

an' no, Ma. We knowed how ter make dew fer years an'
we do know now. Yes, but, Ma, cain't ye see thet no man
is wuth his salt when he only knows how ter mix mash an' keep a
flake stand the right heat?
Ma, the settlement's got a good school
an' lots o' grades in it.
Sheriff Doby toF me ter-day thet the
fif grade was bein' added next year.
Now, had ye ruther see

"Yes

it's all

—

young uns roun' here bein' good 'shiners er had ye ruther see
'em havin' larnin' an' be wuth somethin' ter us an' not have t' hide
in the bresh like a varmint?"

the

"Yer

jes' too good fer yer likes, Bearcat, an' I ain't afeared t'
yer so.
Larnin' ain't helpin' us critters none up here, an*
'nother thing, Bearcat, yer pap alius made a livin'. Whut larnin*
did he have? Couldn't even spell the name o' Genette. Think yer

tell

too good fer us folks, an' I'm tellin' ye t' yer face thet s'long
thet star stays on yer shirt ye ain't no son o' mine an' ye ain't

jes'
's

welcome

in

my

"Ma, them

place."
is

awful hot words from

ye say?"
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ye.

Do

ye

mean whut

"Do

I ever say

somethin' I don't

mean?

Ye

thet blood-stained star or ye go an' stay gone.

go an' turn in

No

revenooers'll

ever 'bide under the same roof with me. Go now, quick, 'fore I
Remember, too, if I ever see thet star a-shinin'
says too much.
out thar I'll shoot at it an' shoot fer the middle o' it, js' like yer
pap did. Now git fer good."
"Ma, down thet trail is 'nother trail thet bears off t' the left,
an' it's crooked. Thet trail goes t' three stands bein' run day 'n'
night. The other trail, the one I come up, goes straight
straight
1
I tried the crooked trail, an' I don't like it.
I
t the settlement.
worked three years on a wheat-straw still, an' it's bad, Ma. I'm
a-gonna fight fer this star jes' like y'all fit ag'in' it. Bearcat's gone

—

From now on
an' ye'll see thet I means whut I say.
gonna be more molasses leave the settlement in jugs than
thar'Il be mountain dew. Thet's all.
Goodbye."
"Jes a minit, Bearcat. Pap's oY still is out in the smokehouse,
an' I'm a-goin' ter rig her up an' run 'er, d'ye hear? You er no

Ma,

dry,

thar's

other infernal revenooer is a-gonna stop me!"
was very pale, but she took down the old hog rifle, saw
that it was loaded and said, "Now git er I'll shoot!"
Bearcat turned and took the straight trail to the settlement.
The next morning
received news that the three main stills
on the left trail had been ruined and hung in the highest tree. She
spat vigorously and said, " 'Tain't no revernooer'll get mine."
sat in the doorway, smoked two pipefuls, and then she
arose and dusted the old black book on the table, resumed her
seat, and read and read.
The next day four stills were hung in the same tree to dry, but
said nothing; she read the old book again.
By the end of a week ten stills adorned the tree that on the
only sat and read. That same
first day held only three, but
night she read late, and finally blew out the lamp and sat in the
doorway to do a "spell o' thinkin'." She was interrupted by a
slight noise at the smokehouse.
got the old rifle and walked
silently out to the smokehouse.
She looked up and saw the form
of some one in a tree with a large object. She raised the rifle three

Ma

Ma

Ma

Ma

Ma

Ma

times, but lowered

it

each time, and finally tears

ject until she could not see

When Ma

dimmed

the ob-

it.

see, the person was down the tree and starting
Suddenly she called him.
"Bearcat, boy, come back to yer o' Ma. Thet star didn't look
none like a target a-shinin' up thar ag'in' the moonlight. It looked
ter me like a good star was a-guidin' ye ter do a good deed fer all
o' us. Son, I been a-readin' thet oF black book in yander, an' you

down

was

could

the big trail.

right

from

th' start.

Son, keep ter thet straight path an' let
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Him be wit^ ye when ye fight fer thet star. I knowed all the
time ye was fair; but, son, our raisin' is bred deep, an' I finally fit
it out with God, an' He won an' I'm glad.
Come here an' kiss
yer ol' Ma, son, an' come in ter th' fire; ye're cold!"

My

Mother

By Margaret Harrell

To

others

She

just

is

A woman
With

a gentle face

Lined by care,
But with eyes
That glow and

Hands

that

Ceaseless

But

to

show

toil.

me

she

is

a goddess

Sent from Heaven.

Though battle-scarred
With years of life,
Her heart is young with

And
Are

in her eyes

lights of love.

Her charming hands
Bear love knots

Tied

into her life

By daily toil for me.
Her face is etched
With tiny lasting
Lines of love

And
She

she
is

is

my

beautiful.

mother.
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Our Heritage

As

the first
fitting

to

number

of

Peaks

goes to press,

we

feel that it is

acknowledge the merits of our predecessor, the

Hillbilly.

This magazine, founded more than a decade ago, has served
through the years as an instrument for the publication of the varied
literary efforts of the students. For years it was a sort of combined
newspaper and magazine and as such was the only organ through
which students were kept in touch with the affairs of the school
community.
The Hillbilly served its purpose well. The staffs were always
made up of wide-awake students who took their work seriously and
[32]

performed it willingly, under the capable leadership of Miss
Eleanor Stratton. They had the added responsibility of financing
the publication. The business managers were untiring workers.
Since the educational program has taken in more work along
literary lines

and the board of education has seen

fit

to donate a

every year for the high school publications, the magazine takes
on a new form and greater ideals. No longer compelled to divide
interest with getting advertisements, the editors can give whole

sum

time to literary creation and produce work of the highest literary
value of which students are capable.
The Hillbilly passes on to us the responsibility of putting our
accept this responbest into our work and of persevering in it.

We

We

sibility.

shall strive seriously

and earnestly

to place

our maga-

zine on the very pinnacle of high school publications to be worthy
of carrying on the work so ably begun and so successfully continued
through many years by the Hillbilly.
;

—Francis Hulme.

Innovations

TO

fill a pressing need in high school life three courses in
creative arts have been introduced into the Asheville high

These courses are Creative English,
Writing, and Dramatics.
school curriculum.

News

The

Creative English course puts good literature, both prose
In analyzing a masterpiece, he
learns what underlying principles in its composition put it in the
class of good literature.
The students make use of their investigations by applying these principles in their own efforts, thus drawing
nearer to true characterization and discrimination in choosing
material of human interest.

and poetry, before the student.

The Journalism students are receiving practical, working
knowledge in writing news articles, editorials, and feature stories.
Their work is tested in its appeal to the public through the columns
of Sky High , the high school newspaper, as they write up reports
of events and conditions in the school community.
Perhaps the most interesting class of the new department is the
Dramatics class. This is a "Playmaker" group. The students
design and construct their own scenery and write and act the plays
for which it is
background.
In preparation for this practical
work a study course of plays and their related subjects is taken up.
[33]

The

students learn the effect of lighting and scenery.

They

con-

sider the elements of appeal in dramatic presentation.

The most just criticism of the usual public school system of
to-day is its uniform attitude in dealing with the mass and its
deplorable neglect of the individual. Talents are not discovered.
Interests are not cultivated.
Capabilities are not strengthened.
The development of single personalities is neglected. That the
school board has taken a belated step toward bettering this condition is commendable. The much commented upon attitude of indifference and lack of enthusiasm on the part of the students will give
way to ardor of mind as their latent talents are awakened and they
are given guidance and a chance to study and develop their possibilities of self-expression.

—Peggy Ann

Williams.

These Hills
Visitors

to Asheville are struck

with the evident indifference of

the inhabitants towards our wonderful mountains.

When

they exclaim in wonder over our magnificent sunsets and beauty of
color and shadow,
W

A

we seem

surprised at their delight.

own country" is
perhaps applicable in our city. Having grown up in and among
these hills, we are prone to take them for granted.
Students who go to college where mountains are conspicuous by
their absence write to their homeland, telling of their nostalgie for
the mountains. It is necessary for them to be afar off to appreciate the grandeur and exquisite beauty of the Appalachians.
God has truly blessed the hill-folk. It is only our negligence
and carelessness which blind us to the beauty of these hills.
Francis Hulme.
prophet

is

not without honor, save in his

—

Pinnacles
SINCE
tains

the

dawn

—towering

of

men have worshipped mounhurled skyward by some great up-

cviilization

giants,

heaval in ages long forgotten.
Men have always reached for the things higher than themMen of the past have been inspired by mountainSj those
selves.
giant beacons on the face of Mother Earth, calling men to a
higher level. We, too, are inspired by them and pay tribute to
that heritage of ours which has come down through the centuries,
even as our religion
the pinnacles in the Land of the Sky.

—

—Ryal Woodall.
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Mountain Lake Reflections
I

j

thoughts

Hill

The
wait as

mountains, as

if

withdrawing

we

look on them, seem to move back and
we are more worthy of their lofty

until

pinnacles, but they invite us

onward and upward.
*

Life allows us

to take

*

choose the direction of that step.
* *

You
the slope

*

*

only one step at a time; but
*

we may

*

must climb the slope before you can reach the summit.
were not upward, the summit would be no goal.
*

The

ore

is

*

*

If

*

found beneath the surface

—

in

the heart of the

mountain.

The

rougher the

trail,

the

*

more
*

*

satisfactory the top.

*

The climb becomes easier as we approach the summit.
have become used to the upward effort.
* * * *

We
we

We

measure our strength by our highest climb. Any height
below that level is not a result of our

attain that falls a little

strongest effort.

*

*

*

The laughing streams tumble
waters run deep.
It takes hours to climb the slope
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*

down

the mountain side;

—but only minutes
—Peggy Ann Williams.

still

to descend.

Men

A

to

Match Our Mountains

visitor to the hill country remarked, "People here must be
very good. I don't believe that anyone living in the shadow

of your beautiful mountains could lead other than an upright
They are an inspiration."

life.

This opinion is characteristic of those who come to look at our
Contrary to all thought expressed on the subject, however,
the inhabitants of this mountain region can claim no higher place
in the scale of clean living and high ideals than can the people of
any other region.
Our jails are as full as the jails of other counties; our court
calendar is crowded with as many crimes. It is interesting to note
that at least fifty per cent of the criminal cases, such as murder,
come from the law-breaking mountain people, those who live in
peaks.

the very heart of the

There

hills.

much

dishonesty and crookedness in city and county
politics.
Local newspapers resort at times to party partiality and
now and then to yellow journalism. The local tax payer grumbles
is

when

asked to pay for civic advancement. Voters attend elections
with laxity, then experience consequent discontent with the outcome. Petty personal interests down and choke out efforts of the
public-spirited men.
In short, our city and countryside are given
as much to the vices and virtues of community and private life as
who have not the adthe coastal and flat-country regions are
vantage of the supposed good influence of lofty mountain peaks.

—

We are led

"man is the same all the world over."
a great need here, as there is everywhere, for citizens
of high ideals, striving for the advancement, not so much materially, although that is an incidental necessity, as morally and intellectually, of the general populace. There is much need of education
There

to believe that

is

mountain
and humanizing

in the

city.

districts,

There is need of
employment

stricken, of

and there

is

much room

for

improvement

in the already established public institutions of the
relief

of

suffering

of the unoccupied

—

among
in

the poverty-

whose

idle

minds

the seeds of vice are sown.

there is need of men, men of character, of deand of a moral stamina not to be dethroned by
need
mercenary considerations, nor to be intoxicated by power.
men who have caught the vision of an ideal nation. We need
Washingtons and Wilsons men whose souls can stretch beyond the
level of the common herd and rear their lofty ideals among the
stars
men to match our mountains.
Peggy Ann Williams.
First of
termination,

all,

We

—

—

—
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Impressions of Asheville
By Oren Whitehead

Morning

There

is

street a

a smell of smoke, a rattle of milk cans. Down the
man is trying to start a stubborn automobile engine.

caught up by the chilly wind and carried
rays of the sun penetrate uncertainly
through the blanket of mist and smoke which always covers Asheville in the early morning.
As the morning advances the mists clear away; the streets
Here is a street
begin to fill with the rush of morning traffic.
Its snorts of protest are

many

blocks.

The warming

car; there, a well-fed, sleek-looking realtor or contractor at the

wheel of

his car.

The drug stores begin to fill with the usual morning crowd;
mostly men who call loudly for "dopes" and rap nervously on the

—

counter with a coin until they are served a truly representative
group. Here are the lawyers, brokers, doctors, clerks, and laborers.
Most of them are smoking; desultory talk divides them up into
groups of two or three. Later in the day they will begin to frown
and lines of worry will appear on their faces, but just now they
are smiling. Their cheeks are pink with a glowing, after-shaving
flush; their hair

is

slicked back,

and they act

as

if

there

was no

such thing as worry.

Noon

The hot air resounds with the shrieks of noon whistles; office
buildings disgorge crowds of smiling men and women. The stores
are quickly emptied of morning shoppers.
Among these the

woman who "left her potatoes
The majority of the stores
clerks have a

noon, has
stops

and

welcome hour

now dwindled
starts

to boil"

are

now

of rest.

to a small

monotonously

is

conspicuously present.

practically empty.

stream of private

cars,

as the traffic signals change.
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Their

Traffic, heavy all the fore-

which

Night

The night skies are broken by a piercing shaft of light from
the tower of the Jackson building. Occasionally the operator mischievously lets the great finger of light wander up and down
Patton Avenue, picking out groups of theatre-goers, who blink
uncomprehendingly.
The great electric sign of L. B. Jackson winks in red and
yellow at its fellow on Battery Park Place.
It is interesting to loiter in front of the Battery Park Hotel on
nights when dances are scheduled.
Cars of expensive make hah
at the curb and beautiful women in evening gowns, accompanied

by men

in "full dress," alight.

The

boy in

his first

away at a
look like an exvery serious to the boy, but exactly the

"tux"

cigarette nonchalantly

and

perienced smoker.
It
opposite to observers.

is

is

in evidence; he puffs

tries unsuccessfully to

As time passes the streets become more and more deserted;
Nothing
the theatres, drug stores, and some of the cafes close.
can be heard but an occasional automobile, the tramp of a night
policeman, or the rattle made by a night watchman as he shakes
the doors of the buildings.

Sunset Mountain
One

might compare Sunset Mountain to a fastidious young
wondrous, brilliant robes, which she proudly
displays to the throngs who yearly turn their footsteps toward her
dwelling. She greets them clothed in beauteous, fantastic gowns,
designed for her by Mother Nature.
In the spring she wears a delicate green robe with clusters of
violets and apple blossoms clinging to her dress to add a touch of
society belle with

delicacy.

As summer approaches, she dons a gown so fair that one hardly
dares to touch the tiniest petal of a flower enfolded in its colorful
draperies.

In the autumn she grows extremely joyous and attires herself
a frock of gorgeous intermingled colors.
She becomes very
cordial and, with the wind as her messenger, sends out thousands
in

of colorful invitations.

She wears in the winter a robe that far outclasses those of
Clothed in shimmering white fur, she is a per-

the other seasons.

fect goddess of beauty.

—Katherine Brian.
[38]

The

Square In the Morning
By Louish Baboox

he morning

bustle

and hurry of

life

centers around the

Square of Asheville.

Clanging

street cars

and noisy busses revolve about Vance's

monument, while swiftly moving, tooting automobiles dash around
and between these. The two prominent buildings on the Square,
the Library and the Jackson building, stand out white in the
smoky air that settles and leaves an ever moving surplus of black
Scarlet-shod pigeons teeter awkwardly on the rough bricks,
soot.
pecking in the crevices of the streets with a nonchalant air, lingering
for one last peck, then curving swiftly away from the wheels of an

oncoming

car.

The box-like construction of the street cleaner's wagon is
jerked spasmodically along by a raw-boned white horse, the street
cleaner following, with his white suit a humorous mockery of his
occupation. His face is brown and wrinkled, his sandy mustache
tobacco-stained; and he walks with uncertain tread, pushing the
refuse before him with his long-handled broom.
Negroes wearing rubber knee-boots congregate by the Plaza to
await their busses, their dinner pails gleaming in the sun according
to their newness.

Browned, coarse-looking men lounge carelessly on and about
monument, some expectorating far and wide,
others drinking out of the fountain marked plainly, "For Colored."
the fence around the

A

group of excited school children yell gaily at one another as
they wait for street cars long past due. Others wait impatiently
in front of the book store for the regular 8:30 raising of the

window

shades that signifies business has been resumed.

Persons who are early and are taking their time impede the
advance of those who are late, and "Excuse me!" and "Oh, I beg
your pardon !" are heard invariably as the busy people seem to turn
out en masse on the sidewalks.

Red and green lights signify stop and go, respectively ; but one
speeding car heeds not the signal, and warrants a protesting whistle
from a pompous policeman.
Gradually the

streets clear

and

traffic lessens, the

ing blue-coated official manages a smile
smoke begins to rise heavily.
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now and

much endur-

then,

and the

—

—

Beaucatcher Mountain
Beaucatcher Mountain abounds in memories. Ghosts of
an almost forgotten, yet recent past, dance over the leafy trails
shy, gentlemanly boys and charming girls of half a century ago.
spirit of eternal youth pervades the atmosphere of the little
mountain. It is a fitting place for young romance.
It was on
Beaucatcher Mountain that the youth of a younger Asheville did
its courting.
Formerly called Beaumont, Beaucatcher Mountain

A

was renamed

for this.

Beaucatcher Mountain by moonlight is a place of lyric beauty,
with black, mysterious shadows, grassy glades, and trails in the
half-light.

On the crest stands Henry's castle, proud and aloof like an
ancient English manor.
From the old stone bridge, south of the
castle, the city of Asheville spreads itself out at the feet of the
watcher.

Amazing

is

the contrast of the old bridge and the

below: the bridge, a

relic of the past; Asheville,

with

modern
its

city

brilliant

electric signs, its tall buildings, its traffic-filled streets, a unit in the

progressive

—

modern word : incongrous,

Farther, beyond the

city,

the two.

the

rise

mountains, ungainly, yet

beautiful.

Faintly, softened by distance, the noises of the city drift to the
top of the mountain.
Poetic, but unreal,

Mountain

is

the impression one receives of Beaucatcher

at night.

— Oren

Mount

Pisgah
By Henry

And

Whitehead.

the Rat

A. Page III

In days of old, when earth was young,
rat onto Mount Pisgah clung
The mountain shook, but all in vain
The rat held on through wind and rain.

A

And
The
And
For

;

so until this very

day

own prey;
blue-grey Pisgah lets him stay

rat thinks Pisgah's his

tourists of this

modern

[40]

day.
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HILLS
Love

s

Labors Lost

By Oren Whitehead
Tj^ loyd Booker surveyed the

A

reflected in the

shoulders and

slightly blurred

mirror before him.

with

elevated his chin

inebriate as he confided to his likeness,
t'

steal

my

He

image of himself
straightened his

comic dignity of the
"Should 'a'known better'n

the

girl."

Floyd wasn't angry. The thirst for revenge was not his. But
he had before him the urgent duty of punishing a friend who had
proven himself to be false.
Carefully closing the door, Floyd stepped into the hall of the
fraternity house.

As he

a "gab-fest" without

negotiated the length of the hall, he passed
Then he essayed the descent of
it.

knowing

This was accomplished with difficulty.
Lounging in chairs or seated at tables were boys and young

the stairs.

men

clad in unimaginable flights of the plastic fancy of a college
undergraduate. Some were studying, some merely talking or smoking,

and one, to the dismay of

all

the others,

was blowing indus-

triously into a saxophone.

When Floyd appeared, all eyes were turned toward him.
Smiles appeared on some of the faces, while the countenances of
some of the more virtuous wore pained expressions. Floyd walked
across the room with slow, precise steps, striving to maintain his
^periled equilibrium. To all appearances he was oblivious of the
presence of the occupants of the room.
Floyd stepped through the door and closed it with unnecessary
-olence.
Then, leaning against a pillar, he stood for a moment
with closed eyes, inhaling the refreshing night air. This revived
him somewhat, and he was able to walk more steadily when he
lined the sidewalk.
He bent his steps toward the home of Pauline Potter, his erstwhile "sweetie."
Floyd hadn't recovered from last night's dance yet. Otherwise,
h 2 would have seen the folly of that which he was resolved to do.
Upon receipt of a half-gallon of "pre-war" the night before he had
..
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Now, with something

proceeded to get gloriously drunk.
half-pint left, he

was

still

like a

"up there."

Floyd had resolved to punish his friend, Paul Howard, for the
imaginary offense of stealing his girl. Paul was within his rights
in filling a date with Pauline, but to the liquor-inflamed mind of
Floyd nobody had any rights but himself. Floyd, knowing of the
engagement which Paul had tonight, meant to waylay him and
So it was with artificially sorrowful heart that Floyd
fight it out.
neared the Potter residence.
Yes, there was Paul's Chrysler now, parked in front of the
house.

Well, Floyd could wait.

He

had sense enough

still

to

know

the dire possibilities of entering the Potters' home in his condition.
Far-reaching was the fame of Pa Potter when it came to getting
rid of undesirable visitors.

Floyd
wall.

down

with his back against a brick
emptied the liquor-flask with one gulp and softly laid it
beside him.

How warm he was! Floyd
nodded again, and his head fell forward.
Some time later our hero awoke with a start at the raucous
How

nodded.
.

settled himself comfortably

He

soft the brick wall felt!

He

sobs of a recalcitrant engine nearby.

The

lights of the Chrysler

were burning and, with a final protest, the engine started. Realizing that here was the chance to humble Paul before the eyes of
Pauline, Floyd sprang up and barely succeeded in grabbing the
spare tire before the car rolled
as comfortable position as

mobile to get to a

less

was

down

He squirmed into
and waited for the auto-

the street.

possible

populated neighborhood.

To
town

Floyd's great joy, the car rolled into the outskirts of the
and finally out onto the unfrequented road to the cemetery.

To anyone else the beauty of the night would have appealed.
But Floyd was drunk, irretrievably, uncompromisingly drunk.
Overhead were thousands of stars. The subtle perfume of cherryblossoms was wafted to the nostrils of the unsuspecting couple in
the roadster. It was a night of which poets sing and lovers dream.
About a mile outside of town, Floyd decided to attack.
He
struggled over the rear fender and onto the running board, where
he hung precariously for a moment. Then he edged forward until
he could see into the roadster.
From then on things happened with bewildering rapidity. The
car came to an immediate halt. The still night air resounded* to a
feminine shriek and the woman leaped to the ground and ran,
screaming, down the road.
In the shadow of a tree two fierce forms struggled. Muffled
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thuds, curses, and grunts

and flowed: now

were heard. The tide of battle ebbed
was with Floyd, now with his

the advantage

opponent.

The

had served

cool night air

Now

Floyd's brain.

making him dizzy

The blood from a
"Whew!" he

the

again.

thought.

boys because he was so

But now

little

and

so disinterested in athletics

the superior strength of

little,

his

I'll

and

be more careful

Floyd began

to assert itself.

adversary was forced backward until, with a

uppercut from Floyd, he

terrific

lay

his eye closing gradually.

warm and sickening.
"When had Paul ever fought like
who was looked down on by the other

next time."

I fight

Little by

felt

fumes from

opponent were rapidly

"Well," he thought, "guess

physical prowess.

who

Floyd

his

cut lip tasted

Paul, the studious,

this?"

to fan the liquor

blows of

fell

over the hood of the car and

still.

After a brief period of

He found

rest,

Floyd took stock of

a severely blackened eye

Up

to search for the girl.

and

a cut lip.

the road, then

down

his injuries.

Then
it

he began

he went, but

lowhere did he find a sign of Pauline.
After an hour of fruitless searching, he gave up and plodded
disgustedly toward the town.

His
rhe

What

were

footsteps

flap-flap

of

his

noiseless.

The

"bell-bottoms."

silence

He

was broken only by

regretted

his

actions.

world had made him want to beat up Paul? Why,
'aul was his best friend.
Floyd was sober now and filled with
remorse. He felt ill, out of sorts; his nerves were on edge.
in the

Slowly he dragged himself through the town. As he passed
toward it. With a muffled exclamation he stopped and stared at the porch.
There stood Paul and
Miss Potter. Paul was neatly dressed and his hair was plastered
back as was his wont.
'he Potter house he glanced

It

was a

that night.

cinch, thought Floyd, that

Then,

whom

Paul had been
had he beaten up?

The

in

no

fight

puzzle was solved, however, and at the same time made
more perplexing by the words of the girl: "Paul, I'm so
worried about Papa and Mamma. Papa's never driven your car
still

before."
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A Fancy
By Peggy Ann Williams

The trees in groups
Among themselves.

are whispering

Their black outlines against the moonlit sky

Are leaning and

rocking.

They are a group
Of old-maid gossips
Nodding together and
Shaking their heads

Over

the latest scandals of

Daisy and clover

Or

the young, red-throated

Robins that nest
In their branches.

Rain
By Janet

C.

Love

A dreary rain,
A windy rain:
Gloomy

clouds and darker shadows,
Sighing pine trees on the hill,
On the panes a constant drumming
dreary day,

A
A windy

day.

A bleak rain,
A cold rain:
Driving men and beasts to

Making

shelter,

city streets black mirrors,

Tapping, tapping on the roof tops

A bleak day,
A cold day.
[44]

The

Silver
By

On

Shadow

Adelaide Freeman

a wintry day several years back, in the cold, wooded region
surrounding the tiny trading post of Saint Aitre, in Canada,

one might have seen fleeting shadows briefly outlined against the
white mantle of snow on the ground. It may have been the gray
waving of a dim fir branch in the distance, perhaps a seeming
downward sweep of a pale blue cloud, or it may have been the
swift silver shadow of Loper, the great agile wolf whom no human

had ever touched.
Loper was the terror and the passionate desire of every trapper
in Saint Aitre.

No

one

knew

or dared venture to seek his

lair,

and the creature, whose feet seemed to have the power of ever
avoiding traps, came and went as he pleased. To-day he had caught
a fat rabbit and, with it in his mouth, he galloped away to his den.
;

Loper's
slope

home was

and almost

summit

at

of the slope.

a

huge hole dug out near the top of a steep
fir which crowned the

the very base of a

The

fir

was unusual

in its size, being

much

Loper was
and an opening only large enough to admit
entrance and exit of his dwelling place.

larger than the ordinary stunted tree of the North.

not a pretentious beast,

his body was the sole
To-day, having reached his hole, he disappeared into it like a silver
arrow, and dropped his booty down in a corner in the semi-dark-

He

ness.

stood over it gloatingly for a few minutes, sniffing exand then flung himself down beside it. Loper always
once every day and, with his body stretched in this same

pectantly,

came

in

spot, lay for several hours in a deep sleep.

But to-day the wolf seemed unable to let himself drift off in
His eyes held a queer, worried look.
Suddenly he
bounded to his feet, and scampered up the hole out into the open.
The world about him in general did not seem to reassure him.
Loper's instinct told him everything was not as it should be. He
glanced above him; surely the heavens had never been so black as
they appeared then. The wolf on the lone slope opened his mouth
and the winds carried away a shrill, plaintive cry. Loper was
afraid of what he knew not. He slowly let himself into his hole.
Two hours later the heavens parted and the storm descended
in all its fury.
Lightning whipped in and out of the tree branches
like so many infuriated snakes.
The thunderclaps echoed and reechoed till it seemed that the very ground must be cracked in half.
Loper, shivering, crouched at the bottom of his hole and waited.
slumber.

;
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him

that he was waiting for the inevithappened.
flashing white streak of
lightning pierced the sky, and Loper saw the fir tree above him
sway and come crashing over the hole that was his outlet to liberty
and life! He pushed experimentally and then frantically against
the dead weight above him. When he saw that it did not budge,
he ran to the back of the cave and, gathering all the force of his
powerful body, he rushed at the tree trunk and, leaping into the
air, hit it a powerful blow.
Loper only bruised himself.
Three hours later found the beast still running back and forth.
He was foaming at the mouth, and his beautiful gray coat was torn
and blackened. Loper could not push the trunk away, and he
knew it. He stood himself underneath it and dug his teeth into
the pine.
But the tree was a sturdy one, and not even Loper 's
sharp fangs could cut through it.
Loper kept it up, however, kept it up for long days and nigb's
filled with ceaseless and frantic gnawing and pushing.
The rabbit
was long since gone, and Loper craved food with a longing that
knew no bounds. Although the ground above was covered with
snow, the cave had become unbearably hot, and Loper had not had
a drop of water in his parched throat since the day of the storm.
The third day dragged on and found Loper, a pitiful shadow
of his former self, weakly pushing at the log, which was scarred

Something seemed to

able to happen.

and

slightly

tell

And

A

it

wobbly now.

It

was

rolled

away

the tiniest bit fro

n

the opening, and the glimmer of light which

came through seemed
an instant. A superhuman

to revive the creature's strength for
strength seemed to take possession of his frame and, with a mighvy
heave and a pitiful sob, he pushed aside the barrier and dragged
himself into the open.
He dug his nose down into the cold snow and lay there, his
body quivering. Loper was tired, tired in body and spirit; an
when the shadows began to deepen, a soft silver one went to join
those deep blue ones of the sky.

Winter
By Harry Black
Leafless are the

With

many

trees

their branches spread

Like the skeletons of men
Long, long, long since dead.
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From An European Journal
By Henry

MY

WE
because

A. Page III

FIRST DAY IN ITALY

reached the border of France and Italy early in the
morning, after having been turned back the day before

we had no

visa.

It

was

a clear, beautiful day.

The

sea

The

small waves splashed upon
the red rocks at the water's edge far below. The blue mountains
shone in clear relief against the cloudless sky.
The road at the border crosses a small bridge above a stream
The officials blabthat has cut a miniature canyon in the rock.
bered a lot of useless talk when we stopped to show our passports.
then rode across the bridge and were
in Italy!
Going up a hill, we passed several peasant women carrying
loads on their backs and heads. At the top of the hill was another
place where we had to stop, but the wait there was soon over and
we went on by San Remo, a resort city, and Vintemiglia, a great
flower market.
Whenever we came to a place where the mountains did not
rise abruptly out of the sea, the hillside was covered by terrace

was calm and a deep blue

color.

—

We

—

above terrace, with different things growing on them vegetables,
grapes, and gnarled and twisted olive trees.
Having our lunch with us, at noon we stopped by a pine forest
for our repast.
sat on rocks by the road and looked down
into the sea, which played merrily upon the gravel beach. Far out

We

to sea there

were

sailboats.

After the meal we continued along the mountain side that
rose straight up out of the sea.
went through several picturesque, though dirty, towns.
At one place we saw a large rock island in the sea which
resembled exactly a camel's hump; and near it was another small

We

On top of the larger rock was a monaswhere shaven-headed, brown-robed, barefoot monks lived in
obscurity. We passed several of these monks along the road, and
in cities they were in swarms.
isle,

the head, no doubt.

tery,
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There were but two unpleasant things on
and the gates at all railroad

did

we

find one open.

If

the trip: the general

Not once
shouted a great
house nearby and open

state of dirtiness

crossings.

we blew our horn and

some one would come out of a little
them, or, more than likely, they would tell you that a train was
coming. Well, as they said, the trains did come, but at least four
times we waited half an hour or more before the promised train
deal,

arrived.

Toward evening we passed above a small cove with a little "sea
room," a small, sandy beach shut in on three sides by rocks and by
the sea on the other side. On the beach were about two dozen
barefoot men and women, pulling and tugging at the ropes of a
fish net which went at least a quarter of a mile out into the sea.
Some men

in boats

were

also helping.

It

was a

picture to be

remembered.

Thanks to the many railroad crossings, it was dark long before
reached Genoa. At one stop I saw Roger, our chauffeur, take
a small pistol out of the car pocket.
About an hour and a half after dark, the thousands of lights
of Genoa appeared. At last we reached the city where Columbus
was born. It was raining. After a long search, we found the large
hotel that overlooks the city from a high hill.
From our rooms we could look out upon the lighted city. The
harbor was full of lighted ships.
stayed the next day in Genoa. It rained all the time, but
I could get a good view of the harbor.
It was packed with ships
of all sizes, from the smallest fish boat to the largest palatial liner.
Small rafts, carrying provisions, came and went between the land

we

We

and the

ships that

were about

to depart.

WINDY DAYS
The

Mistral was at

its height.
In Cannes it blew fiercely.
Sand was blown from the beaches and it filled the air in the
town. It was impossible to keep some doors shut, and into the
stores went the flying sand.
Palm trees bent as though they would
break and many of their leaves were torn off. A few people tried
to walk on the croisette by the sea.
It was necessary to hold one's
head down, for the flying sand cut one's face. The wind was so
strong that some promenaders were blown back several feet. The
waves dashed against the rocks, sending spray all over the street
above.
The water looked churned. It really was; a mass of
rolling green, with splashes of brown
mud. No boats were out

—

that day.
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OLIVE TREES
Rows

of terraced olive trees,

Twisted, gnarled, and torn;
Ancient seers of all the trees,
Rain and tempest worn!
Mistral-swept old olive trees

With

their shiny fruit,

Looking calmly over the

Where

seas

the dolphins shoot;

Looking over the Esterel,
Hill of blue and red

Not one

tree can Mistral fell

Till they're old and dead.

Rows

of terraced olive trees,

Twisted, gnarled, and torn;
Ancient seers of all the trees,
Rain and tempest worn

Violins
By

Francis

Hulme

Things dead,
Yet things immortal,
Hewn from blocks
Of pine and maple
Toneless,

Yet

full of sleeping

music;

Shaped by a master,
Stradivarius or

Amati

;

Exquisite curves
And shell-like carvings
Strings, white hairs,

And brown and
With

golden varnish,

pegs and chin

rest.

Sobbings

And

soulful singings,

Cadence and

joy,

Frenzied passion,

And

lullabies

Things without soul,
Things dead and mute

And
And

;

with guidance
touch of an Elman
Beauty
yet,
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An American's Impression of
Bastille

Day

By Peggy Ann Williams
six days the streets of
Forqueer,
gilded carriages,

Paris were littered with huge boxes,
bright, multi-colored boards
a con-

—

fusing mixture of tools, crowbars, cart wagons, chariots, halferected merry-go-rounds, long steel bars, towering ferris wheels,
everywhere parts of something looking for their complements.
Each day the wiry French workmen hammered and painted and

mammoth

boxes from dawn until dusk.
Ineffectual.
The
every street seemed the same on each day. The crew of
men repeated this daily performanc without accomplishing anything and apparently with little aim or desire to do so. They were
The
rather like ragged children playing around the junk heap.
main boulevards alone were spared from these unsightly scenes but
more orderly routine was
even they were undergoing a change.
there, to be sure, but not building escaped the blue, white, and red
Every store
draperies
the glittering decorations inside and out.
window displayed costumes pierrots, devils, witches, kings, all
disporting themselves on the frames of the smiling "window
ladies."
Grotesque masks gorgons, monkeys, imps, and elves
grimaced at passers-by. Every device for noise and fun was displayed. The toy shops, the dress shops, the department stores were
filled with busy folks hurrying around, buying outlandish materials
and queer masks.
Through it all ran a current of gaiety. Every French eye was
bright.
Every French foot was dancing. Every French tongue
was wagging. Every French heart was light. They were like
children out for a holiday.
Old men and women, young folks,
children, babes
the youth and age of the capital were gone on a
mad pleasure hunt. The streets were crowded. The busses and
street cars were sagging beneath their loads of people and packages
everywhere packages.
lifted

litter in

;

A

—

—
—

—

—

For a whole week,

this.
For a whole week an entire city
population in constant preparation for some gay event at every
corner groups of excited people; in every street mobs of rushing,
laughing human beings; from every house laughter, cries everyone out of himself and borne in spirit on a great tide of excitement
that ran like a strong current through the place.
Little children

—
—

with flushed, excited faces watched the ragged workmen at their
ineffectual laboring on the junk-heaps
babbling learnedly in
French and proudly displaying their "vingt centimes."

—
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;

!

All

this

was

It

—and then July

scarcely

14.

dawn when

We

the frolic began.

were awak-

ened by a hurdy-gurdy playing in the street outside our window
and voices trying to keep up with the mechanical tune it emitted.
went out on the French balcony to watch
The Marseillaise
were not out of
the fun. There would be no more sleeping.
place there in our kimonos. Every door, window, and balcony was
crowded with people en neglige people with sleep scarced rubbed
from their eyes, the print of the pillow still on their cheeks peo!

We

We

—

ple

awakened

—

to festivity.

A

beribboned, scantily clad young girl called gaily to her lover
He, in his red and white pyjamas, ran swiftly
She became
across to play the French Romeo under her balcony.
suddenly self-conscious and retreated to the inner sanctity of her
room. He laughed loudly and leaped across the street with gleeful
bounds.
across the street.

Children,

these

French!

Unconscious, innocent play,

their

celebration

We

sallied forth for breakfast.

Miraculously, the junk-heaps

had taken the form of carnivals and were in full swing.
All day long parades and pushing, laughing crowds; Jeanne
d'Arc on a beautiful white horse; Napoleon with his hand in his
breast on the Place de la Concorde effigies of the tragedies there
French history reviewed.

—

;

The day was gay, true enough. At night the gaiety advanced
with almost fierce intensity the final sprint of a long run.
Since noon the wine stores had been ravaged by Frenchmen.
Every breath was taited with champange, wine, brandy, beer. Beer
and onions. Policemen, themselves half-dazed with the noise and
hub-bub and half-tipsy with the "cheer" offered them by every
passer-by, endeavored to keep a path in the middle of the road
clear for automobiles.
Our "rubber-neck" bus was an hour
traversing the Boulevard des Italiens, surging with costumed
merry-makers.

—

The Concorde bridge, built of
was the base of fireworks.

Bastille,

from

its rail

the

A

stones

of

the

stormed

cataract of white fire ran

into the Seine.

Everything was for

A

sale.
million booths sold a million
worthless trinkets to the carnival-mad crowds.
The din was deafening.
escaped through the crowd to
Montmarte for an instant of relief. It was a full-moonlight
night.
Nothing could have been more weird and unreal than the
round towers and turrets of the gleaming white church of the

We
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—

Sacre-Coeur, bathed in moonlight so suddenly quiet after the
high climb, that; worth a thousand
tumult of Paris streets.

A

such climbs, the experience.

Then the French cabaret.
guttural voice who sang "Mon

The handsome Frenchman who
icans to enthusiasm for

The Apache

Homme"

girl with the low,
with so much feeling.

roused even the unpatriotic

France with

Amer-

his Marseillaise.

Back again at one o'clock. The celebration now at its height.
young American couple left the bus and slipped guiltily into a
where? The artist quarter, where every man
side-door leading
and woman was well inebriated. They crowded around the bus.
A woman, a little more intoxicated than the rest, dealt forceful
blows to each passenger on the bus who had an outside seat. In
they looked an ugly,
the eyes of this crowd shone powerful spirit

A

—

—

One could easily imagine on seeing them the plilaging throng of 1789 in these same

vicious unit, this

mob

in this dirty quarter.

streets.

We

shopped when we regained the boulevards. Trinkets for
one and that until we were so worn out from the long day
Taxi drivers refused point-blank to run
that we started home.
walked to our hotel,
another trip, even at exorbitant prices.
past brilliant carnivals at every turn past restaurants where drinks
were served at sidewalk tables and there was street dancing to the
music of an imitation American jazz orchestra. Bumped by men
with fresh beer breaths, jostled by everyone, we gained at length
our rooms.
Weary spent music in the street cheering laughing screaming; singing; crying; clocks striking four; tumult of noise; and
then a black curtain of deep sleep kindly shut out all sounds of

—

this

We

;

;

;

;

further revelry.
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The Cycle
By Peggy Ann Williams
Spring

rHE

brooks stir sleepily, then bound from beds of ice into the
warm sunshine and with glad songs play among the rushes

by

their sides.

Leaf-lace appears in the dark oak trees, and in the
lawn and hillside the robin announces the

delicate yellow-green of

birth of the crocus

and dandelion.

Summer
Full-plumed trees sway and sigh. Rhododendrons lean to admire their blossoms in mirror pools. Young swallows, trying their
wings, drop on soft moss-mats. The ground is carpeted with petals
and the whole world is singing.

Fall

Autumn

heaps upon his palette his
and green with a touch of brown and a
them together, warms them, and pours
mountains. The sun, retreating, trails

brightest orange and red
dash of gold. He smears
the ruddy liquid over the
his scarf of molten flame

across the sky.

Winter

The

bare ground stiffens, its veins frozen.
The naked trees
shiver in the bitter wind. They beseech heaven with stiff fingers
interlaced.
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A Bedtime Story
By Fate Anders

Mamma, pleathe read me about Peter Rabbit."
Why in

"Johnny!

the world do you have to hear about

All that absurd nonsense!
Peter Rabbit every single night?
There's nothing to it! I'm tired and I want
"But, Mamma, pleathe
"Oh, well! There's no use to argue! I'll have to read it in
Run downstairs and bring me up the paper.
the end, anyway.
No ; here it is. But the story page is gone. No it's here. Now
Lift it off the floor.
Johnny, don't drag the chair like that

—

—

;

Why

!

on this footstool, anyway?"
"Ain't they no pictureth?"
"Don't say 'ain't,' and there are no pictures! Be still now.
'Peter Rabbit sat on an old stump and basked in the warm sun.
"
He had decided to take a nap when old Hopper

don't you

sit

—

'

"But, Mamma, Daddy—"
"Johnny, I told you that if you interrupted me once I wouldn't
read any more! Be quiet! 'He had decided to take a nap when
old Hopper, the chipmunk, came running from a nearby tree and
called to him.'

"

"Mamma, what

thipmunk?"
'"Oh, Peter!" he called.
heard about the excitement over in Maple Grove?"
"
Peter. "What has happened?"
ith a

"It's a little animal.

"Have you
"No,"

cried

'

"Mamma,

kin animuleth really talk?"

"Of course not! '"Well," said old Hopper, "I'm not sure
just what it is, but Zip, the squirrel, passed a few minutes ago and
told me it went like this Grandpa Jay Bird was out at Pine Land
:

and

little

Blacky

Crow—"

9

"

—

"Oh, yeth, little Blacky Crow. Yeth, the one that
".
"Hush!
Little Blacky Crow sassed Grandpa, and
Grandpa slapped him! Little Black Crow told Papa Crow about
"
it, and the families got mad
"
*

.

.

—

"Mamma,

-

can animuleth really get

[54]

mad ?"

——

"Yes

—

oh, no

families got

Rabbit.

!

—

hush

oh,

mad and
little

'

"Come

are having a fuss!"

"Let's go over to

ran over the

don't know.

I

;

"

Maple Grove and
down the path.

".

.

.

and the

on," cried Peter

see about it!"

road and

They

As they rounded

a

curve, they suddenly heard birds' shrill cries and the howls and

from other animals. Evidently something terrible was
"Mercy!" cried Peter. "Whatever can it mean?"
Read to-morrow's paper and see what happened.' That's all,

shrieks

happening.

Johnny.

Thank

goodness, that's over.

Now—

"Wait a minute, Mamma, 'til I go down thtairth
Daddy read all that to me yethterday!"

paper.

My
By

Muse

Bill Michalovb

Some guys want

A

inspiration

glowing sunset pink

And some want

To
Some

crave a blue-eyed maiden

To

use their writing pad.

Some want

And

And

a snow-capped mountain,

others stories sad.

Some write
While

compensation

use their pen and ink.

of fields of daisies

of their daily bread,

others use a cheerful hearth

Their precious ink

But

I just

crave a fountain pen,

A yellow second
And

to spread.

sheet,

with these two and half an hour

My muse

is

quite complete.
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Our Exchange Policy
It

is

not for us to

commend

the skylark nor to exalt the lofty

eagle, but rather to proclaim the beauty of the skylark's song

the startling note of the eagle as he wings his

peak.

True Youth
Bp Graham Todd
Age!

What

matters it?

For the heart of a man

And

though

is

his years be

Youth of spirit
For the merest

is

the age of a

man

many,

his

asking.

Youth!

What

is

it?

The

love of a man for his fellow-man;
Gayety of nature, found

In any heart, proves that heart
To be young.
Homespun, Greensboro High School,
Greensboro, North Carolina.

—

Love
By Helen Pollock
The hat she wore was awful,

The ribbon green and blue.
Her color was dull crimson;
She should have known it, too.
I

saw him
I

smile to greet her

;

watched her blush at that

His eyes took

He

in her dimples
never saw the hat.

;

— Onas, William Penn High

School,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Free from
coming age.

care, unspoiled by time,

youth

is

the

— Penelope

dawn

of the

Pattison.

Fling

—

In one brave, glorious fling youth follows the call that it hears
from something in the distant blue mountains, the
rosy glow of a sunset, the strong, calm blue of a summer sky.
the call that comes

No
path.

one can guide youth on the quest, for no one knows the

—Gladine Carleton.

;

Youth
By Oren Whitehead

A

quivering arrow

On

the bow
Drawn and

Until the

of

Time,

held by

moment

Age

of release

Vibrant, expectant,

Thrilling with the joy of

Knowing no sorrow
Save the passing hurts

Of adolescence.
God grant this arrow
Freedom

And

of the skies

guide

Not on

its flight

the beaten course.

life;

;

Triad
By Peggy Ann William 3

Youth
Fresh, unquenched emotion;

Vibrant, flight-poised,
Seeking, searching, restless

Adventuring into

Undaunted
Glorying
Besieging

life

;

in its pain;

rosy-glassed door

its

With unshaken

faith in the glory

opening will reveal.

Its final

The Flame
When

the mountains

Were on

fire

I saw a strong oak trunk

Slowly consumed by a flame.
In the end
It

was a charred

Life

is

ruin.

like that:

It takes young, virile souls,

Insidiously

gnaws

its

ugliness

Into their ideals,

And

leaves

them broken.

Struggle
Let the waters

Rush over me.

The tide grows heavier
And I am exhausted
From battling with the
[
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waves.

—

—

Youth
By Rtal Woodall

This

is

Army

Youth

adventurous,

Girded

in the glittering

armor of the modern

age,

Scintillating, flashing, reflecting

The

joys

and

tears of

young romance.

Adventurers, unmindful of the future,

Living only in the ecstasy of to-day.

This

is

Youth

Petals of a fragile flower,

Wind-blown,
Carried by gusts to the crimson streaked skies

To

melt into a commonplace cloud,

Lost among a million others.

Age
By Mildrbd Mears

Age

a thief

is

Who

moves

all silently

Within the rosy room

Where youth

He

is

steals the

dreaming.

glow

of cheeks,

The light of eye,
And on youth's forehead
Leaves

Deep

his finger-prints

wrinkles.
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I

Toll of the Hills
By Oren Whitehead

Though

Bill Denton, the moonshiner, had thrilled to the immutable grandeur of the high hills a thousand times before,
they had never lost their ability to stir him to the depths of his soul,
to grip him, body and mind, in a silence bred of wonder and rever-

ence.

This morning, as he strode down the narrow, precipitous mounwhole being vibrated to the beauty of their shadowed
Since the years of his
slopes and blue peaks. Always it had been so.
The
earliest childhood the hills had intrigued his alert imagination.
skies, stretching out to infinity over the scarred, rugged peaks; the
silent clouds
the climbing mists of rose and amethyst, all were
wrought into the very fibre of his soul, held there by invisible ties as
strong as the hills themselves.
He loved the mountains in all their
manifold moods. They were a part of him, as indispensable to his
whole make-up as his very body. They exercised the same power
over the man that they had exerted over the child who was to be the
man. He remembered how, as a little boy, scarcely emerging from
babyhood, he had escaped his mother's protecting arms and fled out
into the blustering violence of an electrical storm to the top of a
nearby hill. His memory portrayed, as vividly as though it had been
tain trail, his

;

only yesterday, the wild,
trees

bending before the

mad

beauty of the storm; the sight of the

irresistible

power

of the

wind

;

and the sting

hard-driven raindrops.
He remembered the chill of
frenzied admiration; the inexplicable urge to cast himself down the

of

the

cold,

cliff-like slope,

with some half-defined

belief that,

unencumbered by

the flesh, his spirit might rise to mingle with the black thunder-

heads in unrestrained freedom.
He smiled when the sun, topping the ridge before him, bathed
his face in a flood of golden radiance and struck a thousand glinting
sparks in the thick shock of tawny, brown hair. When the dawn chill
had worn off somewhat, he opened the front of his flannel shirt to
let the yellow sunlight caress the warm tan of his smooth young
chest.
His eyes roved over the mountain sides, lost in the riotous
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He

prodigality of color on every hand.

odors of balsam and pine.

him

Always

inhaled deeply of the pure

the glory of the

dawn brought

a feeling of rebirth, a feeling of indescribable exhilaration that

him and somehow chilled him. He reflected that his mounwere beautiful, but yet there could be something terrible in

thrilled

tains

their inscrutable solemnity, in their brooding stillness.

that he loved

them

best in their

more

serious

He

decided

moods; then they were

more in accord with his inherent fatalism.
Thinking thus, Denton approached Aurora Mountain. The trail
skirted the slope of this old peak in a wide arc.
Always Denton
anticipated the joy of beholding the rugged immensity of this mountain with intense expectation.
Others spoke of Aurora as grim, desolate, forbidding; but Denton in his heart loved it perhaps more than
anything else in the hill country.
It typified to the uneducated
mountain man something that he could not explain in the inadequacy
of his meager vocabulary, something that he treasured above all else.
He neared Aurora, keping his eyes focused on the spruce belt at
its top.
It was as though some of the rugged fortitude of the mountains flowed from the peak to him.
Where others saw only a chaos
of unscalable cliffs and scattered boulders, Denton saw beauty.
He
likened Aurora to a young girl with black silken cape flung careturned ever upward into the deathcerulean depth above seeking
what? He wished that
he knew. And probably the untutored moonshiner came nearer that

lessly over her shoulders, her face

....

less,

immortal knowledge than anyone else.
Unknowingly he divined
something of the eternal secret of the peaks.
In Denton's dark, brooding eyes, in his arrogant bearing was
lacking the submissiveness, the despair of the majority of mountain
people. Not yet had the tragedy of the hills
that tragedy of futile,
unrewarded labor laid its hand upon him. In the springy step, in
the tall, squarely built frame was strength, pure and virginal as the
Creator intended it to be.
Reluctantly turning his back upon Aurora, Denton continued on
his way, a handsome, picturesque figure in flannel shirt and frayed
corduroy trousers.
He never wore more clothing than was abso-

—

—

was a vital, elemental thing. He gloried in
came to him more vividly without the unnecessary encumbrance of too many garments. He wore no hat; the wind
lutely necessary, for he

the sensations that
ruffled his hair.

Musing and dreaming, Denton walked

on, nearing the town.

In

the pass above the county seat he halted beside a cross that stood
there by the trail. It marked the spot where his older brother, Hank

Denton, had been

dream

killed, shot

fled abruptly,

swept over him.

driven

by an infuriated deputy

away by

the swift

wave

sheriff.

Bill's

of hatred that

His hands resolved themselves into hard, knotted
[64]

fists

in impulsive passion.

hirelings!

Memory

How

he hated the law and

all

when

of

its little

had hapvividness.
He and

of the day, seven years ago,

it

pened brought the scene back to him in all its
Hank were returning from town, laughing, gaily planning the expenditure of the proceeds of their last run of mountain dew, when
they met the officer. Harsh words had ensued; then the deputy had
knocked Bill out with his clubbed rifle. When the boy's consciousness returned, Hank lay beside him, dead. The deputy was gone.

At
Denton

the trial the officer

was

released; they called

it

self-defense.

above his left ear where the officer had hit
him. God! He hated them, hated them! What right had they to
molest the hill people?
Striding on, he reflected on the advance of civilization, crushing
the life from the mountaineers; stealing their lands, their forests; forbidding them their only means of livelihood. His soul was bound up
forever in his kind; his destiny was the common destiny.
It was
intolerable, hellish!
Some day, he thought, these hills would echo to
the shrieks of locomotive whistles, automobile sirens
damnable
thought! He resolved to fight them, fight them to the last drop of
slow, premonitory gloom settled over him.
blood in his body.
So he reached the town. The sidewalks, smooth and hot, irked
his feet, accustomed to the sensation of clinging to cool stones and
hillsides.
The hot, white glare of sun on cement made his eyes sick
with longing for the cool greens and blues of the hills. All around
him were the maddening noises and scents that he hated.
Suddenly Denton felt an inward radiation like the warmth of
some old wine. Involuntarily he stopped, stricken still by the apparition of the girl before him.
host of new emotions assailed him,
emotions that he had never felt before, that he could not explain. He
had never before seen anything so lovely. She smiled; a wonderful
smile, Denton thought.
It intoxicated him; made his blood race
madly.
She appeared like a vision to the rough mountain man,
unaccustomed to feminine beauty. He became acutely aware of her
questioning scrutiny and dropped his eyes in impulsive embarrassment, a slow blush mounting to his face. But he had seen her smile;
it had caused a pang of pleasure to sweep his whole being.
Then she
was gone. Denton stood, as one bereft of senses, staring after her,
his eyes drinking in the warm loveliness of her slim little figure.
He became aware that he was leaning against a cigar counter; he
felt the hostile glances of the clerk.
To hide his embarrassment, he
bought a newspaper. He remembered that he had come to buy shells
for his rifle and bent his steps toward the hardware store.
Entering the store, he found the clerk busy attending to the wants
of another customer who was hidden from his view by a display case.
So he had to wait. He wandered around the case, half-curious as to
felt of the scar

—

A

A
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who

the other customer could be.

A

It

was

the Girl again.

gleam of recognition appeared in her eyes. They were
wonderful eyes, thought Denton. He was intrigued by the unguessfaint

able depths of their limpid tenderness.

The

looked at him. She found herself amused by the adulawas patent in his eyes. But no, she decided, it was not
amusement. There was something about this young mountaineer that
defied mirth.
She found herself drawn to him strangely. She half
girl

tion that

envied the moonshiner and his wild freedom.
When she turned to the clerk, Dentons' glance took in every little
detail of her appearance.
In his mind was some half-defined desire
to treasure the picture of her as she stood there warm and lovely,
clad in a soft, cream-colored sport dress. He resolved that if it were
humanly possible he would see her again.
in

"What's yours, young fella?"
upon his reverie.
Denton made his purchase and

It

was

the clerk's voice breaking

left hurriedly,

The

anxious to escape

town seemed
him now. He felt a little pang of regret at leaving
when he started up the trail. As he climbed, the vision of the girl
blotted out everything else in his mind.
He wanted her, wanted
her! Every fiber of him called out for her, their voices beating inHe saw the warm coloring of her
sistently against his consciousness.
He wanted to
soft cheeks, the sweetness of her red, bow-like lips.
The realization
kiss the flower-like purity of them into submission.
that he was not in her class, could never be, smote him like a blow
in the face.
She was the complement to the beauty of the hills that
the dank, dark odors of cold metal.

streets of the

less irritating to

he needed.

He

visualized the graceful swing of her

when

she walked,

the delicious curves of her lisle-clad legs, the charming rebellion of a

wisp of hair that escaped the close embrace
His sensations completely submerged in
continued to climb. He felt that he could
It all seemed
free existence of the past.

of her little hat.

dream of the girl, he
never return to the carefar away, as in another
the

Was he the same man who had dreamed away the
incarnation.
hours in the shadows of the pinnacles? Was he the man whose only
worry had been the possibility of arrest, of imprisonment away from
the sunlight, the mists, the immensity that he loved ? He doubted it.
He had known this girl and loved her always. Always he had been
under the spell of her eyes, her smile.
Thinking and dreaming of the girl, he approached the dingy little
mountain cabin and climbed the old-fashioned

With
the door.

stile

before

it.

and opened
But even before he crossed the threshold he sensed an in-

a conscious effort he returned to the present

tangible air of tragedy about the cabin.

took in the contents of the

room

When

in a single
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he entered, his eyes
comprehensive glance;

then they centered upon an object that lay upon the home-made
lounge. On the sheet that covered it was a rapidly-spreading blotch
of red. The moments, laden with emotion, passed ; but there seemed
an enternity in their passing. At last Denton spoke.
"Maw," he asked simply, "who done it?"

was some moments before the gray-faced, washed-out little
before him spoke.
"The sheriff, boy; he's killed yer paw!" Her words sounded
It

woman

A

distantly in the swift passion that they caused.

red flag of hatred

shimmered before Denton's eyes.
She spoke again: "Shot 'im in the back; that's what he done. No
one seen hit they wuz up at the still but yuh can tell ef yuh look."
Denton strode over to the lounge, where he pulled back the sheet
and looked down at the still face. The muscles of his jaws tightened
in a tremendous effort to keep back the hot tears that threatened to
force themselves out. Then his eyes narrowed, a steely glint showing

—

—

The fighting spirit of these people is as keen as cold steel.
faced his mother, who was speaking again.
"Bill, yuh know yer duty," she said, pointing to the rifle that hung
above the stone fireplace. "Don't give the yella coward a chanct; he
never gave yer paw none. Kill 'im!" Her words rang in Denton's

in them.

He

He

ears like a tocsin.

can git 'im
of

Aurory!

He

when he

And

heard her

starts back!

say,

"Hes' over

Hide behind

t'

Ramsey's; yuh

that rock t'uther side

be shore yuh git 'im with the fust shot!"

In his eyes was a cold
look of determination.
His mother watched him go, her grief lost
in admiration for this great, stalwart boy.
Surely his father had a
worthy successor. Then a mist of tears dimmed her eyes as she
thought of the relentless, inexorable fate that followed the men of
his race.
First, it had been his brother; now it was his father.
What did the future hold for Bill?
cold fear settled over her, a
premonition.
As Denton hurried down the trail his mind was a confused jumble
of thoughts. Grief for his father wracked him with suppressed sobs.
He had never killed a man. Vaguely he wondered how it would feel
His hand
to have his hands stained with the blood of a fellow man.
tightened on the gun in fierce exultation. He thought of the girl, his
mind lingering tenderly on the details of her beauty. Would she
He must be
Possibly, under these conditions.
approve of this?
sprang

erect, reaching for the rifle.

A

strong

....

strong.

He was

going to

kill

a

man.

He,

Bill

Denton.

Here he was at Aurora. How short the walk had been. But no,
he had been walking for years; the trip had consumed an eternity.
The still, white figure in the cabin was already a part of the past.
The peak towered over him, giving him added strength. He sat
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down
that

First he oiled the gun ; then he fixed it on the rock so
pointed at the curve in the trail where the sheriff would first

to wait.

it

appear.

The

cold dampness of the ground through his corduroy trousers
newspaper he had bought earlier in
In the act of spreading it out a picture in the
the day to sit on.

irritated him, so he took out the

column caught his eye. It was her likeness. Feverishly he
deciphered the words under it.
"Daughter of Sheriff Jackson Returns," he read aloud. There it was. The terrible import of the cold
print pierced his mind like a lance.
He was stunned, dazed.
could such a lovely creature be in any way connected with the law?
The cruel, brutal law! The knowledge that she was the daughter
society

How

murderer grew to gigantic proportions in his hot brain,
dwarfing everything else to insignificance.
As the hoofbeats of a horse echoed through the rocky ravine
Denton raised his head. In the few moments since reading those
lines he had aged a decade his face was drawn and pale.
As he raised the rifle his hand shook like that of a feeble old man.
He gazed down the shiny barrel through the sights. The gun wav-

of his father's

;

ered a moment, then came to rest upon the rider.
Denton felt his
finger tighten on the trigger.
Then he visualized the swift, poignant
look of pain that must flash across her face ; the dejected little slump
of the shoulders ; the shiver of utter loathing that she must feel whenever the name of Bill Denton was mentioned. He noticed how like
her forehead was the sheriff's; there was the same neat line where
hair and brow met
He couldn't do it! He sprang erect, shuddering
throughout his body and_ flung his forearms across his brow. The
!

rifle

clattered

The

down

over the rocks.

below started nervously and reached for his automatic.
He had been expecting something like this. The surrounding hills
echoed to the thunder of the gun.
Denton's body spun around at the impact of the heavy lead. The
hills around crashed down upon him, crushing him; no ray of light
penetrated through the tons of earth and rock above him. Then his
brain cleared. He was lying upon the ground. With a superhuman
effort, he raised up and dragged himself across the ground by inches.
Cold beads of sweat stood out on his forehead. He reached the newspaper. His eyes sought the picture, blurred with unsuppressed tears.

He

sheriff

clutched

The

it

to his breast, dying.

silent hills looked

on

in massive,

dispassionate, inscrutable

solemnity while two bright red drops seeped through the grey flannel
shirt and trickled down over the picture of a singularly beautiful
young girl. Somewhere on the mountainside a bird sang; it was
lowering bank of thunderheads, gathering around the
spring.

A

peak of Aurora, quenched the light of a single pale star
light sky.
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in the twi-
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Hollow Things
By Oren Whitehead

Flattery
I

know your

A

talk

is

meaningless

confused jumble

Of

false praise

and vague untruths.

Yet your honeyed phrases
Fall upon my consciousness
Like pearls dropping on soft velvet,
only wish
Is to hear them forever.

And my

A Dream
Silently, softly,
It

with velvet tread

comes;

And

as softly goes,

Leaving a soul
Enriched
By one more glorious moment,

One more
Of unseen

intimation
beauty.

Like Sea Shells

Your

verses are hollow things
Like sea shells,
Shaped in the dark, heaving waters

Of

ageless seas.

When

hold them to my ear,
a thousandfold
The swift, thrilling surge of sympathy
They catch
Until in some vague way
I hear the roaring breakers
Of long suppressed emotions,
Thundering, pounding, ever-wearing
I

They magnify

At

the barrier reefs of your reticence.
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Sic Vita
The

Inevitabli

By Margaret Harrhll
To-day
I

A

am

youth,

half-blown flower, freshly scented.

To-morrow
I shall

be old age,

A

withered flower,
Scented only by fragrant memories.

An Old Man
By Francis Hulmb
With silver hair

And

He

sunken cheeks

sits,

Dejected and

His eyes

see

tired.

Olympia

Or

is it

He

glances at the youth,

Proud

Hell?

in his future,

And softly mutters
With accents harsh,
"Thou fool!"
Skulls
By Penelope Pattison
Blanched,

White,
Bone-white

SkullsBlack sockets,
Toothless mouths
Full of shadows:
Silent laughter.

Your melancholy haunts me
Does sunshine never enter

The

To

cavities of your thoughts
dry the dampness and

Kill the

mildew there?
[70
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The Hermit
"To Him Who Waits"

Dramatization of O. Henry's

By John

Calfeb

CHARACTERS
The Hermit
Beatrix

Trenholme

Bob Brinkly
Edith Carr
Sambo

TIME
About

three o 'clock on a bright July day.

PLACE
Anywhere along

the upper

Hudson.

SETTING
To

a cave; the boards supporting the roof of the cave
project, giving the appearance of a lean-to with an open back and
the right

is

The

closed sides.

cave

is

near the top of a

hill.

A

path leads from

mouth of the cave off stage, leaving the stage at left
Granite and limestone boulders are scattered over the stage.

the

SCENE
The Hermit
visitor.

He

shows

is

bustling

this

by the

around

way

he

center.

I

the cave as though he expects a
is

straightening up the cave and

himself at the same time, ever so often looking down the path for the
expected visitor.
The Hermit is a man of about forty years. His
hair

and beard look

years.

He

is

as

though they have not been cut for about ten

clothed in a rude garment

His well moulded face and an
the

common

made out

of gunny-sacking.

aristocratic air denote

him

to be

above

class.

HERMIT
about time for the morning visitors.
(As he continues to
bustle about the mouth of the cave Beatrix, youngest of the Tren*holme sisters, enters left center. She is very pretty. She is dressed
in blue from hat to canvas pumps.
She is panting from the exertion
of climbing the hill to the cave.)
It

is

It

must be

BEATRIX
and have

nice to be a hermit

ladies climb the

mountain

to talk to you.

HERMIT
must be nice to be a mountain and have angels
up you instead of flying over you. (They sit down
It

other but on separate rocks.)

[711

in blue

climb

close to each

BEATRIX
had neuralgia and went to bed, or

Mamma
come.
the

It

is

money

else I

dreadfully hot at the horrid old inn, but

go anywhere

to

could not have

we

didn't have

else.

HERMIT
climbed to the top of the hill last night. I could hear a strain
of music when the wind was right.
I imagined you to be moving
gracefully in the arms of another to the dreamy music of the waltz
amid the fragrance of flowers. Think how lonely I must have been I
I

BEATRIX
was moving gracefully at the arms of
another. Mother had one of her periodical attacks of rheumatism in
both elbows and shoulders, and I had to rub them for an hour with
that horrid old liniment.
I hope you think that smelled like flowers.
And of course there had to be a bunch of boys come from West
Point, and I had to stay upstairs and rub mother's arms. Oh, why

You

haven't quite hit

it; I

can't there be lady hermits?

HERMIT
I

wish there could be lady hermits,

too.

BEATRIX
have heard about the romance of your life.
she very beautiful and charming?
printed on the menu cards at the inn.
I

very

—was

Was

(Pause.)

They have

it

she
all

HERMIT

On

But what do

I care for the world's babble?
Yes, she was of the grandest and highest type. Then I thought the
world could not contain an equal to her. So ten years ago I forsook
it and repaired to this mountain fastness to spend the remainder of
my life alone to devote and dedicate the remainder of my life to
her memory.

the

bills of fare!

—

BEATRIX
It

is

grand, absolutely grand!

No

I

think the hermit's

life

is

the

no dressing for dinner; how I
would like to be one! But there is no such luck for me. And I
have to get married this summer or mother says that I will have to
go into settlement work or trimming hats. And I don't want to
marry unless it is somebody I like. Hermits don't ever marry, do
ideal one.

bill collectors calling,

—

they?

HERMIT
Hundreds

of

them

—when they have found

the right one.

BEATRIX

But they

are hermits because they have lost the right one, aren't

they?
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HERMIT
Because they think they have. Wisdom comes to one in a cave
on the mountain as well as one among the worldly swells, as I think
they are called in argot.

BEATRIX

When

it to them, then my people are
swells at the beach in the summer

one of them swells brings

But there are so many
that we amount to no more than
swells.

my sisters are married,
am forbidden to look at

All

ripples.

am

the only one on the market now. I
any one that does not have a lot of money.
so I

HERMIT
But
BEATRIX
But, oh, of course hermits have great pots of gold hidden away
somewhere near three great oaks. They all have.

HERMIT
I

have not.

I

am

(They both

rise.)

BEATRIX
so sorry, I

thought they

all

had.

I

think

I

must be going

now.

HERMIT
(Half kneeling)

Fair lady

BEATRIX

I

f

am

Beatrix Trenholme

— some

call

me

Trix.

You must come

the inn to see me.

HERMIT
I

have not been a stone's throw away from the cave

in

ten

years.

BEATRIX
there.
Any evening except Thursremember that to-day is Thursday. (They start off stage by
path.
As they say good-bye Bob Brinkly enters down right.

You must come and

see

me

day, and
the

He

Good-bye; I shall
is waiting for the return of the Hermit.,)
expect you, but not on Thursday evenings, remember. (The Hermit
Bob's dress and
returns to the cave to find Bob Brinkly there.
face show prosperity. He is about the same age as the Hermit.

BOB

You

are

Hamp

Ellison, in spite of those whiskers

and going-

read about you on the bill of fare at the inn.
They have run your biography in between the cheese and "not responsible for coats and umbrellas." What did you do it for, Hamp?
And ten years, too gee whilikins!

away

bathrobe.

I

—

[
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HERMIT

You

is

are just the same. Sit
softer than the granite one.

down.

Sit

on that limestone rock;

it

BOB
old man. I can see how you can give up a
woman for ten years, but not ten years for a woman. Of course I
know why you did it everybody does Edith Carr. But you are
not the only one she jilted. Even at that she sure was a crackerI can't

understand

it,

—

—

jack.

HERMIT
After I renounced the world I never heard of her again.

BOB

But what was there to do. She had her
She married me.
mother, four sisters, and the old man to support what else was there
Edith married me four months after you did the groundto do.
squirrel act.
I thought she liked me at the time.
;

HERMIT

And now?
BOB

We

She got a divorce two years
don't you think: you have

are better friends than ever.

But, come to think about
been a darn fool?
ago.

it,

Bill,

HERMIT
I

am

practically engaged again.

I

would not be surprised

if

I

wasn't married to-night.

am

BOB
Good-bye; I have a date with one of the
engaged to.

ladies at the inn that I

HERMIT
Good-bye.

The Hermit is left with
leaves left center by the path.
Edith
head bowed over as though he were thinking deeply.
enters down right. She stands gazing at the Hermit a few seconds
and then speaks. She is a beautiful woman of forty. She is dressed
as is becoming to her looks.)
(Bob

his

EDITH
read about you at the inn and have come to see if it is possible
but of course it is too late now. I sacrificed your
to redeem myself
I

—

love for his money.

HERMIT
It

is

too late, for I

am

engaged to another.

(Edith goes out

left

She only pauses to take a farewell glance. The Hermit
pauses half a minute and then dives in the cave. Reappears dragging
From this he pulls forth an old dress suit and bea small trunk.
center.

gins to look

it

over.)

CURTAIN
[74]

SCENE
When

II

Hermit

the curtain rises the

if

shaved and attired in

his

He

goes to a large rock near the mouth of the cave and
moves it over; from where the rock has lain he takes a tin can.
From the can he takes a huge roll of paper money. It is now about
eight o'clock in the evening.
dress suit.

HERMIT
Well,

this will fix it all

night.
(A negro enters left
napkin spread over it. He is
heard in the distance.)

up; Beatrix and I will be married tocenter, carrying a large basket with a
wearing a white jacket. Music can be

SAMBO
Here

is

Set

down.

yo' week's s'ply o' grub, sah.

HERMIT
it

But

Sam, what

say,

is

the music about to-night?

SAMBO
Well, sah, dey is havin' de regular Thursday evenin' dance in
de casino. An' in de grill room dey is havin' a beefsteak dinner,
sah.
(A triumphant strain of distant music bursts forth.)

HERMIT

And
there

in the inn they are playing

Mendelssohn

—what

is

going on

?

SAMBO
In de inn dey

am

Mr. Bob

marryin' Miss Trenholme, sah
quite de belle of de place, sah.

mighty rich man,

who am

gwine on.

a weddin'

is

CURTAIN

Ennui
By Peggy Ann Williams

Your sombre

talk

Wearies me.
I

am

going to confer

With

the skylark

About

And
And

feathers

sun-castles
things.

[
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Brinkly, a

—de young lady

—

;

Meditations
By Francis Hulmb
Parrots

Our

lives

Are shaped by

We meet and
With

those

love and hate.

never a thought

Concerning the future's verdict,

We

copy.

Rain
God's benediction

On

a thirsty world.

Some

pessimists snarl,

"We

shall

have a flood/'

No wonder God

To a

allows a drought!

Collie Dog

To many
You

A

are a brute

shaggy, friendly animal

me who

have known you

But

to

You

appear almost human.

Your

ej^es

are sorrowful.

Philosophic patience

Your master

And you
Though

is

I

read there.

your god,

trust him.

he seem harsh to you,

Gladly you obey him.
Glorious fellow,

How

much man might learn from you
You whom he pets and kennels!
[
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RAIIQES

i
i

f

4

Cowardly Conscience
By
was

It

Whitihiad

Opjen

late afternoon.

The

last depositor

of the

Adams Bank and Trust Company

drifted out of the door into the merciless glare of the sun.

no

coat, as the

day was unbearably hot.

The

He

wore

sun's light penetrated

the swirling clouds of dust uncertainly, a weird red glare.

Over

the countryside the old-time weather-prophets shook their heads

all

and

muttered dire predictions.

Morris Adams, president of the bank. His
was unbuttoned and he wore no coat; his white shirt hung
limp and moist.
Business etiquette was forgotten in the terrible
Inside, at his desk, sat

collar

heat.

Involuntarily he gave a sigh of relief as the janitor pulled down
mopping the floor. It had Been

the green window-shades and began

Adams was tired his head ached
smoke of many cigars.
One by one the three tellers left, leaving Adams and the janitor
alone in the bank, now so strangely silent after the haste and noise
of the day. The clock ticked on monotonously, but still Adams did
a hard day, the busiest in months.

his throat

was parched from

;

the

He

could not summon the energy to go.
His father
a man about thirty- three years of age.
and his father's father had been president of the bank before him.
It had become a tradition in Montcalm that an Adams of every generation should be president of its only bank.
Up until his election to the presidency of the bank it had prospered modestly; but the new president looked higher than the others
had.
He foresaw the coming prosperity of Montcalm and planned
his career accordingly.
In college he had studied commerce and
finances from almost every angle.
He brought back with him many
new-fangled methods and ideas which were at first scorned by the
Under Morris
villagers but later received their hearty approval.
not

stir.

Adams was

Adams'

direction the

The

bank had grown

until

it

was now

the richest

brick building had been enlarged, and a
year ago the bank had moved into a three-story building with a genuin the county.

ine

marble front of

But

little

its

own.

his untiring labors of the past three years
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were beginning

to

upon Adams. He did not notice it, but his friends were beginning to comment upon his unhealthy appearance, his loss of weight.
His wife had repeatedly asked him to take a vacation; to go to the
seashore, to the mountains; to relax.
tell

The

clock striking five

woke Adams from

his stupor.

He

rose

wearily and put on his coat and hat. Swinging shut the heavy door
of the vault, he gave the dial a twirl to lock it.
Before going he
stopped at the mirror and straightened his coat and tie. He had an
inordinate pride in his appearance. "What the well-dressed business
man should wear" ruled his selection of clothes.
He closed the door, locked it, and put forth a tentative foot into
the soft dust of the street.
Stepping into the street, he strode down
it until at the end of a block it became a country road.
Mechanically he greeted a friend.
As he walked the banker thought of his Ford at the repair shop.
He dreaded the half-mile walk home.
About a quarter of a mile from Montcalm the road crossed the
swift little Porcupine River.
The Porcupine was noted chiefly for
its dangerous currents and treacherous undertows.
Perhaps the most
dangerous stretch of water in the whole course of the river was at
the place where the bridge crossed it. There the roar of the river
and the cool sprays of mountain water enveloped the passer-by.
Just above the bridge, however, there was a quiet backwater, well
Here, in
removed from the dangerous water of the mid-stream.
summer, the youth of Montcalm came for recreation, playing in the
grassy meadows or swimming in the pond.
On this particular afternoon there were two little boys disporting
themselves in the calm water. The head of one of them was a fiery
The
red, a brilliant spot of color in the dull water of the pond.
boys splashed and played, oblivious of the lengthening shadows. They
dived they raced they played tag.
Adams rounded the curve and stepped upon the bridge, deeply
preoccupied as usual in the affairs of the day and plans for to-morHe was well over the river before he noticed a little boy
row.
;

;

swept down the river on the breast of the current. The child's
was fiery red. He beat his puny hands futilely against the water
and shouted and screamed.
Without hesitating Adams rushed to the rail as though he were
The cries of the
going to dive; but on the very edge he halted.
Twice he mounted the rail only to drop
child tore at his heart.
His mind was a confused jumble of thoughts. He realized
back.
that something must be done if the child was to be saved; and there
was no one within calling distance. Adams was^ no coward, but he
hair

family to think of. He could not risk his life for the boy.
Obviously he had no
it be better for the boy to drown?
dependents.

had

his

Wouldn't
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The

banker's face flushed; he gripped the rail until his knuckles
the strain.
All the while he was staring at the
the water, whose shouts grew fainter, muffled by water.

grew white under

boy in
His heart leaped when it
Mentally he struggled with the child.
appeared that the boy was winning his struggle; he grew weak when
the child sank; his breath stopped

when

the child's face

was

sub-

merged.
his hands over his ears, Adams ran down the
could stand the sight no longer.
Striving desperately
At the door
to regain his composure, the banker entered his yard.
he was met by Albert, the youngest boy.

Then, clasping

He

road.

"Daddy, did you bring me anything?"

Child-like, he did not

notice his father's pallid countenance.
<4

Uh-huh—

Forgot

it

in a strained voice,

were

Oh—

What's

this time.

that, Albert?
Candy, huh?
no.
Bring you some to-morrow," answered Adams
groping for his words as though his thoughts

far removed.

the hatrack he paused to remove his hat and coat. The child,
disturbed by his father's strange voice and suddenly noticing his
haggard appearance, slunk away without a word.

At

At supper Adams found
His

eating nauseated him.

he could eat nothing. The thought of
were kept busy evading the

restless eyes

glances of others.

The banker's wife, seeing the untouched food upon his plate,
questioned him.
"I guess I'm too tired to eat, honey.
had a sight of work
to-day. what with that new building going up and all," he replied,

We

"I'm going

rising.

He

to

bed now."

room and climbed

the stairs, taking the steps slowly
with the gait of an old man. In his room he sat on his bed for a
long time before undressing, staring at a crack in the opposite wall.
The crack fascinated him. Strange that he had never noticed it
before.
Now that he thought of it, the crack shaped itself into the
profile of a girl's face.
No, it was the face of a little boy! Tilted
nose, curving forehead and all.
To shut out sight of the crack the man clasped his hands over
his eyes.
After an interval of painful inactivity he stood up and
undressed rapidly.
By the time he had settled comfortably in his bed the twilight
had deepened into inky blackness.
Never before had it been so
dark, he thought.
left the

No night birds, no
miserable man in the bed would have given
he possessed to hear the hoot of an owl.
There was

frogs,
all

no

a total absence of night sounds.

insects.

The
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The

banker lay quietly for about an hour. Then he rolled ever.
uncomfortable; the bed clothes irked him so that he threw
off all but a light sheet.
But still he was uncomfortable, with the
terrible restlessness of the conscience-stricken.
All through the early
part of the night Adams lay sleepless in the still darkness. The house

He was

The clock struck ten, eleven, twelve.
could stand it no longer. He switched on the light and
tried to read ; but the print blurred before his eyes.
He caught himself more than once gazing at the crack in the wall.
His imagination
rilled out the bare outline; gave it a blue eye, a shock of red hair,
freckles, and the pink flush of youth.
was

silent, quiet as death.

Adams

The book dropped from

the man's hand; he bent over the deal

He could think of
nothing but the boy. The boy's screams echoed in his ears. They
called him.
"I'm not to blame," he thought. "Lord, I wish I'd done something about it, though."
table

where he

sat, his face

drawn and haggard.

Going back to bed, he extinguished the light.
saw before the darkness closed around him was
dark he thought he could

The

stricken

man

taking a pint bottle of

still

see

it.

The

he
In the

last thing

the crack.

It accused him.

more and went to the bathroom,
whiskey from the medicine cabinet. The dust

got up once

which lay on the bottle spotted his hands. Adams never
But he must have something to steady his nerves now; he
felt as if he would go insane if something wasn't done.
He took a
swallow of the fiery liquid, coughing and gurgling as it burned into
his throat.
Then he went to the guest room, where he at last sank
into a troubled sleep.
He dreamed of the drowning; a dozen times
he fought it out with himself as he had done on the bridge.
Adams was awakened by his wife's cheery call. He blinked in
How strangely foreign the bright
the bright sunlight for a moment.
He wondered how his wife could be
rays were to his dark mood.
so cheerful and envied her.
The banker crawled from the bed and dressed, forgetting to shave.
of years

drank.

He

could eat nothing.

He was

half an hour late when he finally appeared at the bank.
he entered the cashier looked up, concealing his amazement at his
chief's unpressed clothes and unshaven face.

As

"Good morning, Mr. Adams,"
Adams did not answer him,

said the cashier.

but strode past without even a
Feeling in a drawer, he drew forth a cigar and put it in
He forgot to light it.
his mouth.
As the morning passed he sat apathetically at his desk, gazing
glance.

through the window at the

hills
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in

the

distance.

The

assistant

him a loan application to be signed. When he returned in a half hour the president handed him a wrinkled, dogeared scrap, covered with scrawled pictures and figures.
cashier brought

The

assistant cashier said to the teller,

mighty queer

this

morning.

Look

at this."

"The

old man's acting
handed the teller
Just sat there mark-

He

the loan application. "Never even looked at it.
ing on it with his pencil."
"Oh, he'll get over it. He must have pulled a party last night,"
said the teller.
"But he never dissipates," protested the other.
At noon Adams went to the saloon across the street, a thing he
had never done before.
He stayed at his desk long after the others had gone, going when
the clock struck five.
He did not stop before the mirror this time.
He even forgot to lock the vault.
He stepped into the street, regardless of the dust, and plodded
on, glancing neither to left nor right. His face was drawn and pale;

hands were icy cold.
As the banker neared the bridge a wild light crept into his eyes.
He clenched his fists and spread his hands alternately. An overhanging bush knocked his hat into the dust, but he did not stop to
retrieve it. The breeze played havoc with his uncombed hair.
Jaw outthrust, shoulders sagging, he stalked onto the bridge. In
the middle, where he had stood the day before, he stopped.
Muttering and with glassy eyes, he stared into the swirling water
How peaceful it would be down under the surface at the
below.
dark bottom. His skin thirsted for the feel of the cool water.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

his

Two
on each

little

boys were playing in the green grass of the meadows
Porcupine River. They were clad only in black

side of the

The head of one of them was fiery red.
Suddenly one jf them shouted something unintelligible to the other,
who nodded his head violently in assent. They both ran to a hollow
Quickly they tied
tree, from which one of them took a long rope.
one end around the waist of the red-headed urchin and the other end
Then the boy walked out in the river until the current
to the tree.
swept him off his feet. The river swept him down into the midHe
stream. There he hung, held by the rope, under the bridge.
shouted with glee and splashed and churned the water around him.
But suddenly the shouts changed to wails. Frantically he pulled
himself in until he stood on the bank by his companion.
Together the two ventured closer to the object that had frightened the little boy.
It was the body of a man, bobbing gruesomely with the current,
its foot caught in a growth of canes.
trunks.
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To

Play

By Fate Andbrb

To

play

Is to fling

Our
And

away

duties

our cares

For a moment;
Gleefully to grasp

The
And

dryads
through mfsts of joy
After them,
Laughing,
toe-tips of celestial
sail

Singing.

Immortality
(Aeneid, Book

I,

lines

607-610)

So long as the rivers shall flow
And shadows sweep over the slopes

And

skies pasture millions of stars

Your honor and name

shall endure.

— Translated

On Top

of the
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World

by Ralph Styh

Three Romantic Knights
By Fate Anders

A

Play

in

One Act

CHARACTERS
Carey
Caswell

Joyce

Jack

TIME
A

romantic night in June

SETTING
A

wall surrounding it. Roses and vines are
shrubs and flowers are near the wall.
Upstage center is a pair of old, low steps with a few stray vines
rippling over them.
In the corner, left center, is, a long seat; back
Corner, right center, is a hammock. As the curtain
of this a tree.
rises Joyce and Carey are sitting on the seat, left center, Carey at
extreme end of seat and Joyce half-w\ay. She is dressed in a fluffy
summer evening frock. There are Japanese lanterns flashing on the
upper terrace, and dance music floating across, suggesting a dance in
progress up at th& house; but the lower terrace is dark except for a
dull blue, as ?noonlight.
All through the play couples stroll by on
the upper terrace.
A spotlight plays on the couple. The boy is
plainly awkward and ill at ease.
The girl indicates a smalt corsage
which she wears on her shoulder.

garden with a

ston-e

falling over the wall.

Low

JOYCE
I

think the flowers you sent this afternoon are just lovely.

CAREY

(He

Oh

—do you

speaks in a slow, hesitating drawl.)

?

JOYCE
Yes, flowers are a symbol of everything lovely,

I

think,

don't

you?

CAREY

Why,

—

er

yes.

JOYCE

And

they express everything well, too, because at funerals they're
white and fragile and they even smell sad, but at weddings they're
pink and they have more life, don't they?

[
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CAREY

—

Why,

er

I'd never thought about

it.

JOYCE

Why,

know

Carey, you

you'd noticed

it!

CAREY
Yes

—

I

guess so.

JOYCE
I'm so glad you sent blue.

I like blue flowers especially.

lovely to go visiting and have everybody so nice to you
flowers?

to ask

and give dances for you. Don't you think
to visit her and give a dance for me ?

—send

Mary was

It's

you

great

me

CAREY
Yes.

Joyce

sighs

There

her eye.

and
is

darts an exasperated look out of the corner of

He

moment.

silence for a

moves

restlessly.

CAREY

Er

—

Joyce, do you

mind

if I

— —smoke?
er

JOYCE
No, not

at all.

notices that

Carey

(She
has

slightly perplexed.)

busy fixing her flowers.

is

made no move

I said I didn't

to

start

mind.

CAREY
I

heard you.

JOYCE
But

I

thought you wanted to smoke, Carey.

CAREY
I

— de-decided not

to.

It

— —might annoy you.
er

JOYCE
Oh, don't bother about me.

CAREY

Why

shouldn't

I

bother about you

?

JOYCE
(Provoked tone)
Because

I

asked you not

to.

CAREY

Oh!
JOYCE

I

want you

to

smoke!

—

I'd

I'd enjoy it!

CAREY
You'd what

?
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When

she

smoking she looks

—

—

—

—

—

JOYCE
I said I'd

enjoy

it.

CAREY

(He

Oh, would you?

lights cigarette.)

JOYCE
Yes, and
and "no," I

you don't say something pretty soon besides "yes"
(Desperately)
I'm going to smoke, too!

if

—

CAREY

—

—

What? I I didn't
gets up in my head and

understand what you said. The the smoke
(He touches his temple with one hand and
throws away cigarette with the other.)

—

JOYCE
I'm sorry

you aren't feeling well.

if

CAREY
Oh,

I feel all

right; but that

smoke just

(Still

holding temple)

—

JOYCE

Maybe some water
CAREY
(Quickly)

— no!

Oh, no

(Fiercely)

I

bet you don't talk to Caswell like

this!

JOYCE
( Astonished)

—

Why, what

Caswell!

talk to Caswell like

I

?

don't understand

what you mean

what?

CAREY
Oh, nothing.

I'm sorry

I said

JOYCE
You've got

to tell

me what you meant!
CAREY
(Sighing)

—meant —
Caswell some water
—
I

—

I just said

I

just

I

bet you weren't always trying to get

just to get

away!

JOYCE
I only asked to get you some water
Carey, please be sensible.
because I thought it might help your head now
;

CAREY
Oh,

that's all right.

JOYCE

And why

did you say Caswell?
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—— — —

Oh,

I didn't

— —

— —

—

CAREY

—oh—

er

JOYCE
Carey

Please,

CAREY
(Resignedly)

Well,
er

just seems as

it

—

if

—

as

he's

if

been around to see you

lots

just recently.

JOYCE

Maybe

it

only seems that

way

to you.

CAREY
Oh, no!
mean

Everybody

says

so

—

(Catching

himself)

Oh,

I

JOYCE
Never mind; I see what you mean. But you mustn't pay any
attention to what people say, Carey.
Why, the only reason he's
been is because I knew him when he visited my home-town. There's
nothing

CAREY
But you

JOYCE

What?
CAREY

—

You're wear

you're wearing his frat pin!

JOYCE
Oh, this isn't Caswell's pin. It's my brother's
They are in the
same fraternity. The clasp was broken and brother had it fixed the
afternoon I left home. He pinned this on to see if it would clasp
I ran away with it on to tease him.
I didn't know it was
right.
!

going to upset you,

too.

I'm sorry.

CAREY
Oh,

that's all right.

JOYCE
I

know

you're bored to death, Carey.

Don't you want

and dance?

CAREY
I

—

I

don't dance very well

JOYCE
Well, then,

we

can play cards with the others

CAREY
Oh, no

;

I

think the moonlight out here
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is

nice

who

to

go back

——

And

JOYCE
some good radio programs to-night,
the library and shut the doors and

there are

slip off into

too.

We

could

CAREY
I don't care

about them unless you want to

JOYCE
(Quickly)

Oh, no. (She has the fraternity pin unclasped and holds it out to
See?
It has my brother's initials on the inside.
him.)
(Carey
Instead of taking pin he puts his hand under hers.
reaches for it.
Looks

He

intently.

Oh,

hasn't

didn't doubt

I

hand.

He

fresh.

I just

moved any
CAREY

—

(Suddenly he notices he

Oh, I'm sorry!
(Moves
realize

jerks away.)

—

I didn't

nearer.)

—

I

—

still

I

is

didn't

holding her
mean to be

farther away.)

JOYCE
Never mind.

CAREY
(Nervously)

—have you

Have

seen the

show at
JOYCE

the Imperial?

(Replacing the

No,

I

What's

haven't.

it

pirn)

about?

CAREY
I

(Takes out

don't know.

thought maybe you'd

his

watch.)

like to leave here

and

I

see

haven't seen it.
it, but I guess

I
it's

too late.

JOYCE

What

time

is

it?

CAREY

Ten

o'clock.

JOYCE

Too

We

bad!

saw "The

Crisis" at the National this afternoon.

CAREY

Who

is

"we?"
JOYCE

Jack and

I.

CAREY
Jack Corby?

JOYCE
Yes.

[S7]

—

—

CAREY

Oh—

JOYCE

Why?
Oh, nothing

— — ——
er

I

er

CAREY
I

wouldn't say anything about your

friends.

JOYCE

What

do you mean

?

CAREY

Have

Nothing.

—have you gone with him much?
JOYCE

That was my

first date.

CAREY

Oh—
JOYCE

Why?
CAREY
Oh, nothing
JOYCE
Carey, I'm afraid you're very jealous!

CAREY

Maybe

I

am.

(Sighs.)

JOYCE
But you shouldn't

be.

CAREY
I

know

it;

but sometimes

I

almost wish

was dead.

I

JOYCE
Goodness!

Why

do you say such things?

CAREY
I'm sorry.

I didn't

mean

to say

JOYCE
No.

Oh,

Tell me,

I

why do you

don't feel that

something real bad

feel that

way

CAREY
way very often

—something

real

—

—and when?

— —

that I

just

know

just

when

I can't

I

want

have.

JOYCE
But everybody's

possessions are limited.

Perhaps each one should

be content with the knowledge that he has probably more than lots
ot other people.

1**3

—

—

CAREY
(Struggling with words)

Oh, but

I

What

it,

mean

don't

possessions

—

JOYCE
is

then ?

CAREY
Well, just

(He

breaks

—not

possessions

unable

off,

—

things

just

— things

that

aren't

to express himself.)

JOYCE

Then you mean

not material things!

CAREY
Yes
I

—

mean, no

I

—other

(Pause)

see.

things

—

just like somebody's friendship.

JOYCE
Carey, who was

it

who

said that to have a

friend you must be a friend?

CAREY
(Quickly)

—

No! No

—

know who said it, but I mean I (In agony)
want something deeper than just friendship!
JOYCE
But what do you want?
CAREY
Oh, I don't know. I I can't say it.
JOYCE
Maybe you don't want to!
CAREY
Oh, yes I do I do but \(Despairingly ) can't.
JOYCE
Oh, well. You know, lots of things are better left unsaid.
CAREY
And you mean even even when somebody wants to say them?
JOYCE
If it were something that would do lots of good
It all depends.
Would what you
for somebody,i of course anybody ought to say it.
wanted to say benefit anybody?
CAREY
Oh, no no it would only make make you hate me.
JOYCE

——
I

I

don't

( Gasps.)

I

—

—

—

—

—

— —

I'm sure

it

—

wouldn't, but never mind.

your trip abroad
wasn't it?

last

summer.

It
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must

You must
have

me about
wonderful,

tell

been

)

CAREY
I guess so.

JOYCE
Oh, Carey. (Sighs disgustedly.) Tell me about your trip. Where
did you sail from and where did you land? Were you fond of life
on a ship?

CAREY
stayed in

New York

from

Sailed

the time

all

On

and landed at Liverpool.

—

sea-sick.

I

—

I

didn't

— —
er

like

it

ship

I

.

JOYCE
Well,

me

tell

Were you

about the places you saw.

Carlo? and Venice? and

Rome?

(Rapturously)

It

at

Monte

must have been

a marvelous trip!

CAREY
I

—

I like it

Joyce
steps.

better here

—

home.

at

Enter Caswell, running down

sadly shakes her head.

He

is

a dapper young fellow, very good-looking.

CASWELL
Joyce, are you there?

JOYCE
( Relieved

(She

Hello, Caswell!

rises

and

meet him, giving him

crosses to

her right hand.)

CASWELL
wanted

to tell

I'm sorry

intrude,

but

our guest of honor hello the

first

Hello, Carey.

to

I

just

came, and

I

thing.

CAREY
(Rising)
I

see

— go now.
— —before
I'll

you

in

er

I

hadn't any right to have her this long.
(He goes out.)

I'll

I leave.

CASWELL
I didn't

mean

to run

him

off.

JOYCE

You

didn't.

He

probably didn't

know

it

himself, but he

was

going in a minute anyway.

CASWELL
(Laughing)
Fine!

Got my

Oh, Joyce, what say
car right out here.

let's slip off

(He

stage.)
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takes her

and take a

little spin.

elbow and points

off

—

—

JOYCE
I'd love to

honor shouldn't leave her

but, really, a guest of

;

own

party, should she?

CASWELL
Pardon me!

That's right.

They

ing steps.

Well,

let's sic

here then,

(Indicat-

sit.)

CASWELL

Do

you remember the

we

time

last

sat

on

steps together?

JOYCE
Let

me

see

—

Oh,

(Eagerly)

it

was

at

home, wasn't

it?

CASWELL

On New Year's

Eve
JOYCE

—

And we had just had a play wedding and I was the bride and
you were the minister, and David was the groom. Oh, (Sadly) I
heard about the trouble you and David had in college.
I call it
dirty

work on

his part.

CASWELL

He
about

handed me a dirty
it.

deal,

But then

(Shrugs.)

didn't he?

—

just

one of

I'm sorry you heard
life's

little

tragedies.

(Smiles.)

JOYCE

A

shame!
(Pause)

times.

You

But

suppose everybody has untrue friends some-

I

Caswell, what do you consider a real friend?

CASWELL

—

(Joyce laughs.)

JOYCE
I

hope

I

am.

But

I

mean

in general?

CASWELL
(Gaily)

Lots of things.

I've heard,

"A

real friend

is

one

who

overlooks

your virtues and appreciates your faults!"

JOYCE

—

If I have any virtues,
..No
look them.

I

don't

CASWELL

You

haven't any faults to appreciate

JOYCE
Mercy,

yes!
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want my

friends to over-

—

?

CASWELL
Well, to appreciate your
your virtues.

faults

anyone would have to overlook

JOYCE
(Shyly)

your philosophy.

I like

CASWELL
It

couldn't be philosophy because I'm not sure you have any

faults.

JOYCE

You

should know by
about your friends?

now

that I have..

Do

you really think that

CASWELL

Your

Nope!

come

friends usually

to a

show-down, and

if

they

stand the test then they're your friends, and so on.

And

so on

JOYCE

—

CASWELL
I shouldn't

And

be so flippant.

if

the friends are favorable in

way and have the qualities you admire, you're likely
become good friends. (He leans back, attempting seriousness.)

a general

A
and

couple, laughing

start

down

and

to

chatting, stroll by on the upper terrace

When

the steps.

they see

Joyce and Caswell

in

serious conversation, they put their fingers to their lips "sh" and,

looking at each other knowingly, tiptoe away.

JOYCE
(Quietly)

Then

I

suppose loyalty

is

the quality you admire most?

CASWELL

What

do you think about

it?

JOYCE
(Thoughtfully)
I

think that

little faults

overrule loyalty and the big things.

CASWELL
I like

your philosophy!

JOYCE
Really?

CASWELL
Yes.

Little faults often rule
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— —

Yes

(Significantly)

—

JOYCE
for instance, bash

(Searching for words)

ful

—nor

—

timid

—

no, I don't

just slow!

mean

Do

bash-

you

like

slow people?

CASWELL
Can't say I do, Joyce.

JOYCE
They're always so uninteresting and

—they

seem to be bored to

death wherever you put them.

CASWELL
(Smiling ruefully)

known

I've

garden

people

who would

appear bored even here

—with you!

—

in this

(Joyce smiles significantly.)
JOYCE
Have you ever seen that type of boy with any ambition?

CASWELL
(Shaking

his

head)

No—
JOYCE
(Gaily)

Trait number three!
bition

I dislike

—

think of a person

who

immensely a person without am-

What

especially to see things.

could go

all

—

do

way

the

—

single thing out of the trip, except

I

mean, what would you

to

Europe and not get a

well, the experience of being

sick?

CASWELL
(Laughing)
Inappreciative chap, to say the least.
to be describing

Joyce, you

know you seem

somebody!

JOYCE
(Startled)

I'm sorry

I

made

it

so clear.

CASWELL
Oh, we won't say who

it is.

It's just all

people

who

JOYCE
You're very kind.

Is that essential in friendship?

CASWELL

Maybe

in all except the

(Laughs)
caveman type.
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are slow.

JOYCE
(Teasing)
I believe there's

one consolation in the caveman type.

CASWELL
What's that?

He

isn't jealous.

Jack
view.

JOYCE
Oh, Caswell, how

I

do detest jealousy!

appears at top of steps, speaking the

Dashes down the

moment he

steps into

steps.

JACK
Hello, Joyce! Hi, Caswell, they're paging you up at the house.
There's a telephone call or sump'n.

CASWELL
(Rising)

Thanks, Jack. Will you come, Joyce?
She rises, and Jack grabs her arm.

JACK
(Quickly)

No,

I'll

take care of Joyce.

CASWELL
Excuse me, Joyce.

I'll

you the minute

see

I

get through.

(He

goes out.)

JACK
was afraid I wasn't going to see you at all! (Looking
O-oh! I like that hammock! Let's sit there. (Jack is
dressed in dashing clothes, and his voice, in contrast to Carey's, is
He grabs her arm and pushes her over to the
swift and eager.
hammock.)

Gee,
around)

I

(Laughing as he

JACK
sits down

too closely)

—

(Breaks
That's a good joke ha! ha!
phone call ha! ha! (Laughs again.)

—

off

laughing.)

A

tele-

JOYCE
(Moving away)

What

about the telephone call?

JACK
That's just the point!

It isn't!

JOYCE

You

just told

him that?

JACK

Had
attempt

to get rid of him, didn't I?
to place

both arms about her.
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Joyce

—

She turns

(He leam with an
to

him

defiantly.)

— ——

— —

!

—

JOYCE

Now,
meant

you "no" before, and

Jack, I've told
every time!

it

JACK
me any

But, Joyce, hon, you won't give

most emphatically

I

reason

JOYCE
I

don't think I need to give any rea

JACK
(Breaking in)

Aw,
kind—?

who would've

Joyce,

thought you were one of those "no, no"

JOYCE
Well, evidently you're learning things every day

You mean

JACK
(An automobile horn

every evening.

atively honking in the distance.)
I

forgot to

car,

tell

and when

you, but Strib

I

saw you

I

Is that

my

horn?

came with me.

forgot

I

is

heard imper-

Oh, darn! Hon,
left him out in the

all

JOYCE
(Eagerly)

Oh,

let's call

him

in

JACK

Aw,

—

Three's a crowd, and anyway

no.

Mary's

is

ol'

man

chaperonin'?

JOYCE
No, her mother

JACK
Well,
out here.

and he'll play the devil if you bring him
great mania for climbing when he gets drunk.

Strib's all lit up,

He

has a

JOYCE
But you
I'll

and get

can't leave

him out there!

JACK
Can

go out and get rid of him.

I cut across the

lawn here

to the drive?

JOYCE
Yes, across that

Be back
Joyce

way

in just a

(Pointing) , but

minute.

JACK
(He goes

out right.)

leans back, smiling, shaking her head.

back, smiling broadly.
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He

comes dashing

——

—

!

—
!

JACK
right!

He's sober enough to get home

him out walking.

sent

I

down

(Sits

all

too closely.)

JOYCE
(Moving away)

Have you

ever sent anyone else out walking?

JACK
Plenty of 'em

JOYCE
you don't keep your arms to yourself and
move over, I'm going walking in the house.

Well,

Jack,

listen,

if

JACK

Aw,

forget

I know the snappiest
"The Pepper Pod," and it sho'

Let's do go somewhere.

it!

place about four miles out.

Called

is hot
The last time I was out there everybody was sky-high
Those liT wenches out there doing those table-top dances
Say,
kid, have you got a watch?
JOYCE
No, I left it
!

—

JACK
enough to go yet awhile, anyway. The
place doesn't get pepped up properly until around midnight
but
when it does, oh baby!

Never mind;

'tisn't late

—

—

JOYCE
I'm not planning

to

go with you on any of your hectic parties.

JACK
Hectic parties

is

Say, listen.

right!

The man who owns

life.

cestors

when

it

comes

there than any place I

to that

know

You'd have

the time of your

surely did stand in good with his an-

it

pre-war

stuff.

You

can get

it

cheaper

of

JOYCE
(Reproachfully)
Jack, you don't

— enough
good orchestra out
Oh, no

just

to

JACK
make me

feel good.

They

got a darn
and the

there, too, the "Syncopatin' Serenaders,"

way
I

they can't toot those saxes isn't worth mentioning.
there the orchestra fellows were drunk, too.

time!

(He

is

Once when

We

was

match with you?
pockets.)
Oh, here it

Say, have you got a

I can't find

fumbling in

is.

( Offering

a

his

case)
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Have

had some
box

my

a cigarette?

—

—

—

!

JOYCE
No.

I don't

smoke.

JACK
Forgive me, Innocence.

(Lights cigarette.)

I forgot.

JOYCE
I don't

think smoking and innocence have any connection what-

ever.

Evidently not

—

JACK
you don't smoke.

if

JOYCE

What? You
nocence" again

pusillanimous young bounder!

I'll

—

I'll

go

If

you

call

me

"In-

in the house!

JACK

With me

Act your

right after you.

age,

Helen

JOYCE
(Idly)
It

happens that

my name

Joyce, and

is

JACK
Oh, how could
all

I

have forgotten?

the hotel dances a mile.

Joyce, really those dances beat

you've never been out there, you've

If

never had the full pleasure of a dance.

JOYCE
Well,
Say,

Why,

I

hope

I

I

never see the

full pleasure of a dance, then.

JACK
listen, hon, I didn't mean to make you mad a minute
wouldn't make you mad for anything why, darling

ago.

—

JOYCE
Don't speak of

it!

JACK
We-ell, are you

mad

at

me?
JOYCE

I

— I'm

dreadfully provoked.

JACK
Then, why not

let's kiss

Joyce indignantly
at her hand.

rises,

and make up ?
her head high in the

air.

Jack

catches

She jerks away.

JACK
Aw, please don't go iri. You don't play
want me to keep apologizing all night? Why,
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fair!

Joyce

Why, do you

—

—

—

JOYCE
If

you

insist

on doing things that should be apologized for you'll

on apologizing or

either keep

I'll

JACK
back

Sit

you'd

—

down and

aren't you going to

If you'll

promise not

sit

down with me again?

JOYCE
(Resuming her

—

Why,

be real friendly.

let's

I

had no idea

Please.

seat)

JACK
(Breaking in)

Oh,

promise.

I'll

Say, listen, that's a peachy dress you got on!

JOYCE

Do

you really

like it?

JACK
Say, listen, a girl that can

wear

clothes like you can ought

JOYCE
Really, I'd rather talk about something else.
the subject)

Isn't the

moon

pretty?

(Trying

to

change

(Looks up.)

JACK
Well,
Golly,

I

who

was

just going to say you ought to be in the Follies.

can get a kick out of the moon.

It's

not a thing but an

old hard, cold planet

JOYCE
But

rays are

its

warm.

JACK
Moonlight! I'd rather have a pint of good moonshine
than a whole country full of moonlight.
Piffle!

JOYCE
Please don't be cynical.

JACK
Plain facts aren't cynicisms, are they?

JOYCE
I fear

you have

a cynical

mind.

JACK
Oh,

no.

A

cynic never has hope, has he?

JOYCE
Along

And

certain lines, yes.

those lines are

—

JACK
?

!

JOYCE

Hoping

make everybody

to

else cynical.

JACK

You

misjudge me.

have hope, but not that

I

sort.

JOYCE

Do

you want

me

to ask

what your

sort of hope is?

JACK
was going to tell you anyway, honey.
making you like me.
I

I still

have hopes of

JOYCE

Why, do you
it

the

think

it's

do

like

a very tactful approach to tell

me

about

thing?

first

JACK
Well, most

girls

me.

JOYCE
Conceited

Some more

JACK
Most girls

plain facts.

like

me.

Why

don't you?

JOYCE

Maybe

I

am

different.

(Breaks into laugh.)

JACK
Evidently.
are the first girl

In more ways than one.
Do you know that you
I've been really attracted to for months?

JOYCE
(Laughs.)

How

many

girls

have you ever said that to?

JACK
Say, you're like Jack London, aren't

you?

JOYCE

What

do you mean

?

JACK
You've

lost

your faith

in

men, haven't you?

JOYCE
Oh,

no.

I find

some

I

can believe.

JACK

And

I'm an exception?

JOYCE
Oh,

aren't

you going to answer

my
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question?

—

JACK
Well,

remember any

I don't

girl I've

ever said that

to.

JOYCE
(Laughs.)

Oh, how about your

little

blonde ?

JACK
(Quickly)

What

about that

little

blonde?

JOYCE
It

happens that

I

know

that

blonde particularly well.

little

JACK
Well, you can have

She's such a darn prig!

her.

JOYCE
(Reproachfully )

Can't you say anything nice about her?

JACK
No.

She's—
JOYCE
(Quickly)

Let's respect

my

friend,

What

anyway.

were we talking about?

JACK

You were trying to get off the subject.
a peach you are.

I

was

telling

you what

JOYCE
Oh, you musn't say

things like that to

me

JACK

Wake

up!

The

Victorian age

is

past!

JOYCE
Well,

it

may

be past, but

won't ever die!

it

JACK

You and your

(Laughs.)

hot prophecy!

Say, listen, I shouldn't

consider being called a Victorian very complimentary, anyway.

JOYCE

Oh,

I

The

devil

would.

JACK
you would!

You

have Victorian ideas

JOYCE
I

do not!
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all right!

!

!

JACK
(Roaring)

Ha!

ha!

Who

said you'd consider

it

complimentary!

You do

have queer ideas about kissing

JOYCE
Well,

I don't care to

be kissed.

I

thought

I

made

that clear.

JACK
Perfectly! I've got your ticket now.
and so on because you're different

You

don't care for necking

JOYCE
You're probably right!

JACK
As

usual!

JOYCE
(Teasing)
conceited!

Still

JACK
Not

conceit

—

just self-respect.

JOYCE
(Laughing)

Ample

self-respect!

Do

you mind being teased?

JACK
I'm honored at a word from you.

JOYCE
Silly!

JACK
Joyce, darling

—

Silly,

but true.

Jack,

JOYCE
remember your promise!

(Moves

too close.)

JACK
But why shouldn't

I kiss

you?

JOYCE
(In a mimicking tone)

Why

should you?

JACK
(Gently)
Because

I love

you.

Aren't love and kisses sometimes linked?

JOYCE

Oh,

love!

But

there's a great deal of difference

loving and handing a line.
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between really

—

JACK

And

this

really loving!

is

JOYCE
and again mimicking)

(Stifling laughter

And

this is

handing a

line!

JACK
Please don't be cruel.

JOYCE
Oh, Jack,

I'd like

cation alone.

It's all

you

so

much

better if you'd leave the sophistiForgive me, but don't you think I

mockery.

can see that?

JACK
want you

I

to see that I love you

JOYCE
This

becoming comically

is

Darn

if

it

isn't!

tragic, isn't it?

JACK
(Moving toward
JOYCE

her again)

(Jumping up)

You

musn't!

and

steps

(She

smiles to

give a

comedy

strain,

runs up

out.)

JACK
(After her)
I

must!

JOYCE
(Out of sight)

Oh,

hello,

Caswell!

on the steps, with his hand at his
head and runs off right.
For a
moment Joyce and Caswell are heard off-stage. Then they enter
slowly and descend the steps, her hand on his arm.

Jack, on hearing

ear.

He

grins,

this,

halts

then ducks

his

JOYCE
I'm so glad you came along.

CASWELL
( Grinning)

Where'd

that fellow go?

JOYCE
(Surprised)

Oh,

he's

gone!

CASWELL
Proper disappearing

act.

He knows
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I've

something to say

to him.

!

JOYCE
I can't

how

imagine

he went so quickly.

CASWELL
Well,

he's

gone

As

!

by magic

if

JOYCE
I rather

imagine that you waved the wand.

(They

sit

on the

steps.)

CASWELL
(Laughing)

And

they all lived happily ever after?

JOYCE
Yes!

Have you

noticed

how

the fairy stories have changed?

CASWELL
Well,
changed ?

(Teasing)

I

—have

haven't read any just recently

they

JOYCE

Now

Yes, they have.

ing to be true always.

the fairy stories end

I don't

understand

when

they're promis-

it.

CASWELL
(Laughs.)

Understand the

Goodness!

fairy story?

JOYCE

You know what

I

mean!

I

that conscientiously.

know

I

CASWELL
ever really loved?

JOYCE
( Hesitantly )

No—

CASWELL

When

you do

you'll understand.

JOYCE
(Gaily)

You seem

to

know!

CASWELL
Yes.

There

is

silence a

mean

it.

people can

I couldn't say

myself too well, and I'm too changeable

ever to be able to promise that.

Have you

how

can't understand

promise to love each other always and really

moment.
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—

!

CASWELL
Haven't you ever even seen anybody you think you could love
always, Joyce?

JOYCE
I'm not sure of

but I've seen

that,

all sorts

of

men

I

couldn't

ever love.

CASWELL
Oh,

well, change those around into one you'd like

—you know

re-creation stunt.

JOYCE

Am

going to elucidate some more on

I

my

ideal

man?

(They

laugh.)

CASWELL
you?

I like the old fellow pretty well, don't

JOYCE
I

well

ought to!
grins.)

is

me

Let

see, to

begin with

—well—my

ideal

(Cas-

never, (She shakes her head.) never fast!

CASWELL
Golly!

You have

very decided opinions, haven't you?

JOYCE

On

most

things, yes.

CASWELL
Unchangeable?

(She nods.)

Is that

always best?

JOYCE
Please don't get the impression
fact.

I

hate people

who

live

I

am

so

dreadfully matter-of-

by just plain facts!

CASWELL

And

yet most of us do.

JOYCE
But not

so badly that

to the point that

we

we admit

can't see the beautiful in anything, nor

ourselves to be conceited

CASWELL

How

about the fast fellow ?

Is

he conceited ?

JOYCE
Oh,

yes.

Very conceited!

You know

wouldn't take the privileges for granted.

CASWELL

Ah!

I'm getting the inside dope!
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that fast boys are or they

—— ——

—

—

!

JOYCE

As

And

pessimistic in the least.
all

And my

you didn't know!

if

he

isn't

ideal

(As

man

if

has faith.

He's very generous and then

self-centered.

said the other time

He

isn't

counting on her fingers)
all

those things I

—ambitious
CASWELL

And

not jealous

And

interesting

JOYCE

CASWELL

And

not easily bored?

JOYCE

And

loyal

CASWELL
Joyce, (Slowly) do you think you'll ever find this ideal?

JOYCE
Oh,

of course

!

Why,

I've already

—

( Catches herself.)

Oh

CASWELL
You've already found him?

Oh!

oh, no

— —
er

JOYCE
you

well,

see

— I'm not

sure!

CASWELL

when you

But, Joyce,

Oh, well

(Gasps.)

find

—

I

him

know!

you'll

JOYCE
know! (Long pause)

CASWELL
I just

want

sure of his love, for
self true

whoever he is, you can be
all for anyone to pledge him-

to tell you, Joyce, that,
it

isn't difficult at

always when he finds some one

like

you

JOYCE

Oh — (Too

startled for

words)

CASWELL

And my

only wish

is

for your happiness

shy-)

Slow Curtain
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—always!

(They look

SCENE
A

II

The stage is still for a moment,
a slight noise. Carey slowly enters. He holds in his
arms a large box of candy, standing uneasily as if undetermined what
There is a noise off-stage right and Jack comes dashing on,
to do.
week

then on

left

time and

Jack

down

starts

Both boys see her at the same
they become aware of each other.
crushing look.
Carey melts. He

the steps.

Then
Carey a

"Joyce!"

call,

— andJack dashes on
gives

stops

"Oh

same garden.

is

Joyce

just as

says,

later in the

Joyce down

to help

"

the steps.

JOYCE
I'm so glad you came!

Hello, everybody!

was

I

just

wanting

you both.

to see

Er

—Joyce,

JACK
came

I

you alone for a minute!

to see

JOYCE
I'm sorry. Let's
thing to tell you.

They

sit

Jack

boys.

all sit

down, Joyce

and one

center

in

steps.

I

have some-

step higher than

Carey holds.
JACK
(He tears box open and samples

the

grabs the candy

open the candy.

I'll

(Coolly)
down here on the

it

himself

before offering to Joyce.)

JOYCE

How

me

nice of you to bring

candy!

(Carey

blushes.)

Thank

you!

JACK
(After sampling piece)
Where'd you get it?

Fairly good!

CAREY

—— — —
thing
—
Er

Joyce, I

to

to

er

( Giving
I

want

Jack

to see

a hard look)
you by yourself.

I

—

I

have some-

ask you.

JACK
(Shutting box of candy

and

tossing

it

That's just

it!

So did

to

it

up

to

Joyce, who

offers

Carey)
Suppose you leave and come back

I!

to-morrow night!

JOYCE
won't do! Why not both
you wanted to ask me, Carey?

Oh,

was

it

no, that

tell

me

here?

What

CAREY

Oh!

(Terrified)

—something— —

thing

er

— — —

No

er

er

personal, and
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(Desperately)
I

wanted

to see

It's someyou alone!

—

—

JACK

Now,

you see the only thing for you to do is to leave and
come back to-morrow night ? / have to see Joyce
And I can't see
her with you here!
can't

!

JOYCE

(A
But why

can't

you

tell

little

me

confused)

Jack?

here,

I

JACK

My

matter was very personal, and
you'd send him away

I

prefer to see you alone.

If

JOYCE
(Laughs.)

But you know

I can't

do that!

JACK

You

could!

(He

is

ignored.)

JOYCE
Oh,

well, then.

Carey,

Let's all talk.

may

I

ask you a ques-

tion?

CAREY

—

Oh

yes.

JOYCE
Carey, 'il you had all the world before you and could choose
any one thing that you wanted that would make you perfectly happy,
what would you choose? (Jack lights cigarette and smokes.)

CAREY
I

—

I

might take something that wouldn't make

me

happy.

JACK
What's

all this

about,

anyway?
JOYCE

Oh, this is a choice for
would make you mo6t happy

Oh— I

happiness.

I

mean

the one thing that

—what would

of everything

it

be?

CAREY
don't know.

JOYCE
But you've seen things you want surely!
CAREY
Oh, a few.
JOYCE
But you can have only one what one did you want more than

—

—

any of the others?

CAREY
Well, I can't think right now.
some kind.

I
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I believe I'd take

a talent of

—

!

—

JACK
Oh, Lord!

JOYCE

Then

you'd take a

What would

there, that's splendid.

You mean

—

work.

life of

If your highest interest were
your next choice be, Carey?

CAREY
for happiness?

JOYCE
Yes.
I

CAREY

—don't know.

JOYCE

what would you

Jack,

JACK
(Breaking in)

Oh,

I'd take all the

And

you think that

money

in the

world!

JOYCE
would make you

perfectly

happy?

JACK
I

know

it

would

JOYCE

And money

alone?

JACK

Of

course!

JOYCE

What would

your second choice be ?

—

A

stripped roadster

A

vivid picture

wouldn't

JACK
to be flying along the top of the

—but

world

JOYCE

would come

the roadster

in

under money,

it?

JACK
Well, then,

I'd take time, time to

—

do anything

JOYCE
Always dashing so you want time and money?
make you happiest to get the money ? Earn it ?

—

How

would

it

JACK
Lord, no!
in

my

happy

Pick

life.

it

off a

golden apple

tree, I reckon.

No work

Why?
JOYCE

I just

If

—

wondered.

People's ideas of happiness are so different.

CAREY
if

you could take one thing, what would you
[108]

like to

take?

—

—

!

JOYCE
wondered when you were going

I've already chosen
to ask.
key to perfect happiness. (She becomes very shy.) I have it
here.
(She holds out her left hand and is wearing a diamond engagement ring. Carey sees it first and utters a hurt cry.)
I

my

CAREY
Joyce

You're engaged

!

JACK

What? Darn

good-looking ring!

Whose

is

it?

CAREY

Who

But, Joyce!

Caswell!

is

(Silence a

he?

JOYCE
moment)

JACK

When

Lucky guy.

did you get it?

JOYCE
Just now.

He's up at the house waiting.

(Jack

rises.)

JACK
think I'd rather go myself than be kicked off. Hope you have
were talking about. 'Bye! (With a wave of his
hand he dashes off. Carey and Joyce slowly rise.)
I

that happy life you

—

CAREY

(She gives him her hand. He is at foot of
steps.)
It is useless for
for me to tell you how
how I feel, Joyce,
about your engagement, but I do hope that you'll be happy.
I'll

go, too.

I'll

—

—

—

JOYCE

Thank

you, Carey.

CAREY

And

good-bye

JOYCE
Good-bye.

He
stage

She clasps her hands and turns to th4 side. The
a moment, and then Caswell appears at top of steps.

goes out.

is

still

His face

is

radiant.

CASWELL
(Running down

Have

steps)

they gone? I didn't hear any voices. (He takes the hand
she extends to him. They stand at arms' length, facing audience.)

Yes, they've gone

—

JOYCE
forever.

CASWELL
But who were "they"?
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—— —

—

!

——

JOYCE

—

Just

my

And

you don't

fast

one

(Shrugging j smiling)
and my slow one

CASWELL
like

'em fast and you don't

like

'em slow

JOYCE
No.
like

Jus' a good ol' boy like you
'em loyal and I do like ambition

—and—

(They

smile.)

I

do

CASWELL
But, Joyce, I'm not that perfect boy you were describing

JOYCE
You're

all I

want

CASWELL
(Tauntingly)

But how can you say
stand

how anyone

that

when

it's

so hard for

JOYCE

Oh,

it isn't

you

to under-

can promise to

a bit hard to understand

—even

now

to say.

She slowly turns to him with a worshipful look on her face, places
her hands on his shoulders near his ears, draws his head over and
whispers something.

CASWELL
(Shaking

Always ?
She draws away
both hands.

till

his

head)

they are again apart, at

She throws her head back and

1

arms length, holding

closes her eyes.

JOYCE

Always
There

is

the suggestion of an embrace as the curtain falls.

CURTAIN
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Exile

By Gladine Carlbton

People
People

who
who

build their houses in a level land,

flat, monotonous plain
weary waste of the prairie bare,
Far from the mountains,
Far from the height and majesty of the peaks

And

seek the

the

What

do they long for,
long
For a sight of the mountains once more?

As

I

People the mountains have not inspired

Mountains that rise in their
To kiss the snowy clouds

That

lofty pride

cling around their heads

What

do they long for as I,
Crying aloud amidst barren plains,
Struggling against a barren nothingness,
of the mountains,

Dreaming only

The

free

That

and haughty mountains

rise in their pride to the sky.

Night
By Eleanor Woodall
Mystic,
Alluring,

Charming
As a beautiful woman

With

And

raven locks

here and there

Diamonds
Thrust

carelessly into her hair.

[in]
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The Rebellion Of Youth
Modern

Tired of false restrictions and
youth has rebelled.
time-worn laws, it has taken up arms to fight for freedom.

True, the campaign has been costly at times. Due to lack of
experienced leadership and to the presence in the ranks of traitors,
youth has suffered wounds that must leave scars; but victory is assured. Youth will have a march of triumph.

There are some long-haired statisticians who predict defeat. They
shake their heads together and chant, 'The modern generation will
destroy itself" ; but they are false prophets.

CU2]

Let us take a look at the modern generation.
analyze this rebellion, this "flame and fling."

Let us try to

We

must realize that the present generation is growing up in an
environment far different from that of the generation before it. The
automobile and the picture show have taken the place of the buggy
and the fireside. The age is built for speed, and a surplus of it. The
chances for education and for personal progress are so multiplied
that youth reaches a high state of mental development and physical
independence earlier than formerly. Naturally, the young American
asserts his individuality earlier; but parents, brought up in a different
environment with different problems, cannot understand that to try
to govern this generation by old rules and to restrict it by wornout conventions is like trying to break in a ninety horse-power engine with a bit and halter. The old, tyrannical parental authority is
unavailing in its place must come an understanding guidance.
;

The modern youth through

his much richer environment for
mental growth is able to move spiritually and mentally on the same
plane with his parents.
It is possible for a spirit of camaraderie to
grow up between them. This already exists in some homes, blessed
with parents with understanding hearts.
It is the intelligent exponents of this flaming generation who will
set a new standard of conduct.
Profiting by their own experiences
in youth, remembering the problems, the difficulties, and the decisions the new frank age brought them, realizing their own inability to
cope with these things because they were kept in ignorance of what
lay within themselves, the boys and girls of to-day will become the
sympathetic fathers and mothers of to-morrow, able to supply the
comradeship so necessary to youth.
Peggy Ann Williams.

—

High Powered Engines
Gloomy

Dean Inge

has declared that

modern youth

is

the dogs" and has statistics to prove his statement.
less

famous than

this

Englishman have

to the generation that chases

powered

cars,

and synthetic

While we cannot

we

"going to
Others

after

also predicted a direful fate
jazz bands, short skirts, high-

gin.

get excited over the predictions of these leaders,

should stop to face the truth that has driven them to their gloomy
if there be truth in their prophecy.

aspect and see

We

do lead an eternal chase.

We

race to parties that sometimes

afford to give; we dance
dash from one petty diversion to another, never

demand more nervous energy than we can
all

night long;

we

[113]

enough to consider the consequences of this butterfly
plead 'youth
we are young only once."
We must in justice to ourselves admit the fearful tendencies of
to-day. When Rome crashed to her ruin, historians blamed it on the
luxury and the idleness that had sapped from Roman citizens their
virility of character and muscle.
America, one of the greatest nations on earth, is beset by the same temptations that ensnared Rome.
What the youth of to-day does the man of to-morrow will live. Woe
be unto our commonwealth if to our high-powered engines we fail
hesitating long
existence.

We

—

'

to apply our brakes!

We

cannot continue at the rate of speed at

which we are now moving.

A Few
States,

cities,

—Francis Hulme.

Words on Education

counties,

and individuals are pouring out wealth

in

increasing amounts for the furtherance of education that will

meet with the demands of modern life in all fields.
Young America, lacking in the mellow background of art and
literature that is the tradition of older countries, has imbedded in its
educational institutions, however, a rasping tendency to commercialism along with its accompanying characteristic materialism. A degree
from a university gives a man a certain amount of standing in the
commercial or professional world. Realizing this, the average student
lingers in the college corridors, getting through the required work as
creditably as possible on a minimum of mental effort, absorbing more
by osmosis than by actual assimilation a certain amount of fundamental knowledge. This is his basis of claim to recognition in the
world into which he is to enter.
There is something wrong somewhere. It is probably in the
high school training. Here the student is not stimulated with a desire for culture, a desire to obtain an education at any price.
He is
only impeded by a dozen subjects which he is required to take and
Nature has endowed him with a
for which he is totally unfitted.
brain capable of creative work and he is required to struggle through
several terms of mathematics, which he gets hazily and forgets immediately. Can anyone imagine a person who has a natural dislike
and incapacity for mathematics following a calling where this subject,
other than simple accounting and elementary mathematics, is necessary? If a student has a special leaning toward languages, he must
first rid himself of the science and mathematics courses that stand
in his

way

before he can give his undivided attention to the things

he loves.
It

is

good for everyone

to

know
[114]

a little about everything, but

it

does not necessarily follow that he must gain this knowledge during
school years.

A

mind awakened

to a desire for profitable study will educate

is the job of the high school teacher who
guides the students during the formative period before the college

itself,

and

awakening

this

experience.

The

courses offered in high school are dry and not stimulating

to active minds.

They

are regulated by a series of laws which re-

number

of facts in history, a certain number of
construction problems in mathematics, and a specified number of
chapters in Latin be covered in a definite time.
The teacher must

quire that a certain

push her students over the required ground.

A great mistake

which

results

from the herd-handling of a crowd

who have greater capabilities
than others in a subject attend classes with those who have neither
interest nor ability in the work, and the classes either lag to help
the slower ones or impatiently go forward to accommodate the
In this process those to whom the subject was origbrighter one.
Eventually all the students
inally interesting lose all interest in it.
come to dislike the work.
of distinct individuals

There are ways
the states, the

cities,

is

that pupils

of lessening these evils

;

and

in time

we

hope that

the counties, and the individuals will spend

more

pains in using thoughtfully the wealth that they give for education.

College entrance examinations can be so broadened that a student
enter any college by more than one set of credentials and after
entrance may pursue subjects more according to his preferences than
to requirements.

may

One

would be a larger pay envelope for the high
This would enable the teachers to do their school
work to the exclusion of other work. Many of them teach in night
school, which, combined with the regular day school work, not only
wears on the nerves, but also saps the vitality and makes it impossible
to do more than mechanically carry out the class program. We spend
fortunes on the salaries of city officials and their associates, while
those who have the most vital work to do for the country are kept
great remedy

school teacher.

underpaid.

Is

would command

much

in

it

not reasonable to suppose that a higher salary

a higher type of teacher?

Economy

spending money wisely as in earning

consists just as

it.

—Peggy Ann
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Williams.
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The Organ
By Oren Whitehead

Faint notes, distance-muffled.
Spiritually echoing in

dim

spaces;

Ethereal,
Fantastic,

As

of vast congregations
Singing
Millions of miles beyond the

Now

A wild

stars.

nears!

it

outburst of pagan joy,

Tugging at the strings of the
That lie dormant in us all.

Rhythm
Volume
Overpowering madness

Then
Silence,

And

To

the sorrowful return

drab

reality.

Trail of

Dreams
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Mountain Lake Reflections

I

DEFINITIONS
BOOKS

magic messengers that carry knowledge from a full
one fancies from a radiant imagination to an
eager one; and rich wisdom from an experienced traveler to one beare

mind

to a thirsty

;

ginning the journey.

******
convince men there
******

Flowers are miracles of earth

Newspapers are mighty

to

is

a God.

forces binding together the

peoples of

the world in friendship by truer knowledge of each other.

The foolish
School is an opportunity that comes in disguise.
laugh at her; the indifferent ignore her; the indolent bluff her; but
the wise woo her.

******

Experience

is

the teacher inevitable.

To

the sensible she brings

knowledge; to the wise man, understanding; but to the
icism.

fool, cyn-

******

Eyes are windows through which
world.

man

sees the

wonders of God's

******

Music

is

a power which makes visible to

men

the

wonders of

worlds not seen.

— Gladine
Purple Peaks
By Gladine Carleton

The purple peaks rise
From the unambitious

To

in

grandeur

dust

the hazy heights
gaze with pride

And

On

the

way

they have climbed.
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Carleton.
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PROVERBS
By Sanford McGill

Pick your grapes before they dry.

******
******
Find your platform before moving.
******
Hang

your pictures straight.

Don't

pile too

much work on

a lazy horse.

back.

It will break his

******
Never stop climbing. There
always more than one top.
******
Hold tight to a running horse.
******
Don't skip a
for you are apt to miss the next one.
******
is

step,

Knock

twice before entering.

Discovery
By Oren Whitehead

Stars and the rustle

Of

wind-driven pines;

Shadows and odors,
All grown dull with age

Yet each night

A

new sound comes
From the dark forest,

So different that

its

glamor

Rejuvenates the old ones.
[118]

The Ualley

I

The

I

Stag at the Pool
(A

fable)

By Margaret

Carter

was in July. At the marble fountain in Goode's was parked a
handsome young sheik, who pounded loudly on the counter and
A white wing dexterously squirted brown syrup
called for a dope.
and carbonated water into a frail glass and slid it across tiny pools on
the marble to the arrow collar man perched just beyond him.
The stag was more concerned with himself than with the brown

It

and the bubbles that arose in the liquid. He regarded himself in the huge mirror beyond the array of bottles of
maraschino cherries, ginger ale, malted milk, and yeast cakes. He
noticed that his features were clear cut, that he resembled the adored
Greek god, Apollo. He sucked on the straws. He noticed that he
He surveyed his
had a good physique, looked strong and noble.
Trim he wa* in the dark blue coat and white flannel
clothes.
trousers.
"Good looking hair, too," he thought, and promised himself he would never hide it with a beastly hat.
But he had green eyes and he loathed green eyes! They torliquid, the straws,

—

mented him their counterpart in the tell-tale mirror. Over his
face came a cloud.
He dug down into his pocket, lifted the few
remaining pennies of his week's allowance, and paid the cashier for
both the drink and the opportunity to survey his strength and weakHe left the emporium, glad to be again on the avenue where
ness.
daily and hourly passed the parade of charming femininity.
He
could not forget that he had green eyes, however.
A week later the stag returned to the pool to quench his thirst
and to refresh the panting doe who entered with him, hanging limply
on

his

arm.

Over

the dope glasses and straws they talked.

"Do you know,

dearest, I

think you have the most wonderful

eyes in the world," she whispered.

With

that a sudden radiance illuminated his visage and the bub-

had the same effect on brain and heart as would
champagne glass.
is most truly valuable is often underrated.

bles in the coco-cola

a dozen sips

Moral

:

from

a

What
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At

a Shrine of

Modern Youth

By Elizabeth Ward

followed

1

ing a

a fair maiden to her sanctuary.

little

While she was breathI went down to the

prayer to the goddess of beauty,

saw: a monogrammed toilet set of gleaming
powder box a vain little powder
box with a tiny range of powder-Alps, reflecting a sunset glow from
the pink powder puff a frivolous, ornate powder puff whose gleaming
gold lace frills were slightly tarnished and frayed; a tiny perfume
atomizer of Tiffany glass, spun from the fragile surfaces of tiny
bubbles from which floated the gentle odor of a French perfume; a
altar.

This

is

what

I

—

ivory: brush, comb, mirror, and

;

shiny

rose-colored

pin cushion, the throne of a cross-legged, yellow-

imp that grinned mockingly; a Florentine leather manicure
its glowing mother of pearl set scattered over the lace
runner, sharp points jabbed mercilessly into the dark wood; a bright
clad china
case with

green bracelet, coiled like a green serpent; and, close beside it, a
small ruby-set ring, resembling a serpent's tiny eye, flashing in discord among the wilderness of pink and white.

In Winter
By

Sara

Ownbet

Tall, gaunt, bleak trees
Lift their cold, leafless branches

Toward heaven in prayer,
Making black, ghost-like silhouettes
Against a starless blue-gray sky.
In the night from the heavens
In answer to the prayers
Sifts a soft, silent snow,

Transforming the spectre

To

forms
With ermine cloaks
And the dreary world
To a fantastic kingdom.
fairy
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trees

SKETCHES
By Mart Dienes

Wild Roses

Whenever

perfume of wild roses, the ethand wood in early summer, wearing small gold coronets set between five large, pale, silken
I feel the delicate

ereal beauties smiling in every field

petals in true

emblem

of their glory,

many

dear childhood reminis-

cences present themselves.
I see the old parlor in my grandmother's house, cool and hushed,
with half-closed shutters. It is a warm day in June, when outside
all is warmth and sunshine and laughter, but here the thick old walls
that kept out the cold so stoutly in winter are still unwilling to let
themselves be vanquished by the sun.
Small, victorious sunbeams,
however, dance merrily in the curved arms and legs of the chairs or
the polished surface of the little round table, on which in a slim
china vase are two tall delicate branches of wild rose enlivening with
their sweet essence the faint air.

Or

there

is

the winding path between the garden wall and the

small, swift river flowing just below

it.

The

banks are overgrown

—

Among them

and bushes.

stand a few wild roses
the
objects of unfulfilled hope.
I try to reach them, but always in vain.
Those graceful arms with their burden of sparkling, gleaming color
among the deep green leaves, rise higher than mine ever hoped to do;
and I wander on, disappointed, while the faint breeze wafts their

with

trees

odor toward me.
I

remember once

I

sought consolation by creeping

down

beside

the river and, sitting on the protruding root of a huge old tree, I

took off

my

shoes and

hung my

feet in the water, a thing

most ex-

pressly forbidden, and, in spite of a guilty conscience, I enjoyed myself

extremely in listening to the deep murmur of the water and feeling
its cool softness.
Indeed! what a great prank it was.
can remember the long, long walks on which father took me,
into the woods on obscure little byways and
unfrequented roads; and as I picked armfuls of wild flowers that
grew in lavish prodigality everywhere, he taught me all their names
and showed me how to look them up in botanies. I remember how
patiently he repeated to me to what genus each flower belonged, and
their long Latin names, which I, careless, little good-for-nothing, forgot immediately, though I still have the collection of pressed flowers,
pasted in sheets of paper, with their names and the date written under
them.
Or, as we sat down on a stone or log and watched ants,
I

when we two went away
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crickets, bees, or wasps, he told

me

the wonderful story of their

life.

What

could have been more fascinating than thus to observe together
Sometimes we watched
these mysterious little workers of nature!
foolish little black tadpoles and insects that darted about in a creek or
pond as if they were playing a game and he told me what they did,
and how they lived, and what they ate; indeed, there was no little
winged creature or flower whose exact nature he did not know. Although I have forgotten almost all the names of flowers and insects,
these walks will ever be among my most treasured memories.
Indeed, how could I ever forget those lovely days among the mountains, when the sun shone brightly in a clear blue sky and everything
seemed to grow happy under its tender warmth.. The whole mountain seemed to resound like an organ with the song of thousands of
grasshoppers blended into one grand chorus. On the bare mountain
top, beside the few dwarfish, gnarled pines, tiny lizards, like resplendent gems, basked in the rocks and around them grew small wild
carnations and wild pansies, white violets or rarely an aromatic, brown
'orchid, cowslips, numberless kinds of bells, small and large, blue,
purple, or yellow, sweet-smelling plants that are used for medicine,
incomparable, large valerianas, and hundreds of other plants whose
names I cannot recite. Many-hued butterflies and golden dragonflies
darted about in the air, and there was everywhere such a profusion of
color and fragrance and life and joy that there are no words to de;

scribe

it.

as I walked homeward with my dear companion, my arms
with my precious burden, tired but happy in the heat of noon,
suddenly at a turning of the road an unforgettable sight was disclosed
a ravine verdant with luxurious vegetation and filled with
wild roses. It was spanned by a romantic little bridge, made of logs
and overgrown with ivy. As I leaned upon its low parapet these
fragile flowers smiling and enlivening the air with their cool fragrance

Once

rilled

—

presented a sight so fresh, so inexpressibly lovely, that I virtually

drank

its

beauty.

my

before me, returning from these
everything begins to grow dusky,
beside the garden walls at the roadside wild roses swaying gently in
the passing breeze, and when the lights are lit in the houses and the
stars begin to twinkle overhead, still feel their faint perfume stealing
toward me in the dark. Ah! dear, beloved flower, recalling memories of a quiet village sleeping in a deep valley, in plentiful, smiling
ease, a dear home, hallowed by memories of childhood, and long
walks with the dearest companion, never to be forgotten, over a
sunlit country ruled by bees and ants and flowers, peopled by tender
memories, you shall ever be sacred to me.
I close

walks

eyes,

and

still

late in the evening,

I see

when
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Sunrise in Asheville
morning. Dark twilight reigns and the air
heavy with the
IT gray
mist that hangs everywhere. The outline of Sunset Mounis

is

looms

tain

like

an enormous shadow

in the

background, and even the

nearest objects stand indistinct and distorted

—

all except the tall
black trees, whose leafless arms tremble piteously in the shivering

breeze.

glow appears in the east; it seems to set the
In a few minutes there is daylight. The red
flush fades away almost imperceptibly, but what a change it has left!
The lifeless mist is animated and becomes luminous brighter and
brighter every moment, till the garden, the trees, the mountains become an enchanted fairyland, dreamy, yet full of light, where people
seem wanderers in Elysian fields, or worshippers, as they disappear in
the haze, going to do homage to their god, at whose approaching
glance the skies grow resplendent.
Now even the delicate, curling smoke, rising above the houses, is
gold-seamed; and the incredibly fine outline of the trees on the
mountain side can be seen through the shining veil, and the air is so
pure, so fresh! One is uplifted with every breath and waits, lost in
wonder to see what will come next, till at last the charm is broken
and upon a blue sky steps forth the sun in all his glory.
Suddenly a
wood on

bare

fiery red

fire.

—

Grapes
mellow, ripe pears, small, fragrant raspberI
ries, sun-warmed apricots, and soft, sugared cantaloupes.
relish wine-flavored apples and sweet-scented, red-pulped Catanian
oranges even more. But what seems to me the crown and culmina-

Ilike

fruit.

tion of all fruits

Indeed,

I enjoy

is

the grape.

what can be compared

Poets have sung

to it!

its

glory

names are soft, musical,
Chassela Royal, pale green or rosy; Muscat Lynell,
old-fashioned:
fragrant beyond belief; Madeline, amber; Oporto, purple, with bloodred juice; Burgunder, both light and purple; Risling, from the Rhine;
and the king of all, Fulmint, from which is made the famous wine
and painters reveled

in its beauty.

Even

its

of Tokay.

with a tinge of acid, and
and the country green,^ dance
.... and sunburnt mirth," I feel in the warm, honeyed juice the
mellow autumn sunshine and, closing my eyes, see the merry rustics
Perhaps I regret that I
as they gather the glowing fruit at vintage.
cannot take part in the cheerful work, and, instead of finding satisfaction in one cluster on my plate, revel in all the wealth of the
sumptuous fruit.

Always, when

inhale their

I eat grapes, sweet, yet

aroma "tasting

of Flora
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The Old House
THERE

something about an old house that fascinates me.

is

I love

and quaint air of romance and secrecy, and to me it
always seemed the ideal home. It is ancient, gray, and solid, sleeping
in a wide garden among weatherbeaten nuts and chesnuts, whose
continually whispering leaves murmur to the sombre walls old tales
Its front is covered with grape
of those that have already departed.
vines, and white-curtained windows sit shyly in the thick wall as
they contemplate the world from their sheltered niches. It is dreamy,
hushed, and still with the memories of other times and awakens old,
childish recollections at every turn, from the cool, deep cellar where
the milk and wine are kept, to the garret, fragrant with bunches of
grapes hung on the beams to dry, and rows of smiling apples lying
in golden hay, stowed away for winter.
The rooms are all cool, with white walls and ceilings, furnished
with old-fashioned carved furniture, tall fragrant stoves, and people
its

quiet

of other times look out of the faded gilt frames.
It creates a

melancholy impression to wander around here and

listen to the tick of the old clock or look at the old pictures.

They

suggest how quickly time flies and how short even the span of a
hundred years is. In a few years you may also be but one of these
silent portraits. Yet it is still pleasing to live in such a time-hallowed
all

place.

It

is

home, that spot in the whole world in which you belong.
and you feel it, and its charm holds you long afer you

You know

it

might have

left

it.

Shade
Shade is a fearful black ghost, creeping silently, stealthily upon
your lawn. He hates the light and in mad fits he grovels in the dirt.
You have seen him long, slender, shapeless, jagged in the morning;
or, at night, faint, misty, fatigued, lying upon the white earth beneath a white moon.
At noon he hides from the light of the sun
under bush or tree; but, if you watch long and quietly, you may
see him stealing out, bending low, thrusting out a long, bony hand,
drawing up a knotted foot. His thin, black, flowing cloak swirls
behind him. He pauses, then suddenly he tosses his skeleton arms
with dangling fingers above his head; and his lean, sharp, fierce face
with hooked nose glares with bad omens.
This ghost lying prone
on the earth away from the sun silently stretches longer and longer

—

until he fades into the dusk.

—Penelope Pattison.
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HILLS
1

Reflections
By Henry Pagb

The Book
The mighty sea rolled
And pounded on the shore,
But naught did

Then

And

it

the clouds

harm.

grew black

the sea crashed

Against the land,
But naught was harmed.
The thunder clouds gathered

And blackened,
And the winds hissed,
The gulls sought shelter.
Then the tide rose,
And with a struggling, heaving effort
The sea crashed upon the shore
And drowned the land.

The Reward
Now, the mice believed
That the moon was made of green cheese,
But there arose among them
A Knowing One, who said,
"The moon is not composed of emerald cheese."
Then his fellows said,

"He is foolish! Let us persecute him!"
And it was done.
Then there came upon them
Their lord, the Rat, who said,
"Fools, you have killed

The first intelligent one among you."
The mice were ashamed.
Now they sing praises to the Knowing One
And worship his memory.
[125]
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Time's Races
By Mart McCarthy

A

shingle bob, a youthful gait,

A fair, school-girl
She

complexion,
a handsome candidate

is

Young grandma

A

at election.

sprightly air, a rakish stick,

A merry
Grandpa

To

life

and hearty,
with hair so

steps out

slick

see a certain party.

Old Father Time has lost
But he is quite elated

the race,

;

He

goes into a beauty place
gets rejuvenated.

And

Now

Father

And

He

Time

is

young and

lithe

drinks with late carousers;

does the tango bold and blithe

And

wears balloon-like trousers.

In aeroplanes, with risky glee,
Across the sky he traces
And spends his surplus energy
In winning auto races.

Let

It Rain,

Let It Pour
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Lace and Things
By Penelope Pattibon

Art
Art is a lovely woman
Whose wondrous beauty
Sickens the senses

Yet draws and

To

forces

man

gaze

Until his eyes smart

And
And

his thirst

there

is

is

That urges him

To

quickened

a burning passion with
to toil

create her likeness.

The Wooden

Spoon

was a lovely
Old wooden spoon

It

All mellow-soft
With moldy-green.

The maid found

it,

Scrubbed and scoured

Now it's

it.

common

just a

Old white mixing

spoon.

Winter Trees
Your gaunt
So strong

Make

arms,

in nakedness,

a pattern

For hand-made
Broad

lace

stitches of ebony,

Bordered by

fine threads of silver.
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The

Delft Vase

By Penelope

Pattison

Its form is lovely,
Shaped by an artist
Inspired by woman's form,
Showing his spirit
In its lines

Of

exquisite beauty.

Its matchless color
Tells a tale

Of

an art

Long lost to man
The art of making
That Delft Blue.
It

is

a treasure

Coveted by those
And understand

who

The

mould.

poetry in

Drifting

its

see

and Breaming
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Old

j

IDorld Trails"

I

Dame

Notre

By Mary Dienes

Theevercathedral

of Notre

Dame

is

one of the noblest things

seen, for in this grand, massive, almost

I have
sombre structure

It
the faith of the Middle Ages is carved imperishably into stone.
took three centuries to build it, and every detail of its elaborate
scheme is perfect and has a symbolic meaning, For example, its

dim that the mind, freed from the glare of dayworldly cares and pray with a soul intent on
The beautiful rose windows are used to represent
spiritual things.
Mary, the mystic rose, and the arches are pointed to show the craving
of the spirit toward Heaven.
As you emerge from the noise and hurry of the boulevards, you
interior

light,

is

may

made

so

forget

its

find in a quiet little square, rising like a beautiful, gray engraving

against the sunlit

You admire

autumn

sky, the

Notre Dame.

and then enter
For a few seconds you are
with mingled wonder and curiosity.
blinded by the quick transition from daylight into the shadowy interior, but as your eyes grow accustomed to the twilight there is
revealed such a wealth and splendor of color in the semi-darkness
created by the stained windows that daylight is dull and monotonous
compared to it. You look around with surprise, but at the first
curious glance a feeling of awe overpowers you.
The high arches,
rising above you almost vertically to the top, seem to disappear beyond a cloud, and your wondering spirit yearns to rise with them
over its earthly bounds.
And there is something indefinable and
the front of the magnificent building,

—

perhaps the lingering faith of the generations that
worshipped there.
You walk slowly in the perfect silence, halting continually to
admire some new beauty. On a low column near the center you discover the small, white Madonna, Notre Dame, after which the
church is named.
It is a poor, disproportioned little statue from
the earliest type of Medieval sculpture, but its face has an inexpressibly beautiful, spiritual expression; and so it is with everything
here. The body is neglected for the spirit, and the immortal craving
toward the Eternal is significant in every picture or statue. Gradu-

sacred in the air
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the Middle Ages envelops you and for a few
forgotten as you inhale the faint odor of incense
drifting toward you from the altar and watch the many-colored
lights falling on the gray stone slabs at your feet or illuminating the
ally

this spirit

minutes reality

of

is

high columns through the narrow, pointed windows, on which are
depicted the lives of saints and martyrs; and there is an especially
beautiful corner where the descending light is of such an ethereal yet
sunny purple hue that, beholding it, you start with wonder that a
Besides its beauty, there is something
color can be so glorious.
fantastic about this window, for as you gaze at the living light
resting like a halo on the time-worn statues and pillars of this sanctuary of the faith of past ages a sense of littleness and wonder overpowers you at the beauty that has surprised and pleased men for
now almost six hundred years.
You depart reluctantly, carrying away a deep impression from
this house of quiet, beauty, and prayer, and ever after the thought of
this visit will inspire you with new faith and it will be one of your
dearest and most treasured memories.

Civilization
By Henry

A. Page III

Civilization

May be likened
To a fountain of

water.

It rises, reaches its height,

Then

falls

more rapidly than

Into the pool at

its

base.
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Carcassonne
By Henry

Cancornerbe oftrue that there
it

the

It is the gray,

is

A. Page III

from the modern world in a
There is, and it a lovely haunt.

a refuge

modern world?

time-worn fortress of Carcassonne in the sunny land

of southern France.

Carcassonne is probably to-day as it was ages ago. It has been
peopled by Romans, Visigoths, Saracens, Franks, and by the present
French. All of these have contributed a share to make the cite of
to-day.

Carcassonne rests on the crest of a high hill in the region of the
lower Pyrenees; in fact, the glistening snow-capped Pyrenean peaks,
rising like towering giants ending in the sky, can be seen from the
city's walls.

There

two walls encircling the fortress city, the outer one
being two miles in circumference.
Between the inner
and outer walls is a narrow green on which tournaments and games
took place in former years. At irregular intervals along the walls
are towers; some were for torturing, some for judging, some for
banquet halls, and others watch towers, all having narrow, slit-like
windows in their battered, rough walls. The walls are very thick,
from four to eight feet wide, so that behind a "shield" of stone on
top is a good-sized 'Svalk." The tops of the walls are flecked with
slits and notches, through which the archers and soldiers used to
shoot their deadly weapons. There are also large holes in the floor
behind the shielding stone through which boiling oil was poured on
the enemy. At a few spots are larger holes and the wall underneath
them is slanted. Huge balls of stone were dropped through here,
and, striking the incline, bounded away on a deadly mission.
Around the outer wall is a drying moat. There are two entrances
to the cite, the Porte d'Ande and the Porte Narbonnaise.
(The
door of Ande and of Narbon.)
They are so named because the
River Ande flows near the former, and the latter faces Narbon.
Besides the drawbridge, the Porte Narbonnaise, the main entrance,
has two immense doors nearly two feet thick that were lowered down
guiding run-ways by ropes between and in two great towers. In the
the lower

cite is

are

—

a towered chatelan, surrounded by the

homes

small, windowless plastered huts with brownish,

of the

commons,

moss-covored old
tile roofs.
All the streets are narrow paths except a large square
before the beautiful cathedral, behind which once stood a Roman thea[131]

:

!

The "Hotel de la Cite" is an old chateau carefully restored to
tre.
keep its original rich, fine aged look. The entrance is a low, arched,
inconspicuous doorway with a lantern over it, opening onto a dark,
staired street.
Each little house has a tiny garden, and perhaps
scarlet, shiny peppers hang from under the eaves on a long strand.

Many

and happy, furious and
She has always been a friendly city to those seeking their
rights which belong to them, but are harrassed by others.
are the stories of Carcassonne, sad

peaceful.

Here

is

a story of Carcassonne

The

feudal lords of Provence and Languedoc were kind to the
so-called heretics, as the Catholics called Protestants.
They gave

This infuriated Rome, the seat of
Especially tolerant were Raymond VI, Comte
de Toulouse, and Raymond Roger de Trencavel, Comte de Beziers
great crusader of the Catholic church was
and Carcassonne.

them refuge

in their possessions.

the Catholic religion.

A

stabbed while crossing the Rhone in a boat, and, it was rumored, by
the order of Raymond of Toulouse.
Rome was furious! Great

bands of crusaders, led by Amand Amauny, called for his cruelty
"The Scourge of God," and brutal Simon de Montfort, swarmed to
the resisting cities to take the heretics by "fire and sword." Raymond
de Toulouse submitted to Rome, but brave Roger de Trencavel was
undaunted. The cite was prepared for the onslaught. Oxen, sheep,
and pigs were killed, salted, and stored in the lower dungeons. The
wells of the city were especially looked to, for what greater need
would the city have than for water, being so solid and fortified?

One day came

the terrible

Beziers, killed everyone there,
It

is

news that the crusaders had sacked
and were advancing on Carcassonne.

said that the brutal soldiers resented killing innocent

women

and children, but the hated Amauny said, "Kill all. God will know
His own"; and, being obeyed, the streets "ran with blood." The
River Ande flowed by the Castle of Carcassonne's walls, insuring
water, so Roger and his people were ready to meet the enemy, which
covered the ground like a great, black plague around the walls. July
31, 1209, the great siege began. The doors were lowered, the drawbridge raised, and oil was being prepared to throw on the cruel
oppressors.

The crusaders expected to take Carcassonne as they had Beziers,
The
but they did not know her great, fair, young commander.
people though that Roger had special power from heaven, and so it
seemed. The archers fought and fought, day in and day out, unceasingly.
Roger ran along the walls with his helmet off, his yellow
He was
hair waving in the wind, cheering and helping his soldiers.
remarkable, this young captain of twenty-three
[132]

:

On

!

seeing a small band approaching, led by Roger's uncle, Peter

Roger expected help. But his uncle only brought an
Roger was willing to accept, for his people were
becoming miserable, and the wells were becoming poisoned from
But when he heard the terms that he and twelve of his
dead bodies
nobles should be given their freedom, and that everyone else in the
of Aragon,

offer of a treaty.

:

!

he indignantly refused.
all knew it to be a war to
death.
It seemed impossible to take the city, so the Catholics
vised a method that would shame their church. They decided to
treachery. Even cruel Simon de Montfort did not wish to break
oath of honor against a fellow soldier as great as Roger, but
Legate hushed him by
city be delivered to the crusaders,

The

"It

On
were

fighting began again,

is

and

not necessary to keep one's oath to the

the
de-

use
his

the

enemy of God."

15 th of August, Roger and one hundred of his nobles
taken, with the parole of honor of Simon de Montfort, to the

the

Roger, of course, suspected no falseness from this
deceived. Not one of them ever returned
Legend tells us that, after Rogers' foul capture, the people of the
city fled by an underground passage, but history tells us that the
crusaders tortured and killed the fallen people as they had done at
latter's

camp.

knight, but he

Beziers.

Have

Who
I

was

knows?

not told you that the dreamy old city

Art
By Penelope Pattison

Art

is

a shuttle

Thrown in and out
By an artist's hand
Over a warp of Truth
Weaving in rare colors

The

glories of nature.
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itself is

kind?

First Impressions of

Europe

By Wade Hall

MY

glimpse of the old world came one morning just after
Someone said we were nearing the Straits of GibralOn our
tar, so I hurried on deck to find we were quite near land.
port side arose the great rock of Gibraltar that guards the entrance
In the early morning hours it gave one
to the Mediterranean Sea.
the impression of a giant blue-gray dog lying in wait for ships to
enter his stronghold.
first

daybreak.

After passing into the Mediterranean we sighted many ships of
What impressed me most was the great number of three
and four mast schooners of all designs.
Two days later we arrived in Barcelona, Spain's only first-class
were immediately besieged by a fleet
Here we anchored.
port.
of small fishing vessels, laden with vegetables, fruits, and fish.
On the following morning we were granted shore leave. Donning our best shirts, we sallied forth to a day filled with strange and
Our greatest disappointment was in finding Spanbeautiful sights.
ish wines too sweet and the bar maids old and ugly.
toured the town to find nearly all the streets narrow and
paved with stones. Over them rattled carts and wagons.
noticed
that most of the buildings are low structures, with flat roofs covered
with tile. In the center of the town stands the cathedral, the most
all nations.

We

We

We

beautiful structure in Spain.

We

ate dinner that night in one of the

line the streets.

many

small cafes that

Since no one in the party could speak Spanish,

we

used our hands to explain to the waiter what we wanted but instead
of the ham and eggs we ordered he brought us funny little cakes and
a jar of jam. While we were eating an orchestra began to play and
two dancers gave an exhibition of the Spanish tango especially for
I assure you it was not the kind we see in the American movies.
us.
When we reached the ship after a full day in Barcelona we were
unanimous in the feeling that we were going to enjoy Spain.
;

South Sea Island Dream Girl
[134]

BLUFFS
-HI,

Situations Alter Cases
By Halsey

.

Franklin

6-1-2-0

Leavitt

Hello

Jimmy, let me speak
Hello! Miss Brown?

to

my

Who's

!

that?

Jimmy?

secretary.

Well, have you received any telegrams at
Well, read it
You say it's from Mr.
Johnson, wanting me to meet him next week?
the office?

One?

Wire him

that I will

met him on Saturday

in

Schenectady.

.

.

.

How

do you spell Schenectady? You mean to tell me you can't spell
Schenectady when I pay you fifty dollars a week? Did you ever
go to school? You did? What kind of school a Sunday school?

—

You

say you graduated from high school and
four years ? And yet you never learned to spell ?

went

to

college

This is the limit. What do I pay you for? To take dictation,
keep books, look after visitors, run the business while I am out of
town or playing golf, and keep the rest of the office force busy ten
hours a day?

What's that? You ask how

Oh—wire

Johnson

I will

I spell

Schenectady?

meet him

in

Troy.

So Wags the World
By Margaret Harrell

The old folks are shocked by ''this fast generation"
And shake their gray heads over "lost veneration."
They cry and bemoan lack of "sweet modesty"
And profess great alarm at "such show of the knee."
But, perhaps, in their hearts speaks the wee voice of Truth,
"Why, you'd like to have done these same things in your youth."
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Flames
By Fate Anders
I

The Flapper

A short, tight skirt,
A big lip stick,
A tea-hound pal,
A De Mille pick,
A Bebe bob,
And

snappy sass,
Eternal jazz

Our

flapper lass.
II

And Her Boy

A
A
A

Juliette,

lazy swag;

An

A

Friend

cigarette,

unused book,

blase look,

An

ancient gag;

A ritzy cue,
A rendez-vous
Down

the

main drag.

He's "oo-wah" mad;
His latest fad's
laundry tag.

A

A

Kiss in the Dark
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True
By H.

To

to Life

G. Brookshire, Jr.

love her true through time I swore,

Forever and forever.
I

vowed the world had known before
Not one so fair and clever.

Well, then

And

I

She answered

"My
I love

looked into her eyes

asked her,

me

"Do you

as

love

our fond

met,

dearest, I adore you.

you

as I never yet

Loved anyone before you."
Each knew that each was telling
But, ah, it was so pleasant

To

men?"

lips

lies;

gaze into each other's eyes

And

love just for the present.

There's great sport in a game like

That
Because

leaves

this

no pain or sorrow,

we change our minds and

Another's

lips

to-morrow.
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On

Avenue

the

(A Monologue)
By Fate Anders
tootum wassum feetum

Issum

sum.

.

.

Oh,

.

'ittle

Agnes!

hello,

doggum.

So glad

my

.

Essum was-

.

.

How

to see you.

are

doggie; he's a German
Rout Ret oh, I can't pronounce the name, but he is from a very
distinguished family of German dbgs. Yes, he's awfully small.
.
Oh, I beg your pardon, mister! Mercy! These sidewalks are so
small! ... As I was saying, I wanted a small one so that I could
Arthur he gave it to me, so of course I
carry him in my arms.

you?

.

Just

.

.

— —

See

thanks.

fine,

little

.

had

name

to

it

after

him

—
—gave me

.

the choice of this or a really

prettier black one, but I took this because he

matches this tan street
think to carry a dog the color of your suit lends
such an air of exclusiveness
Don't you adore those gay shop
windows? Especially on a cloudy day like this! Oh! look at that
gorgeous evening dress!
Here in this window! I love the way
Yes, perfectly divine!
those colors blend.
suit so well!

I

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Say, did you see that boy who just passed?
Please stop and
Yes, the one in the slicker. You should
look back for a minute.
have seen his face! He looked out of his eyes so cute!
Oh, do
you? You must introduce me to him. I adore the way his hair
senior at the university? I might have
curls on his forehead. ...
known! I can always tell the college boys because they never do
.

.

.

.

.

.

A

wear hats!
Ou-uch!

—

Tootums oo musn't bite my cufl like that! Ums'U
Don't you hate those
turn it up so he can bite it!
I know
long ear-bobs?
face is so long ... I just detest them!
I'm a freak going along with my sleeve rolled up, but dogs will be
tear

it!

I'll

.

.

.

My

dogs.

My

Arthur?
Let's hurry!
Miss him dreadfully. Yes, I
get a letter every day. I came down town to-day to get him a birthTootums, stay
day present. ... His birthday's next week.
Yes, over a year now, I guess.
under my arm
Oo'll get wet
I just know I never could love another boy half so much.
He's motionYes, in the sedan.
Oh, there's Charley!
ing!
Maybe he wants to take me home! I'll get the present next
Goo' bye
Call me up
week.
Awf 'ly glad I saw you.

Oh, he

dear,

left a

it's

Yes

raining!

week ago

it

is.

.

for college.

.

!

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Yale University

Let me congratulate you on the publication "Peaks."
This
shows that there is a very vigorous literary life in your institution,
and you have reason to be proud of such an expression of it. Believe
me,
Faithfully yours,
(Signed)

Just

One

W. Lyon

Phelps.

of the Arts

By Wakbman Hartley

,

Good people seek in every age
Some plan to elevate the stage
But of itself it ought to rise,
For every stage has wings and

The

flies.

Walter Hampden's production of
"Cyrano de Bergerac," and our own experiment

recent excursion to see

that great romance,

"Captain Applejack," have aided materially in our appreciation of
and importance of dramatic art. However sincerely we

the depth

had heretofore respected the real theatre individually, it was a strange
sensation to encounter a means of enjoyment as one unit in a great
body.

The one requisite for a developed taste in things theatrical is a
Much that we find
keen sense of the peculiarities of our fellows.
amusing on the stage is not in the meaning of the spoken word, but
in the intonations employed by the player in its delivery, which are
Thus emotions are
characteristic of the type he is impersonating.
expressed by personalities and the playwright's dialogue is but a key
The art of play-going is as
to all the tricks of the actors' trade.
highly developed as that of listening to music, but few realize it. If
dramatic criticism were taken as seriously by the critics themselves as
the ultimata on the soberer arts there would be no hue and cry as

— TheAmerican
Green Witch, Greenwich High

to the future of the

theatre.

School.

Greenwich, Connecticut.
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Life
By

Carrie

DuPre

A tiny laugh, a sparkling eye,
A rosy cheek, a baby's cry,
A cherub mouth, a hand raised
And

high,

babyhood!

A pretty doll, a carriage, too,
A bright silk dress, some dishes new,
A sermon long, a straight, hard pew,
And

childhood!

A big new hat, a bunch of curls,
A cheery smile, a crowd of girls,
A dainty hand, a sheen of pearls,
And

girlhood!

A

dainty dress, a blushing bride,
Full years of joy, a mother's pride,
home where love and peace abide,

A

And womanhood

A

faded rose, a piece of lace,
old date card, a wrinkled face,
hand infirm, a slower pace,

An

A

And memories!

— The

Scribbler,

Frank Evans High School,
Spartanburg, South Carolina.

Matin
By Frances Vaughn

A

mist arose from the mountains,

As though

An

early

Unto

the mountains offered

morning prayer

the low-bending skies.

— The

Critic, E.
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C. Glass High School,
Lynchburg, Virginia.

;

!

Modern Power
Under

Whip, human hands raised
power of broken spirited

the lash of a Slave-Master's

the ancient Palaces to splendor; under the

men, the
sun our

Roman galleys swept the seas; beneath the burning southern
own cotton was gleaned by weary hands. Thousands bent
with little hope and
power was the sword and the lash.
button and the lights of a whole city

their backs to endless labor; miserable souls

The symbol
man presses a

nothing of joy.

To-day a
gleam

their

driven not

A

welcome.
by

hopes are high

of

monster ship comes plowing into harbor

human hands, but by human ingenuity. Human
and human hearts are light. Cozy homes breathe out

a fragrance of joy

and

little

children laugh.

To-day the symbol of power
the pen

;

for

knowledge

is

is

the test tube, the text book, and

power.

— The Tech Owl, East Pittsburgh High

School,

East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Night
By Mato

Bass

Black, black night

Dotted by

stars above,

Street lights

Lovers

below

.

.

.

strolling in the dark;

Criminals sliding thru the shadows;

Old men

shuffling

home from work

Ladies in furs and jewels going to opera.

Drama, Life, Mystery
Hidden by night.

—The

Critic, E.

C. Glass High School,

Lynchburg, Virginia*
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MOONLIGHT
Softly, sweetly

The earth is embraced
With a mellow light
That takes melancholy
Under a golden wing

To

shelter

it.

—Cecil

Robinson.

The Blue Moon
of

The Blue Moon has come to represent the unattainable, the world
dreams where the ideal is real.

—

All art strives to reach it
the ultimate, the sublime plane that can
never be attained by the imperfect human intellect.
In the struggle of reaching for it, however, there is joy and happiness.

—Oren Whitehead.

;

Art
By Oren Whitehead

Some

of

it

cannot even understand
But I can see that it is beautiful
Like grass nodding in the wind,
I

Or

waterfalls.

If its

meaning were

clear,

Clear as the cold mountain water,
I wonder if the beauty

Would
I

still

be there.

wonder

I
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Art

!

in the

Modern Age

By Mary Dibnbs

The
.

study of history shows that

men always and everywhere have

created art in which they have tried to express their outlook on

and ideals. Art, therefore, is
and surroundings in which it flourished
that, if we understand the art of an age, we understand the age
itself.
For example, one of the ideals of the Greeks was bodily
strength and beauty. In their statues they carried this ideal to such
their aspirations,

life,

and

their ideas

so characteristic of the period

perfection that
the

men

it

never yet has been surpassed.

On

the other hand,

of the middle ages believed earth to be a vale of tears

and

held heavenly happiness as the only aim of life; therefore, the artists
neglected the body in their statues, but imprinted in them imperishably their yearning toward heaven.

We

might multiply examples; but instead, let us turn to the
how a masterpiece is created. Goethe, one of the greatest
artists and geniuses of all time, answers the question thus:
"No
matter how great your hearts and minds are, fill them with the ideas
and ideals of your time and the masterpiece will come." If we want to
discuss the art or lack of art of our age, therefore, we must review
the chief tendencies of the twentieth century mind. The first is the
question of

scientific spirit.

Modern
consequently
tical

science
it

had

its

beginning with Copernicus and Galileo,

reaches back almost to the Renaissance, but

its

prac-

application and transforming influence to everyday life began

only about the middle of the last century.
Since that time it has
brought almost daily inventions which a hundred years ago would
have been counted impossible. According to the Historian's History,
"We know how science has added to man's senses, enabling him to
see the pearl in the unopened oyster and locate the bullet buried in the
bone.
know how it has enabled him to annihilate distance, so
that he can hear from afar the cry of the ship in distress upon the
sea or listen at his country fireside to music from a distant town.
Science has added the depths of the sea and the heights of the air to
man's navigable kingdom." Chemistry teaches us how to manufacture food, paints, perfumes, and medicine from waste substances.
Bacteriology, a branch of science hardly more than fifty years old,

We
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from the greatest part of contagious diseases and teaches us
from those still extant. It has changed our
Machines have been invented which under the
ideas of hygiene.
guidance of a few men perform the work of thousands. They save
work, time, and energy and thereby bring about such enormous and
frees us

how

to protect ourselves

cheap production of goods that there is the possibility of unprecedented prosperity for humanity.
This success of science has two disadvantageous consequences for
art.
One is that it lures to itself the greatest and most productive
and original minds which in some other age, perhaps, would have
been artists. The other is that with its amazing results it empties
the imagination of people in such an excessive way that it creates a
desire toward applying scientific methods to all fields of human experience, even where it is out of place.
This might be called the
revolutionary spirit.
Its origin dates back two hundred years into
the age of Louis XV.
Its first result was that democratic spirit
which forms the foundation of the Constitution of the United States
and which changed the constitutions of almost all European countries
in the last century.
In this spirit the most diverse political, social,
and economic theories have their origin. Of these the best known
and most widespread is socialism. The aim of this theory is to raise
the standard of life of the lower classes.
Although the goal of the
socialist is worthy of our full enthusiasm, socialism and chiefly communism, which has almost the same program, in the experiment that
is now being carried on in Russia, by their dogmatism, intolerance,
methods of government, and complete economic failure, not only have
not succeeded in making themselves as popular everywhere as the
democratic form of government did a hundred years ago, but have
even called out the criticism of the best minds and have showed the
necessity of revising these theories.
have learned that the field
of science ought to be restricted to the objective and impartial study
of facts and the determination of the laws of nature, and that it has
nothing to do with our deepest ethical needs and loftiest moral aspirations.
The recognition of this fact has created a religious and mystic
tendency, especially in literature.
The World War, and chiefly the following peace, which resurrected Poland, created some new countries, and by nearly destroying
Austria and Hungary enlarged the Balkan kingdoms of Roumania
and Jugo-Slavia, brought an enormous revival of nationalism both in
the conquered and conquering countries; and the slogan of the selfgovernment of peoples brought the population of the colonies into
commotion. Thus it may be seen that such a chaos of opinions, convictions, and tendencies came to life that in every part of the world
we might find partisans of the most opposing views. For example,
an American having spent two days, which happened to be Saturday
and Sunday, in a small eastern European town, describes his experi-

We
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ences as follows: "Saturday morning I went to a synagogue. There I
heard a discussion about the all-importance of Zionism. In the afternoon I went to a political meeting, where the importance of strong
nationalist feeling and policy was discussed along with the expediency of a loan from American capitalists.
Sunday morning I went
to the Roman Catholic church, where I viewed the splendor of ceremonies unchanged since a thousand years. After that I listened to
a Protestant sermon which might have been preached approximately
at the time of Luther or Calvin.
In the afternoon I attended a meeting of the Communist party, where men tried to prove that all
traditions should be rejected, that all capitalists are wicked, and that
atheism is a necessity. In the evening I went to the picture show."
Such being the circumstances, what could a moving picture, a
very influential factor in modern life, produce that would appeal to
the public of five continents, when even in a small town with three
thousand inhabitants we might expect to find capitalists as well as
communists, militarists or pacifists, nationalists or cosmopolitans,

mystics or rationalists?
In the first place, it tries to

amaze by spectacularity or the wonwhich most shows abound; or it amuses either
by cheap ridicule or attracts by the horrors of war, and many times
entertains by going back to the past to display the knowledge of the
customs and costumes of different ages. Most rarely does it try to
ders of science, with

show

the hero or ideal of to-day, for the simple reason that there

is

no such ideal or that it differs locally, even individually. Those films
that have some tendency toward a moral depict with the naivete of
a fairy tale a hero and villain, who at the end of the play receive their
reward and punishment, respectively. So that, although it gives inexpensive daily amusement to the masses, it has not yet taken its
place as the equal of the five great branches of art: architecture,
sculpture, painting, music, and literature.
In contrast to the reluctance of the moving picture toward

showing opinion, literature portrays faithfully the chaos and diversity
of the opinions of to-day,

many

times to the detriment of

its

aesthetic

and artistic value. It wants to convince rather than to give pleasure.
Writers many times write pamphlets in the form of novels and
dramatists
of art

we

make

we might

a platform of the stage.
find with

have found characteristic of the age.

lutionary

spirit,

and

But

in all the five

branches

wonderful uniformity the tendencies which

The

scientific spirit, revo-

spirit of criticism are responsible for

and

reflect

themselves in the scorn of traditions, the revolt against conventions,
and the search for something new and never heard of before in the"
form as well as in the content of artistic creations. These urge men
to try out all possibilities and blaze new trails, even if they might not
lead anywhere. This spirit has given us the skyscrapers in architecture,

cubism and futurism

in painting
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and sculpture, cacophony and

dissonance in music, and expressionism, fanatisism, and dadaism in
The World War helped to originate the above "isms"

literature.

and many more.

"The theatre," to cite the Historian s History again, "is very sick,
but so is the whole civilized world. There was a great letting of
blood between 191 4 and 191 8, and until mankind has recovered its
strength the theatre will remain in an enfeebled condition; for the
drama, of all arts, is most dependent upon the well-being of the
community.
great race will demand great entertainment, but a
mean race will not be entertained with anything but mean perform-

A

ances."

On the other hand, we are forced to the recognition of the fact
that science does not and cannot embrace the whole field of human
The

need of revising our rationalist conception of the world
newly in the religious and mystic tendencies of poetry
all over the world and especially in novels of the great Russian
apostles and prophets, Tolstoi and Dostoyevsky, and their followers.
Taken on the whole, it seems that the restlessness which science created and the impossibility of solving the problems that it brought are
extremely unfavorable to art.
But it may turn out that it is the
time of turning the soil and that the passionate search for truth that is
characteristic of the best artists, whether belonging to the left or
right, whether busy with criticism and irony or with the creation of
new ideals, will bring about rich harvest to-morrow.
life.

reflects itself
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The

Sea and the
By Penelope

Rough and rowdy

is

Moon

Pattison

the sea,

Like a saloon where drunkards
Carouse with coarse laughter.
Sober and serene is the moon,
Like a sacred cell where monks
Chant with monotonous tune.

The moon

stares full at the sea.
Squint-eyed, the sea laughs back at the moon.

I

would play

Would

in the sea!

I sink

I

would

I

cannot reach

therein?

live in the

moon

it.

[
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Dancers and Spinsters
By Elizabeth Ward

Winter Trees
The woven branches
And slender interlaced
Of winter-bare trees,
Dark

against a sunset sky,

Swing

They
Clad

twigs

in the

winter wind.

are Spanish senoritas
in filmy,

ebony gowns

And

high-peaked mantillas.
They poise and sway,
Dancing slowly
To the soft tune
Of the wind's guitar

And the faint click
Of dry-leaf castanets.

April Oaks

The black-gowned oaks
Flaunt rosy buds
Upon their lower branches
And the clustered banners
At their crowns
Suggest a tint
Of fading gold.

They

are like stern-clad spinsters,

Nodding

artificial coiflures

In gossip

And
At

pointing pink-tipped fingers

their

green-gowned neighbors.
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Memory's Magic Cloak
A

Fantasy In

One Act

By Margaret Harrell

CHARACTERS
Pierrette

Pierrot

Memory

TIME
At

mystic blue twilight

SETTING
The
on a

room

living

little

of

room which

Pierrot and Pierrette.

The

curtain rises

cheery, yet rather dim, as though part of its
gone to dance in another spot.
fireplace on right
is

usual light had
glows softly with sleeping coals; and a

A

settee, piled

with bright

col-

ored chintz cushions, invites one to bring his dreams to dance on- the
hearth.
The mantel holds brass candlesticks and a little French
clock that has stopped with hands upraised in alarm. A table, set for
tea, is slightly back of the divan.
French doors, hung with chintz
bright as the cushions on the divan, are center back.
An easy chair
is near the cupboard, while a bird cage occupies its observation post
by the window overlooking the street.
Beneath the window is another couch with cushions.
A door leads from the street, and the
arrival of newcomers is announced by a little silver bell over the
door.

Pierrette enters. She is dressed in the usual fluffy Pierrette
costume, but she wears in addition a long scarlet cloak.
PIERRETTE

(Her eagerness
not come back yet.

Pierrot!

Pierrot!

leaves her as she closes the

No, he has
(Hopefully)
But perhaps
he will come to-night. Pierrot, I shall put the kettle on the hearth
and be all ready for you. (Pierrette removes her cloak, places the
tea set beside the divan, and sits down to wait.
For a while she is
silent; then she begins to talk dreamily to herself, growing drowsy
as she continues.)
The little bell will tell me when you come, Pierdoor.)

be so glad to see you, for it has been lonesome without
of the sunshine slipped out when you went
went away

rot.

I shall

you.

Some

Come, Pierrot

with the minstrel troupe.

Pierrette

falls asleep.

cept the hearth fire
the rear.

A

and

—
— come back ....

All the lights have slowly gone out ex-

the moonlight coming through the doors in

figure appears at the

French doors,
[153]

softly

opens them, and

—

comes dancing into the room, lightly singing.

The room

has grad-

a gray tunic and
From his shoulders hangs a long cloak which is a beautiful
hose.
rose color on one side, but gray with queer black patches on the other.
He goes gaily to Pierrette and gently tweeks her ear. Pierrette
awakens slowly, but she quickly sits up when she sees the stranger.
ually brightened, revealing a slight boy dressed in

PIERRETTE
(Rather frightened)

Why, who

are you?

I

don't

know

you.

What

are you doing

here?

MEMORY
Ah! but you do know me,

Pierrette.
Have you forgotten
summoned me by the Dream Messenger just a little while ago when the Sandman was visiting you.
I came right away, Pierrette, for I knew you had been lonely since
Pierrot went away. Once, when I was hiding in a wise sage's house,

Why, you

so soon?

little

yourself

I heard him say that I was good company in spite of
pranks and wandering disposition.

my

naughty

PIERRETTE

Oh
I

—but

tell

me

have a great

I am
MEMORY

your name.

many names, but

I

afraid I don't

remember

like the sage's best.

He

it.

calls

me Memory.
PIERRETTE

Memory?

—Memory.

Yes, that

is

a pretty name.

Tell me, what

do you do ?

MEMORY
Oh!

.

have a splendid time.
I travel a great deal and visit
everyone in the whole world. Sometimes, when people take care of
me and ask me to dance, I stay a long time; but usually I merely
peep in and dance away before the people inside can catch and hold
me. They are always trying to catch me those people. I like to visit
the children, for they do not try to keep me. They laugh and dance
with me for a little while and then let me go. But the old people
often they hold me so tightly that they hurt. Then I have to show
them the black patches on my cloak, so they will let me go.
I

—

PIERRETTE
(Eagerly)

Your
cloak.

cloak?

Let

me

Show me your

cloak,

Memory.

Let

me

see your

see the queer black patches.

MEMORY
But you do not want to see the black patches, Pierrette, for they
will make you sad.
(Pierrette holds out her hands.) Very well!
[154]

See how beautiful this side is
I stole its rosy
Joys of Life. I would have made it all as beautiful as this side, but while I was weaving the goods some Sorrows
They were very bad, for
crept in and made the other side gray.
they placed those queer black patches all over my cloak. I tried so
hard to remove them, but they would not come off. Sometimes the
patches are useful, though.
People often see them when they try to
hold me, and then they let me go. They don't like my cloak nor me
any longer, and they almost push me away.

Here

is

color

from

the cloak.

!

all the

PIERRETTE

May

I

The rose side is
me warm. And most of the
The black patches do not seem

put the cloak on?

very color makes
(Pause)
tinge.

so beautiful that

its

gray has a very soft
very big, Memory.

MEMORY
Some

people, Pierrette, see only the black

but you can see the

warm

and gray on the coat,
young and your eyes

rose color, for you are

Take it, wear it a little while, for I cannot stay always.
must go away and visit others, too.
Pierrette joyously takes the cloak and looks at it carefully;
then she turns the rosy color inside and smiles at Memory.

are bright.
I

PIERRETTE
and how warm the rose cloth is.
I am so glad I turned it closest me, for I was lonely.
(She starts to
Have you ever heard Pierrot play, Memdance, humming a little.)

Oh! Memory,

ory?
the

He

it

is

beautiful

—

I remember when I first saw Pierrot in
was playing his own compositions. How

plays beautifully.

Market Place

—he

handsome he was, Memory, and how his face shone when I danced
for him!
I have been dancing for him ever since.
Pierrot loves
this little room, too.
He sits there by the fire and plays for the
flames to dance, and, then again, he stands near the window and
watches the moon smile at him. What beautiful times we have had
together, Memory
He sings and I dance all
my Pierrot and I
day, and the people in the Market Place love our playing. We take
joyous trips together, too.
Sometimes our music and dances are inspired by the wind and the flowers.
Yours is truly a lovely cloak,
Memory. But I must try the other side, too.
She removes the cloak and starts to turn it.

—

MEMORY
Ah no, Pierrette Wear only the rose
am sure you will not like the other side.
!

I

!

!

side.

It

is

much

lovelier.

PIERRETTE
(Impatiently)

But how can I tell if I like the other side unless I try it also.
Don't stop me.
(She puts the cloVik back on
this time with the

—

t
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in.
Her smile fades and her face becomes wistfully sad.
She shivers ever so slightly.) Ah! but he went away, Memory, and
he would not take me with him. I am afraid Pierrot has forgotten
me he has been gone so long. (Pierrette throws the cape from
her.)
Oh Memory, bring him back to me. We were so happy
together.
Can't you bring him back?

gray side

—

!

MEMORY
should like to help you, little Pierrette, but I cannot always
serve the ones I visit, for sometimes the doors are shut against me
when I am asked to visit friends.
I

PIERRETTE

But

know my

I

Pierrot will

Go

welcome you.

in

my

Memory. He will come back if he sees you and feels your
know. Show him only the rosy side, though, Memory. He
like the gray, for

place,

cloak, I

will not

he loves joy.

MEMORY
(Musingly)
Perhaps

—

perhaps, I can help.

Yes,

I'll

go, Pierrette.

PIERRETTE
( Clasping her hands)

You

Now go and bring Pierrot back
him toward the French doors.) But,
know when he is coming?

are kind, dear

with you. (She
wait how shall

—

Memory.

starts to lead
I

MEMORY
(Pauses, thinking)

That

is

difficult

!

Let

me

messenger of the Joys to you,

think.
if

Ah

!

I

Pierrot will

know

—

I shall

send the

come back with me.

PIERRETTE
I

shall

wait for the messenger, Memory.

Bring Pierrot back

quickly.

She watches Meivtory leave, then goes
leans against the frame, waiting.

The

to the

French doors and

lights gradually

go out, the

down, the moon light dims and goes out. Then a
A bluebird flies
faint glow, which gradually grows rosy, appears.
through the doors and settles on Pierrette's shoulder.
PIERRETTE
Why, the moonlight is gone! It must be dawn. (The bird
flutters around her head.)
Little Bluebird, you must have been
frightened to have come in here.
Or perhaps you, too, are lonely.
But then, my Pierrot is coming soon, for Memory has gone to persuade him to return to me. (The bird starts to sing.) Your song is
sweet, but the words of the messenger of the Joys will seem muck
hearth

fire dies
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(Faint singing

sweeter.

sounded

is

heard

—

off stage.)

(The

like Pierrot's voice.

Was

that music?

bird repeats his song.)

It

Little

Bluebird, are
are you the Messenger? ( The singing draws nearer.)
Oh, it is Pierrot I know his voice! Memory, you have brought
him back!
The door is thrown open and Pierrot enters with hands outstretched.
Pierrette runs to him. As they meet, the form of

Memory

is

—

seen- silhouetted against the

French doors, beyond which

he stands, smiling.

CURTAIN

Trees
An Oak

In South Carolina
By Leard Raysor

Full eight hundred years
I've stood alone
And have not moved
Save upwards.

But

would seek companions out

I

And

talk together,

Though well I know
That I am here

To

fill

So

I

another mission.

grow

And

hold my branches out,
Clothe them in green,
Scatter acorns,

Feed the parasitic moss,
Give shade,
Pose,

And in so doing
Try to direct men's

eyes

upward.

A Tree

In Spring
By Oren Whitehead

With

joy in every graceful line

It stands,

Like a young girl, a lovely
Radiantly resplendent
In warm green finery,

girl,

Silently pulsing,

Fluttering,

Head

tilted daintily,

Listening to the beautiful nothings
The breezes whisper in her ears.
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Clouds and Rain
Night Clouds
By Margaret Harrell

The

To

tired, harassed clouds pause
gaze into the blue moon-pool

Of the star-strewn
And then pass on,
Driven by
wind.

night

their relentless master,

The

One Raindrop
By Gladine Carleton

Ten
Fell

To

thousand raindrops

from the sky
disappear in the earth.

One was left on a maple leaf
And flashed like a diamond
In the setting sun.

April Rains
By Elizabeth Ward
April rains are curtains
Rung down upon a winter scene
Curtains crystal-sprinkled criss-cross

—

Which, when drawn aside,
Leave scintillating gems
In tulip loving cups.
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Love
By

in a Mist

Adelaide Freeman

swung softly outward the screen-door of her
AmybackChesland
bedroom and stepped out on the cool iron grating into

little

the

She stood poised there for a few seconds with eyes closed,
glorying in the throbbing stillness, while the light wind blew the
eager little tendrils of red-gold hair away from her face and the
cheap little pink wrapper more closely around her slight body. Amy
gave the tiniest of contented sighs, then turned and snuggled down
night.

in her favorite position,

where the narrow iron

fire-escape

made

a

hollow curve before chasing away from the second story to the
ground. The girl sat there drinking in all the beauty of the night:
the satin blueness of the vast calm sky; the black dancing of the oak
tree leaves as the wind rustled through them like an invisible sprite,
vainly beckoning them to follow; the light perfume of the red
petunias in the window next door wafted down to her; the reflection of stars staring

down

green bench beneath the

at themselves in

the shine of the little

tree.

She had bought the bench just that day and placed it first here
and then there beneath the branches of the tree with happy little
smiles and thoughts of to-night when Stan would be back and the
two of them would sit there with only the great, dark, jewel-studded
dome of the sky above them. Stan's big, strong hand would hold
hers, and those deep gray eyes of his, so earnest and fearless, would
look into hers while he told her all the big things he meant to do
and of how necessary she was to him if he were to be able to succeed
in anything.
Stan had really been very serious the other night, the
last time she had seen him, and he had insisted that they be married
real soon after he returned from Middleboro, where he was going to
straighten out some past property dealing of his father's.
Stan had

would be back to-night! And the white stars twinkled
and winked, the black shadows danced, the red petunias laughed
down a song of fragrance, and the green bench beamed! for Stan
would be back to-night.
Suppose he should come suddenly and find her like this!
But,
no; she was all ready except for the dress, and that would take only

gone, but he

—

a tiny second.

Amy

smiled at the thought of the dress
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—

the green

dress

—

foam.
little

lying across the back of her chair like a scattered bit of seaShe would have to give up Saturday matinees and desirable

trifles

she

knew

of for a long time to

come

for this exquisite

indulgeFice.

She had bought it in a moment of weakness at one of those disenchanting little shops on the Avenue, where an admiring and
assuring lady, dressed in quietly subdued glory, whisperingly convinces
Mad'mwazelle that this creation could have been made and intended
only for Mad'mwazelle's own unusual type of beauty. However, it
had not needed the ravings of any modiste to convince Amy that the
frock was meant for her. Its green paleness made a soft and shading
background for the shining coils of red-gold hair which she wore
twisted in peasant-girl fashion; while again the very color brought
out that peculiar and beautiful green light that lurked in the depths
of her blue eyes. When Amy's eyes looked like that they reminded
one of the fresh, early waves of the sea running in to touch the
earth and, gaily frightened, frisking back to sea, only to reach out
again.
That was Amy. She craned her neck forward, peeped
through the screen, saw the magic dress lying safely across the back
of the chair; then leaned back, hands clasping her knees, laid her
head on one shoulder, raised her eyebrows, and sighed Amy's funny
creet,

little

happy

sigh.

She was so happy

If only

Mother were

here to share her happijoy in her own life.
Unconsciously the girl's eyes turned far to the east and up to the big
white star which hung brightly suspended there. That star had been
Amy's guidance, her inspiration, her "mother" for the past nine
!

—Mother, who had had such

ness with her

known no

little

had shone
and
that self-same star had shone all the other eight years when she was
It seemed funny, after San
a child in little Checkerberry Center.
Francisco, to think that she had been able to live in the narrowness
She hoped she would never have to go back
of the "berry town."
It was
there; it would bring back too portent memories of Mother.
sweet and soul-satisfying to look at the star and think of the loved
one, to imagine her happy at last in that great, unpenetrated blue;
but to be in the surroundings where once she had been with Mother
for her, one of the two of them, to walk with extra money in
her purse past the village drug store where in the old days they had
to walk
not had the money for the necessary medicine for Mother
now in her "extra-dress" slippers over the spots where her mother's
one torn pair of shoes had plodded oh, but it would unnerve her!
Worse than that, it would break down her spirits, and she would
be the helpless little girl sobbing for the mother who had meant
everything and made everything out of nothing.
years during which she had

real

mother.

It

for her this past year, her first in the great golden metropolis;

—

—

—
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She would have that same hopeless feeling
experit ;ad
enced but once before
that feeling she had had that cold, lonely
night nine lqng years ago, when she, a frightened child of ten, Had
run sobbing from the little Chesland shanty to bring back the first
person she should meet; for Mother was sitting, white and cold, at
the desk in a bar of the moon's bluish light which entered through
the little cracked window.
Amy had brought the constable, the
very same person who had entered that very same room just a week
ago that night. Mother had been well and sprightly as usual then,
she thought sadly.
The constable had stopped that first night on a round of duty to
warn Bess Chesland to lock up well that night. His assistant and a
small crowd of men were only now at the tiny railroad station, gathered around a man who had been killed by some unknown person.
It was supposed that the murderer was still in the vicinity.
Amy,
watching her mother as always, had seen her pale at the mention of
murder. Her mother was like that; she hated to hear of anyone
or anything being killed.
Constable Holcombe had just reached in
his pocket for fresh tobacco and was turning to the door, when Bess
asked if the man had been identified yet. Amy never remembered the
name which Sam Holcombe spat out with his stale cud, but she would
never forget the look that it had brought to her mother's face,
Long after the door had closed on the officer Bess Chesland had
remained in her same position in front of the scarred, clean-swept
fireplace.
She had looked dazed, uncomprehending; and Amy, sitting quiet as a mouse in the corner, had soon seen that there was
something else looking out from her eyes fear.
That fear had
seemed to grow gradually, and with it a sort of expectation. Amy
had wondered for whom her mother was waiting. Anyway, not
many people had come to the Cheslands' house during the next few
days
just a few townspeople who stopped in occasionally and, Amy
remembered, a boyish-looking man, evidently an outsider, whom she
had never seen before. Amy had liked his curly black hair turning
silver at his temples and his black eyes so startling in his white face.
He had remained closeted in the living room with her mother one
afternoon for several hours, while Amy, studying her lessons under
the tree in the yard, had vainly tried to overhear the conversation.
Each day had lengthened the shadow creeping over her mother
and the house. Several times she had seen her sit down at the old
scratched desk in the corner and, with a pen held in her hand over a
sheet of paper, stare into space, then vainly try to write something
down. But she would have to give it up. That last fateful night
the child, who had instinctively learned to be quiet this last week,
had seen her mother seat herself fixedly at the desk and again take
pen and paper.
Amy tired, had crept into bed and, in spite of
worry over Mother, soon fell asleep. Perhaps an hour later a cold

—

—

—
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draft from the open window penetrated the thin blankets and roused
She looked across the room and a little
her to a sitting position.
scream broke from her lips. She stumbled out of bed and her bare
white feet flew over the rickety floor. She looked into the cold blue
face of the thing than had been her mother and, young as she was,

she

knew Death.

The

She felt little
She sat there with her arms around the

child did not feel repelled or superstitious.

—

and lonely

oh, so lonely!

waist of the dead woman, for she was not afraid. Hadn't this always been her own, own mother, and wasn't Amy still her little
daughter? She knelt there, looking piteously up at the dear face. It
was turned away now and looked as if at last it had found peace in
Amy wished suddenly that she could join her
the great unknown.

mother and go away,

too.

She couldn't sit here like this, and with that lump in her throat
choking her. If she could only cry! But no, it was too quiet and
Suddenly she felt alone, terribly alone!
unearthly for mere tears!
It was as if her mother's spirit which had been lingering in the
dead body, had suddenly flown through the window on the wings of
the wind which blew the thin white curtains up and out like arms
She couldn't stay like this any longer. Amy
of ghostly sentinels.
Chesland stifled a sob and fled blindly out of the door into the black,
cold night.

She never knew

how

she found him, but in a short while she

was following Constable Holcombe through

the door back into the
She dragged herself to the old bed and sank down on
She must have fainted or fallen asleep, she thought.
it crying.
When she waked, turned over slowly, and looked wearily out of her
red-rimmed eyes toward the desk, she saw Constable Holcombe
standing strange and still, staring down unseeingly at a piece of limp
white paper in his hand. Amy crept fearfully across the floor with
little cabin.

its

old rag carpet to the

—what

man.

How little and insignifiEverything seemed so horrible
and so unreal. That horrid, lurid, bluish white of the moon again,
the terrible, matching, bluish white of her mother's face
the white
paper held in the hand of the man who stood facing her.
She
touched him timidly. Suddenly he looked down at her, and Amy's
heart went out to him as the only other living thing in that room of
cold white things that could not talk or move, only sit in sepulchral
silence.
She turned up her face wistfully to him and repeated,
"What

is

it?" she whispered.

cant her words sounded in that

room

!

—

"What—what

is

it?"

Sam Holcombe

did not answer.
His eyes had roved from the
paper in his hand to the child's questioning face turned up to him.
He looked away, swallowed, put his hand in his trouser pocket, drew
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out again^spat nervously on
turned away/>

the

it

floor

and,

coughing

fiercely,

The

child walked around to face him and, with her divining
on him, she said simply, "I ought to know. Mother would
have wanted me to, or she wouldn't have left it where I might have
found it."

eyes

The man turned and looked at her, while under his breath he
muttered, "Better for her to know it as this says than by those
damn

gossips."

So

in the little

man with

sat this

moon

in the

their

shoulders,

shabby chair in front of the broken
the child

on

his knee, the

window had

hard, blue, mirthless

dank heavens outside throwing a streamer of light over
that they might read the ragged little paper, a
crushed remnant of a life newly gone. As the words loosed themselves and slid from the man's lips, it was as if they held out their
hands to them and led them further into that place and time of
another's tragedy. The two felt as though they had in their fingers
some miniature object representing Life itself, and were turning it
over, looking at what it disclosed of the sufferings and heartbreaks
They lived over the moments and felt, saw,
of at least one mortal.
and thrilled to the things that Bess Chesland had felt, seen, and
thrilled to.
And all the time they read, the dead woman's spirit
pervaded the atmosphere, but another Bess, the young Bess, who had
struggled, longed, and hoped, caught in the throes of a relentless foe.

Those

two

— they

spoke of despairing determinaout with cold self-will.
"I
did it
did it myself
I killed him."
The rush of words came
tumbling then. It was not an attempt to justify her action; it was
only that force against which she was powerless, that force that
made her miserably, longingly, ecstatically, painfully recall those
gone days, gone hopelessly as a dead twig on roaring waters.
tion.

first

lines

The words were brought

—

—

"Gilbert was my step-brother. He got every cent when the old
died, he did, and I guess he thought he could manage me, too,
with his money. I didn't have anything, and I had to work there
in the house like a servant or I would have been thrown out like a
dog. I didn't care, though; I was young and David Kale was going

man

—

to take me away soon.
David ah, he was the love of my life!
Davie, with his black shiny curls all tousled up like on his head, so
and his black eyes
you'd want to smooth them down all the time
always dancing and gleaming. Yes, my Dave, he was coming to take
me away soon; but Gilbert, he never could stand to see me happy.
He had plenty of influence there in Middleboro. He fixed up a
crooked scheme and brought David's name into it, so that the poor
boy didn't have a chance. They drove him out of town, him emptyhanded and trying his best to get a sight of me before he left. Gil-

—
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him on sight if he ever returned to MiddleDavid never came there again." Amy sobbed.
"There was a man there a brute. He had bothered me for

bert threatened to kill
boro.

—

hated him, but I couldnt' get rid of him. He had it in his
power to get Gilbert elected to a big office that he wanted badly,
and he made it plain that he would exchange the position for me. I
was helpless, all broken up over David. And that cursed stepbrother of mine married me off to that no-good devil.
That was
Frank Chesland. Gilbert barely let a year go by before he ruined
him, too, like he had done to David before him, and ran him out of
town.
So my husband and I and tiny baby Amy came here; and
after a few weeks Frank ran away, leaving me penniless.
I saw
then that I owed everything, all my misfortunes, to Gilbert.
I
slaved on, though, always looking forward to the time when I should
get my revenge. It seemed that it would never come.
"Then came the day when I heard that this man, the man I
hated, the man who had ruined my life, would pass through that
night on the train.
maybe I should have
I lost control of myself
I lost control of myself, though, and
tried to forget about him.
taking the old gun, I went down to the little woods by the railway,
Well, that's about all. I had figured beforehand that Gilstation.
years.

I

—

would

bert

right.
I

get off the train to

When

the train

—

saw him

once.

came

walk down

in,

to the restaurant.

the station

was dark and

I

was

deserted.

yes, I recognized that mean, leering face at
step off
All the old hate rushed back into me and
I
I killed him.

—

ran like a coward.

"As I write, a queer feeling
must answer to God, and I
It stopped abruptly there.
his

own thoughts.
"And and she

—

died,"

away from

is

coming over me.

I

know

that I

"

The two

sat

murmured Amy.

and

stared, each with

"Oh, Mother!" and

man and

ran to the chair where Bess
She sank to the floor and
sat with pen still held in her stiff hand.
clasped the poor, cold, white hand in hers and covered it with kisses
she tore herself

and

the

tears.

Holcombe turned away with bent head and looked through the
window where outside the wind rushed over the little creek near
the house, and each tiny ripple and drop over the rocks sent up a
little sad, haunting melody to the two mortals alone in the room
with death. The man turned suddenly and walked toward the child.

He

tried to

move

her, but she only clung wildly to the stiff form.

—

The words cut
I can't, I can't!"
sword in Sam Holcombe's heart.
"Come, child," he said, "come on home with me to-night.
can't stay here. Mother wouldn't have wanted you to."
So Amy went.
"I can't leave her
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like

a

You

They

buried Bess Chesland in the backyard of the

little

shanty

The minister, Sam Holcombe, and Amy were the
who came for the sake of the departed. A handful of

the next day.

only people
the curious and loafers stood apart and watched with stupid faces
while the body of Bess Chesland was lowered into its last resting
place.

Through it all Amy, away from the rest, stood tense and tearless.
Her eyes followed every move that was given to the coffin; and, as
drew her quivering

little body up higher and
She saw nobody, nothing but
the body of her mother, her darling mother, being shoved down
away from her. Then she gave a little scream and ran into the
clump of woods nearby. She put her arms around the trunk of a
slim maple and, leaning her head on it, gave way to all the unshed
tears that had been scorching her internally.
After a long while, as
the pale purple shadows began to lengthen and the evening winds
were becoming chilly, the child lifted her head slowly and turned

they lowered

it,

she

shut her eyes with unnecessary force.

her great blue eyes to the heavens.
"Mother, I'll love you always," she whispered, and started back
to the cold

Holcombes'.

Alma Holcombe was the youngish
selfish woman with a queer, cold sense
town on

wife of the town constable, a
of

humor.

It

would be

grati-

gasping over the fact that she had
taken the child of a murderess into her home. After all, it would be
her gain. Bess's daughter was a sturdy little child and could do the
work that those lazy negroes had been messing over and demanded
preposterous wages for.
She could feed and clothe the girl for almost nothing; and if she ever got dissatisfied or rebellious there was
always the threat of the orphan home.
So Amy Chesland was duly installed in the Holcombe household.
She felt no particular mood about the happening. She was in a daze;
and she went about her work numbly, questioning nothing. Alma
mercifully kept her well shielded from the town's sharp tongues,
which now had a delectable morsel for conversation over knitting,
teacups, and supper-table.
Six months later the girl began again to
attend school in the mornings.
Amy remained at the home of the constable of Checkerberry
During all these eight years she
Center until she became of age.
had planned for the day when she should leave this place and go out
Every penny available she had
into the world with her freedom.
Sam, with
saved to this end. They were slow in coming at first.
whom she had perfect understanding and loved more each day,
slipped her a piece of silver occasionally when it could be done without Alma's hawkeye watching. Alma always watched Amy for the
first year or two she was there; but soon the girl's warm, impulsive
nature began to wear down the cold barrier of the woman's heart,
fying to hear the

all sides
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—

!

and Alma reluctantly found something not

far akin to love for
taking possession of her. Especially after the third year of the
girl's stay with them, when Sam died, was Alma lonesome and
hungry for some close love which she had lost in never having had
Amy helped fill that longing now, and Alma soon came
children.
to love her as much as her cold nature would allow her to love anyone; while the girl herself had as great a respect and love for her as
she could ever have had for any woman besides her mother. Yet, in
spite of this, Alma never adopted Amy.
It was a sort of silent un-

Amy

derstanding between them that Alma would some day marry and
to go to her husband free and alone.
Amy would want
to be her own mistress when she went away.
While waiting for
that particular someone for Alma the two were happy together in

would want

own way.
Alma did many

their

little

things for the girl, and

Amy

more

fre-

quently found coins creeping into the old box, whose sum had been
increased with the treasured twenty-five dollar gold piece she had
won for an essay upon graduating from high school.
She ran over the years quickly. She thought of Alma's new seacaptain husband, with whom Alma had refused to go away until
Amy had been managed for.
Amy had received no financial aid from him, only a few favors
which had meant far more to her than money could ever. have meant.
One had been the procuring for her of a place to live in this lovely,
She had been in the city
quiet home of his sister and her husband.
a year now.
The city had meant Stan and
The soft chimes of a cathedral clock told that the hour was

—

—

seven.

Gosh, but she had better get in and dress quickly! Amy came to
with a start. She pulled out the end of her wrapper from where it
was caught under the step and jumped up. The screen-door stuck
before it closed ail the way and Amy, turning to close it, saw the
little green bench with the sparkling stars imprisoned on its surface
and sighed. How could one help but be joyous on a night like
this

Stanley Selwyn removed his coat from its hanger in the glistening
slid white-shirted arms into the fresh gray-

mahogany wardrobe and
ness of the sleeves.

"Quarter to eight. Want to rush!" He walked over to the
and gave his tie a twist as his deep gray eyes, reflected,
twinkled back at him. The smooth waves of blond hair were given
"Let her
a final pat. Amy liked his hair rumpled, he remembered.
fix it, then," he smiled.
It would be nice to have her pretty little
white hand yes, the bracelet. He felt in his pocket that was the
dresser

—

—
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"

\

Thank God,

box.
that

he hadn't forgotten

—but then he might have

worn

it!

left it in the

There was no danger

of

pocket of the suit he had

that morning.

He

flicked his hat

up from

its

habitat on the smoking stand

and

He

ran swiftly down the slick tiled
stairs and jumped into the roadster by the sidewalk.
The blocks in front of him stretched like a shining yellow ribbon
as he snapped on the headlights and turned the key.
"The golden
road leading to the fairy princess," he muttered to the light winds,
and he did not laugh. His hand reached to his pocket again. Yep, it
himself out of the door.

let

was

there.

The

car sped beneath him and his thoughts kept pace with it.
Well, he'd be with Amy in a minute. The car leaped ahead faster.
How'd he gone for the last four days without seeing her? Well, it
wouldn't be long now.
The car came out now from the quiet, almost deserted street
Stan's arm swung out as he made a sharp turn
would love the bracelet. Darn if those diamonds sparkled a bit more brightly than her eyes. He'd confided to
the jeweler back there in Middleboro that he'd be back soon to get a
ring to match it.
He pressed on the gas a little harder. There was the corner
into a busier avenue.
to

the right.

now.

The

Amy

car sped up the street and slowed

down

in front of the

Stan jumped out and crept slowly
around the side of the house. She'd be there. He was a little early,
though. No, she wasn't standing there at the foot of the steps. He'd
wait right here.
He leaned up against the wall, gazing up at light-curtained top
bedroom.
rosily lighted little stucco house.

" 'The knight waits on
Promised for his bride.

He
"

calls

his lady fair,

beneath her window, for he'

—

—

Wants her by his side," finished a soft voice.
Stan wheeled sharply and caught his breath. On the other side
of the yard, beneath the oak-leaves, sat his lady on her gleaming
bench.
The soft ivory of her neck and arms gleamed against shirrings of the most heavenly green that Stan had ever seen, a green
which fell in folds almost to the ground, disclosing a silvery rosy
ankle, far more provocative than long lengths of legs from beneath
abbreviated skirts. In true lady-fair fashion was the vision's soft hair
brought back, half showing pink ears, and coiled in a loose knot of
curls behind.
"Amy!" breathed Stanley, and strode straight to her.
"Oh oh!" gasped poor Amy, and fled into his outstretched

—

arms
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"

The

full

moon

outdid herself in casting

down

floods of pearly

upon the two as they sat beneath the great luminous sky. They
had talked and talked of everything and there was, oh, so much
more yet to say!
light

—

—

Stan's fingers

upon her
out the box, and
to clasp

moved unnoticeably
soft wrist
his eyes,

gleaming

—

to his pocket

in the moonlight.

following the

girl's,

that bracelet

He

brought

watched a far-away

opened the box. It sat on his knee for nearly five
turned and, looking down, whispered fascinathow beautiful!" Her hand picked up the object and

star as his fingers

minutes before
edly,

"How

—

Amy

Stan's eyes, loath to leave her face, at last looked

down

at

it.

He

suddenly weak.
That was no bracelet he saw, but a round
framed picture of an exquisite face smiling forth at them. He stared
for fully a minute.
How had he happened to get the two packages
confused ?
Amy was speaking. "Who is she, Stan?"
felt

The man, looking down at the beautiful framed face, so delicate
reminded one of a bit of fine porcelain, answered in a tone of
pride and love, "My mother."
it

"She— she—
"She

is

The

girl,

dead," he answered simply.
fascinated by the calm, sweet face with its waves of
pale hair, deep-set gray eyes like Stan's and fine, sensitive features,
wanted to know more.
"There isn't much to tell," Stan mused. "She was just like she
looks, frail and lovely.
She was the only person I loved. She loved
quiet Middlebore, where her family for generations back had lived.
When my father took us to New York to live I was just a kid
then
it was against her will.
New York made my father more
selfish and worse than he had ever been, and he got to acting so that
it
I was only seven then," he went,
it just killed Mother, you see.
He never
on, "and Father had me put in a private school for boys.
once came to see me, as the other boys' fathers did them, and I
gradually lost any liking for him I might have ever had. When I
heard of his death, eight years later, Amy, I didn't care. I finished
school and went through college with the small amount of money
he had left me, meanwhile staying with my guardian until I could

—

—

—

Never once during all the time did I forget
faced temptation I would think of Mother, and
I couldn't be the way my father had been
I'd always come around.
to her."
He stared straight ahead. "He got paid, though. He was

strike out for myself.
her.

Any

time

I

down by a woman no better than himself."
His face wore a look of grim satisfaction. Amy gave a gasp and
stared at him as if spellbound. He turned and laughed self-reproachLet's talk of
fully.
"I am giving you the creeps, am I not?
something more pleasant."
shot
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After a silence she whispered, "Stan, what would you think of
of the

woman who

His face was

did it?"

and grave again as his words came like cut steel,
"I think, Amy, that she must have been the lowest type of woman
to shoot a man down like that, behind his back!
vagabond, a
worthless creature, thoroughly rotten, is what I think of her!"
set

A

The

girl's face

was turned up

who

of a trusting child

ground.

"Don't

— don't

How many

that.

to his, and her eyes were like those
has been taken, whipped, and thrown to the

Never talk of
die misunderstood ?"

say that, Stan.
of

them

any mother

like

"I don't know that she was a mother," he went on ruthlessly.
"If she was, her son or daughter is probably of the same mold.
As
for being misunderstood, that's decided, too.
She wrote a confession
before she died."

The girl gave a scream. That
The man turned and looked at
ter,

night and
her anxiously.

!

"What's the

matf*

darling?" he cried.

But Amy's

eyes

were

fixed

upon that bright star in the east and
"Mother Mother! And so he

she could only whisper deploringly,

—

was your torturer!" Stan, breathing hard, stared unbelievingly at
her.
He turned away then before the misery in her eyes. Perhaps
he guessed the truth.
Amy got up then and,

still staring dazedly at her star, stumbled
up the iron steps to the little nook where she had sat, oh, it must
have been years ago, thinking of Mother. How happy she had been
Amy stood forlorn and wistful as the last throbs of the
motor died away in the darkness. Well, he was gone now. Her
head drooped. There was no need further to keep up her semblance
of not caring.
How cruel Stan must have thought her! He didn't
know he couldn't know how much, oh, how so very much, she

—

.

cared

He had been so wonderful, so tender, and so grieved that he had
been the unwitting cause of all this! He had begged her to forgive
him as if she had anything to forgive! It was she who should ask
forgiveness; but Stan would not see it that way.
He had wanted
both of them to go away and think no more of it. She sank down
now on the cool grass and thought how near she had come to consenting to his wish.
He had argued, persuaded, talked to her paAll of Stan's personality
tiently about how wrong she was acting.
was in his speech and eyes as he tried to make the girl he loved see
The thought
as he did
the girl whose mother had killed his father
She lived over the past
in all its awfulness came over her now.
hour again. She would soon have succumbed to his spell and anthe picture of Stan's
swered "yes." Then she had seen the picture
mother it had been lying on the bench where they had left it. She

—

—

!

—

—
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had recalled the look of respect and of love it had brought to the
man's face.
similar look of respect, if not of love, should be there
at mention of her own dear mother
and how could there be
Amy
had known in that second that she could never go to Stan so long as
that shadow was between them.
But she had not told him so. She
couldn't.
She was too overcome and bewildered then. Besides, he
would not have taken "no" for an answer. She had thought quickly.
If she could just put him of! for a while, there would be time to
decide what to do.
She had tricked him into believing that she was
tired and wanted just to rest for a while.
He would be back in an
hour. By then she would probably be
Poor Stan

A

—

!

She dragged herself wearily to her feet. She had better go in.
She looked at the sky. Only a short time ago it had seemed serene
and full of promise. Now it was cold and aloof. The stars seemed
to burn with a queer, cold, disdainful light that chilled rather than
gave off warmth. The moonlight was becoming, instead of as before
a pearly, luminous white, a dank, watery color as on that night nine
years back.
One straight bar of it, seeming to come from directly
overhead, she followed with her eyes. It led to the oak tree. Amy
looked up. A scream broke from her parted lips.
A white figure
had suddenly appeared against the blackness of the tree in the night.

"Mother!"

She stumbled across the yard, her arms gToping
"Mother, wait until I come!" She fell at
Her eyes stared franthe foot of the tree and her arms went out.
tically and unbelievingly as they closed about empty air and then
dropped at her sides. Her breath coming in short gasps, she timidly
reached out her hands moonlight sifting shadows through leaves.
blindly in front of her.

—

"But

I

saw her!

just like the night

From

far

—

—

She was sitting there with a pen
" She stopped brokenly.

away came

in her

hand

the faint notes of a violin, singing a throb-

The

girl thought it sounded just as the wind
over the little creek outside the old shack that other night.
She leaned her head back and listened, gazing away. She sat so for
several minutes.
Where she had been looking had seemed natural
dim gray shape
enough at first. But now she stared intently.
had begun to resolve itself from the shadow. What was there about
it that seemed to call to her from past years, carried her back to
that night which seemed to haunt her now? She felt a presence not
her own around her. The image wavered and half-faded in front of
her.
She strived frantically to recall it. The moon sailed on above
the gray object, dim, waverand shades shifted. She saw it again
Her fluting, but not so dim that she could not recognize it now.

bing, sad melody.
trilling

—

A

—

tering hands raised themselves skyward as the memory-clouded eyes
gazed helplessly.

"Sam! Sam! why won't you answer?
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I

need you so."

a

The

gray apparition seemed to her to rush forward and then
come back again.
"But I see you! I see you, Sam! I know! Your kind, square
face.
Sam, don't you hear it? The music? Just like it sounded
that night!
Sam, don't you hear? I am lonesome. I need you!
Oh, you're coming! No, no, don't go!"
She jumped up frantically. She was about to call again when
from the heart of the object rolled out soft quarter-hour chimes.
She stared unbelievingly. The square kindly face! It was so much
like him
Was it possible that she had been looking only at the face
of a clock?
She fell upon the little bench sobbing. Would they never leave
her alone, these figures of her childhood? She had seen Mother so
plainly, with the pen in her hand, just as she had last seen her. And
she had seen Sam, just as he had looked in the old days. Their images bobbed across her vision incessantly. Would this never stop?
Then Alma her glowing face against the smooth darkness of
the shrubbery.
Her face seemed to beckon, to promise. Amy's eyes
shone, were almost full of hope for a moment, so real, so like Alma
was the image. Then she laughed the laugh of the disillusioned.
Yet it was a piteous laugh. She so wanted it to be but it was
such vain hoping.
"It's not you
not Alma."
But she got up and walked across
the yard. She smiled wanly as she shut her eyes and reached out her
hands; and a lone tear warmed a green leaf as her ringers swept a
huge, glowing, waxy magnolia blossom.
gust of cool wind blew in her face.
She slowly opened her
eyes and turned away.
Then she stiffened. Another! If she got
out of this place, perhaps her tormented mind would leave her alone.
But the image she looked at it again. It was not so familiar as
the rest, but wore the same unnatural look as if of surprise at finding
Amy looked at it and lost herself for a moment in
itself there.
memory to place the face looking at her from over the shrubbery
recede, only to

!

—

—

—

A

—

at the other side of the yard.

who had come

to

talk to her

Now she remembered The man
mother that day long back. Curly
!

black hair, black eyes smoldering, white face.
face

from where she

stood.

Of

all

She looked at the

the rest this one alone had seemed

from the way she had known it. The black
was almost all silver now. The eyes still smoldered, but in a
different way; not with youth, but with a desire that seemed to be
soul-consuming. She wanted to touch this thing, to see what it was.
Alma
Sam Holcombe a clock.
Her mother moonlight.
to age, to look different

hair

—

—

—

flower.

She walked unsteadily across the yard and looked at the
over the

tall

"Where

did

set face

murmured,
you come from?" and reached out her hand. As soon
shrubbery.

Ironically, half to herself, she
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as her fingers touched the

had met firm

image they jerked back

She stood there trembling.
seemed to arouse the man from
trembling tone, he breathed,

The

touch of the girl's hand had
and with a strange, low,
are Bess Chesland's daughter!"

his apathy,

"You

"Same

His eyes ran over her queerly.
face."

He

in horror, for they

flesh.

shut his eyes for a moment, as

eyes

— same

hair

—same

living over old

mem-

she repeated breathlessly.

The

if

ories.

"Where

did you

come from?"

eyes opened then.

"Where

did

I

come from?"

He

laughed

bitterly.

"I came from

the gates of Hell!"

She drew back.

He

shook his head.

"Don't be afraid. I'm here to help you, not hurt you.
I've
searched for you for years
for years, I tell you! All other objects
in my life gave way before this one
that I must find you.
I was
getting afraid, because I'm nearing the end of the road now."
He
stopped brokenly, then went on after a moment, "But God must
have sent me here to-night. All this day I felt that if I couldn't
find you this day or night, that what I bring to you would not give

—

you your happiness."

"My

his

What

—

—

you
"Take this!" He handed her a small thin wooden box and drew
fingers quickly away, as though the touch of it scorched him.
happiness!

Amy numbly took the object. Her fingers hesitated over the
opening as she raised her eyes to his.
He nodded, then held up his hand. "Wait," he cried, "till I go.
Wait, I'm just as much a coward as ever."
He turned, walked a step or two, then rushed back. "It's legal!"
he cried earnestly. "I had two judges witness the writing and then
Take it and keep it and think of B of your dear
I got away.
mother. I was a coward and a weakling! / did it!" He motioned
"And she loved me, feared for me, and took the blame.
to the paper.
I only came to see her
I never meant for her to do what she did!
for the last time that afternoon. But she feared for me and took the
blame."
He groaned. "I didn't confess, didn't save you all these
He bent his head.
years of sorrow and shame."
Amy whispered, "You are David Kale!" The head drooped
lower.
The girl reached out her hand impulsively. "Don't!" she
said.
"Look up, David Kale."
"No, I'd rather go away like this and not see the hate in your

—

eyes."

She spoke
the direction
this night!

No, not hate." She looked away in
"No, I couldn't hate anything
"I love you, David,"
she touched the bent head

softly.
"Hate?
where Stan had

And"

—

left.
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"

she said.

"My

mother loved.

He

mother loved you, and

My"

—

joyfully

— "my

I

could never hate anyone

my

pure, darling mother!"

took one long, last yearning look at her and turned slowly

away.

The

radiant

"Why

girl,

—

silhouetted against the night, turned and

—come — come

You

saw

musn't go
But the now peaceful figure turned silently and faded away into,
the shadows to give place to a tall, blond young figure striding up
the path to the girl in the yard.

him.

here!

l

m

i

—

Each

in

Own Tongue

His

Written and Illustrated

The

~by

Henry

A. Page III

Scientist

"The moon
Is held in its orbit

By

the gravitation

Of

the universe.
"

It

The

Priest

my Father,
heavens declare
glory of Thy
Creation."
"Oh, Lord,

The
The

The

Poet

"Oh, moon,
Blue moon,
Silvery, golden, radiant,

You

are held to the earth

As I am held to
By some unseen

her
force."
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Butterflies
By Mary McCarthy

There

is

nothing in the world more beautiful than butterflies, those

dainty, fairy-like creatures that float in the sunlight

on

warm June
It

may

flitting

and shadow

days.

be that their appeal

from flower

to flower in

lies in

their utter non-restraint, their

dreamy nonchalance.

My

one objection to them is that their sojourn in any one place
They come; we see them poising lightly on some brighthued flower; they conquer us with their matchless perfection, and in
is

brief.

a flash they're gone.

have wondered what happens to them. Some, I know,
with pins stuck through their bodies, and lie in
serenity to be gloated over by some human misanthrope who calls
himself an entomologist.
I see no beauty in a collection of butterflies; I see no joy in collecting them.
As flowers, when they are
moved from their natural surroundings and placed in a room, seem

Often

repose in

I

cases

not half so splendid, so butterflies lose all their graceful elegance
lying dead.
But where are those that miss the fate of the
scientist's hands?
I have never seen a butterfly die, and I never wish
Perhaps, when death draws near, they become plebeian
to see one.
and fight for their life as the rest of the world does. So dainty they
are, it seems to me that they must sail off some night into the sky
and never return.

when

Fast through the moonlight,
Borne on a breeze,
Cleaving the moonlight,
Floating with ease,

And far,
And on,

far up in the darkening sky,
on up where the moon rides high,
I see the form of a butterfly.

Youth
By Frances

E.

Murphy

Youth is a lamp
That gleams in the darkness

Of

the desert of shifting years.
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Harmony and Discord
Music
By

Francis

Hulmb

Cadence

And

rhythm

lilting

Crescendo and diminuendo

Each used

At

times

In awful

for

it is

own

its

stern in

effect.
its

reality,

finality.

Music is sincerity, truth, an ideal,
Expressed through harmonies.

Jazz
By Francis Hulme
Shrieking, blatant discord,

Howling

The

cadenzas,

blah-blah of cornets muted;

Pulsing rhythm that fascinates,

Then

fortissimo preposterous;

Gruesome, groggy groans from a tuba,
And the drum's dynamic thunder
This cannot be music

And
And

yet in its surge
crazy gait
Is recognized a nation's soul
Struggling for expression.

Be kind, Europe;
Laugh not, Italy.
Once you plunked

A

two strings,
which disagreed

lute with

Each

of

With its fellow.
And you were a thousand
Than we who strive

To make our contribution
To civilization.
[176]

years older

Beets
A

Play in

One Act Showing
of the

Human

By Henry

the Ingratitude

Race

A. Page III

CHARACTERS
Mrs. Eldon
Jones

Lizzie

Jake

TIME
Late morning

PLACE
The kitchen of an average American home

SETTING
A

At the left is a porcelain-topped table
with drawers. There is a window over it. By the stove is a shelf
with several pots on it. Two chairs are by the table. The floor4 is
covered with lineoleum. At the right is a door, with a sink by it.
The sink is covered with wet rags and towels. On the table are
various vegetables and a large knife. A door by the table opens into
a closet.
stove

When

is

the

in the center.

curtain

rises,

kinky-haired, colored cook,

is

Lizzie, a huge-framed, middle-aged,
standing with her back turned at the

stove, stirring a steaming pot.

LIZZIE

(Turning and going toward the

closet

door)

Ho-hum!

(She goes into the closet, then returns with a pan
which she puts on the table. She begins to cut the tops from the
Humph! She's crazy!
beets and drops the red roots into the pan.)
She puts water into the pan and puts it on the stove. She dusts
her hands. Mrs. Eldon, a young, attractive woman, enters.

MRS. ELDON

Have you put

the beets on, Lizzie?

LIZZIE

(Almost sneering)

Yes'm!

I just

put 'em on.

MRS. ELDON
Just put them on!
time; and Mr. Eldon
so fond of them!

Why,
is

Lizzie, they won't be ready by dinner

coming back from

[177]

his trip

north

—and he

is

!

!

LIZZIE

Oh, won't they be ready ?

Yes, they will.

MRS. ELDON
I

hope so. I was planning on them so much.
coming out with a pan.) Why, Lizzie!
How often have I

closet j

pan

!

(She goes into the

Look

at this dirty

LIZZIE

wash the things all the time! That fool black
nigger you got to set up and drive fer yuh's forever eatin' out'n my
pans! (She goes to the stove and stirs.)
I ain't

gwine

to

MRS. ELDON

Oh,

I see!

I'll

have to see Jake about

of those plates that I got for

him

that.

Tell him to eat out

to use.

LIZZIE

Hit don't do no good. He's so hard-haided.
from that 'ar place in Affiky called Iv'ry Coast.

Must
It

'a'

come

done went to

his haid.

MRS. ELDON

(Laughing)

He

does seem very stupid, Lizzie

LIZZIE
(Gravely, while stirring)
Hit's more'n seem!

MRS. ELDON

(Looking

Why,

Lizzie!

drawer

in a

This bread box

of the table)
is

terrible!

It

would

kill

Coolidge!

LIZZIE

(Without turning)

Who's Coolidge and whut's he got
anyhow ?
MRS. ELDON

Why,
bread.

he's very economical
Coolidge is our president

—and

to

this

do with the bread box,

drawer

is

full of stale

LIZZIE

(Turning angrily)
Hit's that fool nigger!

I tell

yuh

I gits tired o'

him!

He

done

How'm I gwine use
bread Sa'day.
that much in this time?
If yuh want these heah beets, yuh'd better
let me alone and lecture to that Jake fool.
(She puts her hands on

went and bought

six loaves of

her hips.)
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MRS. ELDON

You

way, Lizzie! I shall see Jake about this.
Will you pltase try to have the beets ready by dinner time ?
She goes out. Lizzie looks scornfully after her, then resumes
neech't act that

her stiring,

LIZZIE

Me

Himp/i!

pyir

I

life!

heah a-workin' like a dog and her in thar endidn't have half a chance!
in

She goes out door at right, returning with a bowl. She pours the
covtents of the steaming pot into the bowl and puts it in the
warmer. She then throws the pot into the sink with a crash. Jake,
a dumb-looking, night-black negro, comes running in.

JAKE

Lswd hab

mercy, woman, whut yuh done done?

LIZZIE

None

o' heah while I'm a-cookin', git
got to cook some durn beets by dinner time.
Mrs. Eldon
done been a-fussin' 'bout yuh gittin' all that bread Sa'day, an' she
doie toP me to tell yuh fo' the fo'ty-'leventh time to quit eatin' out'n
hfr pans, yuh black nigger

me

7

o' yo'

business!

Stay out

I

JAKE
Ain't nobody disputin' Fse a black nigger.
An' whut's youf
But look at dem beets! Dat 'oman wants her beets by dinner time.
Yuh better ten' to yo' business. I done heard dat de revenooers
gwine come atter yuh fer dat bootleggin' business o' yo'n

LIZZIE
(Flying at him)

Yuh shut yo' mouth, yuh wooden-haided Aflikan!
heah yuh speak o' my private business ag'in! Git out
murders yuh! Git out! (She grabs a broom.)

Des lemme
o'

heah

'fo'

I

JAKE

Lawdy Lawd! I'se
(He runs out.)
trash!

a-gwine!

Don' yuh

hit

me, yuh po' black

LIZZIE

(Stamping and going

Me

in

to the stove)

heah a-workin' an' that nigger an' her enjoyin'

MRS. ELDON
(Entering)

Oh,

Lizzie, are the beets about ready?

LIZZIE
I

dunno.
[179]

life!

!

!

MRS. ELDON

Oh!

(Peering into the pot)
there's too much water in them.

Yes, they're just aboa done.

But

me pour some ou-. ($he does
Lizzie glares at her from behind. Mrs. Eldon returns the
so.
beets to the stove and looks in the warmer.)
Why, Lizzie! These
You must soak them longer. I'll put them
turnips are not done!
(Lizzie

on for you.

Let

Be sure

her teeth.)

grits

to ge

1

;

the beets

cooked.

She goes

Lizzie

out.

fiercely

and

after reflection stoops

throws the beets on the

floor, bit

them up and puts them back ht

picks

the pan.

LIZZIE

own feet whut's dirtied up my
heah to keep from dirtyin' the rest o' the
house! Fer me to clean up!
She puts the beets back on the stove.
There is the sound of the front door opening, and along with it
Lizzie turns her head to listen. She scratches her
excited talking.
head, then turns to look at the beets.
Mrs. Eldon, followed by a
Let

'er eat

'em

Bringin'

floor!

Hit's her

dirty.

mud

in

tall officer, enters, greatly excited.

MRS. ELDON

Why,
wanted

Lizzie!

Can

be true?

this

Mr. Jones

says that you'n

at court for selling whiskey!

LIZZIE

(Turning)
Hit's true, an' I don' give a darn!

MRS. ELDON
(Not heeding her)

He

says that

you may have

to go to jail!

(Jones nods.)

LIZZIE

Whut

do

I care!

I'll git

to do somethin' to keep

hardly, so I had to do

my

out

havin' to stay with you!

o'

chillun alive.

Yuh

don' pay

me

it!

MRS. ELDON

You

should have told me, Lizzie

JONES

Mrs. Eldon)
many children does
MRS. ELDON

(Aside to
It's

not very serious.

Lizzie,

how many

How

children have you?

LIZZIE
Seben
[
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she have?

I

had

nothin'

——

JONES
(Aside

M-m-m!
I

guess

I

me

Let

can

let

We

think.

her out on

Mrs. Eldon)

to

—

aren't bothered

fifteen dollars bail

much by

—

if

the case.

she promises to

stop bootlegging.

MRS. ELDON
Lizzie,
lars

Mr. Jones

and promise

you

says he can let

off if

you pay

fifteen dol-

to stop bootlegging.

LIZZIE

wouldn't pay it if I had it! I'd ruther go to jail!
through with these heah beets an' then I'll go to jail.
I

git

Jes'

lemme

JONES
You've got

to

come along

right

now.

LIZZIE

Awright, lemme

apron

git this

off.

MRS. ELDON
Lizzie, don't be silly!

He's been away so long

!

must have the beets for Mr. Eldon!
and your children
of me

I

—

Think

LIZZIE

Oh!

hadn't thought about them. Lord! I couldn't leave 'em!
I loves 'em!
I ain't got nobody else to look atter 'em.
They're lazy,
but I loves 'em. But I ain't got a cent to my name! Whut'll I do?
I don' care nothin' 'bout yo' darn beets, but my chilluns
I

MRS. ELDON
If you'll stay, Lizzie, I'll

pay, but

It's a lot to

I'll

do

pay the

bail.

(Pause)

Will you stay?

it!

LIZZIE
Yes,
Hit's

I'll

them

stay.

But remember

hit ain't

on account

o'

yo' beets.

chilluns!

MRS. ELDON
All right! I'll pay your fine. But promise never to do it again.
It would be the scandal of the neighborhood.
Come, Mr. Jones.
Lizzie, get the beets ready.

They go
ring again.

out.
Lizzie merely sighs and turns to the stove,
In a few moments Mrs. Eldon returns.

stir-

MRS. ELDON

How

could you? I've paid the fine, but you shouldn't
have done it. Will you promise not to do it any more? Unless you
do, I can't keep you, even though you are a fine cook.
Lizzie!

[
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LIZZIE

(Turning)
Airs. Eldon, hit's a

But

seben ob 'em, an'

but

wonder

has hardened

a hard life

I cain't

to

me

me!

don' break

I

I

tell

hardly keep 'em

you
alive.

hit's

down

an' cry!

the chillun

They

sho

is

lazy,

I loves 'em.

MRS. ELDON
(Thoughtfully)
Lizzie,

enough?

I'm going to raise your pay seven dollars!
will you promise never

Will that be

And

LIZZIE
( Casually)

Yes'm,

hit'll

you, ma'm, an'

I

be enough, with one afternoon oft a week.
promise.

Thank

MRS. ELDON
All right, Lizzie.

Now

remember

the beets!

She goes out. Lizzie goes to the sink and starts washing the
towels.
Jake's grinning visage appears in the door at right. He
laughs.
Lizzie looks up, grabs a balled towel and throws it into
his face.

JAKE

You

!

He disappears. Lizzie again begins
Eldon's voice is heard singing. Lizzie
hand on her hip, and glares at the beets.

to

wash

the towels.

Mrs.

looks up, turns, puts a

wet

lizzie

Huh!
Humph!

Beets!

Me

in

I'd like to

throw

this

heah a-workin' an' her

CURTAIN

towel at ye!

(Turning)

in thar enjoyin' life!

Abstract Things
Freedom
By Katherine Brian

You may control my tongue
And bind me to the speech
Of past decades.
You may control my deeds
And force my feet to paths
Convention-worn.

But
Are

all

And

in

my

thoughts and dreams
with wings;
the quiet hours

ships

I bravely set out to sea

To

drift to strange

and magic

shores.

Hope
By Betsy M. Pbrrow

Hope is an oasis
In the desert of

A

life,

star

In the darkest night,
bark

The

That

floats the

dreams

Of men.

Ideals

By Margaret Harrell

Man

molds

his

dreams of clouds,

Paints them with glorious sunset hues,
And stands back, blindly enamoured,

To view his finished handiwork.
Bewildered,
He sadly watches his vision melt
With mocking

swiftness

Into void before his disillusioned eyes.
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Moonlight and Love
Moonlight
By Margaret Harrell

The moonlight

flows

Across a struggle-wearied world
Like the loosened waves

Of

a

woman's

rippling hair,

Cascading over her face

And hiding
Of an ever

the tracks

lengthening caravan of years.

To An Old Friend
By Margaret Harrell

You

are the treasure chest

Which, when opened,
Reveals countless

Golden reminiscences.

The Engagement Ring
By Henry

A

A. Page III

diamond

In a band of gold
And promises
That he should hold

Unto

eternity.
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Work Shops
Repetition

By Gladinb Carleton

They are building a house across the street from mine
Out of hewn trees of the forest:
The giant oak, the stately cedar, the lofty pine
Out of mortar and plaster and brick
They are building a house across the street from mine

A
A

house with four walls,
house like a thousand others.

Workers
By Penelope

PA-rnsoif

Naught he heard,
Naught he saw
Save the roar, the glare

Of the furnace.
Hour after hour,
Day after day,
Bare arms streaming,

He

fed the insatiable fire

Till his soul sickened

And

his

mind withered away.

Another took

his place.

Hour after hour,
Day after day

He
In

fed the hungry furnace.
its

glare

He saw beauty.
To him the surging

roar

Blended with his treasured hopes.
His body grew strong,
His soul richened

And

his heart sang.

f
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Art and Progress
THE

point of perfection to which our

tained

is

at times unbelievable.

We

modern

civilization, has at-

erect forty-story skyscrapers;

we

dash along in automobiles at the rate of eighty miles an hour; we
converse across the continent with almost as much ease as with our
next door neighbor; we address at one time an audience of over a
million
accomplishments that attest our genius.

—

In our dash for material growth and perfection, however,

Americans coldly thrust aside the

We

finer,

more

subtle things of

we
life.

blind our senses to beautiful paintings, exquisite bronzes and fine

[186]

—

orchestra performances and applaud successful real estate deals and
fluctuations in the grain market.

America has not yet reached her place in the sun. She will not
reach it until her people are ready to grant to the artistic a niche
equal in importance to that granted to things mechanical and commercial.
When we dub a thing effeminate just because it does not
smack of dollars and land values and bonds, it is no wonder that
Europeans, with their background of culture and their appreciation
of the really fine things, smile at us.

A
There

—

Francis Hulme.

Plea for Art

are three great fundamentals that enter into a man's educa-

tion to help

him make the proper adjustments

the artistic, the intellectual, and the moral.

to his

environment

A

praiseworthy effort
has been made to develop the two latter fundamentals in our high
schools, but the former has been forgotten, or rather shamefully
neglected. The pupils have been starved without realizing what the
matter was until they were given the opportunity for studying CreWith the coming of these courses new hopes
ative English courses.
have come
the hopes of creative art or free hand art courses with
which comes artistry of sight, of expression, and an uplifting feeling

—

for the beautiful.
are many pupils in our high schools who have worthy
drawing and who show their talent in their cartoons and
posters.
These are indeed good considering the absence of training
and slack encouragement given their executors. There are many

There

talent for

others who know they have talent for art, but who cannot afford the
expense of a private tutor or a trip North, and therefore wait until
it is too late; and there are hundreds who have never dreamed of
their artistic ability
who would, in fact, laugh at the suggestion.
In every human being there is a capacity to distinguish between
the ugly and the beautiful.
In some this capacity is greater than in
others; in all it can be developed. What we wish for is an art de-

—

partment with a first class instructor to teach the significance of line
and form by free hand drawing from plaster casts and beautiful
objects, to teach harmony of color, atmosphere, design, and finish
with examples of the best paintings, and to teach us why a thing is
beautiful.
The first costs of such a department would be large; the
rewards to the schools and the city would be great, quickening the
students' love for the beautiful and helping thereby to make their
environment more attractive.
Penelope Pattison.

—
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An

Incubus

What the large majority of

people to-day call progress

No

of our life a nightmare.

from a race

so that

materialists, as

On

it

form

is

not really

an incubus that is making
true progress saps all thought of beauty

progress, but a perverted

of

it,

tends to become a nation of egoists and selfish

America

is

fast

we

serious thought

becoming.

realize that the Europeans' criticism of

America's lack of culture is not unjust. On the contrary, it is so
true that it should awaken a constructive resentment in the breast of
every American.

There

are too

many

Babbitts in the United States to-day.

It

is

true that there are Americans who are trying to remedy this deplorable tendency of ours to commercialism, but they are in the minority;
they are rapidly being silenced by those who are in a position to profit

through the

loss of that clear insight

and intuition which

is

the birth-

right of all truly cultured peoples.

There

They

are people

who

are inclined to jeer at the refined as snobs.

themselves champions of democracy and insist upon the
abolition of culture as the only way of equalizing the classes of society.
These are the Babbitts and the frenzied boosters everywhere,
who recognize nobody but the dollar-chaser as personified in themcall

selves.

Until the average

man

can realize the

futility of living in a con-

stant furore of wealth-gathering without the relieving touch of art

and beauty, America must remain the symbol of greed and selfishand the inferno of materialism that this
pseudo-progress makes it.
Oren Whitehead.
ness to the other nations,

—

Reflections

this

The

holiness in one worships the Holy.
* * *

The

sun rises and sets and we have no curiosity to know why
but we ask the reason of all suffering, pain, and hunger.

is

so

;

Poetry must be as young as a new-born babe, and
aged man.

as old as

—Nell Wolfe.
[
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Mountain Lake Reflections
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Definitions
Music

is

a beautiful

medium

for the expression of emotion too

poignant for words.

Art is a dull, colorless thing that becomes divine when imbued
with the pure flame of experience without cynicism and with ideals
that are imperishable.
3(fr

Hope

is

^

7^

ifc

-5^

an illusion that drives spent souls and bodies ever on-

ward.
9|t

Crime

a wrongly-used,

is

%

^fe

^ ^

t&

all-inclusive

name

for anything that

offends the code of certain self-righteous prudes.

— Oren Whitehead.

Home

room full of comfortable chairs and footstools bearing
and favoritism; dark, shiny tables, graceful vases, ship
book ends, and friendly bookcases filled with companionable and
familiar books; a large fire, glowing and cheerful, flickering and
casting dancing shadows upon the walls; and lamplight revealing a
book upturned upon a footstool and newspapers strewn carelessly
around the largest chair, while from the direction of a glowing path
of light comes the sound of merry laughter, the squeak and swish of
a swinging door, and a faint tinkle of knives and forks.
is

a

scars of use

******
Asheville is a nestling city which rests among hills overshadowed
by tall, protecting mountain peaks; a city which awakens to the
alarm of factory whistles and echoing automobile sirens; a town
which moves in the early morning behind a thin curtain of mist and

when
of

the curtain

is

lifted

sunlight or through

is

the

revealed in the glowing, slanting rays
pattering,

friendly community.
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refreshing

—

rain,

Elizabeth

a

bustling,

Ward.

From

the

Book

Andre Maurois' Mape,

the

Shelf

World

of Illusion

is the third book by the author of Ariel: the Life of Shelley,
and Captains and Kings. Mape is a cross between the two, having the light or "new" biographical style of Ariel and the philosophical style of Captains and Kings.
It is only a hint, however, and
never becomes so abstract as Captains and Kings.
Mape is the name of an imaginary kingdom to which men go
when they have no hope of finding happiness elsewhere. To the
child Mape is a place where it never rains, where grown-ups are sent

THIS

to bed at eight o'clock, while children go to the theatre.
In Mape
everyone is a king.
In three brief sketches of the lives of Goethe, Sarah Siddons, and
an imaginary character M. Maurois illustrates the idea that the art
and actions of these people were idealized pictures of incidents in their
lives, that through them they found an outlet for the expression of
their emotions.
The characterization of Goethe is particularly good, although, as
in Ariel, M. Maurois frequently becomes too sentimental.
The second sketch, that of a man who, through reading Balzac's novels, is
led into remarkable adventures, is slightly more humorous than either
of the other two.
The third, in which Sarah Siddons, the great
English actress, is the central figure, is very similar in style to that

of the

Goethe

The book

sketch.
is

delightfully written with a subtle, underlying

ing that gives the reader the agreeable idea that he

ophy and finding

it

is

mean-

reading philos-

easy.

James Barrie's What Every Woman Knows

A

play by Barrie never

Knows
moment the

fails to please,

Barrie at his best.
tangle is created until

is

and

The drama
it is

What Every Woman
is

delightful

from the

unraveled.

Briefly, it is the story of Maggie Wylie, a woman without
"charm," whose brothers arrange a bargain with a brilliant but poor
student to marry her. After being married for two years he decides
he is in love with another girl. How Maggie solves this problem is
the clever and happy conclusion of the play.
One of the most delightful features of the book is the characterization of the Wylies, Maggie's father and two brothers.
They are
shrewd, witty, and, above all, "Scotchy."
One closes the book with the satisfied feeling that only a clever,
enjoyable play can give.

[
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Stamps
By Mart Dienes

There

is

a peculiar fascination about stamps.

The

mystery of the

unknown land

they come from, their design, their color, their
rarity attract one, and the very pleasure of acquiring them adds to
their value.
I was already
I was nine years old when I started to collect.
impressed by the collections of some cousins, when once father told
me the story of how he had collected stamps when he was a boy
and how he sold his collection, after it became quite large, in order
to buy a telescope, with which he used to watch the stars at night
from the balcony. This story stirred my imagination, and I began
And how many hours of pleasure and happy
collecting at once.
many a rainy afternoon or
pastime this hobby brought me!
sultry summer day was charmed away by my looking through boxes
and drawers of old letters in a delight of expectation to find something old and rare, or by hunting through the attic in grandfather's
house in hope of something yet undiscovered; for, alas, I was not a
newcomer and had only the gleanings left. Nevertheless, I found a
few Hungarian, Austrian, and German stamps of the first issue, and
these still form the most precious part of my small collection.
After the booty was thus collected in a box, the stamps having
been cut away from the envelopes, there came the task of laving them
in a dish of water so as to get them off the paper, laying them out in
sheets of newspaper in the sun to dry, pasting them in the album, and
counting them. But, although my heart swelled with pride in viewing the increase of my modest numbers, this work was sometimes
rather tedious or vexatious.
For instance, if you were not careful
enough in fishing the stamps out of the water, the corner of some

How

might remain on your finger;

you tried to separate one from
became torn and had to be thrown
away; and it was very annoying to lose some specimens in this way.
After I was through with this manual labor, so to speak, I showed
the new acquisitions to my friends and traded with the duplicates,
sometimes spending whole afternoons evaluating and exchanging
superfluous stock but we never played with really worthwhile stamps,
so that, after the family correspondence gave out, buying was the
only means of getting new stamps.
I was never allowed to buy

its

paper too soon,

it

grew

or, if

thin or

;
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anything alone.
Once in a while, however, mother took me to a
dusky little shop called the "Stamp Exchange," where an elderly
gentleman presided over treasures valued from a few cents to hundreds of dollars.
What supreme moments of bliss I spent there,
turning over countless albums and despairing of the thought that
we could not buy everything. I had to decide which I wanted from
tempters, each lovelier than the other, until mother came to my aid
and, with astonishing judgment and facility, picked out the right
ones.

was

Besides the pleasure of increasing the number of my stamps, there
the infinitely greater one of wondering and thinking about them.

The

little

away and
and

Mercuries brought messages from lands incredibly farfairylands really, whose very stamps were quaint

strange

—

bearing the pictures of tigers or elephants, unknown
fruits or flowers, a savage climbing a tree, or the Hagia Sophia, the
Rising Sun or the Crescent.
Geography and history became captivating. I spent hours hunting through atlases for places like CochinChina or Mauritia, Hejaz or Benadir, Ivory Coast or Kianchon.
I read every book of travel and exploration that I coud lay hands on,
and the books of Iven Hedin, Aurel Shein, and Waddell, describing
their journeys through central Asia, the story of Stanley and Livingstone, the account of the experiences among the South Sea Islanders,
the admirable lectures of Brehm entitled "From the North Pole to
the Equator," and a great many other such books which became my
Indeed, I became more familiar with the rivers
daily companions.
and mountains of northern India and Thibet than with those of my
native land.
Frequently I stayed up late into the night after going
to bed, planning journeys through Africa, India, Australia, or China
more marvelous than those of Marco Polo or Magellan; and I solemnly decided to be an explorer when I grew up.
I liked old European stamps, too, and often wondered at the
story of the placid kings and queens whose faces were imprinted on
them, and in a short time became so familiar with them that I could
tell at first sight who they were. I revered Victorian British stamps
especially.
They were very pretty and rather mysterious, for I
The serene face of
couldn't understand anything written on them.
the queen was to me the best representation of the country which I
then believed to be the greatest and most powerful, the mistress of the
seas, who ruled nearly the whole world, and whose citizens traveled
most and reached into every corner of the earth. I thought that all
of them must be very happy as constituents of such a rich and magnificent empire.
Indeed, after reading some novels of Jules Verne, I
became quite wistful that I was not born a Lord or at least a Lady.
exotic,

—

with the most dignified likenesses of presidents unknown to me.
At that time I hardly knew
more about Washington than that he had a beautiful statue in one
I

had some American stamps,

too,
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of the largest public parks of Budapest; but the Niagara Falls, Indians,

skyscrapers and sequoias, which were to

me

the most out-

standing features of the "sweet land of liberty," furnished pleasing
food for my imagination.
As I am looking through my long-neglected album, I find with
surprise that I still like every individual stamp as I did before, so I
suspect I shall resume my hobby again some day.

Dogwood

Night

at

There were no bright stars to hold our
No friendly lighted windows,
By Penelope Pattison
Nothing but us two

gaze,

—

And

our self-sorrow
Held in by the thick darknesr

Of

a

lonely night.

still,

So we wandered

When

all at

A mosaic

once

of white

dogwood

Shone upon the night.
heard a silent tune
time
To which the blossoms danced
Crowds of blossoms like
I smiled, I

And

felt the

Crowds

of ballet girls.

.

.

.

far

away.

Lightly stepping, swaying in unityGay girls in white frilled dresses

On

a carpet of silk velvet.

"Oh, come on
It's just a dogwood
And I went on,
Joy dancing

tree."

inside of
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Clouds Over the

Moon

Gossip

By Henry

As

A. Page III

the seeker of the solution

To

life's

problem

Gazed through

his telescope

Of Truth,
The wind blew
Upon the lens,
Clouding the

dust

seeker's

view;
puzzled

And the seeker was more
Than ever.

The Eternal
By

Francis

Struggle

Hulmk

Why do men vie for hollow things ?
They beat against the brick wall
Of eternity,
Crushing themselves,
Cursing fate;

And, then, when they are gone,
There is scarcely a ripple

On
To

the stream of life
tell

that they floated there.

The Vulture
By

Francis

Hulme

Cruel,

Gory,
Eating the entrails of things,
Reeking of the wilderness.

Some men

are like that

Cutting out men's lives
In crooked deals.
They reek, not of the wild,

But

of the sordid city.
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May Morning
By Mary Dibnes

It

is

May

a beautiful

trees

the

beside

morning.

breakfast

I sit in the

garden under two pine

enjoying

table,

the

cool,

liquid, air

exhilaratingly fresh after a rainy night, and the sylvan fragrance of

the pines, which mingles with that of the

lilies

of the valley growing

a bed a few steps away and glistening in the flickering light which
shines through the overshadowing branches.
Birds sing full-throatedly as they rejoice in the warmth of the morning; leaves still heavy
with raindrops tremble in the breeze, which brings the sweet,
ethereal perfume of blossoms with the vigorous, enlivening odor of
Occasionally a cock crows in the distant
the fields after deep rain.
barnyard and the rattle of china is heard as the servant girl comes with
Beside her prances Caesar, the
a high-heaped tray to set the table.
in

little fox-terrier,

fresh

from

his

morning

roll in the

dewy

grass,

who

an ecstasy of delight, kissing my hands and wagging
his tail with such enthusiasm that I forgive his wet hide.
Aftti
profuse salutations, however, on both sides I escape to wash my
hands.
The idyllic quiet of the morning is over. Soon the whole family
is assembled around the table for the pastoral repast.
The aroma of
hot coffee spreads invitingly from steaming cups and lucent, amber
honey gleams from a high-necked bottle.
Sweet, heavy cream is
passed around in small china jars, while golden-crusted, soft white
bread is covered with fresh butter, still fragrant, as it were, with clover
and grass and wild flowers, and early, small cherries, newly picked
from the orchard, stand in a salver to crown the meal, a better one
than which, I verily believe, not even Lucullus enjoyed.

jumps on me

in

Derelict
By

Doris Troutman

In the sea of faces I saw to-day
All were blurred and hazy
Save one which I remember.

Out

of

Two

pools of tragic darkness

its

pallor

Glowed for an
Then vanished.

instant on me,

I thought of a shipwrecked sailor
Clinging with weak, wet hands

To

a single straw.

[
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Spheres
By Pate Anders

The World We
The world we

Live In

live in

an emerald ball,
Carved and dipped
In mystic blue.

Is

A

magic lamp

Was

touched

And life was here
Then Light a shimmering gleam
Then understanding.

—

The World We
The world we

love in

Is a fancied place

Where faith and
And hopes
And hearts

love

Sail fair on rainbow
Beneath a prism sky
Where dreams

And

seas

fancies are.
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Love In

The

Last

Word

Dramatization of a Detective Story Magazine Story

By Nemiah Goldstein

CHARACTERS
A House-owner
A Thief
A Policeman

TIME
About

ten o'clock in the evening.

SETTING
The
parts.

curtain goes up, showing that the stage

One
In

den.

part

it is

is

dark, one

is

The

lighted.

is

divided into two
is a man s

lighted one

a reading lamp over a large Morris chair.

A man

is

The room is
seated in the chair reading by the light of the lamp.
There are several banners adorning the walls. On
cosily furnished.
and one or two silver
room can be dimly
stealthily through the window.
In one hand he carries a flash-

the mantel over the fireplace are several books

In one corner

loving cups.

is

a desk.

recognized as a library. A man enters
is well-dressed in evening clothes.

He

light,

room.

The

other

which he focuses on different objects as he looks about

He

is

evidently looking for the light switch.

He

finds

it

the-

and

turns the light on.

THIEF
Well, that was
good.
first

he seems a

easy.

look.

Still, I'll

little

But

the library isn't going to do

Won't do any harm.

(He

me any

looks around.

At
a

disappointed, then his eye lights up as he sees

desk in the back of the room. He strides over to it and jerks the
drawer open. He reaches in and picks up a revolver. He examines
it closely.)
H'm, not much. Worth about five bucks. Guess I'll
take it along.
(Sticks it in his pocket.
As he looks down at th*
desk, a newspaper catches his eye.)

THIEF
H'm, the Evening Mercury. Wonder
it?
(Turns the pages.) Yes, here it

if

the cross-word puzzle's

The fellow that lives
here started it. I'll finish it.
(He sits down at the desk and pulls a
pencil out of his coat pocket.)
Now, let's see a six-letter word
in

meaning "buffoon"

—

—

a two-letter

god"— that's Ra.
He becomes engrossed
man

stretches

word meaning "an Egyptian sun-

in the cross-word puzzle.

room finishes
himself and yawns.

in the other

is.

his book.
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He

lays

it

Meanwhile, the
aside, stands up,

HOUSE-OWNER

Wonder what

(Takes out his watch and looks at it.)
read another hour and then go to bed.
He walks over to the mantel and picks up a book. He looks at
He picks up several more,
the cover and then lays it down again.

Only

time

ten o'clock.

I'll

and

looks at them

it is.

them down

then- lays

in turn.

HOUSE-OWNER
Nothing

Guess

here.

Hang

have to go to the library.

I'll

it

all.

He

walks

to the library door,

does not see the
in the puzzle he

man
is

opens

seated at the desk,

and walks
and the man

it

working that he does not

in.
is

At

first

he

so interested

see the house-owner.

HOUSE-OWNER

Why, I
man at the

desk.)

(Then

his eye falls on the
back quietly to the
opens the drawer and picks up a revolver.

didn't leave this light on.

What

th

—

(He moves

He
desk in the den.
Then he walks silently into the library.)

THIEF
word meaning to "burn"? If I had a dicThere ought to be one in here. I'll
tionary I could find it, I bet.
look and see.
(He pushes his chair away from the desk and starts
As he does so, he notices the house-owner standing with
to get up.

What

a pistol in

Why,

a four-letter

is

his

er

hand.

—

He

sinks back into the chair.)

THIEF
uh, hello.

HOUSE-OWNER
Hello.

THIEF

Uh— the

paper says rain tomorrow.

HOUSE-OWNER
Yes.

But what has

that got to do with your being here?

THIEF
Nothing, as far as

I

can

see.

HOUSE-OWNER
Well, what are you doing here?

THIEF

Working

a cross-word puzzle.

HOUSE-OWNER
Is that all?

THIEF
So

far.

By

the way, you started that puzzle yourself.

didn't you finish it?
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Why

HOUSE-OWNER
got disgusted with it. But that's got nothing to do with you.
(Still keeping the thief covered, he goes over to the telephone on the
Hello, central.
Give me the
wall and takes down the receiver.)
Hello, is this the police department?
(Pause)
police department.
I

Send an officer out to 268 Park Row, please, right away.
hangs up.)

(He

THIEF

Now, you've done it. Well (Sighs) it can't be helped. At least,
can finish my cross-word puzzle. (Pause) Say, what's a six-letter
word meaning "buffoons?"
I

HOUSE-OWNER
Don't ask me.

Didn't

I

you that

tell

I

work

couldn't

that

puzzle?

THIEF
Let's see,

"paper."
vice?"

"burn"

to

"sear,"

Say, what's a five-letter

"Ruler,"

in his pocket.)
ing a "vase" is

and that will make this word
word meaning "a measuring de-

HOUSE-OWNER
Try that. (He gets

interested, draws up a
absent-mindedly puts the pistol
Yes, ruler's right, because a three-letter word mean"urn."

isn't

chair to the desk

it?

and

sits

Yes, and a three-letter

They
were old

is

down.

He

THIEF
word meaning "writing

fluid"

is

"ink."

working the puzzle and chatting as though they
In about five minutes the doorbell rings. Housefriends.
OWNER goes off stage for a moment and returns with a gun in his
hand and with a policernan accompanying him.
sit

there

HOUSE-OWNER
This

is

the

man,

officer.

I

came

in

here to get a book and there

he was, seated at that desk.

POLICEMAN
All right, you there. Come along (Pulls out a gun.) An' anything ya say'll be used against ya. (Turns to House-owner.) Will
ya prefer charges against 'im, sir?

HOUSE-OWNER
Yes.

POLICEMAN
{To Thief)
Well, come along, then.

Will ya come quietly er will

use handcuffs?
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I

have to

THIEF
I'll

come

quietly in just a minute, officer.

(Breaks

puzzle.

I ain't

off,

Just let

me

finish this

mumbling to himself.)
POLICEMAN

got no time to wait here while you

work any

puzzle.

THIEF
Just a minute.

POLICEMAN
Well,

all

right; but hurry.

talking

(Starts

to

House-

the

owner.)
Say, what's a six-letter

Say,

thief
word meaning "buffoons?"
POLICEMAN
working? Whyn't ya
room and leans over thefour-letter word meaning to

that a cross-word puzzle you're

is

I'm a fan, muhself

say so.

( Crosses the

.

Say, that
shoulder of the Thief.)
An' a "German river"
fade is "sere."
owner leans over other shoulder.)

Yes, and a

They

all

is

the "Rhine."

(House-

house-owner
"Roman emperor" is "Nero."

work

the puzzle for about five minutes, then the

Thief

leans back in his chair.

Well,
letter

is

all

we

need

that

is

"1" and the last

is

thief
word

"s."

for

What

The

"buffoons."

the devil can

it

be?

second
Got a

dictionary in here?

house-owner
No, but

there's a

book of synonyms in the other room.

THIEF
(Rising)
I'll

get

it.

He locates the book and starts back
on the knob of the door, he stops and a smile
slowly appears on his face. He goes back and puts the book on a
cabinet in a corner of the room.
Quickly and deftly he goes through
the cabinet drawers.
When he finishes there is a small heap of jewelry on the top of the cabinet.
He transfers these to his pockets,
then he tiptoes quickly and quietly to a window and opens it equally
quietly.
He puts one leg through the window and starts to climb
out.
Then he stops suddenly and looks back at the dictionary. He
climbs back into the room, goes to the door silently, opens it a little
and looks in the room. He sees the two men sitting at the desk

He

with

it.

goes in the next room.

As

his

hand

is

talking.

[
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HOUSE-OWNER
He's taking a devilish long time getting that book.

POLICEMAN
Yes, he

Oh,

I

Yes,

I

is

we'd better go and see what's the matter.

;

guess

it's all

guess

The man

HOUSE-OWNER
Maybe he couldn't
POLICEMAN

right.

find

it.

so.

and goes back to the cabinet.
and goes through the pages for a moment.
Then he takes a fountain pen out of his pocket and marks on a page.
Next he takes out a notebook and tears out a page of it and writes
Then he lays the note on the cabinet and makes a rapid exit
rapidly.
via the window.

He

at the door smiles at this

picks up the dictionary

HOUSE-OWNER
What's

him

the matter with

Maybe we'd

Why— he's

better

in there?

POLICEMAN
go and see. (They both go
HOUSE-OWNER

in the next

room.)

gone!

POLICEMAN
Looks that way, don't

it?

HOUSE-OWNER
Wait

a minute; here's a note.

Read

it.

POLICEMAN

HOUSE-OWNER
Here goes:

All right.

maybe

whom was
policeman

who had

a house-owner

who had

"If you haven't yet gotten that word,

What would

this will help you.

you call two men, one of
caught a thief and the other a

been sent to arrest the

thief,

who became

so in-

terested in a cross-word puzzle that they allowed the thief to escape?
If you can't get it, look in the dictionary on page 18."

POLICEMAN
Look and

see

what

it is.

HOUSE-OWNER
All right.

(He

looks

and a slow smile
POLICEMAN
(Persistently)

What

is

it?

HOUSE-OWNER
"Clowns!"

CURTAIN
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creeps over his face.)

—

;

Charmers
Her Eyes
By Aileen Jones

Her eyes are as deep
Of untold mysteries,

pools

Fringed by dark lashes
Like a network of protecting shrubbery,
Reflected in the shining glory

Of the blue, blue water.
They are full of emotion
Angry,

like the water on a stormy day;
Peaceful, as the quiet depth
Of a mountain lake

Happy as a chattering stream
That ripples gaily
Over the tiny rocks in its path.

At Twilight
By Oren Whitehead

The

sun sets
In a brief moment
Of almost unbearable splendor
Behind the purple hills.

It

glad to depart!

is

Already the dew gathers
On petal, blade, and leaf,
Cool and soothing;

And the soft darkness
Lulls after the day's hot glare.
What a beautiful thing death is

From Violin Strings
By Albert Towery

From

violin strings

Now

dancing

Then moving

—

queer, beautiful sounds,

like a leaf

on a windy pond,

slowly, majestically,

Like the falling

Of

a great

For

At

monarch pine

that has

centuries withstood nature's fury to fall

last before

man's caprice.
[
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Lord and Master
By Gladine Carleton

Grandma Morton

sat

down

in the

satisfaction of the housewife

porch swing with the placid

whose work

is

finished for the day.

Like all women who lead narrow, restricted lives, Grandma had an
almost morbid interest in the doings of her neighbors. The present
object of her especial interest was the large yellow house across the
street, into which a new family was moving.
"Looks like them new folks got a lot of furniture. That's the
fourth load to-day, ain't it?" she inquired of her lord, but not master, whose chief occupation, when not reading the newspaper, was
observing the activities of his fellowmen, so far as they could be seen
from his front porch. On the present occasion, having observed the
happenings across the street for the entire morning, he was able to
slake to

A

some extent

his spouse's curiosity.

man

stepped out of a car and entered the yellow house with
the self-conscious manner of a person who knows himself to be, for
a few hours at leas*., in the limelight.

"Seems
like—"

like I

know

remarked Grandpa.

that fellow,"

"'He looks

"Fiddlesticks!" interrupted his wife.
"You've made enough
Why, you had me
mistakes thinking you know people you don't.
excited for three weeks saying Bill Redmond looked like a bootlegger

you saw in police court, and he's a deacon in the church. And then
you said the picture of a man named Napoleon in Mary Anne's
history book looked like a boy you used to play with. You're getting
too old to remember your own name."
Grandpa subsided, but still muttered in an undertone his belief
His wife paid no attention to
that he did know the new neighbor.
him.

"There comes Ellen Randal.

I

reckon she's coming to pay back

when the wiry figure
gateway. "How d' do,
Ellen? Come in
Yes, we're all well but the old man, and
Thinks he knows them new
he's just getting old and absent-minded.
people in the yellow house.
Gettin' in his second childhood, I
reckon."
Ellen Randal, like Grandma, was an inveterate gossip, and, orthat sugar she borrowed last week," she said

of her neighbor

and friend turned

[
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"

Grandpa liked to listen to the spicy conversation of the two
scandal-mongers, except when, as in the present instance, it turned
upon himself. He arose and, scowling with resentment, walked into

dinarily,

the house.

"Old!"

Miranda

She wasn't any spring chicken
he was only sixty-nine. You couldn't
call a man old until he was seventy at least, and better, seventy-five.
He glanced at his reflection in the mirror and took courage. Of
course, his hair was somewhat gray and he had quite a few crowtracks (some people would call them wrinkles) around his eyes, but
on the whole he looked as young as
as the man who had moved into
the house across the street.
At this memory he burned again with
resentment.
"Absent-minded!" Because a man forgot on two occasions was no sign that he was becoming absent-minded.
He'd show
Miranda! She'd see whether he forgot or not; and, putting on his
hat, he stalked out of the house to his refuge, the drug store on the
herself.

couldn't talk.

Besides, he wasn't old

;

—

corner.

On the evening of the following day Grandma Morton was
Ellen Randal had come over with a
again sitting on her piazza.
fresh bit of gossip.

"Now, Miranda," she began, "you know I never tell things, but
was told to me, Jane Grey told me so herself
There was a sudden interruption. Miranda was leaning forward,
her hands clutching the arms of the chair.
"Lawsy mercy!" she gasped. "Land sakes! Is that Josephus?

—

it

And who

is

that girl?"

Following her pointing finger, Ellen saw none other than
Grandpa Morton himself coming gaily down the street in the latest
of spring suits with a pink rosebud in his buttonhole and lightly
swinging a cane. By his side walked the sprightliest flapper either
woman had yet seen. The pair entered the yellow house and the
door closed behind them.
Ellen did not stay much longer. She said she had to hurry home,
but Miranda observed that she "dropped in" at the Joneses' for at
Although she had no particular reason for
least fifteen minutes.
such,

Miranda had

a feeling that she

was

the subject of their con-

versation.
It was late when Grandpa Morton came in that night, but
Miranda was waiting for him.
"What kind of
"Josephus Gaylord Morton!" she exclaimed.
capers are you trying to cut now?"

Josephus lif ted his eyebrows and looked at her in sad surprise.
"My dear Miranda, you must pardon me, but I'm getting old
and absent-minded, so I do not know exactly what you mean."
He had placed a careful emphasis on the words "old and absent[
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Miranda

minded."
over the

"Who
"Oh,

stared at

him

in

amazement.

What

had come

man?
was that

girl?" she cried.

He

leaned against the piano and tapped the floor
His nonchalance was beautiful an art of which he
was justly proud. He had been rehearsing this scene for the last
twenty-four hours. The performance was perfection.
"That young lady," he drawled, "is the daughter of my nephew,
a lad I had not seen for twenty years. He has just come here from
Texas to live. I met him in the drug store yesterday."
"Oh!" said Miranda. It was a very long "oh" and left her for
some minutes with her mouth open.
Then
"Josephus, would you like to have me bring your slippers? And shall I get your pipe for you?"

with

that."

—

his cane.

:

As Grandpa sank back
privilege of

smoking

said, "It pays to

in the

in an easy chair to enjoy the unusual
drawing-room, he winked at the cat and

understand women, Tabby;

A

Tree

By Albert Towery

A

tree cannot talk,

But who has never listened
For the rustle of leaves
When he enters the woods?

A

tree has

no feeling,

But is there one who
Never has seen a tree
Shrink from an autumn wind?

Spring
By Henry
Spring

is

a fair

With golden

A. Page III

young

girl

hair

Entwined with flowers.
She comes gaily and joyfully
To open the shutters
Of a dark house.
[
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it

pays."

Peaks and Waves
Mountains
By Eileen
Aged by

Stikeleather

centuries, not years,

Since the beginning of history

They have heard

seen

all,

all,

Yet spoken nothing.

They

are solemn, rugged, and scarred,

Yet bathed with healing

waters.

Like tears on an old man's cheeK.

The
By Nemiah

Sea
Goldstein

The sea is a vast stretch
Of shimmering beauty,
Reflecting the sunlight.
It

is

ruthless, cruel,

Like a master-mind of finance,
In whose way nothing can stand.

Yet

As

calm, peaceful,

it is

the

moon whose beams

Beautify

it

at night.

A

River

By Eleanor Woodall

A

river

is

a fairy

Seeking a glimpse of the sea.
Dressed in her gayest robe

Of reflected trees and skies and hills
And wearing in her flowing hair
The melted frosts and snows,
She flows on in her quest
wings of painted wind,

On

With streamers of glistening
Floating far, far behind.
[
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dew

drops

Bubbles
By Charlotte Palmer
Mystic,
Tinted,
Fairy-like,

Suggesting beautiful dreams

Which

To

drift

and fade away

lands unseen.

Twilight
By Elizabeth Ward

A

lovely

woman

Moves
As she

To

slowly toward the horizon.
half turns
brace herself

Against the stiffening breeze,
Playful gusts
Ripple the colors of her cloak
Into brilliant confusion.

The mingling shades
Billow and flow,
Disclosing a blue-grey lining;

And

adventurous puffs

Stir the golden locks at her ear,

Revealing a single diamond,
The evening star.

Omnipotence
By Jack Brooks

Where empty

deserts stretch forlorn sands,

And dipping sea gulls wing their weary way
Among the iron gray clifL,
Which top reverberating caves
Surely there

the

is

Hand.

Where moneyed mongrels bark and scratch;
Where fashion's devotees recline;
Where people, worn with wintry toil,
Stretch out their aching arms
souls seared by earth's cruel

From

Or

fire

cold with earthy barrenness,

There

the

mind

abides.

Definitions
By Gladine Carleton
Life

is

a puzzle that the wisest have not solved.

*

Crime

is

*

mind and

an

illusion that

is

Art

is

*

with

possibilities.

thought and feeling imprisoned and made into harmony.
*

*

*

a vision revealed in dreams to the artist and
less fortunate.

is

on the

*

master hand into a form visible to the
*
*
*
*

Home

preys, not

*

life rich

*

*

his

*

*

makes
*

Music

it

soul.

*
is

*

the most malignant of diseases; for

body, but on the

Hope

*

the fireside of

life.

[
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wrought by

Old

1

lPorld Trails

A Trip on the

!

Danube

By Mart Dibnes
eight years ago I made a journey on the Danube from
Pozsony (Pressburg), an ancient city of Hungary, where the
diets used to be held and the kings were crowned
now a part of
Czecho-Slovakia and called Bratislava as a consequence of the World

About

—

War — to

Budapest, the capital.
At that time I was so impressed
by the beauty and majesty of this river, which after the Volga is the
largest in Europe, that I can still recall vividly many of the places
that most caught my fancy.
set out on a bright day in early autumn.
Sunshine was
streaming on the quaint, picturesque city; numberless sunbeams
sparkled and danced on the broad back of the river, and the majestic,
white marble statue of the Empress Maria Theresia near the quay
(This masterpiece by one of
scintillated under the dazzling rays.
the greatest Hungarian sculptors has since been destroyed and thrown
into the Danube by the Czecho patriots.)
Soon we left behind the old city with its historic buildings and
narrow streets and in a few hours reached that part of the river
where it branches off into hundreds of streams around countless

We

islands until

where

all

How

it

reaches again, several miles higher, the

main channel,

the branches reunite.
it was
made by

end of the boat so that
my arms
hung over the parapet; to watch the sky grow gradually golden and
then a deeper and deeper rose, whose every tint was reflected in th'
glowing water; to see the luxurious, dark green of the tall trees and
thickets of the verdant little islands outlined against the sky and
reflected vaguely in the water in the soft evening quiet, unbroken
save for the low murmur of the great water!
For there can be
nothing lovelier than the deep streams gleaming among these green
patches and wild, uncultivated islands that are too small or marshy
to be of any use.
A mildly undulating country followed, with cities and villages
here and there and with inviting, spired churches on the most outstanding hilltops. Chimes sometimes drifted to us during the quiet
of noon or evening. The objects I can best recall on this part of the
river were the picturesque little mills built in the water near the
glorious

the misty spray

to sit at the very
its

swift motion almost touched

1

[
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banks in groups of four or five. They were all black and weatherbeaten and had enormous wheels continuously turning with the
current.

Suddenly, at a turning of the river, there appeared rugged and
which was crowned by the ruins of a fortress
with one of its towers still standing. In it nine hundred years ago
King Solomon of Hungary was imprisoned and suffered a fate very
much like that of Robert, Duke of Normandy. It is called Solomon's
Tower after him. The fortress used to be a sort of summer resort
for the kings; it was indeed an appropriate choice, for the scenery
here is surprisingly grandiose and wildly beautiful.
As we were nearing the capital we noticed that the country on
both sides grew populous and villages where the people live on truck
farming grew so numerous that we could see the small houses gleaming through the trees in almost continuous succession.
Each village
had a little wharf, with its queer little name written on a signboard
before the whitewashed one-room station house.
In many places
there were barges waiting to start.
They were loaded with baskets
of tomatoes, apricots, lettuce, and watermelons.
Peasant women
made a motley, bright group waiting beside their wares.
The Danube now widened.
passed two little islands that
steep hills, the tallest of

We

stood like outposts to the Island St. Margaret, a little paradise of
about two hundred acres with beautiful parks and the ruins of the
cloister where the Princess Margaret, afterwards canonized, spent

The

island and the bridge connected with it are named
Hardly aware of it, we passed the island and arrived in
the heart of the city.
From the Bridge St. Margaret a rare view
was disclosed. Many travelers declare it one of the most beautiful

her

life.

after her.

in all

Europe.

The Danube,

here a mile wide, rolled with silent majesty with
but a slight curve as far as the eye could see. It was spanned by
four bridges, vying with each other in grace and beauty.
On the
left hand was Perth, built on the plain, with its imposing quay curving with the river and its front of magnificent buildings and the
stately Parliament House that approached in scale and style that of

Great Britain. A worthy representative rather of the past grandeur
and indestructible pride of the little nation than of its present circumstances.

On

the right side of the river three hills followed each other in

a graceful curve.

One was
when

the Hill of the Roses, that received

its

name

had extensive rose gardens. It still guards
the grave of a Turkish poet and is now used as a residential section.
The second was "The Fortress Hill," where the heart and life of
the nation has been centered for six hundred years.
On its summit
was the Royal Palace, whose terraced gardens descended on one
under Turkish

rule,

side almost to the river.

it

About

the center of the hill
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was

a bastion

with the statue of the

first

king of Hungary, and near to this was

the Cathedral of St. Matthias, a little jewel of later Gothic architecture.
the opposite slopes were situated the governmental

On

building and offices. The third hill was so steep that its rock side
descended almost vertically into the water, from where, as the legend
says, the pagans rolled into the river good St. Gellert, who tried to

convert them. After this saint the hill is named.
He has a very
imposing statue there that can be seen from almost everywhere in
the city.

When we
ing.

As we

arrived at the quay the soft evening dusk

alighted and started toward

home

was descendfrom

the last glimpse

the carriage after the joyful yet wearisome journey was of the banks,
then radiantly illuminated, and the reflected lights wavering on the
vast dark water.

Europe
By Henry

A. Page III

Europe is like an old woman,
and wrinkled by age,
Yet beautiful.
Her wide skirt is dirty,
But in her hair

Worn

She wears

a

garland of flowers,

Art and beauty.
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La

Californie

By Henry

A. Page III

is in all the world no more beautiful place than Cannes,
France! Walled in on one side by La Californie, a low range of
mountains, and bathed on the other side by the waves of the blue
Mediterranean, it is a bit of a dream world.
The gently sloping hills are covered with parasol pines, dark green
in color; here and there on the slopes are a few white, yellow, and
red villas; and on the top terrace of a field of olives and oranges are

There

several houses.

On

the

summit

of

looks the sea and land.

one

La

Californie

Here

also

is

is

an observatory which over-

a small soda fountain,

where

may buy

sparkling drinks.
It is not necessary to climb the observatory to see Corsica, rugged and rocky, rising from the sea miles away. The sun shines on
the island's snow-capped peaks, reflecting dazzling white light.

The mountains of Cannes are covered with mimosa, yellow shrubs
which stand in sharp contrast with the green curtain above them. In
several places this yellow flower extends in long, wide thickets. One
especially I remember.
I crawled to the center of this thicket and
lay on the ground to look up at long plumes of powdery yellow
When I turned my
flowers, blue sky, and drifting white clouds.
head I could see through the foliage more green mountains rising
above white and red Cannes which looked like rubies set in emerald.
I could see also the waves of the blue Mediterranean breaking on
the rosy rocks of the Esterel, which stands, green with parasol pines,
facing the lies de Levin.
Below I could see a winding road, passing crooked terraces, planted in olives and artichokes.
Anyone could dream at La Californie

Mona
By
It

is

Doris

Lisa

Troutman

a picture of oils

and pigments,

Blended on canvas,

And

they call

But

to

Of

it

Mona

Lisa.

me it is only the eyes and
woman who has found

every
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smile
the secret of

life.

— —

PEAK TO PEAK
New York An

Impression

:

By
Never

C. R.

believe anyone

New York

That

Nash
she says

if

a seductive,

is

Alluresome woman, dressed

New York

For

A

is

in silk

a kid,

great, big, sprawling, lovable,

Hurrying, hateful, biting, paradoxical,
Sweating kid; dressed or naked,
Kicking up its toes, breathing,
Crying, sprawling in the sun.
It plays

Does

with fearsome

toys,

this kid, lolling in the

Sunshine and dust.
It plays with buildings, throwing
Them up in relentless symmetry.
It plays with tunnels, disemboweling
The earth to rend its heart and
Fill its belly with rumbling trains.

New York

is

a lusty child.

It

with men.
toys with women.

It

makes empires tremble.

It plays

From Wall

Street,

it

sets the

Speed of the world.

But
Are

plays,

it

and

its

toys

fearful ones.

They

are machines

and money

Death-giving, life-giving,
Heart-searing toys.
The Norm, Philadelphia

—

Normal

School,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Hope
By

A

light, playful

S.

Barthold

wind

Catching and sending

White petals flying
Over the heads of the crowd.
The Norjn, Philadelphia Normal

—

School,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

O. Henry
By

Carleton* Wilder

He

lived; he felt the pulse

Of

life

throbbing in his sensations.

He knew
The
The
The
And

the laughter,

tears

tears of hot, impulsive sympathy,
silent tears of loneliness

the laughter:

It could be blithe, lost in

And

yet

With

He

its

illusions;

could sting

it

the tinge of tragedy.

felt the

laughter;

It rippled in his heart.

He

felt the tears;

Their hot

bitterness burned him.
both clamored for an outlet,
Feeling, struggling a little at first;

At

last

Then

leaping,

Pounding,
Tugging,
Insanely straining
Till they were relieved in a flow of expression.

He

wrote

And in
Of life

his

Through

Of

writings rang the laughter

rippling clearly
the hot mist

the tears.

—Homespun, Greensboro High

School,

Greensboro, North Carolina.
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A

room

that gives one the feeling that

it has tried to be
cheery for a very long time so long that it has grown quite tired
in the attempt.
The chair by the mantel sags ever so slightly; and
the cushions in it, though the chintz is still bravely cheerful, have
allowed their covers to droop and little wrinkles of worry to come
The once lovely blue hangings, looped back at the
on their faces.
French doors, seem to say,
are here from force of habit and only
smile because these little frayed cords keep us from falling into
straight, discouraged lines."
On a couch, center left, more tired
cushions rest, while the chair by the door seems quite undecided
as to whether its slender legs can bear its weight much longer or not.
The doors of the little cupboard, center right, are openly yawning;
but fortunately they reveal several shelves of balls, blocks, and clown
suits which are unashamedly proclaiming their gaiety to the rest
Flowers are drooping sleepily on the table in the
of the room.

little

—

"We

center.

When the curtain rises, MRS. cheery, the housekeeper, is busily
sweeping the rag rug near the couch. She is a prim little mistress
who has grown thin trying to feed her brood and her boarders. The
maid is dusting the feet of the little cupboard. She is a prying,
little

busybody.

THE MAID

How

should love to see Joujou do some of his tricks!
quite a famous clown, isn't he?
I

[5]

He

is

—

MRS. CHEERY
now he has grown old and stiff.
Some tell how he still tries to do his tricks. He just won't realize
that his best days are over, and he travels with the minstrels.

He was

a famous clown, but

THE MAID
Did

(Loitering before the cupboard)
he really juggle and tumble before the King?

MRS. CHEERY
Yes, indeed, and the King gave him a whole bag of gold as

payment.
bag of gold!

A

(Fingering balls) Then he must be rich!
MRS. CHEERY
No. That happened years ago when he was much younger. Now
he sometimes cannot pay his board; but he has been here so long I
wouldn't feel right without him.

THE MAID
(Delving and peering into the cupboard)

What

is

And

this?

Oh! Come away!
his

to

little

straight, for they will be

for the little cakes

MRS. CHEERY
not touch Joujou's treasures.
straighten curtain)
Here he comes

You must

(Going

will be angry.

with Pierette,

this?

He
now

friend.
Come, we must leave the room
coming up. Come, we shall stir the dough

now.

They go out with dusters and brooms. The door on the left
opens; and Joujou, the clown, enters slowly, helped by the dainty
Pierrette.

You

are kind to bring

JOUJOU
me home to my

room,

little Pierette.

PIERRETTE

But surely you
market

in the

—

didn't expect

place, especially

me

to leave

when he was
JOUJOU

my

dear friend, Joujou,

so

so tired.

—

(Sadly)
tumblings and antics

my

now with the
(Looking around)
once had.
have grown old and put
up a brave front together my little room and I but we are both
tired and sagging with the effort.
Yes

skill I

so tired.

I

cannot do

We

—

—

PIERRETTE
(Helping him to sit down in the chair by the fireplace)
You must not say old, Joujou. Why, your tumblings were
were so dear and funny. Did you not hear the crowd laugh?

JOUJOU
Ah,

Pierrette, I fear they did not laugh at

my

antics but at the

did them.
They laughed, too, when I fell and you and
Pierrot ran to help me. Did you not hear the lady with the basket
There are
cry, "Why don't you go home and watch the fire?

way

I

[6]

tumblings and leapings in the flames for you to take lessons from,
old make-believe."

PIERRETTE
I

when

know

but she was rude and did not
she saw him.

heard

iher,

a real clown

JOUJOU
Perhaps she was rude,

my

Pierrette; but rudeness often pierces

we wrap around

us and makes us see realities
Only yesterday I looked in the
hide from ourselves.
mirror and saw, not my own face, but the reflection of Old Age;
so I quickly ran to get my cloak.
the cloak of Pretenses

we would

PIERRETTE

Oh!
that

am

I

sure

it

was not Old Age!

You

did not feel well,

all.

is

JOUJOU
Ah,

yes,

but

it

is

And

he.

he

horrible

is

—

horrible!

I

looked,

then turned the glass away; for I could not bear to gaze at him.
Then I wrapped myself quite well, I thought, in my cloak of Pre(Gently smiling)
tenses.
But today the lady tore it in shreds.

Well,

it

would have worn

thin in time.

PIERRETTE

My

mirror never

Pierrot tells

me

reflects old age,

the little mirror

so very pretty so very, very

Joujou, and

is

I

look in

it

often.

quite tired out with looking

much.

JOUJOU
Ah,

your mirror is still silvered by hopes, and the roses
youth gave you are still blooming softly in your face. But I ? The
silver is tarnished in my mirror and youth's roses are withered.
Too, the stem on which they bloomed is bent and almost broken.

That

Pierrette,

is

hardest to bear, Pierrette.

PIERRETTE
way, Joujou. See! (She runs to the
cupboard, bringing back some balls.)
These are just waiting to be
Tomorrow you will
tossedi high into the air by vOur hands.
make them go so fast that the people in the market place will say,
"Look! Joujou, our funny clown, makes rainbows from colored
balls!"
Do you not hear them? They will shout at your jugglings
and roar at your antics. They will call you back again and again,
saying, "Joujou, our Joujou, juggle for us; tumble for us; make us
laugh as only you can."
(Playfully) Oh, Pierrot and I shall be
quite raging with jealousy.

But you must not

talk that

JOUJOU
(Bitterly)
will say, "Ha! This toy is rusty.
He creaks and is
Give us our dancing doll, Pierrette, and our singing marionette, Pierrot.
They are young and new and beautiful."
PIERRETTE
Please do not talk that way.
Joujou, we can never take your

No! They

broken.

[7]

(She runs to the windows.) Hark! Music? Oh! yes! There
Now I shall dance your
Joujou, Pierrot is coming!
sadness away.
She starts gaily to twirl and dance around the room as the music
comes nearer, pierrot enters singing. Pierrette immediately runs
place.
is

Pierrot!

to

him.

PIERRETTE

my

Pierrot,

me

Pierrot, help

chase

away our Joujou's

sadness.

PIERROT

Ah!

Is he still so tired?

PIERRETTE
(Nodding)

And

so sad!

PIERROT
Perhaps some chocolate will cheer him.
and ask for a cup.
PIERRETTE

How

To

thoughtless of me!

Run

to the housekeeper

be sure that will help cheer him.

JOUJOU
Don't bother, Pierrette.

For shame!

Bother?

shall be quite all right.

I

PIERRETTE
(She goes out.)
PIERROT
(Going to Joujou)

You

Don't be downcast, Joujou.

—

could not help slipping

the

stones were wet.

JOUJOU

You

are kind to blame

it

on the

stones,

often try to ease our bitter realizations, but

damp

I

Our

Pierrot.

know

it

was

I

friends

and not

I have been forcing myself to believe that I was
perform with the same gaiety of real youth; but
now after today and the woman with the basket I shall try to
pretend no longer.
It does not take the world long to forget its
playthings; and soon I, too, shall be stored away in the garret of
forgotten memories and men. That is hard
hard, Pierrot.
Pierrot starts to speak, but he is interrupted by MRS. cheery and
PIERRETTE.
MRS. CHEERY
Oh, Joujou! You are a very bad fellow! Why didn't you let
me know at once that you were ill? I could have had the chocolate
made long ago. Here it is now, but I fear it is not so very good. You
(She
see, I had no cream; and cream is very good for invalids.
sets the dhocolate on the table.)
Let me get you some more pillows.
Oh, my poor Joujou!

the

stones.

young enough

—

to

—

—

JOUJOU
Please stop, Mrs. Cheery.
received
a blow.

—

I

am
[8]

not an invalid yet.

I

have just

!

MRS. CHEERY

Did some one

An

you?

hit

accident?

My

—

poor

JOUJOU
{Bitterly)

No! No! I mean I have just been made to realize, by a mishap,
what you must have known long ago. I have grown tired fighting
Old Age, and he has overcome me.
MRS. CHEERY
{Thinking for once of something besides housekeeping)
yes.
He is a strong opponent who cannot be conquered.
fight him, but he always wins.
PIERRETTE
No, no Joujou is

Ah

!

We

—

Yes, he does

JOUJOU

—and now

the vanquished, shall have to

I,

sit

here

all

day long.
MRS. CHEERY

now and not go travelling with
good meal three times a day, fixed by a good cook, will
the shows.
{She mistakes his look
cheer you into forgetting your tumblings.
poor fellow, you are looking quite ill.
for an attack of pain.)
I'll go make some.
little broth will help you.
She looks around from force of habit for any misplaced articles,
But then you can

live peacefully

A

My

A

bustles over to the cupboard to dose the doors, then goes out.

JOUJOU
the rest of

do

my

He

my

And now

Does food help

She talks of food!

life I shall

a heartache?
have to be coddled and fed

when

I

for

long to

beloved tricks.
buries his face in his hands.

PIERRETTE
{She runs and kneels beside him.)
Oh, don't, Joujou don't! It is just that the idea of sitting here
all day is new.
Soon you will love to watch the flames in the fireplace and the people walking below in the street.

—

JOUJOU

Would you

your twinkling, dancing feet lagging and
see the crowds go by unmindful of you ?
like to find

PIERRETTE

Ah, but Joujou, you

shall

{Coming to
many

Joujou, you have

have
PIERROT

the other side of
friends.

joujou)

Surely they will come to keep

you from growing lonely and forgotten.

—

JOUJOU

and pity me and go away to also forget me.
Yes, they will come
She will
I can see little Faustine now in all her circus spangles.
come in laughing, bringing a bunch of flowers. "To cheer you up,"
[91

she will say and ask how I feel today. "I am so sorry for you, Joujou," she will add, and then whirl brightly out the door. And there
on the outside she will shiver and think, "Ugh what a horrid place
Joujou is old and can no longer entertain me. I'll not go
to visit.
there any more." Then she will run away as the sunshine from the
!

shadows and

tell

;

shall be pitied

who

her friends of the pitiful Joujou

all

make her laugh and who now
away for there is too much joy

— forgotten

used to

brings tears.
They, too, will stay
in the world to seek the sad.
And I

.

PIERROT
But, Joujou, they would not be true friends
leave you so cruelly alone.

— those

who would

JOUJOU
Friends are comrades who help carry the burdens of life. When
they fall we comfort them for a time and then seek another to take
Pierrot, I have been stumbling a long time, and now I
their place.
have fallen down.
Pierrette
Joujou, you will always have

us.

And remember, you

will have

lovely memories that will come and sit beside you where you can see
them.
Some will be large and beautiful; others, small and funny.

But you must never
you unhappy.

Memories
suits!

(He

and gently

let the

sad memories

come

And
— —up slowlymemories.
and goes over
lovely

yes

in.

They

will

make

joujou

gets

my

blocks and balls and

to the

cupboard, opens

it,

them carefully back.) My
on the greens. The children

takes out little things, placing

—

little balls
I used you at the festivals
shouted to see so many of you sailing in the air at once like so many
I loved you best, I think.
vivid bubbles.
Here are my blocks my
clever little squares. The people in the market place always wanted
I would balance you on my hand and build and build
to see you.
until it seemed not another could go on the trembling shaft. Oh we
And here is my king's suit. I only wore
had a good time together
you once when when I performed for the king. How he laughed
Ah! that was
at my antics, and how my heart sang at his praises.
a glorious day
the shining day of my life. And now
now you will
stay in my cupboard always
but I ? I shall sit by the fire and be
deserted
pitied.
fed
Oh, I cannot bear that the pity!

—

—
!

—

!

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

PIERRETTE

(By
Oh, Joujou!
the sun

is

You

and

window)
Come!

See

how

beautiful

from sight. He is tired, but he is going down
But tomorrow, Joujou, another glorious sun will

as he sinks

in all his splendor.
rise

the

break our hearts.

stride across the sky!

Look, Pierrot!

Look, Pierrot!

JOUJOU
(Slowly going to the window)
Yes, he is leaving, Pierrette.
Perhaps he, too, feels old now, yet
does not wish to go.
[10]

—

PIERRETTE

But no sun could hate
what he used to be.

to go, leaving such a glorious reminder of

JOUJOU

And

yet the reminders fade.

He

is

fortunate, Pierrette, for

some

Each one like that goes down
suns sink unseen in a mist of tears.
realizing with heartache that tomorrow a new, strong sun will take
his place and have his hour of glory.
(He starts to return chair near
Come to
the fireplace.)
I am slipping again!
Pierrot! Pierrot!
me before I fall!
He sways unsteadily with one hand to his heart.
PIERROT

Here

(Running to him and steadying him)
am, Joujou, you are not going to fall. Pierrette and

I

I

will take care of you.

Joujou

.slides

gently to the floor and looks toward the French

doors.

JOUJOU

The

gone, Pierrot, and even the afterglow is fading.
(He
listens intently.)
Is that
music? Dance Pierrette dance, before
too late.
Soon the music and the light and your youth
it is
will be gone. Where
are you ? I cannot see. It is so
very dark.

sun

is

—
—
Why—why don't you

—

—

—

—

—

—

light the candles, Pierrette?

His head gently

falls

back on Pierrot's knee.

—

My Joujou
Joujou!
(Sobbing) Oh! Pierrot!

PIERRETTE
don't.

—

See!

Here

is

he
?
PIERROT
Yes, Pierrette. Don't cry, dear.
Perhaps he
Pierette's sobs become quieter.
Is he

your king's

suit!

is

PIERRETTE

—

is

—

Yes yes. Perhaps he is a glorious young Joujou shining in a
new world with all his past brilliance over a horizon unclouded by
age and tears.

SLOW CURTAIN
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Taciturnity
By Elizabeth Ward
I

scatter

Like

words

across your path

bits of shining gold,

And you won't even look
You stand aloof and cold.
While from your
Not even copper
Reserve encloses

And

them;

at

tight-locked treasure ches*
falls;
all

your words

clasps like cedar walls.

Misalliance
By Oren Whitehead
Being blind,

He

could not see
entreaty in her eyes.

The dumb

Being deaf,
She could not hear
The pleading tremor
So deaf

to

in

his voice.

sound

And

blind to sight
They bickered all day long,

She

in her hectic

He

with his

monotone,

vitriol tones.

Release
By Jack

B.

Brooks

Dark thoughts go

flapping through
Like birds in drizzling rain.
A buzzing bee drones wearily
Against the window pane.

He beats the pane; I battle
What are we fighting for?
Poor

The

fools!

my mind

life.

The window's wide below;

pistol's in the

drawer.
[12]

The

M

Scribe and

Grand Opera

By Mary Dienes

Y

dear Aurora:
have written you about my vacation in the mountains of
Western North Carolina where all summer there was a breath of
spring in the air that made reading and motoring and hiking a real
This same summer brought to me the opportunity to hear the
joy.
two operas, Rigoletto and II Trovatore, here in Asheville.
It may seem a little strange to you that we have opera in the summer; but this "traveling opera company," or more properly the San
Carlo Grand Opera Company that visits Asheville, always does its
moving in the summer and for the season settles down in some
metropolis. As you may imagine, good performances of any kind are
not too frequent in "The Land of the Sky," so they are welcome at
I

any time.
Probably opera
I hope I shall not bore you with my description.
to you and me presents itself in such different guises that a compari-

may not be uninteresting.
me first introduce you to the auditorium.
many times about the beauty of Asheville this is

son

Let

;

its

beauty spots.

On

the outside

it

I

have written you

certainly not one of

looks old and weather-beaten.

On

the inside one looks in vain for painted ceilings, glittering sconces, or

luxurious, curtained boxes.

There

is

not even a foyer where one can

get rest and refreshment between acts, so one

is

condemned

to sit

during the whole performance. There is talk now of building
a new auditorium. I hope that in a little while I may be able to tell
you of one worthier of the city of Asheville. After all, however, it
doesn't matter much, for as soon as the curtain rises one's spirit becomes oblivious to everything except the sweet melodies that follow
each other like golden threads through the dark background of the
still

story.
I think you
melodious; in

know how much

—

ever fresh and
thinking of them
as interpretations of real life, of course, but as glorified romances or
fairy tales, children of pure fantasy, in which capacity they seem
perfect to me.
Even the terrible plots, exaggerations of the romantic period, seem to belong to the atmosphere of the unreal.
What
could be, so to speak, more "horribly beautiful" or more truly romantic than the contrast between the jester's role and his tragic fate or
the scene in the last act of Rigoletto when Gilda sacrifices her life
for the duke

fact, as in

who

I

love Verdi's music

—not

most Italian operas

meanwhile "La donna e mobile?"
is yet far from permitting me to
presentation, so that my attitude toward it
instance, I was not very much annoyed even
of tune; and the fact that the prima donna

sings in the

Naturally, my musical
evaluate an opera on its
is rather emotional.
For
when the actors sang out

education

[13]

did not have any voice could not entirely ruin for me the beauty of
Leonora's part. On the other hand, the alto's first rate and extremely
beautiful voice in Azucena's role suggested what the opera could be if
presented with the best artists and I believe the loveliest scenes were
;

those in

which she had the leading

part.

—

—

and do even now alI must confess to you that I always did
though the presentations are not magnificent, like to watch the costumes and acting of the singers, although now I begin to understand
why many people listen to opera with closed eyes. It would be impossible to act in opera even if the singers knew how to do so, they are
so full of absurd situations. If you look upon these things fancifully,
however, you can imagine that the knights and ladies and gypsies are
so absorbed in a single passion so far away from earthly things that
they hardly think of time or space. Indeed, so deep is their feeling, that
instinctively they burst into divine melody, for speech is not adequate
Thus the "hot-blooded lord," who a minute
to express it any more.
before was plotting murder for his rival and is actually waiting to
snatch away Manrico's betrothed and marry her against her will, at
the very thought of her softens almost to tears and sings two songs,
the beauty of which is hardly rivaled by those of the hero sans
reproche.

As you may

expect, the mist en scene in

some places was rather
weird

scanty, but could not the music of the witch's ballad with the

whispering, trembling lines suggest better than prethe hoary warrior leaning on his spear as he tells
to his wide-eyed companions in low, fearful accents the tale that still
influence of

its

sentation could

show

makes him shudder while the winds moan through the latticed windows and grotesque shadows move woefully under the moon? Does
not a shade of terror still linger in the air, predicting their sad end,
while the frail Leonora listens to the troubadour's serenade? You
must not notice that the walls of the impregnable castle shake in the
draft; instead of the poorly ornamented stage you may fancy a ducal
palace magnificent with all the splendor of the Renaissance, and instead of a rather stout soprano a Leonora perennially young and fair.

There was also a ballet to which, as it was given to one of Liszt's
Hungarian rhapsodies. I naturally looked forward with interest; but
it

disappointed

all

my

expectations.

Of

course, in the dance, just

were a few Hungarian motives, but it was
and there was something in it that was not refined and

as in the costumes, there

very theatrical
suggested the dilettante.

They

did not at

all

catch the character of

Hungarian dance. There was no trace of the majestic dignity of
the slow movements and of the jocund gaiety of the lighter ones of
which Csokonay, our Alexander Pope, gives such a beautiful description.
The dancers rather performed acrobatic stunts and the whole
thing was altogether distasteful to me.
Perhaps it's out of place to
compare a ballet with ancient folk dances, but I had the latter so
the

[14]

——

—

much

;

mind

that I could not accustom myself to the former.
have not exhausted your patience completely with my
comments and comparisons. Perhaps they may be a delightful reminiscence for both of us when we shall, as I most sincerely hope, listen
together to the "Troubadour" at the Scala in Milan.
I

in

hope

I

Your

affectionate cousin,

Mary.

Two

Birds

By Frank Anders

One day

When

a fleecy white cloud
Floated here and there
Against the deep blue skies,
I

saw two

From

birds take flight

the squat,

low

cliffs

Bordering the sandy seashore.
One was an eagle,
Flying high, high up into space
Regal, proud
Scanning the world beneath,
Hearing the surf's thunder, muffled

By

distance,

Seeing the ponderous ri?e and
The other bird hovered

Over

fall of the

the beach,

Snatching carrion here and there
buzzard,
Hearing nothing
Save the flap of his wings,
Seeing nothing
But the dirty froth on the little waves.

A

Masquerade
By Katherine Green

Masked, you stand before me
bid me read your soul

And

Fool that

I

am,
[15]

I try.

ocean.

;

Spotlights
By Elizabeth Ward

The glowing eyes
Of a drama monarch,
Regarding fixedly a favored few
Passing only fleetingly and briefly
Across the eager faces
Of a background ensemble.

Footlights
By Elizabeth Warb
Bright bead-lights,
rainbow-string
At whose tinted ends are attached
Short-lived fancy urns,
Filled with a golden wealth
Of glowing dream-nuggets
That shine with the lustre of hope.

A

The Leading Lady
By Ethel Gottlieb
Is her smile a grinning

Or
That

is it

mask,

really true

she wears a wreath of sunshine
me and you,

Just for

Her audience?
Are her

Or
Ones

tears a chemist's lotion

are they really real,

that well up from the heart depths

Just to

make me

feel

For the leading lady?
[16]

!

Where There
A

Fantasy

in

Is

Love

One Act

By Oren Whitehead

CHARACTERS
LISE

JEAN

ROSA

SUZETTE

AUNT HENRIETTE

FATHER LOUIS

PIERROT

TIME
A

soft, lovely

moonlit evening

SETTING
A sad, forlorn little garden that must once have been a very lovely
place
and is still lovely in a frail, sorrowful way, like yellowed

—

—

crushed rose petals or a faded old lace handkerchief beautiful in the
In the center, surrounded by a circular
rose glow of its memories.
flower bed, is a sundial one can imagine that it is shrinking with
shame, it has been useless so long. At rear is an old vine-covered
There is a large old tree at right with a stone bench near it;
wall.
and at left is a hedge. Near the hedge are two comfortable armThere are flower bedSj
chairs, a small table, and a little footstool.
but only a few flowers; and these hang their heads wearily, like
weeping forsaken lovers. Overhead is a string of warm-colored paper

—

lanterns.

Suzette, Mlle. Henriette's maid,

is

lighting the lanterns with

melody as she works.
three of them are glowing brightly, Rosa, a neighbor

When

candles, singing a lilting little

s

two or

maid, appears

outside the hedge.

ROSA
(Cautiously)
Suzette

SUZETTE
(

Rosa!

You

Turning)

startled me.

ROSA
Is

(Nervously peering into the gloom
Mile. Henriette near?

off right)

SUZETTE
(Lighting another candle)
No she is with Mlle. Lise. You may come in if you like.
ROSA enters through the hedge and, standing near SUZETTE,
watches her light another lantern.
;

Is everything ready for the

ROSA
wedding?
[17]

SUZETTE
(Thoughtfully)
Yes; we have all been working since sunrise.
Poor Mile. Lise. I shall be glad for her when it is finished. All this
hurry and confusion is hard for one so delicate as she.
SUZETTE finishes lighting the lanterns and begins to straighten the
ROSA follows her.
tables and chairs.
ROSA
But I am afraid it will be even worse being the wife of a man she
does not love.

am

I

glad

I

am

a peasant.

SUZETTE
(Sorrowfully)
he loves her so much. That is the sadness of
never be happy, she loving a memory and he knowing

—

And

it.

They can

it.

ROSA

Oh,
those

is

it

a terribly queer world, this.

who do

People are always loving

not love them.

SUZETTE

You
as

it

are young, Rosa, and can not see Life as

really

You

is.

we

older ones see

see only the queer little Sorrows.

When

it,

the

Joys dance for you, you can not see them, and they run away hurt.
Things seem queer to you.

And

they are. Oh,
that terrible old aunt?

why

did

ROSA
Jean go away and leave her with

M.

SUZETTE
It

that

hard to understand, sometimes.

is

I

Even

I

am

not always sure

see.

ROSA

She

so frail and innocent

is

— and

so pure.

SUZETTE
She has had her poor little hour
and memories.
ROSA has seated herself on the table, suzette sits in a chair.
Life

is

hard for those

of sunshine, and

now

like her.

there are only shadows

ROSA

And

—

—

always so bright and cheery although at times one
can see that she finds it hard to keep up the pretense.
yet she

is

SUZETTE

Only

garden does she drop her mask of gaiety. But she has
her room almost all the time during these last few days, and

in this

stayed in

I do not know what she does there.
Every night she used to come
here and stay for a long time, but now it has been seven days since
she has been here.

ROSA
I

saw her

yesterday, and oh,

how

pale and thin she was, and

how

she coughed!

SUZETTE
Yes, her cough

is

worse.

She never coughed before
[18]

M.

Jean

left.

!

ROSA
(Reminiscently)

How

No; and she was so lovely then.
when he was near, and how prettily

her eyes always sparkled

she used to blush!

SUZETTE
Even

I

could

grow

pretty for a

man

like him.

ROSA
(Dreamily)

—

So strong and large and yet so kind and gentle. And the pretty
(Guiltily) Francois and I were sitting behind
things he told her.
the hedge one night when they were here.

SUZETTE
grow young and romantic again myself when I think of how
they loved each other. (Sadly) But all that is ended now. M.Jean
has gone away to fight, and they are making Mile. Lise marry Count
I

Marcel.

A

sadly reminiscent silence falls over them.

Then

—

HENRIETTE
(offstage)

Suzette

Suzette

!

SUZETTE
(Leaping

to

her feet)

Yes, Ma'm'selle!

She hurries

to right,

rosa, frightened, exits through the hedge.

HENRIETTE

Where

(Entering right)
have you been, Suzette? I have been calling you for

five

minutes.

SUZETTE
(Nervously twisting the edge of her apron)
Here, Ma'm'selle, lighting the lanterns.

HENRIETTE

Has

taken you all this time to light a few lanterns?
with you. They need you in the house.
As suzette exits right, a knocking is heard at the gate, and
RIETTE admits father louis.
it

.

.

.

Away
HEN-

FATHER LOUIS
Ah, Ma'm'selle, you are feeling well, I hope?
HENRIETTE

How

are you, Father?

I

am

tired

—but very happy.

FATHER LOUIS

You have
Those are
ceremony ?

been working too hard, my dear.
(Looking around)
I suppose everything is ready for the

pretty lanterns.

HENRIETTE
I

believe everything

is

ready, Father.

(Her

eyes shining)

so happy, for tonight brings the realization of

married to Count Marcel.
[19]

my

I

—

dreams

am
Lise

—a

)

FATHER LOUIS

The

little Lise.

I

used to hold her on

my

knee

—

when

was no

she

like a little yellow
higher than that (measuring with his hand)
(Gravely) Ma'm'selle, are you sure you are doing right
rosebud.
this

marriage?

HENRIETTE
I

am

It is best that Lise should

sure.

her to the mountains.

You

marry, for Marcel will take

yourself have said that she needs a change

of climate.

FATHER LOUIS

You

will pardon me, Ma'm'selle, but I do not approve of

Mile.

it.

—

perhaps I may seem so oldLise is in no condition to marry, and
There can be
fashioned Count Marcel is not the man she loves.
no happiness where there is no love.

—

HENRIETTE
Nonsense, Father Louis.

She will learn

to love him.

FATHER LOUIS
I

(Sadly shaking his head)
think she should be allowed to choose her own husband.

HENRIETTE
No,

I

do not think she

is

capable of choosing.

Why,

she

would

have chosen that worthless fellow, Jean, if she had been able.
FATHER LOUIS
(Musingly)
And perhaps it would have been best. They loved each other.

HENRIETTE
(Shrewishly
That would have been unthinkable
Lise married to a nobody
clown, a mountebank with no money, no standing!

—

!

FATHER LOUIS

Money and

standing are not everything.

HENRIETTE
But no one knew anything about him,
going to marry them, are you not? There

his past
is

— Father,

no other

who

you are

can.

FATHER LOUIS
(Doubtfully)
Yes,

I

suppose

I shall.

HENRIETTE

Then we

now, and I shall see if Lise is feeling better
(Explanatorily) her cough has been worse today.
FATHER LOUIS and HENRIETTE go out right. The garden is deserted for a long time
too long almost, and the lights grow dim.
Then LISE enters from right. She seems rather to float, so lightly
does she walk. She is small and slender and lovely, and tonight she
is dressed as a bride in soft, fluffy white things.
At first she walks
slowly, as if in a dream. Suddenly she runs to the hedge and peers
will go in

—

out over

it;

then she runs to the gate and, opening
[20]

it,

looks out.

—

LISE

(Closing gate; lifelessly)
No, he is not here; he has not come back. (Her shoulders droop.)
And I need him so badly. (Brightening) Perhaps he will come yet
(Going to chair) I shall sit here and wait for a little while
tonight.
ever so little.
(She sits.) But I have waited and prayed so many
(Hopelessly)
(She pauses
and you do not come, Jean.
nights,
Marcel,
In a little while I shall be married to
for a moment.)
Jean; and you will not like that. They are forcing me to marry
him.
do you not come and take me away with you ? You said
that I could not stand your way of living
the exposure of the long
journeys; but Father Louis says it is just what I need. At least, he
said I should not be kept here longer. And I should love so much to
wear the pretty dresses the girls of your troupe wore those with the
funny little black and white patches and silver spangles,
(pierrot
enters right and stands outside hedge.)
You used to sit on the little
stool
so, Jean,
(She pats the stool.)
and teach me
(She sees
pierrot.) Oh!
(Running towards him) Jean! Is it you?
(She
stops, wilting; sadly) No, not Jean.
.

—

—

—

—

Why

—

—

—

—

—

It is I

—

—

Pierrot

PIERROT
little Lise, Pierrot,

your old friend.

LISE
I

I

—

(Weakly)
thought you were Jean. Pierrot.
PIERROT
sorry. Jean is
not here.

I

—

am

LISE

Have

(Brightening)
you seen him, Pierrot? (Eagerly) Is there

PIERROT
Yes,

I

have seen him

—When

Tell met

He

is

;

and there

is

a message.

LISE
is

he coming back?
PIERROT
(Sadly)

—not coming

not

back, little Lise.

LISE

(Dazedly)

Not coming back?

Not ever?
PIERROT

(With downcast

eyes)

No.
LISE

(Sinking into chair)

Oh!
PIERROT
(Fumbling in his bosom)

He

said to give

you

this.

[21]

—

a message?

He

gives her a withered rose.
LISE

{Bewildered)
he would always keep it. That night it was in
and he took it Oh, Pierrot, does he no longer love me?

But he
hair,

said

Little Lise, did he not tell

He—he

—

my

—

Lise,

Jean

is

—

is

PIERROT
you that he would love you always?

dead.

LISE

Uncomprehendingly ) Dead ?
PIERROT
Yes. And he lies buried in the awakening rose-gardens
He died with your name on his lips.

Dead ?

(

of Picardy.

LISE

{Mechanically)
Jean dead. Oh, surely you are mistaken, Pierrot. {Childishly)
Why, my Jean could not be dead. He told me he would come he
would come even if the moon eloped with the sun. That is funny,
is it not, Pierrot?
Jean said lots of funny things.

—

—

PIERROT
Yes, he was a witty fellow.

(

With bowed head)

I also

loved him.

LISE

He was

most comical the night I met him, Pierrot. Perhaps that
loved him. Shall I tell you about it? .... I sat here on
{Pantomiming ; she sits primly.) Suddenly over
this very chair
so.
the wall I saw the top of a pointed shiny hat
for he was Pierrot
then two eyes and a very white face
that night
my, but he was
funny to look at.
is

why

I

—

—

—

—

PIERROT
{Quietly)

What

then

Then

I

Jean

?

drew back

said, "First, tell

—

LISE
like this,

—and

me who you

come into your garden."
Music is heard in the

said,

are, little

"Who

are

you?"

white rose; and

And
me

let

distance.

PIERROT
{Starting)
I

must go now.
LISE

Oh, do not

go.

PIERROT
Yes, I must go, Lise, and make my funny faces and turn my handsprings for the crowd
even though my heart is breaking for you and
for poor Jean.
mummers can be heroes also.
LISE
{Only now does she fully realize what he has told her.)

We

—

[22]

—

!

Oh, do not
Jean

—dead

You

go, Pierrot!

are all

Oh, take me with you,

!

I

have now.

(Sobbing)

My

Pierrot.

PIERROT

No,

can not. It is not the life for you, little flower.
He kisses her hair and goes out through the hedge. She lays her
Then, offstage, henriette
head and arms on the table, sobbing.
The lights have been grad"Lisel Lisef Where are you?"
calls'.
ually growing dimmer; now the lanterns flicker out one by one, and
A figure clambers
there is only the mystic, lovely blue moonlight.
over the wall and drops silently into the garden, where he stands
watching LISE. She raises her head and sees him. After a moment
I

—

—

Is

my

—

LISE
is it

Jean!

(Rising and going to him; joyfully) Jean
you, Jean?
(He takes her in his arms.) You are not dead, Jean!

Pierrot told

me

you were dead

JEAN
not promise you, little Lise, that I would come back? I
have kept my promise. And you promised to always keep the roses
blooming in your cheeks for me. Let me see if they are. (He holds
her so that the moonlight strikes her face; joyfully) Why, there are
more! (He kisses her cheek.)

Did

I

LISE

(Shyly)
That is because you are here, Jean.
dead.
Is it not funny, Jean?

And

Pierrot said you were

JEAN
(Smiling)
I

where there is love. They thought
a military funeral, blew taps, and fired a volley
all the time I was laughing at them.
LISE

There is no death,
was dead gave me

—

And

over a grave.

Then what

little Lise,

Pierrot said

is

true

?

JEAN
It is true so far as

mortals are concerned.
LISE

am

(Frightened)
not dead, Jean!

But

I

No,

Lise, neither of us

JEAN
is

dead.

There

is

no death for

us.

LISE

(Childishly)

Then
Yes,

did you

my

come

to take

me away
JEAN

tonight, Jean

?

darling.

LISE

And am I
dress? And

to be with you always?

—oh! Jean,

Can

I

wear a pretty

perhaps you might teach
[23]

me

Pierrette

to dance.

—

!

JEAN
Yes, yes,

little Lise.

I

{Smiling)
have the little dress.

It

is

waiting for you.

LISE

They will be surprised to find me gone, will they not, Jean?
(Peering apprehensively to right) Let us go before Aunt comes.
{Dismayed) Oh, but I will need my cloak!
JEAN
No,

Remember

Lise.

They go

to the gate,

the

There

little dress.

and opening

it,

is

a cloak, too.

stand there.

LISE

{Laughingly)

Good jbye,

I love you, too.
little garden.
Because here I met
Jean!
Jean encircles her with his arm and they go out. The gate swings
jean's voice
shut behind them.
And tonight we dance among the stars, little Lise my Pierrette.
A cloud passes gently over the moon and there is soft darkness.
Then the lanterns begin to glow. When the lights appear, lise is
seated in the chair, with her arms and head upon the table, just as
she was before jean came, henriette
{Offstage)
{Entering from right she sees
Lise! Perhaps she is in the garden.
lise, and going to her bends over her; then, standing up)
Father
Lise
Louis
father LOUIS enters and crosses to lise. He sits on the stool and
takes her pulse and listens for her heart-beats.
Then he rises and
turns away with bowed head, henriette raises her arms, then drops
them futilely. In the distance music is heard, and in it there is a new
note of immortal gladness. Slowly

my

—

!

—

—

THE CURTAIN FALLS
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R ATIQES
The

Gift of

Pan

By Katherine Green

INTo

the west the sun

was drowning

the girl leaning out

in a sea of gold.

from her leafy bower among the

—

trees

seemed almost too perfect that in its perfection it lacked something.
Suddenly a sound broke the stillness, a melody so exquisite
The girl started,
in its very sadness that it seemed hardly real.
it

leaped to her feet.
Pan!" she called, "Peter!
She sprang forward, her face alight, to meet the lithe figure
emerging from the leafy density of the woods. Immediately, however, her face clouded she dropped her outstretched hands.
"Peter," she sobbed, "Peter, I
I can't."
Peter hurried to her side.
I've come for you.
"Jean! Why, Jean! What is the matter?
Are you ready? Don't cry so!"
but the tears
Jean smiled one always smiled at Peter's voice,
were still wet on her cheek.
"Peter!" she cried.
"Peter!"
And in her voice was somehow
the heartbreaking melody that Pan had blown from the enchanted
pipes.
"Peter, I can't go with you.
I'm growing up, and I don't
like it."
Her words ended in a sob.
"Peter! Don't leave me. Take me back with you. Bring back
my childhood, Peter! I don't want to grow up. Don't leave me.
Give me the gift I wish to never grow up!"
Peter bowed his head.
"Alas, Jean, that I can never do, but I
can give you one gift that will brighten all the future and make
forever yours the boon you crave."
"What is that gift?"
"It is called Memory," he replied. "And, once its possessor, you
may always live again those bygone days."
Memory!"
"Peter!" she cried, "Give it to me
"Yes, Jean. I give it to you and to all others as their heritage
of a happy heart that they may have everlasting youth."
moment later the air resounded and an echo brought back the
silvery notes of the Pipes o' Pan fading into the distance but the girl
only smiled, for wrapped in her thoughts she was living again the
;

—

—

—

—

—

A

;

yesterdays.
[25]
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Hash Again Tonight
By Jack

B. Brooks

When

I speak to you of Shakespeare,
Dante, and the rest of that immortal company,
You frown and then you laugh at me

And say, "the garlic, please."
And when I ask, "How went your work today?"
You mumble, "well enough," and call for cheese.
And when I speak in tones of tenderness
Of love beneath the moon and then our wedding
You grunt and grunt and ask for salt!

—

day,

Then, when I sing to you of quivering lips,
Of fluttering sighs, and all the joys of life,
You make a jest at my expense and smile.

When
When

desp'rately I tell of that delightful hour
winging blackbird on a journey bent
Paused lightly in its flight through blushing woods

And

caroled forth

—

uncontrollable delight

its

At everything Oh, God!
Your mind is on the scandal

sheet.

Conflict
By Katherine Green

A

desk, untidy with note books,
Paper, pens, ink, books

—

Tousled hair

The

jeering lessons

multitudinous sounds of night

A buzzing radio— a child's
Running water

—

prattle

a glaring light
The grating of swiftly applied brakes
twanging ukelele hot walls, suffocating
Lessons long, hard, unfinished.

—

A

—

Cool sheets a
Dainty pillows

A

thrilling

soft rose light

—

iced

book,

lemonade

unfinished.
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Him
A

a Fiddler!
One

Tragedy

in

By Jack

B. Brooks

Act.

CHARACTERS
Cameron Triste
John Holland

Mrs. Bradford
Mr. Bradford

Dora Bradford

TIME
After

Dusk

SETTING
The ordinary sitting room of an ordinary boarding-house. In the
middle of the room is a shiny imitation mahogany table on which
Backstage, on the right, is a
several magazines have been thrown.
cheap victrola; downstage on the right is a sideboard with a vase
On
of withered flowers and a number of glass and china dishes.
The walls are
the left is a lounge with several tousled pillows.
sparsely hung with the usual pictorial disfigurements that inevitably
adorn the walls of boarding-houses. There is the usual badly drawn
The whole setting has the air of
picture of a bowl of fruit.
smug commonplace.
dreary, dreary commonplace

—

Seated at the window to the left of the door at the back is MRS.
BRADFORD, a woman of generous proportions and generally staid disposition.
She is mechanically rocking while she placidly peels a
basket of potatoes, the continuous clang of which, as she drops them
into a pan, distinctly and monotonously punctuates her conversation.
She is an Irish woman whose motherly instincts become the habits
of the economical boarding-house keeper when one of her "guests" is
a little backward with his weekly pay. Near her and fretfully reading the evening's paper sits MR. Bradford.
He is an ordinary example of the commonly accepted idea of a henpecked helpmeet. He
is "the husband of MRS. Bradford/'
He is slight and rather birdlike in his movements.
He rarely makes a direct statement; and even
hid few remarks are given in a vague tone, of voice with a rising
inflection at the end of each sentence, as though he were not quite
sure of his facts.
This character like the others must be rather
overacted.

Seated at the right of the vwtroldi in a deep plush chair is
triste, chewing a big black cigar. He is a man of about

Cameron

forty-five, stockily built.

He

is

dark, mysterious, sinister, bitter, cyni[27]

!

—

and rather fierce-looking. He is perhaps the strongest certainly
He has riotous black hair, a
the strangest character in the play.
black forbidding beard, and black gimlet-like eyes which have the

cal,

peculiar quality of looking right through one at something singularly
interesting and humorous beyond. His interest in the thing, however,
is a mixed one; for his lips curve cruelly downward, and his eyes

do not reflect the damaged smile of his lips, triste lends the impression that he does not represent a personality so much as a perOne imagines him standing with folded
sonified attitude in life.

arms beside

life's

highway and cruelly smiling as he \watches mankind

go stumbling by. He is always in the gloomy parts of the stage
whereas dim character lights should rest on the other members of
the cast.

As

the curtain rises,

it

seems almost reluctant

to disclose

a scene

smugly commonplace. Indeed, one can almost hear the potatoes frying and sizzling away in
the kitchen, the water running upstairs, and the old grandfather
clock in the hallway dividing all time into seconds and minutes
and hours.

so natural, so every-day, so unaffected, so

MRS. BRADFORD

(Wiping a wisp

of moist hair

from her forehead with the back

of

her hand)

Well, I suppose young Mr. Holland isn't ever going to get a job
here in the city.
He says he has just about given up the idea of
getting a job in the symphony orchester down at the opery house
(Pause) Him a fiddler! Be a sight better if he got himself a job
and paid back some of that rent he owes. Be a sight better, it would
(She drops a potato into the pan. Receiving nothing but a rustle
it gets on
and his fine notions!
Why, jest the other day he come up to me and sez, "Mrs.
Bradford, the world's a beautiful place to live in, ain't it?" and then
he sez, "Look at those little sparrers, hopping around out there!
Ain't they beautiful?" Humph, sparrers beautiful
and only that
mornin' I hed 'set the cat after 'em. Well, all I sez is thet it'd
be a sight better if he got hisself a nice job in some store or somethin' and paid back some of that rent he owes
Yes, sir
yes, sir, be

of the paper from the helpmeet, she goes on.)
my nerves the way that young man talks!

I

declare,

Him

—

—

—

a sight better.

MR. BRADFORD
Yes, Mary, yes.

(More

rustling of paper)

MRS. BRADFORD
that young man has changed since he come
used to be so chipper and happy and all and now every
once in a while I catch him a-settin' and a-thinkin'.
He looks so
dazed-like
jest like he was a-walkin' in a nightmare o' horror, that's
wot. Serves him right, too. Well, (She sighs.) I guess this world

Funny though, how

here.

He

;

—

[28]

—

happy in. It's jest one struggle after another;
had a bad enough time, with a houseful
of children to look after and dishes to wash and clothes to mend
(Piously)
Yes, life's a struggle and we jest
and floors to mop.
gotta make the most of it or it'll get us sure. Yes, we won't get no
rest 'till we all go to glory and set by the flamin' throne o' the
livin' Gawd, amen.
ain't

no place

and

God knows

to be

I've

MR. BRADFORD
Yes, Mary, yes.

(Rustle, rustle)

MRS. BRADFORD
I was a-talkin' to Mrs. O'Mallory,
Yes, jest like the other day.
the one with the red nose; and I sez to Mrs. O'Mallory, I sez,

this world is a world filled with sorrow and we is
through an everlastin' vale of tears." Then I sez to
her, I sez, "Yes, this world is a sinnin' world and we is jest pore
worms a-crawlin' over it"; and "I declare," I sez to Mrs. O'Mallory,
"I declare, I don't see why sometimes the good Gawd don't reach
out and strike us dead, I declare I don't," I sez to Mrs. O'Mallory.

"Mrs. O'Mallory,

jest a-walkin'

MR. BRADFORD
Mary, you're right.
MRS. BRADFORD
(Throwing him a contemptuous glance)
be a sight better if some of these high and mighty

You're

It'd

right,

—he a

their fine notions

sight better

folk with

they'd go straight to the Lord,

if

Gawd, and be saved from eternal damnation because there's
a judgement day a-comin' shore and there's goin' to be some judgin'
done, too, let me tell you
Yes, sir yes, sir. We'll see how these fine
their

;

—

—

how they get along. Thar's
a day of judgement a-comin' and it's a-comin' soon; and we'd better
be a-gettin' down on our knees and sayin', "O, Lord, be merciful to
me, a sinner," because, as I told Mrs. O'Mallory, we ain't nothin'
but pore grovelin' worms, that's all, jest pore grovelin' worms.
folk with their high notions, we'll see

MR. BRADFORD
That's right, Mary, that's

right.

Yes, Mary, yes,

MRS. BRADFORD

Well, young Mr. Holland had better watch out, that's all; beif he don't pay that rent by termorrer, I'll turn him out sure
and sartain I ain't a-runnin' no free boardin'-house No, I ain't.
Think I'm a-runnin' a free boardin' house, hunh? (She glares at
Mr. Bradford, who ducks behind newspaper.) Well, I ain't a-runnin'
no free boardin'-house and what's more
cause

—

—

JOHN Holland

enters right center.

He

is

rather good looking,

with black curly hair. He is a very, very young man of twenty-five.
Like most young artists for he is one he is filled with ideals and
illusions.
Right now he seems terribly discouraged and despondent.

—

—
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—

JOHN HOLLAND
Good morning, Mrs. Bradford, Mr. Bradford.

He throws himself into a chair by the table and listlessly thumbs
through a magazine.
The bradfords do not say anything, but the rustle of paper becomes very apparent; and MRS. Bradford, whose rocking has become a little faster, drops three potatoes into her pan in rapid
succession.

MRS. BRADFORD

Mr.

{After a long pause)
Holland, any luck today?

JOHN HOLLAND
No, no luck today, Mrs. Bradford.

Guess I'm just about ready

to

give up.

MRS. BRADFORD

Now don't say that, Mr. Holland. I was jest a-tellin' Mr. BradI said to Mr. Bradford, "Mr. Bradford,"
ford jest a minute ago.
I sez, "life's jest one long struggle, and we jest gotta keep on
a-fightin' or it'll get us."
Now didn't I say that?
MR. BRADFORD
Yes, Mary, yes.

MRS. BRADFORD
Yes,

we

jest gotta fight life or

it'll

get us sure.

JOHN HOLLAND
{Staring at her vacantly)
it'll get us.
Yes yes, yes.
The stage has gotten a little darker here and the flickering of the
fire in the fireplace throws on John's face queer shadows which

— Or

it'll

intensify the

Now,
from

—

get us; or

gloom

there.

don't say that,

MRS. BRADFORD
Mr. Holland, don't

say that.

{He

breaks

his trance.)

JOHN HOLLAND
Mrs. Bradford,

to the end of my rope. Somego along like this any longer.
the streets somewhere, or I

I've just about

thing's got to be done.

I

come

just can't

I've either got to get a job in

MRS. BRADFORD
{Swerving her chair around)
Well now, Mr. Holland, I think it's just about time you got
yourself a job in the streets, as you call it, and be mighty glad to get
it.
Jobs don't grow on trees, Mr. Holland, and neither do free
boardin'-houses.
You owe me money, Mr. Holland, and, what's
more, I want it quick. I can't afford to run no free boardin'-house;
no, I can't.
Can I afford to run a free boardin'-house, Mr. Bradford?
[30]

MR. BRADFORD
Yes, Mary, yes.

MRS. BRADFORD

(Not
No,

—

Mr. Holland; I can't do it. I want to see the color
money, young man, and I want to see it mighty soon. Yes,

I can't,

of your
sir

noticing her husband's mistake)

yes, sir.

JOHN HOLLAND
(Miserably)

Mrs. Bradford, I can't do it. I haven't a cent. Why,
I can't help you out
I haven't paid for the clothes on my back yet.
at all, Mrs. Bradford; but if you'll wait a few more days someI

can't do

thing

may

it,

turn up.

MRS. BRADFORD
Something may turn up! Always something may turn up. I tell
you, Mr. Holland, I'm a-gettin' mighty tired of this business of
something always a-goin' to turn up.

JOHN HOLLAND
I'm sorry, Mrs. Bradford.
MRS. BRADFORD
you? Well, I'm a-thinkin', young man,
you should be a little more than sorry. I'm a-thinkin' you'd better
start a-doin' something; for, Gawd knows, I can't afford to run no
(Turning on John).
free boardin'-house these days; no, I can't.
Now, do you think I can afford to run a free boardin'-house, Mr.
Holland, do you?
Sorry,

hunh?

Sorry, are

JOHN HOLLAND
Well, no, Mrs. Holland; but if you could only give
Something is sure to turn up.
time.

me

a

little

to see

some

MRS. BRADFORD
(Rising with potatoes, pan, and paring knife)

Well, Mr. Holland, all I have to say is that I want
money by termorrer or you'd better watch out. That's
to

all I've

got

say.

She flounces out door on the left. JOHN buries his head in his
hands.
MR. Bradford glances over at him, then back at his paper.
Finally he decides to speak.

MR. BRADFORD
son? Well,

I tell you what, my
There's a great deal of unhappiness in the world, and you'll
have greater trouble than this later on. But don't let 'em worry
you.
You'll be earning your twenty dollars a week some day, I
warrant.

Kinda discouraged,

ain't you,

boy.

JOHN HOLLAND
(Raising his head)

But

I

don't

want

to earn

twenty dollars a week.
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I

don't

want

to

—

Why, Mr.

earn a thousand dollars a week.
No, sir,
a darn about money.

I

Bradford,

don't give a

I

little

don't give

darn about

money.

Well now,

son, just

MR. BRADFORD
what is it you do want?

JOHN HOLLAND
Well, Mr. Bradford,

I

really don't

know what

I

want exactly

everyday terms. But, Mr. Bradford, I want beauty, I want loveoh, I want to be able to appreciate
liness, I want romance, I want
I want to be able to play perfectly
the art of Titian and Reynolds.
I want to be able
the beautiful arias from Aida and Rigoletto.
to appreciate opera, music of
in

—

MR. BRADFORD
Yes? Funny I never cared much for that highfalutin' music or
them pitchers I seen in pitcher books. Gimme a good old-fashioned
hymn with plenty of hallelujahs and amens in it and I'm satisfied.
or a good old quartet.
Nothin' like quartet music, son.
my father used to sing in a quartet; and, when he was
Yes, sir!
feelin' good, he used to do some singin'.
Why, I've
known times when he could just rear back and bellow so loud he'd
nigh drown out every other person in the quartet. Yes, sir, that was
singin' what was singin'. None of your highfalutin' ideas about music
in those days, young man.
I may be old-fashioned, but that's plenty
enough music for me. And for pitchers did you ever see anything
{Pointing to the monstrosity on the wall)
so fine as that, hunh?
Notice them feathers, will you? Now that's what I call a pitcher.
{John looks at him hopelessly.) Well, son, I'll see if I can't tone
down the old woman a little. {He turns to go, then turns back.)
And I'd advise you to get rid of these idears of yours and go out and
get a job. Idears like that, my boy, will never hold water out in the
If I wuz you, I'd go and get myself a job and
business world.
and after I'd gotten to where I could afford it
save some money
I'd get a wife that would make me a good helpmeet and that would
be kinda good-natured to boot and I'd settle down and raise a
family. That's what I'd do.
Well, good luck, Mr. Holland.
MR. Bradford creaks out and leaves the stage to JOHN HOLLAND
and the dark shadow backstage known as MR. triste.

Yes,
Yes,

sir,

sir,

—

—

who

time has been sitting chewing his cigar and
taken a lively interest
in the conversation as can be seen by the way he glances over the
paper now and then with that cynical smile of his. He rises and
goes over to the table by JOHN. He lays the paper down.
TRISTE
Delightful folks, these Bradfords, eh Holland? I daresay they're
a different type from the ones you've always associated with.
TRISTE,

all this

ostensibly reading

the paper, has in reality

JOHN HOLLAND

What?—Yes

1—
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—

—

TRISTE
suppose you've not been bothered
before, have you, Holland?
I

No
a

—

new

much about money

matters

JOHN HOLLAND
I've always been pretty well taken care of.

experience to be thrown on one's

own

It's

rather a

resources.

TRISTE
one almost every young man must undergo. Yours,
however, is rather a more unfortunate lot than the common one.
You are placed in an inconvenient position in regard to your rent
and Mrs. Bradford. While you had money, you were, of course,
in a position to be respected; but now that you're penniless, you
That's one of the nice little traits the
are an object of derision.
Yes, but

world

it is

has.

It

—

is

rather a cruel one, isn't it?

JOHN HOLLAND

I'm just beginning to understand
a cruel, heartless world with no place in its bosom for
and and commercial.
anything that isn't hard, and cruel
Yes,

that.

is

it

it is

a hard world.

It's

— —

TRISTE
{Knitting together his dark brow and removing the cigar from
his

mouth)

You're undergoing the natural and inevitable disillusionment that
comes in every young man's life. Yes, Mr. Holland, you're beginning to open your eyes to the realities.

Of

some young men regain modified illusions; others, the
them entirely.
Mr. Holland, as young men we enter the world of realities determined to fight it, conquer it, and hold it in our hands for less
fortunate people to survey.
Growing older, we struggle less and
course,

truly lucky ones, lose

and
succumb

admittedly or not, in one way or another we
{Here he pauses for an instant, then

finally,

less;

to this world.

all
jiis

harsh voice grates on.)
Life is a useless struggle!
fight and fight.
If we lose, the
defeat is bitter; if we win, we hold useless trophies in our hands
mocking ashes. Bah! {He flicks the ashes from his cigar.)
It is
far better to give up in the beginning, for perhaps one may then
develop a hardened philosophy to carry him through this disgusting

We

existence.

In
until

this speech triste's usually lifeless voice has
it is

now

gathered emotion

surging with passion.

JOHN HOLLAND

— Mr.

But

(

W ed; grop
— —
ild-ey

in gly )
a struggle.

It shouldn't be.
more.
The very miracle of life its beauty, its
spirituality, cannot be connected with sordid struggle.
It should not
be should not be {He seeks for words and phrases)
connected
with crime and the other thousands of sordid, unworthy things. To

Life

is

Triste, life

life

isn't

infinitely

—

live gloriously

—

—

{A

faint 'light leaps into his misty eyes, then dies.)
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—

that should be the aim of every man.
He should
to die gloriously
You and I,
not merely waddle through a meaningless existence.
are we to
made in the image of God little lower than the angels
defile that beauty; are we to ravish the temple of our soul, which
It just shouldn't be!
is the temple of God?
That that is not
Life is not squalor!
the meaning of life!
(His outburst of passion
gradually dies down to a soft dreaminess. ) Life is song and laughter,
the wind in the trees, the voices of children, the ripple of brooks,
the beauty of hills
and and greatest of all love.
Everything
that goes into the making of these is beautiful and love is the crown
of all beauty!
Beauty beauty that's what life should be a wonderful expression of beauty.
triste watches the youth much as a scientist watches chemicals
boil in a retort.

—

—
—

— —
—
—

,

—

—

TRISTE
{After a long pause)
Yes, yes, I know! Youth's eyes have a way of building a golden
boy, (He puts his hand on Johns
gauze around the worst muck.

My

my

advice and give up the foolish struggle now,
and don't carry this tragedy further.
(He walks a few paces, then
turns again to JOHN.) You will be wondering, Mr. Holland, at

shoulder.)

take

I take in your career and my own rather vehement
have a reason. (Slowly) I was once young like you enthusiastic, exuberant, boyish
an idealist.
I fancied that I was a
great poet.
Perhaps I was. I wrote volumes of poems dripping
with heart blood, with tears, with beauty, I thought. For years I
stood on the door-steps of editors and publishing houses offering
my pearls. (He gives a gesture of resignation.) Gradually I lost
faith and hope
sank lower and lower.
My pretty dreams faded;

the interest

stand.

I

—

—

—

—

many bubbles. Then God took away my
wife; the world took away my friends. I became a drifting derelict,
a human wreckage and I the poet, who saw beauty in the dimpling
of a child, in the quiet love of a mother, and in the contour of mounI
tain crags
I became a common newspaper reporter
and that I
shall remain until death.
(He has worked himself a little out of
his unusual immobility and no\w sits with slowly clenching hands.)
Mr. Holland, there is but one thing open for you to do take the
first job that is offered to you and cling to it, whether it be a job
in a theatre pit or in a cabaret jazz orchestra.
Back in the house somewhere a door is slammed and a high-pitched
voice screams out:

my

ideals burst like so

;

——

—

—

DORA
(Off Stage)

Mama! Mama! Oh, Mama!
cutest thing.

Ah!

I'm going

to take

I've got that
it

new

record.

in to the victrola

TRISTE
Such a sweet thing!

the daughter of the house!
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It's

and play
So

the

it.

trust-

—

—

You'll pardon me, Mr. Holland, if I
Bah
so innocent!
on the porch if she comes in. I have a distinct aversion to
{He starts to the door, then turns to JOHN, leveling his
the girl.
I hope you'll take my advice about the
dark black eyes upon him.)

ing

!

step out

{He

job.

returns to the door, pauses in the doorway with his hands
the cool evening air.)

in his pockets, drinking in

JOHN HOLLAND
{He

stares straight ahead, dazedly.)

— means money; money means freedom, freedom from
work
and maybe
would have a chance
very slowly with pauses
up— and — and be something. {This
A

job

that

sneers, taunts, threats;

to

I

is

said

and tremendous meaning.)

DORA
{Off Stage)

Come

on

in,

maw, and hear

it.

It's

MRS. BRADFORD
{Off Stage)
Gotta get these pertaters ready for breakfast.

'Fraid not, Dorie!

She drops a pan

on the water.

in the sink, then turns

DORA enters with record in her hand. She is a typical flapper.
She gives one the impression of constantly snapping her fingers at
She switches on

unheard )d$z music.

When

lamps.

she sees

john,

lights

under the red floor

sittin'

here since supper?

she starts.

DORA
Oh, good evening, Mr. Holland, been

JOHN HOLLAND
Good

{Rising)
evening, Miss Bradford.
No, not quite.
i

DORA
Oh,
son

I

down, Mr. Holland.
ever seen.
{She bounces
sit

Really, you're the most politest perputs on the jazz rec-

to the victrola,

ord, then stands in front of the victrola, snapping her fingers
in time to the music.)

and

stamping her feet

Thank

JOHN HOLLAND
{He sits.)

you, Miss Bradford.

DORA
{Gliding over

to

him, openly inviting him)

Ever dance, Mr. Holland?

JOHN
{Ignoring the invitation)
No, I'm afraid I'm a very poor dancer. I never liked jazz music
much somehow not that I'm a prig or anything; but it just it

—

just doesn't appeal to

—

me somehow.
DORA

Funny, never heard of anyone who didn't
preachers and I bet they would if they could.
[35]

like

to dance except

JOHN
Very

He
he

likely.

turns

still

away and gazes

intently at a blank page of the

magazine

holds.

DORA
Well, I'm glad you're not a prig, as you call it, anyway. I hate
to see a man that's ashamed to smile and tell a joke once in a while
and carry his flask along with him.

JOHN HOLLAND
Flask?

Yea,

sure

flask,

—whiskey

DORA
flask.

JOHN
Oh!
TRISTE,

who

has been standing in the doorway, throws a conhis shoulder, flips his cigar away, shrugs his
strolls out onto the porch.

temptuous glance over
shoulders and

DORA
{After a long pause)
Say, paw tells me that maw has been after you for that money
again.
How come you get such little money ? Ain't you got friends
you could borrow it from? Seems to me a young man with brains
like you ought to be able to haul down a job somewhere.
Take my
brother, Fred
got himself a job in a grocery store five years ago;
and only the other day they made him assistant cashier. He says
he hopes to be a manager some day. Why, he's hauling down twentyfive a week now.
What do you do with all your money? Spend it?
\

—

JOHN HOLLAND
put most of it into a college education and the rest
went into music lessons.

Well, no.
of

it

I

DORA
Music

No, the

Hm,

My

lessons?

Gawd!

What
JOHN

do you play?

Pianner?

violin.

DORA
Are you good?

fiddle?

JOHN
Well-er, I'm supposed to be pretty good.

DORA

You

are, are

you?

But,

my

goodness,

john

a orch ester?

why

don't you get a job in

—

That's what I've been trying to do get into the symphony orOpera House. Enrico Peroni promised
to hear me, but I've been there three times a day for four weeks
now and haven't got a hearing yet.

chestra at the Metropolitan

DORA
But,

my

gosh.

I

don't

mean

that high-brow stuff.
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There

ain't

no

money in that unless you're some good; what I mean is, why don't
you get a job in some good jazz orchester? That's the thing; and
good fiddlers are always wanted.

—thank

JOHN HOLLAND

Miss Bradford. I'll think it over.
DORA
Here's wishin' you good luck. See you later, John.

Well

you,

Good

evening.

She bounces
record.

JOHN

out,

humming

a jazz tune, forgetting all about the

stares after her.

JOHN
(Staring straight ahead)
job in a
jazz!
Must I debauch
job in a jazz orchestra!
my art for a few dollars for food and clothing? No, no. I will not
do it! I won't! (There is a pause, then he mumbles to himself a
few minutes. At last he breaks out afresh.) What would I tell my
friends? What would I tell the people who look to me to become
an artist? What would I tell my mother? I can't help it. Guess
I'm not strong enough to fight the world! Guess I'm not strong
enough to fight the world; guess I'm not strong enough to be anything but a failure. (He dashes his face into his hands, and his shoulders shake with suppressed grief. He rocks silently back and forth,
Guess I'm beaten. What's the use of
finally speaks aloud again.)
fighting, of struggling?
It doesn't get you anywhere.
should
(Here he takes his head from his
I struggle, why should I fight?
hands and stares wildly out in front of him.) There is a way out.
Thousands of poor souls have killed themselves before me; why not
I? And yet and yet! (His voice goes down again.) With a job and
money I could live happily enough. (He pauses.) But where is my
world of beauty? Where are my dreams? I can't give them up.
Other men have become great artists why shouldn't I ? No, no, I
will not give up my ideals. I can't, I won't, I won't.
( Cameron triste appears at the doorway left and slips into the
backstage gloom, unobserved by JOHN.) Beauty
the wind, the trees,
the birds, flowers, music!
To live with artists whose whole existence is music! To be able to wrench the very soul out of an instrument! To hold breathless crowds wonder-stricken! All this I must
have, and I will!

—

A—

A

Why

—

;

—

CAMERON

TRISTE

(Coming down a

little)

Ah, but you won't. (John starts.) Never fear, you won't, my
young friend; you do not know what hunger and humiliation and
fear mean
You do not know what it means to have one's soul shriveled. You do not know what a hell on earth can be. Think
Think
what it means! Years of hunger, years of humiliation, years of
haunting fear and at the end, death
What have you done ? Nothing but kill the soul within you, nothing but kill everything in you
!

!

—

!
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—

that

is

clean,

wholesome,

O, God, young man,

—

poetic, artistic or good.

can't you see

what a

fool

A

living death!

you are?

JOHN HOLLAND

—

I guess maybe I'll get a job.
Oh, I can't
understand it all. Why must life be so deficient? Why should life
be a struggle? I don't understand it at all. I guess I'm a failure,
It's the only way clear, the
Yes, I guess I'll get a job.
all right.
only way out, the only way out.
TRISTE
No, young man, you are wrong. There are two ways out. I
have chosen one of them. You must choose the one you wish. {He
There are two ways out.
measures his words carefully.)
{The
I chose one
you may choose the
stage has gradually gotten dark.)
Holland, I have left in the hall there a telephone number
other.
which I am sure, if called, will bring you a chance to try out for a
job in a downtown orchestra.
( There is a long pause during which
the stage becomes more gloomy.)
Beside the phone I have left a
there are two ways out! Choose!
a loaded revolver. Young man
He points to the door and by the very ferocity of his eyes, bends

Yes, maybe

I

am.

Yes

—

JOHN to
JOHN

The stage is very dark.
his will.
covers his face with his hands, then gropingly stumbles out
Triste follows him with his eyes, then starts to light
of door right.

a cigar.

There
is

is

a study.

a pistol shot off Stage, then a distinct thud. Triste s face
He turns, shrugs his shoulders, then deliberately finishes

lighting his cigar as the curtain rustles very slowly
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down.

Sir

Roger Back Stage
By Margaret Waterman

Sir

Roger had followed his friend back stage during the performance of "George White's Scandals" and had lost him. Having wandered aimlessly around for awhile, he was now hopelessly bewildered; he did not know which way to get out. As he stood undecided, he detected various noises coming from beyond a certain door
on his right. Knowing he could at least ask the whereabouts of his
friend, he opened the door and walked in.

When his eyes finally became used to the dazzling scene, he looked
about him and timidly took a few steps. From nowhere a none-toopleasant voice swore at him to get out of the way. As he obligingly
moved, a huge scenery flat fell where he had been standing but a few
Fully frightened, he leaned up against a solid
seconds before.
enough looking wall to collect his fast scattering wits. In another
moment he was sprawled in a very undignified heap on the floor.
Looking upward dazedly, he saw the so-called wall ascending,
preparatory to being let down in the next scene. Gathering up his
gold-headed cane and a very much crest-fallen high silk hat, he
made his escape only to find himself in a now deserted corridor,
lined with doors from behind which came many feminine giggles
and the mingled odor of perfume and powder. Stopping in front
of one, he was about to knock when it was hastily opened; and he
found himself completely enveloped in a swirling mass of gauze,
tinsel, lipstick, and legs which finally developed into a crowd of
chorus girls, madly circling around him.
,

Not

fully realizing

where he was, but only knowing he was

in

the presence of ladies, he took off his high silk hat and bowed low.
In a spirit of mischief one of the girls gave (his that a dainty kick

and sent it sailing out on the stage.
laughing and chattering.

The

girls

then

ran away

Deeply hurt and quite surprised, Sir Roger walked out on what he
learned was the stage and stooped to regain his now badly
damaged hat. At the same moment there was a great creaking followed by the swish of heavy velvet. The curtains parted, leaving
Sir Roger, his back to the audience, slowly stooping to pick up his
later

hat.

At

after a

the thundering applause he turned, faced the audience, then
of deliberation, slowly bowed and walked off the

moment

stage.

How

he ever got out of the place he has never been able to tell;
was afterward assured by his friends, he was the biggest

but, as he

hit of the

show

that evening.
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—

—

—

An

—

—

Elfin Theatre

By Virginia Jarrett

A

STROLL

through a mountain woodland one day brought to
I came upon it while walking along a tiny, crooked pathway among tall pines and hemlocks. Set
in a little amphitheatre, with rhododendron blooming in rich beauty,
was a little cove fit for a fairy playground, so perfectly had nature
designed it and [so nicely were the brook and the rocks and the
rhododendron arranged in the inimitable harmony of naturalness.
It was perfect, complete, ready for some artist to catch its beauty
on canvass; I can not paint it in words.
The ferns along the
brook, the stones over which the water trickled and babbled, and the
little hill, semi-circular in shape, which resembled a miniature stadium, helped to make a picture of what might have been a fairy
theatre indeed.
The place is far from the beaten paths; it is untouched by man. It is, perhaps, one of nature's own theatres where
woodland fairies and gnomes and dryads gather to stage their own
little plays and frolics.

my

eyes a place of untold beauty.

Glossary
The

Footlights:

me.

The playground

theatre:

The boundary

of all the arts.

line

Charles Trumbo.

between the Land of Dreams and

Margaret Linkous.

Backstage:
Kennerly.

Make-up

:

The

where unmasked

Paint for shabby exteriors.

Scene shifters
into another.

place

:

The

magicians of the stage

Harbor and Sea
By Frank Anders

What
What

is life

a harbor?

is life

Without

a sea?
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gather.

Mary

Mary McCarthy.

Margaret Waterman.

Without

actors

who

change one world

—

——

—
!

Woodrow Wilson
By Oren Whitehead
Leonidas, here is one to wear your laurels!
It is not so great a thing
To die in the frenzied exaltation of battle
This grave-eyed hero,

Who

gave his

life slowly,

Slowly, run through a thousand times
By weapons sharper
Than the sharpest Persian spear
And wielded by the men he sought to save.
Your Thermopylae lasted seven days,
His, as many years;
And yet he never faltered.
Confident, never-fearing, sure of his ideals,
He never faltered

He

felt the

agony

Throbbing,
Burning,
Searing

Of slanderous lies and unjust accusation!
With white-hot irons of perfidy
They branded him
Liar, mercenary, traitor, self-lover!

them blessings
For their curses!
Then, like a great oak under the axe,
Christ-like, he gave

He fell
When his

shelter

no longer was needed.
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Need

very recently the intellectual phases of education have
been stressed almost to the complete exclusion of the emotional phases.
This has created a situation that is very deplorable
when considered from the cultural standpoint. Normal youth is
always intensely emotional and can not use as its mental nourishment subjects which are totally devoid of human interest without
being changed, without losing the priceless possessions of individualComing as a timely remedy for this dangerous
ity and originality.
tendency towards over-intellectualizing education is the introduction
Now,
of dramatic courses into the curriculum of the high school.
along with the development of community drama by such organizations as the Little Theatre and Theatre Guilds, authorities are beginning to arrive at the conclusion that it is a necessary adjunct to
a complete education and a stabilizer to tone down the destructive
effects of the too academic subjects.
study of the drama will prove to be an invaluable factor in the
development of a broad-minded personality, in giving a true realization of the significance of life.
taste for good drama is implanted
in the student; and this can be made a foundation for the building
of a true culture.
Having studied one art and found it good, he

A

A
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—

will almost invariably be eager to understand and enjoy the others.
He will turn to music, painting, and literature with an increasing
Thus the mind
thirst for a complete realization of their beauty.
will be broadened and a love for the beautiful be developed

two

—

the

chief requisites of culture.

Dramatics is merely another name for the study of humanity
the vagaries of human nature, its motives, its desires, and its reacAn inestimable aid to success
tions to various emotional stimuli.
is the ability to understand the persons with whom one comes in
contact.

There

is

no better way to acquire

this

than by studying

dramatics.

Aside from the cultural value of dramatics, the rewards of a
The
it are rich in a purely materialistic way.
experience of acting is unexcelled as a developer of poise and selffaithful study of

The knowledge of stage mechanics, of costuming, makeup, play writing, and the other kindred arts of the theater may well
be of value to every one at some time or other during his life.
Not until a course in dramatics is made available for every high
confidence.

school student

may

be said that our educational system

it

on the road to perfection.

is

even

— Oren Whitehead.

We

have come to know that the cultivation of the dramatic inboy and in the girl is a vital thing that play is an
expression of the creative impulse common to all of us; but until
recent years we have rarely realized the educative values of dramatics

—

stinct in the

in the school.

A

pioneer in

modern

teaching,

G. Stanley Hall, believed that "no

agency of culture is more truly or purely humanistic," and the experiments of the Children's Educational Theatre of New York
proved the value of the extensive use of the acted drama as an
effective means of training the emotions of the child, of quickening
the imagination, and of directing the will.
Until recently our teaching methods have been almost wholly intellectual.
As a boy I came out of high school "hating literature."
I vowed after being subjected to the mechanical analysis of Byron's
Prisoner of Chillon, to burn all my school-texts of poetry and have
done with forever. Then something happened. By rare good luck I
had the opportunity of seeing a great actor, Salvini, the Younger,
in Shakespeare's Hamlet.
It was another boy who came out of the
theatre that night.

Shakespeare's poetry had become a reality in his

and
—something
Then, by good luck
"elocution" — not one

life

rich,

strange, and wonderful!

again, I found in

my home town

a teacher of

of the sentimental " Cur few-shall-not-ring- to-

night" kind, but one of the few real teachers
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I

have ever had.

He

introduced me, in the Quarrel Scene from Julius Caesar, to a living
Shakespeare.

Our teachers have failed to take into account the cultivation of
the emotions and the direction of the will.
Our education has been
too separate from the life we live and know.
too bookish
well-

—

known

A

Professor Ward, tells us that such merely intellectual methods are not only non-creative, but positively harmful
to the child, and likely to result in a weakened capacity for action.
I

sociologist,

want

to leave with

you the words of a great teacher, the former

President Eliot of Harvard University.

"Here

is the tremendous power over children utilized for their
say this power, developed in a very striking way, is one
that ought to be at least in every school in the country, and moreover
I believe it is going to be."

goods;

—

The

I

Play's the thing.

Up

with the curtain!

—Frederick H.

Koch.

Volume Two
An erroneous impression that is peculiarly and notoriously American is that art is something cold and intellectual, something that can
be enjoyed only by the few, the much-berated intelligentsia. In order
to dispel this attitude among the students by showing that art can be
intensely human and can have a strong emotional appeal to all classes
of people, a motif-theme, "Art," has been decided upon for this
volume of Peaks, and a certain unity will be observed throughout
the volume. Each of the first four issues will be devoted to a definite
branch of art, and the final one will feature art in relation to life.
The four issues following the "Spotlights and Footlights" number
"The Light Fantastic,"
will probably have for their subjects:
"Sharps and Flats," "Brush and Thumb," and "Life."

A

new

policy inaugurated by the staff this year

as a sponsor for each issue

some person

of

is

prominence

that of having
in the field of

Professor Frederick H. Koch,
director of the Carolina Playmakers, has written an article on the
drama for this number, and it is hoped that for the next issue articles
may be secured from such persons as Pavlowa, Ruth St. Denis, and
art to

which that

issue

is

devoted.

Ted Shawn.
Beginning with only a few contributors last year, Peaks has experienced an encouraging gain in influence and popularity among the
students. It has had for its ideal "the inculcation of a finer creation
and appreciation of literature in the school." Nothing can mean

more

to a school than the possession of a high ideal of self-expression,
for self-expression is one great object of living.

— Oren
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Whitehead.

—

t

I

I

mountain Lake Reflections

j

Definitions
The twin

Work:

A

Life:

Life and the mother of Success.

—Margaret

Linkous.

phonograph on which are played the records of success

and failure.
Misery:

An

sister of

The wail in
The ghost

echo:

the song of

life..

—Fulton

of a sound.

Glenn.

Compliments:

Predecessors of requests for loans.
Little red, yellow, and green lights that flash on
and off and are often noticed by small children.
Drinking fountains: Things to lean over while carrying on long
conversations.
Lectures: Prose lullabies that put listeners to sleep.
Traffic signals:

—Mary

The

Words:

things a person says

when he

McCarthy.

hasn't anything to

say.

Asheville:

The

axis

volves.

around which the "Land of the Sky" reGilbert Stamper.
'

Memory: A harp strung with silver cords of friendship.
The future: An unopened book with a preface of dreams.

—

Estellene Walker.

Day dreams are castles built on the sands of hope that are drowned
by the flood of reality.
They

are like birds soaring

among

the clouds, seeing the beauti-

and perfect, only to light again on earth to continue
impeded by the muddy realities that make up life.
ful

their course

— Virginia

Dawn

is

a grayish light, a crisp tang in the

air,

Jarrett.

the crowing of a

cock, the barking of a dog, pines silhouetted on a distant ridge, reddish tints in the east, gray light spreading over a cold world, refreshed
bodies,

again.

rested minds,

renewed vigor, a challenge to man to begin
Harrison Elliott.

—

Little golden footballs are souvenirs for the girl

on the side-lines, encouraged him
the game.

in defeat,
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who

cheered him

and embraced him after
Margaret Doe.

—

Words
By ESTELLENE WALKER

Words
They,
leader.
fly

are the slaves of the wise and the masters of the foolish.

like

sheep,

Unlike

nor come

and people, are prone to follow a good
which they are often compared, they never
They must be searched for with patience and

geese,

birds, to

in flocks.

picked with care.

Words were first invented by socially inclined woman to tell her
The consequence of her
neighbors how her servants treated her.
novel invention was to set the tongues of millions of women wagging
down

the ages.

An idea is a thought. It is also the most elusive thing in the
world, at one moment winking at you from behind a book, at the
next sitting calmly on a mountain peak. It is, like the Gypsies, the
Arabs, and the modern tourists, a professional wanderer. Its chief
delight and amusement is to torment exasperated writers; and it is
especially pleased when, by its vagaries, it causes its victim to hurl
pen and paper into opposite corners.
An idea is caused sometimes by a falling leaf, sometimes by a
falling fortune.
Its effects on its dupe are often serious, sometimes
causing a great mental strain.
Its uses are varied, Jbut the most
common are for excuses and for variety in English work.

My

Neighbor

By Sue Hare

Not satisfied with afflicting me with a kid brother, the Fates put
another thorn in my flesh in the form of a neighbor. She is a model
neighbor who borrows everything from a toothpick to the library
table, when she can get it.
She also has the tendency to act as a
check on me.
When I come home from a forbidden show and
mother meets me at the front door, looking much as a judge might
look at a condemned man, I immediately know that my friend across
the street has been reporting where I was and all the details of

my escapade.
Dad is a real

estate man.
Just depend on it, that if he is seen
on the street talking to any woman, young or old, mother will hear
about it and be advised as to what steps to take to prevent him from
being led astray by wayward women, when, in truth, he was only
talking on business.
As she is of a jazzy turn of mind, the last thing I hear at night
and the first thing I hear in the morning is her victrola grinding
out tunes that were popular in 1910.
After all, however, she can not be so bad as I have pictured her;
and some day in the future the good side of her character may show
itself.
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HILLS
He Had

Glass

By Louise Babcox

SALLY rested her elbow on her hip and leaned heavily on

it.

Her

stung and burned and the constant shifting she did on them
was not sufficient to relieve them. She didn't sigh if you sigh, it
shows you're a gonner. Her painted mouth smiled impishly and her
feet

—

eyes blinked coquettishly at the

"Say, Cutie,

want

many young men who

passed.

a lift?"

bowed and her eyes demurely
She issued one of her unexpected verdicts, "Chase yourself,
kid; I'm a respectable working girl, and I ain't got the time to ride."
Sally turned, her lips innocently

raised.

She turned her back on her would-be escort, and a triumphant
gleam took the place of the "mother's darling" look in her eyes.
Evidently she could

still

carry off a hard day's

work look

to

advan-

tage.

"Aw, who'd a-thought

it?

Shure, an' you look like you were born

to the purple."

Sally grinned appreciatively; she
tin.

knew

the kind.

"G'wan, young

Just peddle your press."

The "young un" stared at the
and then at her very high, very

smart little dress
very fashionable heels. He

brief length of her
foolish,

looked at them, fascinated.
"Say, I've always wanted to know,
around on those Woolworth steeples?"

how do

ya manage to sprint

Sally turned to stare at him.
She fitted the tap of one heel in a
crack between the cobblestones, balanced on it, then extended a slim
ankle with its shiny leather pump for inspection.

"My—er—what?"
"Those Pike's Peaks!"
Sally laughed.
Things

like that never failed to amuse her, and
she rarely missed a good opportunity or even a poor one for a laugh.
She didn't answer she knew too well the lay of the land.
;

A

long rumbling street car jerked to a standstill in front of her.
She scrambled on, clinging to the iron handle of the door and making
uncertain little side steps to keep her balance.
Crooking one arm
about a little lead pole, she pawed about in the ravelled, cloth-lined
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bag on her arm. Regretfully she gave her seven tarnished pennies to
the conductor and lurched down the aisle, bruising her arms and sides
on the cold iron handles of the worn cane-back seats.

There was a vacant

seat beside a portly, heavy-breathing

woman.

Thankfully she took it, settled down into it, then crossed her ankles.
"Guys are always getting fresh, even if you don't know 'em; some of
'em are good lookin,' too." Her slight body stiffened and she sat
erect.

Just one glimpse of herself in the window-pane mirror and she was
pawing again in her bag. Triumphantly she dragged out a handkerchief and a powder puff, both of which had seen better days.
The
rouge and powder had been mixed so thoroughly and for so long on
that little puff that it was ridged and separated into tiny squares.
Sally held it on her nose by her forefinger and rubbed it anxiously

around.

A

very handsome young man smiled down at her sympathetically.
quite obvious what the trouble was. Sally lifted her eyebrows,
a hopeless expression in her eyes, and shrugged her shoulders slightly
ever so slightly
and smiled in return.

was

It

—

—

Something else attracted Sally's attention. She put one slim ankle
under the seat and scratched it with the instep of her other pump.
Nothing did a bit of good those old mosquitoes came out of nowhere just came. She'd have to look for them tonight because Dot

—

—
always forgot
The

to.

portly seat

mate crowded out

window

at a

down-town

crossing

and

The

very handsome
man sat down beside her, taking from his coat pocket his pink, inksmelling newspaper. Carefully he unfolded it, then expertly refolded
Sally watched him
it, patted it, and creased it into the desired shape.
The young man seemed engrossed in the fine print on the
covertly.
stock exchange.
"It's hard on your eyes reading while you're riding," said Sally.
The young man read on unaware of her indignation at his unreSally wiggled over to the

gratefully.

sponsiveness.

Some people were too dumb for words.
glanced at her to see if she were talking to him.
"I said reading while riding is hard on the eyes."
Evidently the young man had some sense for he did not pretend to
misunderstand.
"Well," she

said sharply.

The young man

"What page?" he asked.
"The next chapter of Heart's

Sally made eyes
Here was a fellow
who had "class" and something more. Elinor Glyn would have said
he had "It" a psychologist would have said he was a "winning, magnetic personality." Sally had not heard of either term so she was con-

Desire, please."

to herself as she searched for the desired page.

;

tent with her

own

explanation.
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;

"Here it is! Anything else?"
"Thanks! Say, aren't you the guy

that just

moved

in

the flat

above us?"

"Perhaps

me

to 'can

I

am.

my

Are you the charming young lady who requested

noise' last

Sally blushed as

much

night?"
of a blush as she could

manage and smiled

at him.

"Oh, no," she disclaimed disparagingly.

"That was Dot; we

live

together."

"I see.
I shall endeavor to be a little less noisily demonstrative
over my approval next time."
"
"Endeavor to be
Sally licked her lips uneasily.
"Aw, that's all right," said Sally. She didn't look at the paper
despite its alluring portrayal of a pair of lovers on a moonlight night.
The young man reached above her shoulder to ring the bell and allowed his hand to stay there longer than was necessary. Obeying
some blind impulse Sally sat forward very prim and very charming.
"I beg your pardon," said the young man.

—

*

*

*

*

Sally unlocked the apartment door with trembling hands.
SomeShe closed the door,
thing exciting and happy surged through her.
left the key on the outside, and leaned against the door frame, smiling mistily at nothing.

She got supper in a dream that night. Everything was so upset
and topsy-turvy that it scarcely seemed the same old world. She
poured a good half cup of salt on the three potatoes, discovered her
mistake, washed them off again, and forgot to add any salt.
The
chops were scorched on one side and black with pepper on the other.
The salad consisted of a thin slice of peach buried under salad dressing and the dessert of lettuce and whipped cream. It was all because
Sally hardly dared say it herself
she had fallen in love with the
very handsome young man in the flat upstairs.

—

Dot, a hard-boiled maiden and Sally's best friend, noticed the
change first. Sally was undergoing a complete metamorphosis. The
knowing expression in her eyes was softened by a mist of dreams.

The young man's name was Lawrence Goodwin. Sally at first,
with shyness, called him "Mr. Goodwin;" later, after repeated requests quite acceptable to Sally, he became "Larry."
He was really
quite charming!
Larry was a generous host. His nickels were few and far between
but he always managed to dig out one for a package of syrupy popcorn

balls.

They wandered

in the park together, Larry gingerly holding the
walking self-consciously demure beside him.
"Now they have some wonderful reproductions in the museum;
some are hard to distinguish from the originals."

sticky lumps, Sally
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—

A second later she changed her mind.
go down over there on that bench! It er uh

Sally assented absently.

"Oh! Do

let's

— —

looks so cool.

A

few minutes

bench sagged alarm-

later, the rusty, resentful iron

ingly in the middle.

Sally, despite all her slimness,

young man heavy and muscular.
"Do you know, you're the kind

was sturdy and

the

of girl that

makes a wonderful

wife?"

"Do you re-ally think so?"
"You're just the kind of a girl a
home

You'd be waiting

to.

with flour and eggs

"What
"Oh,
ings.

for

man would

him

in a

gay

always want to come
apron all streaked

little

"

kind of apron, ma'am?"

just

Gay

show me some

gay, little aprons with pink or blue bind-

aprons."

this be what you're wantin'?"
guess that's too dull.
Haven't you got some bright creor
a chintz?"
saleslady flicked the aprons obligingly through her smooth

"Well, ma'am, would

"Um— I
tonne

— —

The

shiny tipped fingers.
"Oh there that one!

—

—

Ain't that too darling for words?"

Impossibly green and orange parrots teetered on a gray, black-outlined trellis, staring unseeingly at mammoth red and pink blossoms
and irregularly stamped sea blue leaves.

The

anxious black shadow regarded the gay scene dubiously, then
it under a very efficient business-like voice.
"Charming, and only eighty-five cents. It's been marked down
marvelous bargain!"
from a dollar and a half.
Importantly Sally put it away in its box in the lower drawer
just as her "girl friend" came in.
"Whatcha got there?"
Sally fumbled with the cover, fitted it on hurriedly and slammed

hastily cloaked

A

drawer to.
"What've I got?"

the

"Cripes. She's gone cuckoo.
Yeah, whatcha got in the box,
dearie?"
Sally thrust one leg backward to protect the drawer.
"Nothin'."
Dot crossed the floor slowly. Methodically she pushed the stubborn figure out of the way, opened the drawer, the box, and shook
out the hideous cloth.
"Jus' bungalow aprons."

Something white with neat blue printing on

it

was

half hidden by

the rumpled tissue paper.

"Fundamental Rudiments

of Cooking!
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Suffering mothers!"

creaky bed groaned and squeaked a shoe hit the ceiling and
sound, suspiciously stifled, came from the
to the floor.
pillow-case in Dot's mouth. Sally's prettily bowed lips quivered and
Let her laugh! She'd never been in
her eyes flashed with anger.
love; she couldn't understand.

The

;

A

bumped

"Say, dearie,

my

You've got

"There

isn't

"Well,

let

"I

mean

I

the best in the world; but

struck

it

me wrong.

—what's the date?"

heartiest congratulations

any date."

me step
we you

—uh— —
whatchad

off!"
see

—

"

Sally

— — —uh—

wailed

"it

er

isn't

ex-

call settled yet."

actly

Dot was no

piker.

a fried egg, hard and
heart underneath.

"Yuh mean,

As she would have described herself, she was
brown on the top side, but with a soft gold

there's a kind of silent

agreement?"

Sally nodded, looking at the crumpled gaudiness of the apron with

tender eyes.

"You

— ——
Shyly—very
er

a

Dot

him?"

sure of

"Yes."

shyly.

straightened the bed cover and hobbled over to the dressing

table.

—

—

—

"Dot do yuh do yuh believe in love at first sight?" Her head
was bent over the apron patting it into the box again.
Dot picked up a rusty, vicious nail file and scraped it recklessly
around her rosy tipped

"Well

— —
er

—

fingers.

I've heard a great deal

on the subject."

Haltingly Sally outlined her very romantic love affair.
Safety
first was her motto.
So she avoided the name of the street car hero.

Dot yawned

—

openly, shifted uneasily in her chair, and discovered

the ruin of her nails.

"Cripes!
I wish to heaven you'd pipe what I've done.
Look at
that"
holding forth a ragged-edged, shiny nail for closer scrutiny.

—

Sally looked grieved and startled.

Dot padded over

to

where she

stood and put a careless palm under her chin.

"Come
the

on, Kid, give us a smile.

wind out of me with

all this

You've pretty nearly knocked

sob stuff.

It don't pay, dearie,

it

don't pay."

Dot bent over her pumps, rubbing her
"
his name?

heels

up and down

in them.

"What's

Except for that crazy alarm clock, there was complete silence in
She straightened up with relief and suddenly realized that
her question remained unanswered.
the room.
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"Say, young un, can the grouch. I ain't never had no dreams of
bells so I cain't sympathize with yuh."
Coat hangers scraped on the iron pole.
Dresses swished and
swayed with hurried jerks.
"Shake a leg! Mazie's a nut for punctu wality."
"I'm not going, Dot.'

weddin'

—

"Not goin'! Have yuh gone plumb looney?"
"No, I have another engagement."
"Another engagement."
"Say, whatcha trying to pull, anyway?"
"Nothing, Dot, you simply couldn't understand," she said. "She's
Does she think I'm gonna spill the whole beans
after the way she's talked; not much," she thought.
Dot lifted her hand and pushed the air with fingers outspread with
a disgusted snap of her wrist.
"You're the rag man's rags;" and she left with this very cutting
remark, highly scented with cheap perfume, very briefly and scantily
clad, and conscious of her quite attractive, artificial, jaunty air.
"It
seems to me you're going a long way on a hope."
Sally's face became stern and hard.
Dot subsided meekly.
Sally wore low heels because he had said that a girl seemed so
womanly when she wasn't hobbling around on little matches. She
lengthened her dresses and left off two or three coats of greasy lipstick and orange rouge, even tho' she did catch a slight cold and
talked in husky whispers.
She still walked quietly, unprotestingly
to the art galleries and viewed the monotonously splotched walls with
unbroken calm. She blushed every time they walked by the rooms
where statues of men and women clad in their own naturally endowed
clothes held arms and gracefully pointed toes outward.
It was indecent!
Humphries pop-corn balls had lost some of their warm crumbly flavor. After eating them four times a week they get to be rather
Sally grew desperate and hinted wildly at an ena big mouthful!
gagement but the young man was oblivious to any hints.
*
* * *
too darned snoopy.

;

One

night at about eleven Sally and Dot were preparing to crawl
The door bell of their little flat screamed suddenly, making them both jump.
"Cripes! Who's that?"
"I'll go; you're a sight."
Sally hurried to open the door, drawing her heavy kimona
it had
seen so much usage that the term negligee had been hopelessly distighter about her throat.
carded
The door key squeaked and grudgingly opened with her impatient
tuggings.
into bed.

—

—

"Oh,

it's

—

you!"

wanted

"Sally

I

"Who

is it,

"Sally, I

to ask

"

you something

Sally?"

wanted

to tell

you that

"Sa— a—lleee?"
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I

"

—

Dot

appeared, a blob of cold cream on her
was rubbing in on her nose.

first

ringer

and a

rela-

tive bit that she

"Why,

hello,

how you?"

"Why—uh—hello

yourself."

"You know each other?"
"Aw, sure; lost your way?"

——

"No I uh just wondered if I could borrow some soda?"
Larry floundered, looked helplessly at Sally, and accepted the soda
regretfully.

time all good boys were in bed."
and patting in of the cold cream and drew
on her old cotton gloves. She wrinkled her nose at the evil smell of
Sally sat at the dressing"
the castor oil she was rubbing in her shoes.
Her eyes shone and she blinked to
table
too happy to see Dot.
make them brighter. He had started to ask her would have asked
her if Dot had only kept her big nose out of it all. Just to have
something to do to keep her from betraying herself she started talk-

"Toddle

Dot

along, baby.

It's

finished the rubbing

—

—

ing.

"Dot

—what do you think makes a home

a

—

happy one

I

mean

uh, mean one that always seems to manifest the personalities of a
happily married couple?"

The

castor oiler raised her eyes

her hair.

"My

and eyebrows towards the edge of

—

how do / know?"
moved her head slowly to observe new angles and smiled

gosh

Sally

at

her reflection.

"Don't you think a happy home

is one where the husband knows
always an understanding wife waiting for him? Uncertainty may be all right; but don't you think a man would rather be
assured (a groan from the figure bent over the bottle) that he can
come home any time and explain exactly what kept him away and

that there

is

know

be

it'll

all

right?"

—maybe."

Dot was

man on

the string.

"Urn

keeping a

—

skeptical.

She had her

own

ideas about

"Dot" as innocently as though she hadn't been trying
"how'd you know that guy upstairs?"

"Who, me?

— —

Aw,

he works

down

at the office.

Some

to ask

kid,

I'll

say."

Sally ogled resentfully at her reflection.

—

To

think she'd tried so
all the time.

——
and
"furs

hard to keep the knowledge of him from Dot

Dot was sociable
'n diamonds,
perfume. She sailed in the other day and
nearly knocked us cold.
It's one of them loco marriages where the
bride lives at home with mama and hubby lives away. You know
one of them pussonal liberty weddings."
"He's got a swell wife"

'n emeralds, 'n incense for

"Is that straight?" asked a hard, unnatural voice.
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The

bottle tipped and was quickly caught.
"Surest thing, you know. And she had a bunch of violets as big
Copes!"
as a soup plate.
"I think," said Sally, "I think I'll go to bed."
The next afternoon Sally stood waiting for her car. She rested
her elbow on her hip and leaned heavily on it. Her feet stung and
burned and the constant shifting she did on them was not sufficient
She didn't sigh if you sigh it shows you're a
to relieve them.
gonner. So her painted lips smiled impishly and her eyes blinked co-

—

quettishly at the

many young men who

passed.

"Say, Cutie, give you a lift?"
Sally turned, her mouth innocently bowed and her eyes demurely
raised.
She issued one of her unexpected verdicts.
"Surest thing you know."
She got in and settled down in the comfortable leather seat. She
put a box on her lap and her purse on top of it.

"Whereto?"
Sally took out a lip stick and rouge box and deftly patted and

She crossed her slim ankles and looked down at
her very high, very foolish, very fashionable heels.
"By the river," said Sally, "so I can drop this bundle in it; and fer
heavens sake, keep away from parks and pop corn stands."

smoothed on both.

"Whatcha
"Naw, it's

doin,' trying to

just an apron

—

do away with the clues to your crime?"
too gay
looks like the calliope in a

—

it's

circus parade."

Life
By Lucille Powell
a stage
Where every actor plays his part
With mask and pose and gesture.
For a brief instant
He stands in the limelight,
Then the curtain falls.

Life

is
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Vanity
By Margaret Harrell

A

peaceful twilight sky,
With single star and slender rose-gold cloud

A

glimpse of glory;

And

yet the tree sees not.

She leans above the placid lake
To view her own reflection
And list to flattering croaking of the frogs.

The Harp
By Jack

Man's

soul

is

B. Brooks

like a silent

harp

Whose unborn harmony
Of sadness and of joy,
Of madness and of hate,
Needs but

to be

brushed

By

the great elemental forces

To

become

Madly throbbing

Rock and

melodies.

the

Man

By Margaret Harrell

You lie beside a swiftly-flowing
Brown and mossy

stream

Beaten on by time and the elements.

You meditate stolidly in your seclusion
Upon the sunshine and water-washed stones
Still

An

in the current.

old man, brown and time-worn,
brooding reminiscently of days
Rests beside you
When he, too, felt the tug of the current
And the sudden sunshine and storms.

—
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Late October
By Mary Dienes

HOW
The
shadow

gloriously beautiful the last

few days

of

October were!

was

so clear that on distant hills one could see the
of every single tree; and the mountains, usually wrapped in
air

seemed almost at hand. The overwhelming splendor of the
mountain sides that burned in the sun, steeped in all the prodigal
wealth of autumn, filled the mind with a rapturous intoxication.
What could vie, indeed, with those branches of molten gold and pale
green or sparkling scarlet immersed in the shining blue that overhung
the woodland path or the radiance of all these forests flushed with
their joy as they stretched in exultant silence around and below, their
every quivering leaf flashing in an ecstacy of delight? Autumn's
festival was there and in voiceless voices invited all to join.
You
longed to dance with the sunny ripples of the creek and with the
fitful breeze that confused your hair in play or to follow some gleaming spray that beckoned here and there from the depth of the torest
mist,

like a loving

hand.

Perhaps even fairer than these laughing woods was the still
meadow reposing on so high a ridge that naught rose between it and
the sky except the long crest of a single peak, ablaze in the heat of
the afternoon.

on

his face the

As one reclined there in the yellowing grass, feeling
warm, caressing touch that brought the faint fragrance

of fading flowers and withering leaves and looked into the depths

unfathomable blue whose expanse was broken only by that
resplendent curve, one could sense the peace that is infinite and for
a few minutes be one with nature.

of the

Twilight
By Harold Langford

When

twilight comes,

The calm builds a mirror
Of the clear pools
And the sky;
And before it
Night lets down her hair.

Dawn
By Eleanor Woodall
Night with its stars and its drap'ries of mist
Is like a young maiden a lover's just kissed.
Shyly she blushes, then drawing away,
She flees from the arms of her lover, the day.
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October
By Katherine Green

—

October

a flaming, lovable, flapper lass;

Gayly, madly dancing,
Beating a tattoo of joy in her scarlet slippers;
Now pouting with tempestuous tears,
Now laughing with the breeze in gay-flung draperies,
Her slender body swaying in rhythm to mocking song.

Marigolds
By Katherine Green
Courageous

little

flowers

—marigolds

Children of the sun,

That

give him stare for stare,
Defiantly flaunting their red-gold charm,
While other flowers bow before his scorching gaze.
Amused, half pleased at their daring,
When the Lady of Frost trails her silvery cloak over the earth,
He beams benignantly toward them,

Smiling at their salute.

A

November Song
By Mary McCarthy

There's the ghost of a faint, low melody
In the beat of the autumn rain;
There's a youthful song that returns to me
As a throbbing, haunting strain.

There

are luring calls that I can't resist
In the breath of the autumn wind.
There are calls that tug at my heart to go

To

the years left far behind.

Some day I shall yield to the autumn
In the wind and the dripping rain

And

follow the paths and the dusty
take me to youth again.

That
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call

trails

Mists
By Mary McCarthy
Shawls for the shoulders

Of

shivering mountains,

When

icy winds blow over them
In the pale gleam of early morning.

Winter
By Virginia Jarrett

Old Winter

is

a cruel landlord
frozen heart.

With frosty locks and
From autumn trees he

strips the leaves
takes from hills the flowers
For rent for three long cheerless months

He

In barren chilly chamber.

Winter Trees
By John Jones
Like gaunt, grim skeletons they stand

On

frosty stage,

The

silent spectres

In the gray tableau of winter.

When

It

Snows

By Margaret Doe
Bare

trees in winter

when

it

snows

Are like children in their nightgowns
Waiting to be dressed
In their Easter bows and bonnets.
[58]
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Truth
By Charles Trumbo
In youth

We

march

in jubilant procession

Carrying lighted torches
To meet her.
Riding towards us, she comes

A

fair

young

Veiled in

girl

swathed in blue.

silver,

In after years
She comes again
Unveiled, with piercing gaze,
Carrying skull and cross-bones.
shrink back
Covering our eyes
Then fall, face down, at her feet,
Praying for mercy.

We

The Newspaper
By John Jones
Sheets of

common

paper

Nothing more
Until the leaden types
And little drops of ink

Cover them with magic
Symbols of mighty things.
Sheets of common paper
the voice of the nation,
The light of the world.

Now

Feared by

all

Yet courted
Sheets of

men,

like a fickle

common

muse

paper,

Pages of history,
Mirrors of human life,
Story-book of prince and pauper,
The papyrus of time.
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A Lover's Song
By Georgie Boren
I'll

deck

My

my brow

loved one

The gems

He

be there.

that others gave

Will shine within
once did love

But

with roses;

may

my

me

me

hair.

truly,

grown

cold and strange.
He swore not to deceive me;
False friends have wrought the change.
love's

But when

the dance commences,
sad heart will rejoice.
I'll sing the songs he taught me
Without a falt'ring voice.

My

And

even those

Will think

who know me

my

heart is light.
heart may break with sorrow,
be all smiles tonight.

Though
I'll

And when the dance is ended,
And we go home to rest,
I'll

The

think of him in wonder,
one whom I loved best.

Then

all of

Will think

those

who know me

my

heart is light,
Though heart may break with sorrow.
Ill be all smiles tonight.
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Long, Long
A
Two

old ladies

sit

Ago

Dialogue.

By Aileen Jones
down for a quiet chat in

1896.

MRS. SIMMS
I jest had to drop in, Mrs. Otts, to tell you some of the news
I've had such a hard time at home,
I've gathered this past week.
though, I haven't had time to visit much.
MRS. OTTS

come to tell me what you've hyeard about them
horseless carriages some crazy fools is a-tryin' to invent.
MRS. SIMMS
All that and a little more, Sister Otts. Crazy fools is jest right.
Whoever could make a wagon move by itself? Why, they'll be
thinkin' purty soon 'bout makin' wings an' flyin' 'round in the sky
I

s'pose you've

like eagles.

MRS. OTTS

That

too much, Sister Simms; but
horseless carriages.
Hiram sez he knows a
is jest

'em when he

wuz

to

town

last

week.

I

do hear

of

tell

them

man what seen one of
Hiram sez the man sez they's

—

all dolled up with
the funniest lookin' contraptions he ever seen
two lanterns a-settin' in front and wheels even smaller than a wagon
Hiram sez the man sez they make a awful racket, might
wheel.

near deafens ye. And he sez the thing does move by itself.
Hiram he was scared somp'n awful the first time he seen

—

I

told

it.

MRS. SIMMS

don't care what nobody says.
don't believe it
ter Otts, have ye hyeard about Widder Groggs?

Wal,

He

But,

Sis-

MRS. OTTS

Do

tell,

Sister

Simms?

MRS. SIMMS
Wal, you know her husband's only been dead about two years;
and she was in church Sunday mornin' with a man! Scandalous
She sez he's her cousin; but, mark my words,
goin's-on, I call it.
Mrs. Otts, he aint' no more her cousin than I am.

Oh,
fierce

MRS. OTTS
hyeard that, and I hyeard she was a-makin' eyes somethin'
at Abe Carson, an' him a married man.
I
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MRS. SIMMS
I hyeard that since she's come back from
that ain't all.
the city, she's started one of these new dances! Calls it the polka
I think she ought to have more decency about her.
or somethin'.

Wal,

Humph, you

never can

MRS. OTTS
about this younger generation any

tell

way. They're a-goin' to the dogs,
Don't see mto have any decency at

as the expression
all.

Why,

is

—

all of 'em.

Sally Martin's skirt

was above her ankles

the other day.
I'd have been ashamed to be
seen with my dress that short; and her sleeves were cut off two
inches above the elbow.
She looked scandalous. And right there
hefore us all she dipped a piece of red calico in some waiter and

dyed her mouth with

We

it.

all just

held our breath.

MRS. SIMMS
She's awful lazy, too.
She didn't want to clean the lamp chimneys the other day. Said she wished somebody would invent a light
that lit itself. She said she thought it would be nice if people could
just push a button and have light or a hot stove.

MRS. OTTS
It's

a disgrace the

way

these

young boys and

girls act today.

MRS. SIMMS

And

a-growin' worse!
But I've got to be a-goin', Mrs. Otts.
Robinson sez she's got something to tell me if I'll come over.
I'm the only one she knows she can confide in.
Sister

Goodbye, Sister Simms.
you to know.

Oh,

I

will, of course.

MRS. OTTS
Be sure and

tell

MRS. SIMMS
Goodbye!

The Clock
By Margaret Doe

Companion

Calm
Mute

of a lonely room,

register of hours,

guide-post for the scientist
sun and showers,
It ticks a tune in single rhyme
This music box of ebbing time.

To

tally
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me what

she wants

!

Over The Back Fence
A

Dialogue.

By Katherine Brian
Ellezetta and Ellefreda are in their adjoining back yards bent over
their

wash

tubs.

ELLEZETTA

Wehee!

Ain't hit hot?

ELLEFREDA

woman,

Say,

ma

hit ain't hot, hit's sizzlin'.

ovah agin,

close

th'

Why,

ah had to stach

sun's so hot!

ELLEZETTA
Is

ya

still

takin' care o' dat

Murphy

chile?

ELLEFREDA
Yah. An' dat chile is sho some trouble! She smaht, tho! Th'
other day she uz a-playin' wid th' boy next do and he ask her why
she didn't have no shoes on when her daddy is a man what sells
shoes. An' she say, "Fo de same reason that yo daddy is a dentis' an'
yo baby

got no teef in her mouf."

sister ain't

ELLEZETTA

Hush yo' mouf, chile! Dat 'minds me o' th' time my Farina uz
larnin' how to walk 'an my ole man come a-dashin' in an' sez, "Ellezetta,

Farina

am

a-standin' on his hind laigs!"

ELLEFREDA

Why,

nigga, yo' husban' dat

dumb?

Dat's jus' lak an' ole Babtis!

ELLEZETTA

My man

Dats' awright!

b'longs to the

army uf de Lawd.

ELLEFREDA

Not

if

He

en he's a Baptis.'

b'longs to the navey

o'

de Lawd.

ELLEZETTA

My ole

man wuz

a-tryin' to converse a brethern to bein' a Baptis.'

He

wanted him to be amershed an' th' man didn't want to be
amershed.
So my ole man souzed 'im in th' rain barrel and got
'rested fo' baptisin' 'thout legal rights; an' he had to go to jail for a

month
ELLEFREDA

Wal,

That's too bad!

swimmin' pool

I'se

got

my

washin' to take.

See yo' at th'

this evenin.'

ELLEZETTA
Sho' will.

pound now!
vittles to

my

Ah

lost

Wal,
ole

las' week!
Ah jus' weighs 279
Gotta run ova to the jail to take some
sez the eatin' ovah there is terrible!

another poun'

so long.

man.

He
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A Day

In 1990

By Katherine Brian

A

HEE!

Come

Oh, your ear-rings
have to see your father about that!
Now run on into the wireDoesn't he know how to dress you ?
less and get in touch with Marie. She has my best monoplane out, and
I want to go to the barbers' convention in Paris toI must have it.
night; and, you know, it takes at least on hour to fly from St. Louis
oh, Alice!

are on crooked!

here, dear

.

.

.

I shall

.

.

.

to Paris.

"And, dear, while you're inside, go find your father. I think he's
sewing room. Tell him to get supper right away, that mother

in the

has an important business conference in an hour.
Now, Jane,
don't get your sticky hands on mother's brand new trousers! If you
don't behave, I shall have to take your sea-plane away from you.
Go to the hangar, dear, and ask for mother's last month's aeroplane
and take your nurse riding.
.

know

my

.

.

Hurry, dear!
have to see
your father about you he isn't half taking care of you. It does seem
that when I work as hard as I do to support this home, my own husband could take care of it half decently. I suppose I'll have to run
over to New York next week and get me a new husband. I noticed
"I just

I

shall be late for

Oh, you've torn your brand new

engagement.

dress, Alice!

I

shall

;

in last

able.

week's sky-writing advertisements that there are several availseem that one of the five could have been a good house-

It does

keeper and cook.

"Dear me, what
sedate life of

my

a life!

dear, dear

How I wish I lived back
grandmother!"
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The Skin You Love

to

Touch

By Gretchen Mason
^

HE

—

Skin you love to Touch," madam, just think of it all for
twenty-five cents
Makes your skin smooth like a baby's
No, madam, you're not too old.
woman is never too old to want to
look beautiful; and, just think of it all for twenty-five cents!
College girls and debutantes all over the world use Rose-Marie facial
soap
Just one moment madam, let me show you how large these
cakes of soap are
all for twenty-five cents
Cures blackheads, blemI

—

—

A

—

ishes, oiliness!

—

—

!

Makes your

—What?

You

—

face smooth, soft, flawless!

A

skin you love

want anyone to touch your face?
But, madam, you want them to want to. That's all this does, just
makes 'em want to touch it. That irresistible appeal, like all the
movie stars!
And all for twenty-five cents! Oh, madam your
skin is so soft
No offense, madam, I assure you. I mean it looks
so soft and smooth.
You don't want to ruin it! This soap was
made for skin like yours! Buy a cake. Give it a trial. It only
costs twenty-five cents and lasts a month
or six weeks if you don't
use much water You can't buy any better soap on the market and
to touch!

don't

—

—

—

—

none other that makes the skin you love to touch!
t

wen ty-five
"Ugh!

—

It only costs

.

Fifteen minutes wasted on that ugly, old woman.
to make her skin fit to touch."

It

would take more than soap

Ninety Days
By Dorothy Jacokes
"Ninety days!"
"Vot, vot?
Ach,

mine goodness!
For noddings me getta
oh!"
"For nothing? Why you were breaking into a store."
"Non, non, non! Me no breek into datta stow! Me tella you
me dinna doo eet. Oh, oh, oh, ninety daze! Mine life, eet is ruin;
ninety daze!

eet

is

Oh,

oh,

ruin!"

Officer take him away."
"But, Judge, Judge, me no breeka into datta stow; it ees my stow
me locka myself out and me hafTa ta breek in de window. Oh, eet
"
ees awful
"But, my good man, why didn't you tell the officer that it was
your store and he wouldn't have brought you up here."
"Vot? I couldna tell heem, I hadda de handcuffs on!"
"Listen, stop this fuss.
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Religion?
By Jack

B.

Brooks

I am getting old now
And soon I shall begin

To
To

give

some

trifles

the poor

"Whom God Hath Joined"
By Jack

A

B.

Brooks

man and

wife entered our car awhile ago.
they had found their seats,

When
They
They

sat apart.

did not speak a word
to snarl and scold.

Except

Somehow

I

two

recalled

prisoners,

Seen many years ago,

Who

lived their blasted lives handcuffed together

Hating one another,
Hating one another.

Choice
By Henry A. Page,
Is there a

Heaven?

Is there a

Hell?

Life

is

III

an unsolved mystery.

Of Death
Than of

less

the

is

known

far-off

future.

Yet rather would I descend
Unto a fiery Hell of demons

Than

lie

cold and silent

In a grave,

While earth and trees
Laugh on above me.
[66]

With

Stars

By Louise Babcox

INTO

the week of Asheville's grand opera, a week of evening
gowns and press reports and season tickets, there came an inevit-

able luncheon, "one of the most brilliant affairs of the season." Ashewas there ringed, gowned, and rouged there to flatter and to compliment the nightingales and the canaries of the San

—

—

ville's society

Carlos opera company.

By
tea

a

whim

and pass

—

was there drafted into service to pour
Athrill to my ringer tips with the opportunity
watched the fluttering of the birds and of their

of chance I

plates.

of a lifetime,
doting cagers.

I

Attending the luncheon was what is termed socially a mixed
singers, directors, hostesses, managers, and opera lovers; but
I had hopes that they
the focus of all eyes was the opera stars.
would act and speak humanly, without affectation, without disguise.

crowd

—

My

hopes were realized; for they were natural to a degree that
They knew that they were expected to discard their
They laughed
stage masks and they rather overdid the discarding.
aloud, they smiled excessively, they chattered excitedly in English
and in their own native tongues, they exclaimed over view and
color.
I shall always remember them.

was

child-like.

There was an

erratic

—

gentleman

his hair

on end

—

the director

He

rushed around, constantly daubing his neck
with a brillant cerise handkerchief and demanding fresh spoonfuls
of lime ice for his tea.
Then he stirred the liquid frantically until
it was murky, tipped the glass over until a few drops ran out,
and drank the beverage with gusto.
of the orchestra.

Myrna Sharlow, the darling of the hour, was swathed in heavy
black satin and enormous furs. Her eyes were beaded with mascara
and the bow of her lips accentuated ridiculously. The impossibly
high heels of her satin shoes were inclined to dip away from one
another and showed other evidences of hard wear.

A

distinguished-looking baritone painstakingly picked out the bits
creamed chicken and sucked the crimson bite out
of his olives with a loud sigh, spit them out carelessly, and left bits
of olive on the window edges.
of pimento in the

Coe Glade, a flash of black and yellow, held her admirers under
the spell of her eyes.
The spit curls of marvelous complexity, that
framed her face, made it look strangely white and colorless except
[67]

Her eyes gave the appearance of
for the red blotch of her mouth.
being drawn back into her head. This gave an impression of aloofness that was quite convincing.

A

huge, raw-boned 'cello-player accepted three well-loaded plates
of food and ate almost nothing except the patty shells and the dressing off the tomatoes. He was obviously French.

The sweet, plump, little Nancy of "Martha," off the stage was
the same coquette, with reservation, as she was in Flotow's opera.
Her patent-leather slippers were low-heeled and her quaint brown
dress of noticeably modest length.
She sat part of the time in a
Only her

carved, oak chair, motionless.

in the social event; they looked here

and

eyes betrayed her interest
there, observing all.

A

clarinet player was inclined to pick out cakes with incredibly
complicated designs and gaze with satisfaction upon them.

Two

women were ludicrously painted, unpardonably
and painfully affected in speech and manner.
The
men were timid and inclined to gather in groups and talk excitedly.
or

three

over-dressed,

One

tenor, rosy

and rotund, had a few jokes which he told in a

He waved
Tenors must be careful

staccato stream of language, laughing heartily at them.

away

the rich food with a reluctant hand.

of their blood pressure.

There was one slight, little Italian lady who was rather reticent.
She held up her glass in a toast to the remembrance of her own
Italian heights and blue skies, however.
Few saw the little act;
but one lesser star hastily set down her plate and put her arm
around the slight figure, murmuring in Italian.

—

One star in particular I remember a lady who wore a bright,
yellow dress and a ring of the same bright color.
Consciousness
of etiquette was lost in my fascinated admiration for the odd shade.
I ventured, "I adore that shade."
She smiled, oddly,
I

prisoner.

face and I

thought.

"It ees the color of a

wee

bird."

A

"Life holds us
she added,

I

A

canary, of course, a poor bird, held an unwitting
look of pain crossed her
I stammered my thought.
kicked myself mentally.

nodded.

"But

all prisoners,
it

whether

it

ees obvious or no."

Hastily

ees the color of the sun ray, too."

A

tall, dark-eyed woman with an inscrutable expression ignored
everything but a bunch of orange zinnias. She fingered and caressed
them. Evidently she knew the lesson the color held.

They were

—

no conventional mold had shaped
individuals surely
Perhaps it was travel; perhaps,
"ones among many."
oh, so interestingly different.
their love for music that made them

them

into

—
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them, I loved them. Their child-like actions charmed me.
think of them often
these eccentric people of the stage world.
I have wondered about their smiles, the wrinkles under their eyes,
the hidden sorrow in the voices of some of them. Ah, I think, they
have lived and suffered; they wear a mask under a mask.
I liked

—

I

The Hypocrite
By Frank Anders

my

In

aimless

came upon

I

Beautiful,

wanderings

a house,

majestic,

inviting.

Cleaning the dust from my shoes,
I entered, in puzzled wonder;

But

lo!

Its interior

Its

was bare;

blank walls stained

And marked;
Its ceiling cracked

And smoked;
Its

floors

scarred

And muddy.
I

turned in disappointment
left without a backward glance.

And
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Woods At Evening
By Amy Hodges
Soft whisperings,

Mutterings,
Rustlings

Sound

The

clearly at twilight:

trees, like a

group of maidens,

Are having their evening chat.
Overhead the stars one by one
Twinkle with glee,
Mischievously laughing
the gathering of soft-voiced gossips.
Now and then the river,
Like a staid old man,

At

Murmurs a word of reproof.
At last, abashed, the trees draw back

And

quiet settles over the forest.

Betrothed
By Frank Anders

Each night

Old lady Earth's

betrothed,

Twilight,

Throws

his

Embraces

mantle over her,

her,

Kisses her goodnight,

And

shades her eyes
Till daybreak.
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Life
By Mary McCarthy

Life—

A

bubble

Blown from
As fragile as

the pipe of fate,

a floating cloud;
Poised on the peaks of joy and sorrow
For such a fleeting moment
That the world is hardly conscious
When its rainbow sphere dissolves

And

vanishes.

The Higher Hand
By Jack Brooks
Beside

A

my

foot there crawls

last year's cicada.

His aged crawling apes
Listlessly I raise

To

my

my

tottering steps.

foot

crush this feeble thing.

I hesitate,

For flaming thoughts arouse my sun-drugged
I see an aged man whose world-worn life
Lies in the slowly tipping hand of One
Whose power is higher than mine.

brain.

Unlettered
By Frank Anders

He awkwardly fingers
The ponderous book of

life

Of love and truth
And never-dying youth.

He
And

turns the yellow, thumbed fly-leaf
reads but preface to the massive tome.
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Little

Things

By WlLMA CORNE

A

word when the way is long,
the heart beats time to a bit of song
faith expressed under clouds of doubt,
And hope to win shuts the failures out;
friendly

And

A

A

who's tried

one
done his best though
the head goes up while
heart is warmed with

bit of praise for the

And
And
And

success denied,
the eyes flash fire

a

new

desire.

All are so small, but they travel far,
Now who can say what the big things are?

Beauty
By Georgie Boren

Dame

Beauty walks the earth
nights in June
moonlight spreads her
black and silver shoon.

On soft warm
When mellow
Of

Dame

Beauty walks the earth

On cold November nights
When misty moon lends to
Her

the trees

frosty glist'ning lights.

A
By

Song

Lottie

Mutton

Oh, sing a song

To

the pagan

That hangs

moon

in the

western sky,

Of pale green shade
As the white stars fade
At dawn.
Oh, sing a song

To

a red, red rose

That

from a maiden's hand.
I found
As the moon went down
At dawn.
fell

This rose
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Reminiscence
By Mary Dienes

ITingwas

a sunny

at the

Sunday afternoon
of a moving

window

in

October of 1922 when stand-

train I

waved my handkerchief
my dear Aunt Em-

for the last time to the fast disappearing figure of

ma

and a little group of friends and relatives gathered on the platform; and with misty eyes tried to catch the last glimpses of our deserted home on the side of Mount St. Gellert. For a few minutes I
stood there watching the well-known sights of Budapest recede before
my eyes while the express rushed onward with furious speed but, as
we left the city, I hurried to look around in our compartment which
formed, so to speak, the first stage in our long journey to Asheville
in America.
;

comfortable, and its quiet was so restful after the
few days that little Margaret had gone to
old Priscilla was listening with nodding head to
Even I, as I listened to the
telling a fairy tale.
lullaby of the rumbling wheels and watched idly the ever-changing
autumn landscape, framed by the two wide-open windows, felt a
pleasant drowsiness steal over me, and day-dreaming fitted other
scenes into those stretching before me.
It was small but
excitement of the
sleep and five year
mother's low voice

last

my imagination I saw the wide streets of the large, dusty town
D. and its one beautiful alley of enormous trees, in which stood
the well-known house full of fascinating relics of daddy's childhood
and of times much older. There I saw again my cheerful grandmother continually tripping up and down full of lively, witty chatter
and nearby my stately yet extremely gentle grandfather. There appeared to me again in my dreaming, bright sunny mornings when he
and I walked about the dewy garden, then the long evenings on the
veranda where I watched him play solitaire.
There came too the long, lazy afternoons that I spent in the
kitchen patting the huge cat that was already there when I was a
In

of

I listened again to the quaint stories of the old cook, who
darning beside the window. She had been in the family nearly
forty years and could tell more stories about the exploits of "Master
Louis" and his brothers than my grandmother could.
drowsy
silence rested over the whole house and garden, the monotony of
which was interrupted only by the measured, softly drawling voice of

baby.

sat

A
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the old woman and the purring of the cat, or by the occasional buzzing of a fly as it flew against a window-pane through which poured
fit place it was, indeed, for reministhe golden autumn sunshine.

A

cences.

From

these scenes

my

fancy

flitted

to mother's native highland

where stood her home, an old stone house, encircled by its
orchards. How well I recalled the rooms that had not changed since
she was a little girl, especially the dining-room where I had witnessed many a ceremonious and interminable dinner at family gathFrom these my little companions and I usually escaped and
erings!
had our dessert from the raspberry or currant bushes in the garden.
As I sat there that afternoon in the train compartment the beauty
of the country-side came back to me.
In my dreaming I could see
the great misty mountains, their dark forests and laughing rills, and
the two ancient castles of Prince Rakoczy on their slipes.
Rakoczy
was then and still is one of my beloved heroes. A friend and ally of
Louis XIV, he was the last great leader of our three hundred-years'
struggle
for liberty.
Although he alone could
not resist the
combined efforts of numerous enemies and was exiled from his counvillage

try for life, he still inspired the love and respect of all his countrymen, and many folk-songs are still sung about him throughout the
nation.

How

loved to wander in the forsaken castle gardens where there
violets that they made purple patches in the grass and
cherry, apple, and chestnut trees, grown wild through centuries of
neglect, interlaced their branches over the grass-grown paths! How
I loved to sit upon a crumbling stone beside some dilapidated wall
or tumbling-down tower, overgrown with ivy and bordered by
hawthorne or eglantine and, enchanted by the deep silence, wander back in my fancy to the day of their prime and see the warriors
troop back gaily from victory with their "fine wolfskins" thrown
over their "silken belts."
fancy then flitted over the round of farewell visits to relatives
living in distant places; the jolly good times I had climbing trees
and feasting in orchards overflowing with the wealth of autumn,
sheaves piled up
sliding or tumbling down from haystacks or
in granaries; climbing fearlessly on top of threshing machines and
golden
grain;
riding
watching hungry sacks fill rapidly with
miles in carriages over the most beautiful country-side I have
ever seen dinners where each dish was a chef d'ouvre, where I made
wagers with little cousins as to who could eat the most pieces of cake
or watermelon, then spent the evening playing cards or "outlaw and
soldier" in the garden.
I

were so many

;

My

;

There returned to me then the last few days at home, feverish
and excited. It was pleasant now after their bustle to rest here in
I could not get away, however,
the compartment half slumbering.
from the thoughts of them. I could see with my eyes closed the
constant callers, the wearisome shopping, the changed home, littered
[74]

with all kinds of strange travelling articles and bereft of all its
ornaments. All the carpets had been taken up, the books had disappeared from their well-known places on the shelves, and most of
my dearest toys had changed hands including the life-like tabby,
six years old, that could still mew; the veteran teddy bear who came
directly from the front and in his prime used to play in blooming
castle gardens of the Carpathians; and a little playing set, that
consisted of an arm chair, a sofa, and a table, with which many a
party was held by young revelers of five and six.

—

I recalled even the most minute details of the evening before this
change and confusion. I walked through all the rooms to note the
color and design painted on the walls and the positions of all the
pictures on them, the shape of each lamp and the place of each
rug and piece of furniture, so as to fix them, so far as was in my
power, ineffaceably in my memory; for I knew that never again
could this picture be restored.
At sunset I climbed up in one of
the high, very wide French windows and sat there until it grew
dark, watching the singularly beautiful view it disclosed: the stately
Danube shimmering far below me and the great city, stretching on
its opposite side as far as eye could see, reposing in the evening calm,
so quiet, indeed, that only the sweet tone of its bells could be heard.
Overhead the clouds, as they changed into burnished gold, lent their
mantle of light to the shivering, yellow leaves of the garden around
me; and for a moment all was glory and brilliance. Then swiftly
the light departed; a thin mist began to rise, hiding all in its
chilly folds; and the few remaining fiddlers of summer began their

sad, feeble serenade.

Then this very morning! It was kisses and tears and waving
handkerchiefs and then the train! With a kind of wonder I realized that
to be a new strange continent and unknown
it was
people
that all these things familiar and beloved were for me no
more, that many of these people whose words were still fresh in
my ear I should never meet again. I was surprised to find out that
I was not sad.
The excitement, the expectation of new things, and
the thought of meeting my father again drowned all melancholy, so
I watched without regret the fatherland as it stretched in full glory
before my eyes and waved a last farewell with its gleaming branches.
At about five o'clock we arrived at the frontier station between
Hungary and Austria where passports and other documents, that
make modern travel so disagreeable, were examined. This proceeding caused an hour's delay and gave a foretaste of the "joys" we
were yet to go through at Salzburg, Strassburg, and New York.
Here uniforms changed, and it was the last time I heard officials
speak my native tongue.
At about nine o'clock we arrived at the great, illuminated station
of Vienna.
There we changed trains and got into a small sleeping
compartment that looked like a diminutive ship cabin. In spite of its

—

—
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however, it accommodated us surprisingly well. Of course I had
the upper berth, which was delightful for I had to climb into it on
This, combined with the
a neat, little, velvet cushioned ladder.
motion of the train, made me imagine that we were already skimming
size,

;

over the Atlantic.

We

Salzburg next morning. The weather was just as
as that of the day before, and I watched with
pleasure the beautifully cultivated country side of Germany which
had been worked so carefully that not an inch of ground was wasted.
Everything seemed so cheerful and pleasant, from the harvest fields
and autumn woods to the bright, neat, little villages and towns,
that looked as if they had been taken out of a new toy box that very
morning.
Soon there appeared the fair city of Ulm, an incomparable picture, its colored steeples and spires smiling and
beckoning in the distance, canopied by a sky whose deep blue was
surpassed only by that of the Danube that encircled the city like a
sparkling ribbon.
Viewed from afar through the pure air in the
riotous sunshine, this land seemed free from care; yet one did not
have to get out of the train to witness the sorrow that even then,

awoke

clear and

at

sunny

four years after the great catastrophe, seared the hearts of its people.
I could not understand the low voices and the occasional tears of
those around me; later on mother explained to me that they were
caused by the high cost of living, the depreciation of money, the almost general ruin of the middle class, and the sorrow and mourning
in almost every family.
For a while I rested my eyes with a book, but toward evening I
turned to the window again. Such idyllic scenes flew by me ivied
cottages, embraced by luxurious forests, resting so still and alone in
the twilight calm
I felt as if I could be content to stay there all
my life and be happy. Indeed, the last glimpses of Germany will
ever be among my most cherished memories.
arrived at Strassburg late at night and had to pass through
the greater part of France in darkness; but next morning we still
had the opportunity to see some of the picturesque little towns and
charming chateaux that surround the capital. Although the weather
was rather misty and I was getting tired of my confinement in narrow compartments after three days of traveling, my eagerness to
see as much as possible of this beautiful land and the excitement of
very soon reaching "la plus belle cite du monde" revived my spirits,
which were not quenched even by the shower that greeted us at the
entrances of the Gare de L'Est.
drove to a boarding-house
that mother had known in former years, but the owner of the place,
an officer in the army, had died, so we had to seek other quarters.
It would be too much to attempt to describe here all I saw and
enjoyed during the few delightful days we spent in Paris walking
about and drinking in the beauty and magnificence of new scenes, far
lovelier than any my imagination had ever created.
The Garden du

—

—

We

We
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its row of stone queens on their mossy pedestals,
the extremely poetic fountain of the Medici, the quiet of V avenue
des observatoires with its four colonnades of majestic trees, the
subdued splendor of the Sainte-Chappelle with its gilded walls, and

Luxembourg with

the Grecian symmetry of the Place de la Concorde were
beautiful places that we saw.

among

the

There was a shadow, however, that dimmed the brightness of
autumn days, a shadow behind the appearance of magnificence and prosperity. Wherever we went we almost surely found
those perfect

memorials to the heroic dead, or inside public buildings endless lists
who had perished on the field. They made me shudder by
recalling to my mind the horrible stories of bloodshed which for
many years formed a great part of the conversation in our home.
Our last stopping place on the continent was Cherbourg, a little
fishing town the main significance of which lies in the fact that since

of those

the war the Cunard line uses it instead of Hamburg as a starting
point for its ships. In its harbor we bade a last farewell to Charmant
pays du France and to the whole continent dear to us and watched it
disappear in the twilight from the tall deck of the Aquitania, in the

luxury of which, with its brilliant lights, music, and lavish decoration
of flowers we could already perceive the pre-war wealth and ease of
the young country to which we were bound.
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Florence
By Henry A. Page

NO

doubt

Rome

is

III

the most talked-of city in Italy.

Its ruins, all

"glory that was Rome," are remarkable inTo many and so it should be Florence is more beautiful
deed.
than the capital, however.
This ancient city is almost as old as
Rome and it is not in ruins.
that

is

left of the

—

—

—

The

Arno

—

—

moldy-looking flows
through
the
walls along its edge are covered with
dingy moss which grows up the sides of the ancient, time-worn
houses, several stories high.
These dwellings are crowded in a
continuous line on the very edge of the river
indeed, many jut out
over it.
Rather insecure-looking bridges although they are really
strong enough
cross the river.
They have a single graceful span
with mud bricks showing where their plaster long ago fell into the
river below.
All the bridges are crowded with houses, for there
are many people in Florence.
Between the buildings on dark, narrow cobblestone streets, little sarts rumble along continuously among
the hurrying people.
river

greenish,

heart of old Florence.

The

—

—

—

There

are art galleries too numerous to mention in Florence.
contain many of the master-pieces of art and sculpture that
have been created during the colorful existence of the city. There
are the works of Raphael, Rubens, Michael Angelo, and other Euro-

They

pean masters.

museums, however, is
footworn cobblestones, darkened by the balconies above.
As the Florentines have long been
masters of the art of making china and porcelain, there are many
small shops along these streets where beautiful and colorful glass
works are sold. There are also many shops where famous statues
are copied in miniature in glistening white Carrara marble.
Far better than

to

to visit these high-walled

wander among the narrow

streets of

Then there is the huge Cathedral of black and white marble, and
the Baptistry, with carved and molded doors of wood and bronze.

On a high hill above the city there is a large park, from which
the whole of beautiful Florence may be seen
the Arno winding
among its artificial banks, the domed Cathedral standing out in the
center, and near it the famous belfry.
In this park is one of
Michael yAngelo's greatest works, "David," the statue of a plain
youth.

—

may sit by the river bank, listening to
Arno as it rolls over a breakwater, and
looking up or down, see two endless walls of human habitations,
and hear the rumble of the carts and laughter of the people come
At

small open places one

the steady, calm roar of the

drifting across the water.
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Volendam
By Henry A. Page,

III

^"T\AM"

of Holland, the source of a favorite American pun,
means dyke. This suffix is added to the name of these towns
that are protected from the sea by embankments. There are Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Edam, Monickendam and other dams, smaller villages.
Amsterdam is a large and famous city; Rotterdam a river
large yellow balls
port, and Edam a village famous for its cheese
covered with red cloth and wax. There is, however, another town,
Volendam, which, though small, is famous. It is situated on the

—

west coast of the Zuider Zee.
In most of Holland the picturesque ancient costume has been
abandoned for drab modern dress which, by the way, is usually
The modern women wear very unattractive, long
out of style.
In the islands of Zeeland, however, and in
dresses, usually black.
Volendam, the old costume is still worn.

—

Volendam consists of one brick street, about a mile long, on the
top of a gigantic dyke that keeps the Zuider Zee from drowning half
On the back side of the dyke, below the street, are the
of Holland.
homes and markets of the people. Small stairways reach the doors
from the street.

The

usually lined and packed with brown and
by, making a great tangle
of mast and sail pleasing to the eye.
Up and down the street at all
hours of the day the busy Dutch walk. The women usually "gooseChildren, red faced
step" as they hasten home from the market.
and gayly clothed, race and play about the street. Sailors chat with
In blue balloon-pants and flaming red shirt
their heads together.
and vest, old seamen, retired, stand sadly and look and stare out

pink

outside of the dyke

—

sailed

boats,

is

that glide silently

over the blue sea waters.

Behind the houses one sees canalled pastures, dotted with trees,
black and white cows, and creaking windmills.

The

tiny

Volendam,

'isle

of

Marken about

yet unspoiled by

a mile out in the sea opposite

modern machines and customs.

Half
Volendam, if you are a stranger, ask you to go in their
boats to Marken, urging with characteristic gesture and "Marken?
of the

men

is

in

Marken?"
Continuing along the road from Volendam, one stays beneath the
He can hear the sea foaming and splashing above him.

dyke.

The Volendamers rebel against modern customs. Let us hope
that their rebellion will last on through the centuries; for what is
more charming than Volendam with
que people and customs?

its
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quiet,

uncommercial, pictures-

—

The Road

to

Rome

By Henry A. Page

TRAVEL

is

III

delightful in Italy along the Riviera or in the Alps

at Naples but from Florence to Rome it is a
winter and a rather drab one even in summer, for
about the most barren region of Italy and surely the least

and farther south

;

cold, dreary ride in
this

is

scenic.

One

Arno

at Florence and turns away
road ahead is rough and muddy,
chilly and damp; so one looks sadly back to Florence, the

regretfully leaves the River

toward barren

hills

and

plains.

The

the air
beautiful city of Tuscany.

The villages
From afar they

along the road, however, are unique and pleasing.
present the appearance of a solid building, for most
In
of them have walls, inside of which the houses are closely packed.
the center of nearly every one of them a church spire towers above
everything else in the town.
When an automobile approaches the entrance to the village, people
come running out of the houses. With great gusto and much motioning they ward it away onto another road for the streets of the
One may look
village are too narrow to permit the passage of cars.
Solidly bordered by houses and
far down one of these quaint streets.
almost covered above by balconies and passage-ways, it is very dark.
Through the mingling dogs, cats, pigeons, and people in the tunnellike thoroughfare one may see shining brilliantly the church square,
;

which

On

open.
rainy days,

is

when automobiles approach, the excited natives
along the road scurry to get out of the way for mud is thrown far
and wide. Screaming girls fly to the nearest doorway, while young
men often scale walls to keep clean. This is merely to keep their
clothes clean, however, for I do not believe the country people of
Italy ever bathe and they show it, too.
There is a famous ox market between Florence and Rome
Spezia.
On market days literally thousands of long-horned, slowplodding white oxen are driven by old men, women, and even tiny
children to Spezia to be sold or exchanged. All along the road one
passes these silent, shiny beasts, their great horns clinking and cracking as the oxen bump
together
with their swaying, lumbering
motion.
Arguing Italians barter for hours over these beasts in the market
place of old Spezia.
At night the children and the day's purchases
are loaded on the backs of the remaining ones or the newly acquired
All along the road there
ones, and the homeward walk is begun.
are children's voices, the sound of slow hoof beats, the clinking of
horns, deep lowing, then silence.
If one were not tired it would probably be a good idea to take
the wrong road to Rome.
It is very unwise, however, for a weary
;

;
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—
—

traveler to choose the

way through

the marshes and by the sea to get

to the Eternal City.

By night the region of the marshes is cold, silent, and ighostly.
There is not a sound, not a single cheerful light, nor any sign of
Still,
habitation except some skeleton fences along the dark road.
cold trees hang their branches out over the way here and there and
even these are blurred by the mists that rise from the marshes. It
is

cold, but there

Land

of the

no wind, just complete silence

is

Dead,

if

—

like that of the

there be such a place.

Eventually one reaches the sea that pounds and foams on a gray
beach in the pale moonlight. Here cork trees, barren of leaves, stand
out like brooding demons, blacker than a black night and a dark sea.
The waves keep up their booming roar, their age-old monotone.

When the road turns away from the sea, it leads to silent marshlands again. For a long time, however, one can hear the far away
sound of the waves.
At
hills,

Though built on seven
thousands of glittering, flickering lights, seems
This is because the hills surrounding the city hills

last the great historic city is sighted.

Rome, with

its

to be in a valley.

are taller.

Rome

Six hills of
tine Hill,

is

dark.

visible poppies

moon.

— red

Cold and

moon ....

are lighted and bright; one, however, the Pala-

Gaunt

pillars of

poppies, a field of

silent is

everything

stone,

them

—

....

surrounded by faintly

against the face of the
a mist passes across the

the pillars disappear.

The Mediterranean
By Henry A. Page,

III

The Mediterranean is the first stage
With blue, red, and white settings
Played upon by yellow lights
In the drama, called History.
Across this beautiful stage,
Where Phoenician barks once glided,
Slip brown-sailed boats with wings pink-patched.
These boats are warped and worn
And youth is not a part of them.
Other stages have been built
And other actors play beneath their lights;
But age cannot erase the thought

Of

history's first stage.
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West France
By Henry A.

WHEN

—

in

Winter

Page, III

winter winds begin to blow across West France,
the barren land almost shivers with the cold. The few trees
reluctantly drop their crimson leaves, the only spots of color in this
bleak locality; the tired peasants begin to prepare for the winter.
The gray-white plastered houses, with roofs at surprisingly small
angles of crooked, decaying carmine tile, must also feel the cold;
for they match their gloom with that of the land.
The children of
the household, in clattering sabots, (for the western peasants are
too poor to afford leather shoes) pick from their tiny fields peppers
of scarlet and vermillion, which they string on cord and hang from
under the eaves, where perhaps a pigeon rests. Grain is gathered,
and sticks for fire are bundled together and carried with back-breaking labor to the shed behind the house.
Even the people of the western cities are poor. For the country
is little more than a rocky, barren waste.
And what will bring
copper coins in plenty in a land like this?
lone farmhouse rests on the top of a knoll, surveying the barren
gloom around so well as to look itself like a cold-hearted stone castle.
fence, composed of vines and debris interwoven, surrounds the
summit of the knoll; and a cow stands looking blankly into space,
munching some coarse hay, which perhaps contains briers. Without
a smile or cheerful word ;two laboring peasants come out of the
back door of the house and gather wood from the pile in front of the
the icy

A

A

shed.

Up the side of a rocky hill far away a herd of sheep, like a dirty
white caterpillar, twists upward toward a shelter. The muddy Tarn
winds slowly through a gorge far away, the rays of the pale, feeble,
setting sun trying to play upon its waters .... a gust of silent,
ghost like wind seems to blow the sun from view.

France
By Henry A. Page,

III

France

Proud slave
Daughter of royalty
Cruelly held in bondage.
Down the long, hard centuries
She has trodden,
Lashed, as the tempest lashes the
By her oppressors

And

trees,

the scars are deep, ineffaceable

But her head

is still
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held high!

Our Exchange

Policy

It is not for us to commend the skylark nor to exalt the lofty eagle,
but rather to proclaim the beauty of the skylark's song and the
startling note of the eagle as he wings his way from peak to peak.

THE STORM WIND
By Doris Benninghoff

The Storm Wind
an old, grey witch,
Gleefully inflating
In her childish senility
great, grey cloud-balloon;
While the sober earth
Waits in hushed suspense
Is

A

For

it

to burst.

—The

Oracle, Gloversville

Gloversville,

New

High

School,

York.

Frost
By Ben Belitt
This morning

A

I

awoke

cold, fantastic

to find

window hung

With Winter's warnings, writ and signed
In some unknown fairy tongue.
The Critic, Glass High

—

School,

Lynchburg, Virginia.

Nun
By Ben Belitt

The moon

is a hooded nun
Telling her rosary of stars,
Counting and praying each bead, one by one
Before her convent window fast-secured with cloudy bars.
The Critic, Glass High School,

—

Lynchburg, Virginia.
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Life
By Edward Wyatt
Life is a marble bowl
In a color-dappled garden,

And we

the birds

Who

flutter

And

fight for water.

about

— The

Missile, Petersburg

High School

Petersburg, Virginia.

The Art

of Giving

By Effie

When

I

was

B. Bailey

sick

You came and
And when you

gave

me

hope.

left

Another brought a basket

Of

fruit I could not eat.

— The

Missile, Petersburg

High School

Petersburg, Virginia.

Taste
By Edward Wyatt

He wore a mask of comedy,
And danced at the base of a
Drunk with

He
But

white column.

the sound of applause

removed the mask,
the people

They had come
Not the man.

left.

to see the mask,

— The

Missile, Petersburg

High

Petersburg, Virginia.
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Dance

The rhythm, harmony, and pantomimic

skill of the dance is a
translation of life itself, embodying all the mystery of the Orient,
the art of Hellas, and the laughing abandon of today. It not only
creates beauty; it preserves the beauty of the past ages.

—Katharine

Green

The Light
Dance

is

the interpretation of

Fantastic

mans

thoughts and emotions in the

universal language of rhythmic grace.
It

is

a physical interpretation of the unwritten poetry of the

—Margaret

Harrell.

ages.

—

The

Eternal

Rhythm

By Oren Whitehead

The clamor

of the surf

On

rock-bound

The

whisper of the breeze

coasts,

In scented pines,

The
The

dance of Spring on April days,

song in every lover's heart

These

are the Eternal

Rhythm.

PINNACLES
Dancers

at

|

Midnight

By Margaret Harrell

CHARACTERS
Pierrette

Pierrot

The

The Gallant
The Jester

Belle

Ponjo

TIME
Midnight

SCENE
The

top of Milady's dressing table.

—

Encircling the stage is a cyclorama of silver-gray cloth
suggesting the mirror into which Milady might peer.
On the right is a
dainty Pierrette powder puff, while back of it stands a lovely oldfashioned doll in full ruffled skirts.
Opposite, the doll's gallant
is standing on a low jewel box, bowing slightly to his lady across
the way.
pierrot is leaning lightly against a squat little perfume
bottle, quite ready to serenade his PIERRETTE with the lute in his
hands.

As the curtain rises, the clock strikes twelve, and on the last stroke
the figures come to life.
Pierrette rises, shakes the powder from
her fluffy skirts, and runs to meet the eager PIERROT, who has decided that the lute

a bother after all

is

and has

left it

beside the

The gallant gets down with dignity and
coquette.
The jester rises, shakes himself to

perfume

bottle.

to greet

his

his bells jingle,

and

goes
hear

gaily rushes to greet each one.

JESTER

Good
last

evening,

(To THE BELLE)
madam. Ajid how has Milady

treated you since

evening?

THE BELLE
(Forgetting her station)
badly. She tipped me over twice while sticking pins in that
cushion which you lean against.

Very
silly
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JESTER
Well, that was yesterday. Now it
as we wish till the clock strikes one.
Just one

Yes.
as

we

twelve, and

I

we

THE BELLE
hour out of the twenty-four
wish there were more!

little

How

like.

is

can do just

is

ours to do

JESTER

You

Can't you be

are greedy.

satisfied

with the

little

you have?

THE BELLE
(Petulantly)

No, I can't. And you needn't pretend you are, either. Didn't I
hear you tell that little minx of a Pierrette only last night that
you wished the hour from twelve till one were twice as long?

JESTER
Perhaps

madame,
is

I

I

did last night, but

I

don't harp on

would rather you did not

call

my

it

every night.

friend a minx.

And
She

not half the jealous cat you are.

THE GALLANT
(Interrupting)
Away with you, sirrah! You have already forgotten your station too far.
compliments, fair lady. I trust I have not presumed too much in chasing away this knave.

My

THE BELLE
Nay,
ing.

was

It

sir.

I trust

welcome

a

service.

He

tires

me with

his bicker-

your day has been a pleasant one.

THE GALLANT

my

Indeed,

lady, the sight

and thought of you has made the time

pass quickly.

THE BELLE
You

have a ready wit,

sir.

THE GALLANT
I

needs must spar with you.

THE BELLE

And

your tongue

is

as

ready as your wit.

THE GALLANT
I

regret that

it

can speak of your beauty and grace only for one

short hour.

THE BELLE
(Secretly pleased)

Poof!

Now

it

merely wags.

JESTER

(Who

has been listening)

(Mimicking them) "My compliPretty, meaningless speeches.
ments, fair lady, I trust your day has been a pleasant one." "Oh,,
"
you flatterer, now it merely wags. I
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THE BELLE

And who,

You

pray, asked you to join our tete-a-tete?

are a

nuisance, sirrah!

THE GALLANT
( Threateningly )
Begone, rogue, with your jangling tongue and bells!
The jester laughs and runs over to the whispering PIERROT and
PIERRETTE.

PIERRETTE
{Becoming audible)
—and I whispered to myself, "The Clock will never strike twelve
Of
again.
It has been years since Pierrot and I talked together."
course, I knew it had only been since last night; but Pierrot, the
hours, pass so slowly when I am away from you.
PIERROT
{Pointing)

And

I

stood there beside that

cologne bottle, holding

silly

my

and counting the minutes, so that I would be ready to run to
you on the stroke of twelve.
PIERRETTE
Are you sure you thought of none but me?
lute

PIERROT

Of

course

I

am

sure.

PIERRETTE

And

{Pointing to THE BELLE
you didn't think of her even once?

PIERROT

Not even

Did you not

once.

see

me

looking at you

all

the time?

PIERRETTE
{Doubtfully)
Yes.

But she

is

such a coquette.

She's very pretty

PIERROT
and dainty, too.

Why,

She's nothing but a vain little

PIERRETTE
Pierrot!

flirt.

See

how

she flutters her fan and ogles her poor lovelorn escort.

Don't be angry, dear.
are you jealous?

I

PIERROT
meant nothing by

PIERRETTE

Ye

Yes,

I

suppose

so.

PIERROT

Oh! I'm

glad!

PIERRETTE

Glad!

Why?
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it.

{Pause) Pierrette,

!

PIERROT
you love me.

If you're jealous,

They both laugh.
JESTER
You're very

with your jokes, Pierrot.
PIERROT
But they wouldn't interest anyone but us, would they, Pierrette?
She shakes her head.
selfish

JESTER
There you are! Your play-time is all taken up with
and those two are even worse. Let's enjoy our fun

just yourselves,

together.

We

My

can have a jolly time doing stunts.
{Calling)
lord!
Oh, my
lord!
Bring your lady over here. You have not even spoken to
Pierrot and Pierrette and we are planning a splendid time.

They come rather

reluctantly.

THE BELLE
Good

evening,

my

How

dear Pierrette.

well you look this even-

ing!

PIERRETTE

Not half as beautiful as you, my lady.
They peck each other on the cheek.

Now— that's
if

you

JESTER
over.

What

shall

we do?

I

can tumble for you,

like.

THE BELLE

You

Oh, no!

do that every night.

We

must have something

different.

PIERROT
I

when

new song

could sing. It came to
Milady was at the dressing table.

have a

that

I

me

this

morning

PIERRETTE

Oh!

Pierrot,

you didn't

tell

me.

Please sing

it.

Pierrot gets his lute and sings.

ALL
(Clapping)
Splendid
Splendid!

No.

THE GALLANT
Have you any more?

Just those

I

PIERROT
have always sung.

PIERRETTE

Oh, do sing them,

Pierrot.

No, please

They

THE BELLE
me quite

You

sing

them

dare you speak of Pierrot's singing like that?

He

don't.

bore

to tears.

every evening.

PIERRETTE

Why, how
always

thrills

me.
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THE RELLE
Everyone knows that you think he is
JESTER

perfect.

We

Please stop quibbling.
must find something that will
Let me think Ah! I have it! Let's each tell what
he would rather do most.
Then, perhaps we will find something
we'll all enjoy doing. What would you care to do, madame?
Please!

^uit us

I ?

—

all.

me

Let

see

—Well,

THE BELLE
I

think talking

—

just a little gossip

—would

be very entertaining.

PIERRETTE

{To

That
Oh,
you

Pierrot)
because she could end up by talking about herself.

is

don't think that
my lord?

I

like,

JESTER
would be at

all

amusing.

What would

THE GALLANT
I

no choice, unless

really have

it

is

with

to be

this fair lady.

THE BELLE
Flatterer

JESTER

we

I'm afraid

{Glancing at Pierrette)
wouldn't all like that.
What would you

like,

Pierrot?

Why,

Oh,

we

I

I

—

I

PIERROT
know. I'll let Pierrette decide.
PIERRETTE
{Clapping her hands)
know! Wouldn't it be perfect to dance?

really don't

know!

I

own

can do one of our very

Pierrot,

dances!

PIERROT
{Pause) But

Marvelous!

we have no

music.

PIERRETTE

That

is

so.

THE BELLE
JJnheedingly)
should enjoy a minuet very much.
(

I

believe that

I

THE GALLANT
And might

I

be your partner?

THE BELLE
With

pleasure,

my

lord.

JESTER

But you

see,

dear madam, as Pierrot just said

—we have no music.

THE BELLE

How
He

Could not Pierrot play
PIERRETTE
but we want to dance also.

tiresome!

can,
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a

minuet?

JESTER
(Suddenly)

The

Why

very thing of course!

didn't I think of

it

before?

THE BELLE
Now, what

it?

is

THE GALLANT
Speak up, rogue.

PIERROT
Tell

us, Jester.

PIERRETTE
Yes, do, please.

JESTER
Last night you all wondered
laughed and wouldn't tell.

who my

friend was,

but

I

just

THE BELLE

And

I

was most

irritated.

JESTER
Will you please not interrupt me? As I was saying, my friend
came to see me and left this silver whistle, which he told me to blow
whenever I wanted him.

Who
him

was

he,

Jester,

PIERRETTE
and where has he been?

I've never seen

before.

JESTER
He's my little fairy friend, Ponjo, and he often came to see me
Recently he took
before you were placed here on Milady's dresser.
a long trip to the Dream Worlds and has just returned. Perhaps he
can play for us to dance.

PIERRETTE

Oh!

Yes, Jester, do blow the whistle.

Call him at once.

THE REST
Yes, blow

The

it.

Jester blows the whistle

and an

elf

dressed in green

and

Let me think.

Ah!

brown appears.

PONJO

Who

called

?

JESTER
I,

Ponjo.

Can you

play for us to dance?

PONJO
(Shaking his head)
No, I'm very sorry, but I can't play at all.
I

know!

Some

of

my

fairy friends will gladly play for you, I

am

Just blow the whistle and wish aloud for what you want.
In the meantime I'll go tell them; and, though you won't see them,
you will hear their music.
sure.

Ponjo disappears.
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PIERRETTE

How

Oh!

—

first

splendid!

How

Come,

fine!

THE BELLE
I

Pierrot,

we

shall

dance

a gay, twirling dance of our own.

we

beg your pardon, but

shall

dance

first

—a

stately minuet.

JESTER

Hush! Don't quarrel again!

my

put

I'll

hands behind me, and

who

the one

They

chooses the silver whistle shall dance
choose and the belle gets the whistle.

first.

She looks trium-

phantly at Pierrette, blows, and wishes.

THE BELLE
wish for the fairies to play a minuet.
The music starts and the belle and THE gallant dance together while the others look on.
PIERROT
You must admit they dance beautifully together, Pierrette.
PIERRETTE
( Tossing her head)
I

Not half so well as we
They watch in silence

shall dance.

until the dance

is

ended, and then, after

clapping, Pierrette blows on the whistle.

PIERRETTE

is

Play the music to which fairies dance on moonlit nights.
PIERROT and Pierrette dance a whirling toe dance together.
as light as the music.
The dance ends at last.

It

THE BELLE
(To PIERRETTE)
That was

my

really quite well done,

dear.

PIERRETTE

Why, thank

you.

Your dance was

lovely, too,

my

lady.

PIERROT

And now,
No,

I

Jester,

you dance.
JESTER

cannot dance.

You would

only laugh at

my

efforts to be

graceful.

THE GALLANT
But

I

thought you lived to make us laugh.

JESTER
laughed at when one means to be serious.
But
listen, friends.
I have been thinking how jolly the evening has been.
Our hour of pleasure our dream time has passed more quickly
because we have done just what we wished.
Is that not so?
THE REST
It hurts to be

—

—

Yes.

JESTER

Would

not be wonderful
what our hearts desire?
it

if

we
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could go on forever doing just

PIERRETTE

Oh,

that

is

too wonderful to hope for, Jester.

JESTER
Perhaps not, little Pierrette.
whir to tell us our dream hour

Always when
is

nearly gone,

the Clock begins to

we run

to be in our

become just china figures when the Clock strikes. Perhaps, if, when the Clock whirs tonight to warn us, we pay no attention but go on doing what we should like most, perhaps we could
do it always.
PIERRETTE
Do you really think so?
JESTER
We may try, anyway. I think we have moved too long by the
Clock's tick.
Let's have our fun forever.
Let's not worry over
Milady or the work she expects us to do. Let's laugh and play and
have our dream time always.
THE BELLE
I should like that very much.
places to

THE GALLANT

And

I,

if

I

could be with you.

PIERRETTE
It

would be wonderful, wouldn't

He

it,

Pierrot?

nods vigorously.

JESTER
must hurry, then, for the Clock will soon strike. We must
each choose what we wish to do.
PIERROT
Oh, Pierrette, let's dance forever our own gay, whirling dances.
She eagerly agrees.
THE BELLE

We

(To THE GALLANT)
Let us chat, for one may always change the subject or
versation with witty remarks and gossip.

THE GALLANT bows

spice con-

his acquiescence.

PIERRETTE
you do, Jester?
JESTER
Oh, I shall mimic people as I've always done.
PIERRETTE
(Blowing the whistle)
Play the same fairy music we danced to before.
Each starts doing his favorite pastime the belle chatting and
flirting with THE gallant, PIERROT and PIERRETTE dancing, and
the JESTER mimicking both by dancing and ogling over an imaginary

But what

shall

—

fan.

But

as

The Clock begins to whir, their actions become stilled and
drawn by some irresistible force to his former place.

each seems
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PIERRETTE
can no longer dance, and something is pulling me back:
corner!
Oh, I want to dance always, but the Clock won't

Pierrot

my

to

I

!

me!

let

THE BELLE

And

I

want

don't

to be just a china figure

which Milady may

pick up or tip over as she pleases.

PIERROT
Pierrette

THE GALLANT
I

want

By

We

this

all

of time.

to be beside you, fair lady.

time they have

ceases

resumed their "china figure"
THE JESTER

{With a final desperate attempt
want our dream times always-

to

Why
we

do

we

positions.

do as he wishes)

— not

silly places

As

all

just for a short space

have to obey the Clock and go back to the

hate?

words are finished The clock strikes one. Each figure
struggling and becomes just a china figure on Milady's dressing
his

table.

THE END
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Eternal Dancers
By Elizabeth Ward
Spring

A

slender

winsome maiden

With a golden circlet of
Her supple body sways

flower-flecked tresses

In unaffected rhythm

As
As

artless

and indefinable

the scented

May

breezes.

Summer

An

auburn-crowned flapper

With smoulding fire in her gold-brown
Her brief rainbow frock
Sways joyously

To
Of

the animated tattoo
tiny scarlet sandals.

Autumn

A

gypsy girl whose eyes,
Like inky reflecting pools,
Hold numberless emotions
Her dark, bejeweled hands
Grasp jangling tambourine
And hold it high, triumphantly,

Above

a tattered, gaudy figure.

Winter

A

calm modest lady

With powdered coiffure
And crisp, steely-blue ruffles

A

coolly reserved lady

Demurely

curtsies, in a

minuet.

Youth
By Harold Langford
Youth

is

a carnival,

The playground of carefree
Where pleasure and folly
Dance hand

in hand.
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spirits,

eyes

Silver Slippers
By Katharine Green

was old. Her days were over. She would never dance
She must go to the country and lead a quiet life. Jeanette
hated it. She told them so, bitterly. Anyone should know that one
so famous as she was could not drop into oblivion in such a way.
She would dance again as she once had danced!
They turned their heads and thought her a little mad. To dance
as she once had danced! They pitied the little white-haired lady.
Of course an accident so terrible as to make her hair turn white and
leave her broken in appearance and health was a horrible thing. But
to think that she could dance as in the old days of the circus, when
she had been famous for her light, airy loveliness! Why, to dance
again would be like snuffing out the flame of a candle.
She must
go to the country.
Jeanette was packing her treasures the long, floating, yellow
wig, the spangled tulle, and the silver slippers. Jeanette cried over
the slippers.
They had carried her so lightly into fame. "Dancing
slippers for the dancing feet of a lovely dancing fairy."
Who had
said that? Everyone said
.Jeanette put on the slippers.
Perhaps it was the slippers that gave her a little of the daring that
had belonged to the Jeanette of the silver spangles. She announced
that she was going back to the circus
back to see it all again to
Jeanette

again.

—

—

—

bid farewell.

They

did.

—

They must

arrange it.
She was going away, they said.

And

she

was

old,

very

old.

Breathlessly she unpacked the
Jeanette went back to her room.
long yellow wig and the spangled tulle dress. She rummaged madly
to bring out at last a much worn box of grease paint.
Crying a
little but strangely elated, she put on the wig and the glittery, airy
dress of tulle.. She tied the ribbons of the silver slippers and pinned
on them the little heart-shaped buckles. They seemed to blink at
her with the eyes of all those half-forgotten comrades Conrad, Neta,
Ziza, Alon.
Shuddering, she tore away her gaze and lit the light above her
Standing before the mirror, she applied the paint
dressing table.
No, she decided, she
heavily and arranged the rhinestone diadem.
was not so beautiful as she had been. There was a sparkle in her
eyes, however and she had the air of walking on clouds.
Jeanette smiled. Then she hastily put on a long, black cloak that
came to her ankles and covered all her finery. She slipped her feet
into heavy fleece-lind rubbers and arranged a heavy veil over her
She must bid
face. They must not see; they would not understand.

—

;

farewell attired in all the gaities of yesterday! It was a ceremony
She had always
almost like a splendid funeral, Jeanette thought.
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This was
to be buried in a delicately fluffy, golden gown.
But they could not understand!
the end of all that was life to her.
They humored
Jeanette insisted upon sitting next to the ring.

wanted

her.

It

quietly

was

Let her be happy! She

the last time, they said.

They wondered

and watched.

sat

at her silence.

It hid her tears when the
Jeanette was thankful for the veil.
The dainty girl was not so lightly lovely as
dancers came in.
But she had taken Jeanette's place. Jeanette
Jeanette had been.
freely, happily!
envied her; for she could dance
She turned her eyes away. Thus
Jeanette could not watch her.
it was that she saw the carelessly tossed cigarette stump catch its
tiny tongues of flame to the dancers' airy cloaks, piled on the edge
It blazed up instantly as the tongues of flame sought
of the ring.
The dancers screamed and fell back toward the
the light material.
The audience was thrown into a panic. Those nearest the
exit.
door crowded toward the light.
Perhaps it was the slippers again that
Jeanette saw the danger.
Suddenly the people
gave her the daring. She jumped to her feet.
figure, light, airy, lovely, was
stopped their crowding, transfixed.
dancing, the silver spangles shining as she held her hands toward
lightly poised, dancing madly, rhythmically, exquisitely.
the flame
Perhaps those flames were only the setting for a new dance! They
The dancer whirled faster and faster. They could
quieted down.
They did not see stage
not tear their eyes from her lithe figure.
hands quietly snuffing out the flames.
The danger was past when Jeanette reached the climax of her
Kissing her hands, she bowed her head ever so lightly, then
dance.
turned from her audience and tripped out of the tent. There was a
thunder of applause.
Out of the sight of the audience, she sank down, a pitifully beauitful little figure in tulle and spangles.
It was an incongruous
little group of painted actors and sedately garbed relatives that bent
over her to catch her whispered words, "Well, I did it once more
danced."
The words became fainter. She closed her eyes. They heard
her whisper, "Goodbj e."

—

A

—

—

r

The Cobra's Dance
By Harold Langford

A

deadly sweetness from reeded pipes
Floats on the air like thistle down.
Slowly swaying on a purple rug
The king cobra does the dance of death.
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Ruth

St. Denis
By Katharine Green

She dances,

Weaving

the emotions of the world

Into a brocaded tapestry

A

harmonious, wonderful pattern

That moves our

To
To

pay a

souls

silent tribute

the dancer.

To Pavlowa
Men

By Katharine Green
call you great

And

stop a

moment

their

frenzied

From

To

strivings

watch you dance.

Why?
Perhaps because your graceful art

Embodies all the things they reach
Their dreams,
Their hopes,

And

all

for,

the bitterness of disappointment.

—

Life passes in review
dances.

As Pavlowa
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life

incarnate

—

— —

Interpretations
By Mary McCarthy

THE FLAPPER
a dance with murmuring music, soft, romantic lights, far
Oway voices, and my lover and me in a rosy, gold-flicked haze.
Life

is

Life

is

THE CENSOR
gaudy

a dance where youth carelessly flaunts a painted face and

skirts as

it

swirls to destruction.

THE CHAPERONE
Life is a dance, growing swifter and bolder with every coming
year until the joy-mad couples easily elude our searching, disillusioned
eyes and slip out into the moonlight alone.

Valencia
By Katharine Green
Valencia

—daughter

Exquisite,

alluring,

of romance,
exotic,

dance
You are Spain its charm, its tradition
Feet that dance and eyes that bid me follow
Eyes that hold in their dark splendor
All the love lights of the centuries,
All the hopes, the joys, and passions;
And in your lips are love songs of the ages
Poured together in a golden melody,
Haunting mankind.
Spirit of

—

Pagan
By Mary Starbuck

Ages ago we were

And

free,

in the forest glades

Danced

joyously.
flowers and trees
Loved it and joined in,
Swaying to the music of the breeze.

The

Today we're hedged around
With conventionality.

To
And

the tune of blatant brass
the hysterical plucking of strings

We

merely walk around
In lighted ballrooms.
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RATIQES
S-all

Right

By Louise Babcox

The drug store smelled soapy, warm, and clean despite the expensive perfumes, the medicinal odors, and the sweet, steamy smell
of hot chocolate. The waitresses rushed orders, swiped at the porcelain-topped tables with wet gray rags, and slid cups of hot, syrupy
chocolate and two saltines, limp and mud-colored from sloshed chounder the variously distorted noses of their customers. The
polished, crazy, little chairs ran around the tables and bumped into
patrons. They were subdued by the impatient, Kress-gemmed hands
of the waitress as she shoved them, like pieces of pie, under the table.
People hurried into the store, muddying the freshly mopped tile,
asking with affected indifference for expensive soaps, unbelievably
low-priced; shaking drops of water from their umbrellas; and waiting at the counters for the wrapping of their packages while they
stared unseeingly at the small boxes, big boxes, and medium-sized
boxes on the high shelves, all labelled and assorted.
Several people
passed by the table of candies, gayly boxed and wrapped, reflecting
that fifty-nine cents was not so much for the perfectly dipped
scarlet cherries, but deciding that it was extravagant to buy candy
when they could make it so cheaply at home.
Sally gazed with longing upon the crimson painted cherries and
bright green leaves on the box of sweets, then laid a yearning forefinger on the cheap carton.
Fifty-nine cents was not much but, if
you take a hundred pounds and add fifty-nine, or thirty-eight and a
half to be exact, it's quite a problem.
She wouldn't eat them all;
Dot would help her be quite willing to help her, in fact, to empty
the little brown paper cups of their burden.
Sally licked the chocolate covering with an appreciative tongue, leaving it moist and melting for a moment; then, having carefully bitten off the top of the
case, she tilted the little chocolate cup until the white, sweet syrup
dribbled out on her tongue and the cherry, luscious and smooth, was
caught between her firm teeth.
Then, the rest of the chocolate
slowly disposed of, she licked her fingers and rubbed them down the
side of her dress.
Sally's mouth watered, and she looked at the
impersonal, conclusive sign: "Chocolate-Covered Cherries.
Today
only 59c.
colate,

;

—

Such

is

the dissatisfaction of mental food.
Sally," cried the cracking, black, patent-leather bag,

"Whoopee,
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"

dragging on her arm. "You've got just enough. Come on; see, you
got that fifteen cents left from the cabbage yesterday and thirty
cents cents saved by going to that new manicurist down by the cafe,
and four cents for carfare. Now, if you walk home, you can make
an even break eat your candy and walk off the effects. And you
Sally?"
can spare a dime from tomorrow's lunch
Sally closed her forefinger and thumb around the catch of the bag
People crowded in front of her and around
as though to silence it.
her and hemmed her in with their dripping umbrellas and arms of
She shoved them energetically out
bundles, babies, and newspapers.
of her way, manipulating her streaming, fading umbrella beyond
For a moment she forgot the tempting evil
her shoes and coat.
fruit while she pulled down her hat perilously balanced over one ear
and the bridge of her nose; wrapped her coat more securely around
her until it bulged where it should have been smooth and lined,
tight where it should have fallen straight and graceful; clutched
her bag in the hand that held her coat close, and speared the umbrella
around so that it did not touch her. She stumbled past the soda
fountain, its toaster lustrous and glowing, its mirror painted with the
day's special drinks and reflecting the bottles of dark grape juice,
pale ginger ale, and rows of shiny, coca-cola glasses in dull tin holders.
Then, squeezing between two tables and their hopelessly disarranged
chairs, she slid into an empty booth with careful management of the
now spasmodically weeping umbrella.
Just because Sally didn't need prompt service, the painted, punctiliously smiling waitress came up almost the moment Sally sat down
and, poising her inadequate, stubby pencil over the long, printed
pad of menus, she looked inquiringly down at the discomfited Sally.
"Whatcha got?"
"Special hot chocolate, raspberry sundaes, fresh limeade, orangeade,
chocolate soda, buttermilk
"Ham and eggs," completed Sally glibly.

—

;

—

"But we don't
"Yeah,
minute

I

—

know you

don't.

Jumpin' on

But give me

time.

a person like a

Come

back

monkey with

in

uh

a flea,"

very much offended person's back.
Slowly Sally picked the menu from its metal standard and looked
at it with grave unseeing eyes.
She didn't need to see it; she knew
every dish and drink named on it that might mean an extra hundred
calories
the sundaes of heavy syrups, lumpy with chopped nuts the
this last to a

—

marshmallow

parfaits; the

Broadway Bumps

—three

;

mounds

of ice

cream, covered with various rich liquids, nuts, cherries, cocoanut
and crushed the secrets of the soda fountain
expertly blended and satisfying the most exacting appetite.
That
wasn't all. The butter-scotch sundaes were incomparable the orange
sodas, cool, sun-colored mysteries, bubbling and frothy; fizzes with a
subtle tang that teased one's appetite
and so on through the dietbreaking list.
Sally fingered the lemon-colored printed card with

shreds, pineapple, sliced

—

;

—
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a

hands that caught the

amber

light's

reflection

on their

glassy, rosy

tips.

A

I got to keep my figger down.
"I can't buy um
thousand dollars! Well, afterwards I can buy all I want; but that
isn't now
and I
Oh, what's the use?"

—

—

Sally watched with growing anger and concern the indifference
of a match-stick figure toward the tall glass of tutti-frutti soda in
front of her.
Calmly, disinterestedly, she pulled the tissue covering
it wrinkled like a great white caterpillar on
same precision she dipped the end of the straw
into her glass of water.
Lifting it, she let little drops of water fall
on the paper to make it crawl. Sally groaned as she watched the
worm writhe, slowly, slowly, spinelessly until the wrinkles were

from the straw and

the table.

With

laid

the

gone.

"Wish I had uh cherry." The little crimson sphere in the soda
bobbed about. It was quieted by the ice cream as it sank towards
the bottom of the glass. Slowly the green liquid rose from the glass
to the moist, paint-daubed lips.
It would rise through the straw
dull green colored liquid, then the girl would swallow and back
would pour the liquid into the glass, filing around the ice cream.
"Whatcher order?"
"Tutti-frutti soda
and put a cherry in it."

—

—

The

waitress couldn't realize the importance of the order.
She
chewed her request out through the corner of her mouth and leaned
against the marble corner of the soda fountain totally oblivious to
the starving condition that seemed the biggest part of Sally.
Customers came and customers went. It was a matter to be momentarily
regarded as important and forgotten as the huge, glass, cherry-stained
doors swung silently closed behind them.

"Sally

—whatcher

doing here?"

Sally's best girl friend sat

down with

down

opposite her.

Sally's heart

sank

her.

"Lo, Dot, whatcha doin ye'rself?"
"Nothin'.
Lawdy, lawdy, I'm so tired
orderin'?"
Sally looked miserably
the menu card.

down

at her

I

could

die.

hands that were

still

Whatcha
clutching

'

-Soda

"Sally!" Threats rumbled in the intonation of that word.
"I know
but
I just couldn't stand it."
Sally tried to efface

— —

herself.

Dorothy Pringle Pratt glared at Sally through ominously lowered,
imaginary spectacles. She had no intention of being cheated out of
the glory of having been Sally's guardian and careful trainer during
the month preceding the Beauty Contest.

—

"Sally how can you expect to get thin when you persist in eating
every thing that'll make you look like the side of a baseball?"
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Sally gave up the soda with a most reproachful and heart-breaking
look towards the keeper of her lion-like appetite.
"Eat it fast," she moaned and sipped the iced dope that Dorothy
Pratt provided as an afterthought.
The consumption of the soda did not last more than two minutes
at the most; and, after Dot had drunk the last drop of the soda and
struggled with the two straws to extract the cherry from its remote
place in the bottom of the glass, Dot marched to the front of the
store, paying more attention to the weather than to the boxes of candy
which seemed to engross Sally.
"Wish I had one of those boxes of cherries," grumbled Sally to
the uncompromising back turned to her.
That was just the way of
people
they were always wanting you to do something for them.
They never would let you do anything you wanted to do, especially
if you wanted to get a nice box of candy; and if you wanted fried
potatoes, and roast beef and ice cream, they gave you old iced dopes
when you were simply starving.
"Well, for the love of Peaches, are you going to stand there and
do nothing all the rest of the night?"
"
"No, not exactly,
"Not exactly? Well, you young whale, you're coming home with
me and immediately, too. I've stood just about as much of your
nonesense as I'm going to."
"Who do you think you are anyway? Think you're going to boss
me around all the rest of my days? You can go home right now
and I don't care if I come at all. I
I'm hungry."
"Hungry?" There was disdain in Dot's voice. "Hungry again?
Why, Kid you've just had a dope. Whadda you hope for?"

—

.

.

.

.

—

"Something'

to eat."

Dot

studied the gray drizzle outside with speculative eyes and
grave concern. If the old rain would rain, there would be an excuse for going home.
If it drizzled, they would have to go to the
market and that would lead to another quarrel. Sally was really
getting very troublesome.
She objected every time she had to eat
lettuce or gluten bread or the other essentials on a reducer's menu.
When the potatoes and meats that tantalized Sally so much were forbidden her, she grew almost violent in her objections and drank four
glasses of

of

water during "bird seed meals"

Dot and

in spite of the earnest pleas

the other girls.

People hurried around them, their umbrellas streaming puddles
that patterned the floor and mingled with the rivulets of rain and

mud from

A

shoes.

sham of Beau Brummel addressed
was on the left side of Sally's head.
"Do you want something, Madam?"
sleek, slippery

itself

to

the

willing ear that

Sally fumbled for her purse.
"I want a box of those cherries

Dot turned

to see the

—

the fifty-nine cent ones."

young man surreptitiously handing Sally a
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package wrapped in mottled purple paper and tied with a red string.
She drew her lips between her teeth and glowered at the guilty Sally.
"Well, Sa-ally."
"Very poorly, thank you. I hope it's the same to you."
The package was firmly pinioned under her arm and protected by
the umbrella and Beau Brummel. Sally was prevented from escape
by the hand Dot put out."
"Can't get it!"
"Give it here!" Dot's voice was kind and firm.
"Don't have to." Sally's arms became defiant.
"We won't quarrel."
"You're right, we won't. It's mine! I yuh can't have it."
"Sally
you you'll lose the Beauty Contest."
"How many boxes of fifty-nine cents can you buy for one thousand dollars?" Sally appealed to the young man.

—

— —

—uh,"
"Never mind. Come
sidewalk. "Sally— quick!"
"Why

said that discomfited person.

er

on, Sally."

A

And Dot

"It

— —uh—

sailed out

er

on the greasy

around the corner as Dot jerked Sally's arm
around the box of candy.
"Wait a minute dropped my box! Wait a minute, can't yuh?"
The rain drizzled on Sally's uncovered neck as she stooped to

from

street car splashed
its

close grip

—

recover the box.

—

"Come on it's goin'. Come
With a leap and a jump Sally

on."
cleared the puddle between the side-

Dot grabbed at her arm, missed it, and
the street car.
again the box dropped to the steaming street.
"Got to get it." Sally reached leisurely down for the box. The
street car jerked away while Dot looked hopelessly out the window.
Triumphantly Sally tore off the muddied wrapping and opened the
box.
She squashed a chocolate against her teeth and waved a farewell to Dot.
It was a great relief to be rid of Dot; for she watched every move
that Sally made.
If Sally even looked hungry, Dot hurried over to
her and began talking about the Beauty Contest and the bathing
suits.
She quoted reams about the "ceasless pounding of the surf,"
the tides, the exquisite madeira linens obtainable on the boardwalks,
the expensive hotels, the marvelous sea foods.
"Tell about the fish," Sally would beg pitifully, even though it
was torture to hear about the finny fellows so desirable in cafes. The
walk and

world became

to Sally a place

perfumed with exquisitely cooked foods,

decorated with mashed potatoes and a sea of brown gravy. Everything reminded Sally of food.
Even in the picture shows Sally suffered. The slap-stick comedies
were tantalizing. She bewailed the loss of the juicy pies, thrown so
carelessly around.
She envied the people at whom the pies were
thrown. She moaned when the eggs that could be made into delicious
omelets were smashed.
She groaned when the ridiculous celluloid
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;

people marched past grocery stores where ripe bananas hung, and
huge, sweet potatoes and red, flecked apples lay in tall baskets. When
the film folk walked past drug stores, Sally mentally walked in and
ordered expensive drinks and bought boxes of candy that disappeared
when the hero fell into the lake.
Books became another irritant. Sally would read about fluffy,
creamy-iced cakes and sweet amber tea and be provoked thereby to
search in vain for something in the diminutive ice box to satisfy an
incoherent longing for something substantial. All that met her eye
was lettuce, carefully wrapped in cheese cloth and newspapers; a few
squashy tomatoes a pan of green beans, strung and soaked in water
and peas bobbing in thin, green juice.
Heaven was to Sally a cafeteria where one could order all one
wanted a clean, bright, tiled place, scented with steaming vegetables
and smoking roasts and decorated with iced desserts and flaky pie
crust hidden under custards and freshly cooked fruits.
She dreamed
at night of eating browned potatoes, crisp-edged hams, juicy steaks,
and hot rolls, golden with butter. She had nightmares in which she
ate fluffy, chocolate-iced cakes and drank coffee, creamy colored and
satisfactorily sweet.
She had visions of bags of chopped nuts and
;

—

mouth.
however, ate heads of lettuce, loaves of gluten bread, quarts
of fresh green beans, and pounds of scarlet tomatoes and between
meals consumed quarts of water. It was a most unsatisfactory existence and Sally chafed under its yoke.
The "Five and Ten" held a Beauty Contest annually for the most
naturally endowed or otherwise.
beautiful of its employees
There
entered the contest dark girls, blonde girls, auburn-haired girls, tall
girls, short girls, blue-eyed girls, brown-eyed girls, girls with sensible
Among them
shoes, girls with silly shoes, girls of all descriptions.
all, however, Sally and Doris were the only ones destined to gain
Doris was slender and graceful
a marcelled blonde.
Sally
success.
was a trifle too stout for her height and had black hair that curled
plates of fudge that melted in one's
Sally,

—

—

loosely.

The excess weight seemed to be the only impediment in Sally's
road to the championship. Seeing this, Dot and a few of her friends,
the sworn enemies of Doris, determined to see Sally crowned queen.
They planned a campaign to reduce their candidate to slimness and
immediately put their plans to work.
Sally didn't mind Doris at first; she had toward her the spirit of
friendly rivalry. She grew to hate her, however, when she found that
Doris could eat anything and everything and not gain an ounce.
Stationed behind the candy counter, her rival ate jelly beans, fresh and
stale; marshmallows, coated with cocoanut shreds; peanuts, salted
and sugar-coated cheap chocolate creams nougat bars and gum
;

;

;

drops.

From
piles of

her post behind the stationary counter Sally watched the
cheap candy under the glass cases. Their colors fascinated
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Now

and then she saw
her; their distinctive shapes attracted her.
Doris dip her hand down into the bin of "cherry stones" and a second
She watched
later pop two or three red candy drops into her mouth.
with sad eyes. She could almost taste the acid-sweet juice.
She had been unlucky enough to remark to Dot once that she
wanted some potatoes so much that she could taste them. Dot, the
hard-boiled room-mate, had remarked that she was certainly relieved
if anyone could taste things without eating them, they didn't have
to eat.
She then went out to buy more lettuce and more gluten bread.
Sally said no more.
Everywhere Sally went there were temptations for her. Sometimes they were behind show windows sometimes they were on fruit
stands.
The fresh fish, packed in cracked ice, and the huge green
lobsters, perched on ice cakes in cafe windows, set her to longing.
She visioned them brown and crusty, a tart brown sauce over them
and a bit of fresh parsley for decoration. She eyed the ornately complex short cakes and hot, sugared doughnuts with an attempt at calmness that was touching.
She gazed with longing on rich soups, thick
and appetizing, waiting to be eaten with tiny, gold-lined, bouillon
spoons.
If she survived this period of dieting, Sally declared that she would
die eating.
Even the very improper, very immodest very daring bathing suit she was to wear in the contest did not cheer her up. She tried
it on with indifference.
The most that could be said about it was
that it had a lot of color, not much else.
Dot raved about it. She
would finger it wistfully then try it on, much to Sally's amused dis-

—

;

gust.

"Whyn'cha go on and win

the Beauty Contest yourself?" snapped

Sally on one occasion.

"I wouldn't have a chanct and, besides, I've got my hands full
keeping you fit.
Aw, cheer up, Sally," replied her roommate in a
;

more conciliatory tone.
But Sally would not be cheered up. She thought of Atlantic City
and a thousand dollars; she thought of the boardwalks, wormy and
worn she thought of the crowds, the bizzarre board walk shops so
;

She listened to the various
arguments among the girls as to whether she would take the thousand
or go to Atlantic City. She remained apathetically unaware of anything but food.
alluringly pictured in the advertisements.

*****

The

days before the contest dragged slowly by.

argued for and against

Doris ate candy.

Dot bought more lettuce. The
Atlantic City. Then it was all over.

Sally longed for roast beef.

girls

Dot came towards Sally with an inscrutable smile on her hard face.
Sally watched her coming with apprehension.
She ran to the dressing room, dressed, grabbed a pocket book heavy with ten dollars in
small change borrowed from her floor-walker friend, and left with
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peremptory haste, a dazed look

in her eyes.

*****
The drug

store smelled soapy,

warm, and

clean despite the expen-

and the sweet, steamy smell of
The waitresses rushed orders, swiped at the porcehot chocolate.
lain-topped tables with wet gray rags, and slid cups of hot, syrupy
chocolate and two saltines, limp and mud-colored from sloshed chocolate, under the variously distorted noses of their customers.
The
polished, crazy, little chairs ran around the tables and bumped into
patrons. They were subdued by the impatient, Kress-gemmed hands
of the waitress as she shoved them, like pieces of pie, under the table
People hurried into the store, muddying the freshly mopped tile and
asking with affected indifference for expensive soaps, unbelievably
low-priced, and waited impatiently at the counters for the wrapping
of their packages, staring unseeingly at the small boxes, big boxes, and
medium-sized boxes on the high shelves, all labeled and assorted.
Sally licked ice cream from a Broadway Bumps off the flattened
bowl of the spoon and watched indifferently a trio of long-legged
short-skirted flapping flappers coming toward her.
"Sally
oh, we've just found
"Put up job!"
sive perfumes, the medicinal odors,

—

—

"Knew
"It

was

all

the time they

—

the boss's plan."

"She just laughed."
"Hateful minx!"
"Laughed up her sleeve."
"For the love of my aunt Gossip, shut up the iron works!
cha gimme time to breathe?"

Whyn't-

The trio settled itself in the booth just as a smiling waitress poised
her pencil over the long, printed pad of menus.
"Nother Bump," commanded Sally grandly and powdered her nose
to prove her independence.
They had not let her use powder before
the contest because of her complexion. The trio looked guilty.
"Oh, that's all right." Sally waved away their apologies. She
was comfortably full of juicy steak, browned potatoes, hot rolls with
golden butter, chicken soup, trout with tartar sauce, creamed cauliflower, and the other foods in a seven course dinner.
"'S-all right." Sally licked a bit of syrup off the spoon and with
serene thoughtfulness patted a box of chocolate colored cherries on
the seat beside her.

"'S-all right."
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Jazz
By Maybelle Chandler

Wild discordant sounds,
Melody gone wild,
Broken bits of harmony,
Staccato tunes from jungle depths,
Violin strings savagely plucked,
Crashing drums, sensuous saxaphones
Jazz!

Dancing
Dancing is one of the oldest of the arts. It is an expression of the
innate sense of rhythm that lies dormant in every human being.
Grace of body, ease of movement, and the beauty of rhythm transformed into motion the dancer brings these together and the result

—

is

art.

—Ruby

Bryson.

P

\

Ennui
By Katharine Green

Your hands
I
I
I

am

are soft, but they burn

so tired, so

weary with

would bathe my soul in
would float on the mists

Of

starshine;

the valley of the Shadow.

Why

do you

call

me back?
[Ill]

my

living.

forehead.

—

Music
By WlLMA CORNE

Music

is a mystery;
Hinting of beautiful things
Of pixies dancing in the moonbeams
On the midnight greensward;
Of vanished souls that call back
To us in tender fragments of song;
Of vague thoughts expressed in sounds,
Revealing the intimate loveliness
Of life's hidden hopes
.

Music

.

.

a mystery.

is

The Moon
By Ruth McDowell

The moon,

A

and

full

huge

Is like a

clear,

crystal ball.

glimpse into

it

Will set the mind
A-dreaming

Of mystic cities
And things
Untold.

Memories
By Katharine Grfen

Memories
Gleams of

On my

are forget-me-nots,

color

black gown.
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My

Hungarian Master and His Dancers
By Mary Dienes

Out of a confused jumble of bleak winter evenings, murky with
fog and whimpering with gusts of wind that bite and freeze through
and through in spite of all covering, rises the picture of the ball room
overflowing with perfumed warmth and brilliance. Its quick atmosphere

is

agitated only by soft rustles and flutterings and lowered
on the spacious floor

voices until music starts and tiny couples set out
to

accompany

it

with the rhythmical hop of dancing

ingly serious and

cowed

these little ones are

feet.

How

charm-

How

timidly they strive
for the approval of the rotund ''master," flitting hither and thither,
an embodiment of inimitable grace, watching them sway about gravely
to airs a little coquettish or a little sentimental, dreamy, stately or gay
by turns that flow from under the fingers of the graying soldier beside the piano.
they start with the esardas to some ancient folk
!

Now

ever recurring refrain; now they follow some sweet,
softly gliding melody through the mazy figures of the minuet. There
comes perhaps a waltz, rippling, yet slow and half-wistful, whose
liquid grace they try to render in vain, or courtly palotas approaches
with stately gait and half-kneeling courtesy; and the whole little
assembly in starched muslin skirts or first stiff collars, moving with
lilting step, bowing and bending in decorous and dainty like a group

tune with

of

its

Trim French China

dolls,

come

to life.

But, ah, this was not always so! By the cost of what efforts did
they attain perfection Six years old Yolonska, still awkward at movements, could tell you that learning to dance is not so easy as you
might think, although she has been leader of the line from the beginning.
First there were all those annoying, fundamental poses and
steps to learn and then your "Big Chief Tomahawk" of the afternoon was introduced under the gentle name of Arpud who, with his
best endeavors to the contrary, learned to "Boston" on your toes. And
then the intricacies of the May gar solo seemed really and truly more
difficult to master than arithmetic.
But somehow, at the end of ten
weeks, all doubtful points were cleared up and even the quadrille
seemed as simple as walking.
!

Then came the ball, the crowning event of the course, where you
could dance until eleven o'clock under the fond gaze of proud mammas and return home with the satisfying consciousness of being a
"little grown-up" in having partaken of such an affair.
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Individuality
By Frank Anders
I

danced with you

In lighted halls
measures of romantic waltz.
I danced with you

To

Where brasses crashed
The choruses of modern
I

tunes.

watched your eyes

Dance merrily

And matched
But now, my
Our gay duet

your movements step by

Must have an end

Work
Work
For

step.

love,

as does the song.

out your tune,
out your step,

life for

us

is

solo dance.

The Dance

of

Dawn

By Katharine Green

—

Aurora

celestial dancer
Radiant, resplendent,
She trips across a darkened world,
Brushing its gloom with her drap'ries of light.
To the music of a cardinal's song
She dances;

And

the world may stop for a moment
view Elysium
For with her light she kindles dreams again

To

And

hope.
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Glossary
Music made

Dance:

movement

into

An

Dancer:

—
—

the

medium

for expres-

poignant that mere words will not avail.
marvelously making one
airy bit of fluff and silk

sion, for feeling so

see pictures.

Jazz:

A

hectic outburst of the frenzy that

youth.
—Katharine
green.
is

o

Beauty incarnate, playing with the many colored bubbles

Dance:

—Mary

of joy.

Starbuck.

o

Rhythm:

Slowly swaying

trees,

extending arms skyward in their

carefree glory, dancing to the soft music of the winds.

Carnival:

Joy expressed

in a fantastical blurr of colored motion.

— Graham

Dunlop.

o

Jazz

:

The

feeling of the

modern

age,

put to music.

— Wenonah Black.

o

A

Dance:
beautiful fairy, impelled by love.
over the earth, blowing bubbles of happiness.

She

trips lightly

—Margaret Linkous.

o

A
to

Formal Dance:
do but you.

A

place

where every one knows exactly what
Bill Hodges.

—

o

Dance:

The

interpretation of

moods through rhythmic movement.

—Mary

And Thence Downward
By Henry A. Page
Every sun must

And

cross

its

III

rise

meridian.
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Dance

The dance as an art form has not yet received from the American
public the recognition to which it is entitled, and it may be many
years before this recognition is forthcoming; but that the dance will
sooner or later occupy a big place in the interests of the people is
certain, just as it is certain that grand opera and painting and the
America is
allied arts will some day attain a degree of popularity.
young and because of her youth worships at pagan shrines. Like
every nation she must pass through an era of materialism and commercialism before her citizens can begin to look towards the more
abstract spiritual things of life.
Of course, every American is more or less familiar with dancing
as exploited by the so-called "hoofers," the vaudeville or revue
dancers but the work and style of these is so ephemeral and transient
The Charleston is already
as scarcely to deserve the name of art.
a thing of the past, and the Black Bottom is slowly dying.
Dancing is probably the oldest form of art. Men lent their bodies
to rhythmic motions before the dawn of history, and they will continue to do so through the ages. The dance is an important part of
;
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many religions. The Snake Dance and the Corn Dance of the
American Indians, the dancing dervishes of the Mohammedans, and
Ruth
the ceremonial dances of the old Hindu faith are examples.
Denis, one of America's foremost exponents of the art, writes
It underlies all the arts that are
it is "the great synthetic art.
It is geometry, architecture, poetry,
expressed through the body.
drama and music, painting and sculpture
St.

that

.

.

.

.

Out of its jazz craze
distinctive folk dance.
Meanwhile the interests of the
develop a distinctive type.
public should be directed towards the work of those who are striving
to create a desire for recognition and understanding of the higher
types of dancing in the minds of their followers.
hitehead.
Or en
America has no

it

may

—

This
The

W

Dancing Degeneration

rebellion of the younger generation against the old conven-

most
Sermons have been delivered, and
editorials and articles innumerable have been written, some decrying
and others lauding this rebellion; and out of all this maze of controversy and argument has developed only a lot of confused ideas, all
tions

and

ideals has been a topic of discussion for so long that

of us are tired of hearing of

it.

contradictory.

Yet

evident that something fine, heretofore the cherished posand, indeed, of nearly every one
hardly exists
now. This is the adequate appreciation of the beautiful in art and
Certainly there is nothing of permanent value in the latest
life.
It is true that some of them have a
popular music and dances.
"catching" lilt or a pleasing rhythm, nothing more, none of the
In the life of the present
qualities that make a thing a work of art.
generation there is a great lack of the conscious striving for the
session

it is

of youth

—

—

beautiful.

Life today has lost much of the meaning which it held before. The
of man has been busy conquering and improving externals and
this struggle and labor, perhaps, was what gave to the life of our
forefathers its richness of meaning.
that the frontiers are nonexistent and life has been made unbelievably luxurious, our brains are
What we should do is turn all the energy,
becoming stagnant.

mind

;

Now

which is going to waste within
minds, our hearts, our bodies

us,

—

—our

towards improving ourselves

artistically.
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— Or en

Whitehead.

The Dance As
We

An

Art

the fundamental art of the human
race and that out of this all the other arts were born.
believe
that there is no human or divine emotion but can be more beautifully
and potently portrayed through the dance than through any of the
other arts.
believe that dancing

is

We

The dance today in its finest manifestation is a synthetic art embracing all of the other arts, for it includes Music as its accompaniment, Painting as its background, and it is at once Sculpture, Poetry,
and Drama in motion.
When the primitive man first moved rhythmically he found that
by this means he could induce an ecstasy, and believed that in this
ecstasy he was possessed of some power outside of and greater than
himself thus, the first glimpsings of religion were born, and throughout the whole history of the dance, religion and dancing have been
;

inseparable.

In the Golden Age of Ancient Greece, that phase of civilization
is almost universally accepted as the high-water mark of human
civilization, dancing was used as a form of religious expression, as an
athletic sport, as a means of training soldiers, as the backbone of the
Drama, as ritual for celebrating all great public occasions, and as
amusement and pastime. Plato writes, "To sing well and to dance
well is to be well educated." To understand this point of view we
must reverse the statement, that according to the Greek ideal, one
must be well educated in the fullest meaning of the word in order
to dance well.
There must be spiritual substance, a trained intellect,
an intelligent and rationally trained mind, a beautiful, strong and
technically trained body, in order to dance well.
That was the
standard of the Greeks in the Age of Pericles and it is our Denishawn
standard today.
As we look forward to the future of the dance in America we
want the finest types of young American men and women to dance.
want the dance of America to express the vastness of our country's size; the dignity and beauty of its mountains; the strength and
wholesomeness of its great farms and ranches; the creativeness and
progressiveness of its government; and the richness of our many
sources of thematic material. The dance should permeate every phase
of our life as it did the life of the Greeks in the Golden Age, and it
should have the same spiritual source, with an even greater range of
Those of us
expression and an even more radiant vital expression.
who dance with our spirits and our minds and with the utmost training of our entire bodies are bored and repelled by the thing that
passes for dancing in the fetid air of the night clubs and some day
we shall have in America a great organization of American born
dancers living a life that is full and rich and satisfying on all planes,
who will produce in an American Theatre of the Dance forms of
organized rythmic human movement more wonderful and more inspiring than anything the world has ever yet seen.

which

We

;

— Ted Shawn.
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Herman Bang's "Happiness"
By Mary Dienes
"Happiness" is the first part of the book entitled Life and Death
Herman Bang. Its heroine, Alice, says somewhere that wealth,
rank, and other such things are of no account.
Our happiness depends upon our knowledge of how to live. The story is a description
of an Easter night and an Easter Monday, ending with the engage-

by

of two people who "know how to live."
Alice is introduced to the reader before the background of a ducal
palace whose atmosphere is sleepy with ennui and heavy with the
exotic perfume of the flowers that fill the room; amidst the low,
bored tones of the inmates enervated by too much wealth,
illumined by the rosy glow of the lamps that
too much leisure
shine on gleaming brocades and light faintly the pictures of ancestors
on the dark, oaken walls. Her personality lights up like a sunbeam
the lifeless splendour; and in a succession of scenes, the delicacy of
which is inimitable, her spring-like spirit is revealed. That, in contrast to the other character, shows her to be one of those who can

ment

;

"live."

For artistic beauty and depth of feeling one rarely finds passages
equal to the descriptions of Alice's visit to a little country church
and graveyard with her silent adorer, "the little chamberlain," in the
almost holy stillness of the snowy morning, and the description of the
ball, to which in her overflowing happiness she invites the servants
and laborers of the village to dance with her so that all near her may
be sharers of her joy.
The sense of perfection and aristrocratic refinement throughout the
work is produced, however, not only by the situations and persons
described but also by the expressive, condensed, truly aristocratic style
in which there is nothing superfluous.
Characters are described by
a few words or sentences in which is said just enough. For example,
there is one character who utters but a single word.
Yet all the
personages are drawn with such skill that the reader recognizes them
immediately as old acquaintances.
This short story is indeed a little masterpiece, glorifying youth,
love, beauty, and happiness in such a poetie way that it is unforgetable.
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The Journal

of

Marie

Bashkirtsefi

By Mary Dienes

The Journal of Marie Bashkirtseff is the story of a young girl
who died almost before she knew what it was to live, yet to her last
moment was actuated by a passionate desire to be numbered among
the immortals.

Insatiable ambition

is

the keynote of her character.

This and the "divine spark" of genius she

felt within her compelled
her to relinquish all the so-called pleasures of life and, devoting her
entire being to her art, perform feats that broke her health and
eventually brought about her death. It is the almost titanic struggle
of this frail creature to conquer the world that is so compelling.
Although she is thus entirely self-centered, her striving to perfect her
if such terms may
self by every means makes her egotism so noble
that it is deserving only of our highest admiration and
be linked
sympathy.

—

—

She had the sensibilities of an artist and also the intellectual's
knowledge. As a girl of seventeen she was an excellent
musician and knew six languages. She could read Latin and Greek
thirst after

authors in the original. It was at this age that she started a superhuman effort to master painting and made amazing progress in that
field.
She won several medals at exhibitions in Paris and two of her
But
paintings are honored by places in the Luxembourg gallery.
her health began to fail and she realized that she could not attain
It was then, a few months before her death,,
first rank in her art.
that she decided to publish her diary in order to leave some trace
The rare sincerity with which
of her life and her personality.
she relates in it all her aspirations, disappointments, and humiliations, her whole experience of life, make it one of the most touching

documents of human nature.

Her
that her "body lodged too great a soul."
of a great painter of the French impressionist school, but it also surrounds her with a kind of halo of her
youth, charm, and beautiful promise and does not take from her the
immortality due to such strength and genius.

Her tragedy

is

early death deprived us

The Dancer

in the

Moonlight

By Cecil Robinson

A

wild thing, seeking relief
'Midst showers of moonlight
spirit bubbling over,
Answering the call of unheard melodies.

A
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Definitions
The moon:
The wind:

The

silver buckle that clasps the robe of night.

Mournful accompaniment

to the drama, Winter.
Delicate perfume gently wafted on languorous butterKatharine Green.
wings of deception.

Flattery:
fly

—

o

The

Childhood:

Old Age:
Monotony:

An

Failure:

Holidays
of

:

preface to the book of Life.

A flickering lamp.
A bare spot in the

Time.

fields of

abyss on the road to success.

— Graham Dunlop.

Bright splashes of color thrown on the dull, drab screen

life.

Morning:

A

bright and happy messenger,

bringing tidings of

new-born hopes.

A

An Open Fireplace:
shipped for centuries.

shrine before which people have wor-

Book: A treasure chest, containing faded flowers, memand hints of old romances.
Old Love Letters: Mute, little testimonials of dim, half-remembered romances; treasured keep-sakes of days and hours when the

An Old

ories,

dash of youth's

gave brilliant color to

fire

The

Saint Mark's Cathedral:

— Virginia

wrought
—Katherine Green.

Against Conventionalities

By Henry A. Page

The children
Hunt alone

III

of the forest

In the weird glimmer

Of

the

Why

Moon

of Life.

should not the son of

Inspiration
By Loleeta Smith

A
A
A

flash, a

gleam,

sudden beautiful thought,
burning desire to write it,

To

tell

That

is

Jarrett.

soul of the Renaissance

in marble.

An Argument

life.

it

to others

inspiration.
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man?

Death
By Louise Babcox

A
A

had a toy,
bauble that he loved.
For years he played with it.
Faded and scarred it became,
But it was beautiful to him.
Why did they snatch the toy away?
child

The Dancer
By Harold Langford
Lithe as a willow,
Bending in spring breezes;
Graceful as frost-kissed leaves,
Floating downward in autumn;

Weird

as the nights

Of

the mysterious Orient
Are the motions

Of

the dancer.

Mountain Haze
By ESTELLENE WALKER

Mountain haze
Is

smoke

the eddying

From the peace pipes
Of long-forgotten chiefs.

Youth
By Ruth McDowell

Youth

is

Humming

like

a fountain,

and singing

In the sunshine
dreams,

Of

Gurgling up, up, up,
Until it drops
Into the waters

Of

age.
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HILLS
On The

Bus

By Louise Babcox

—

All kinds of people ride on the eight-thirty bus
gaunt, old peoyoung people; men minus cuff buttons; men plus the
breakfast crumbs that fall upon their vests during the hurried meal;
college girls, enthusiastically discussing the car or "the line" of their
latest B. F.
women earnestly talking about the latest local scandal
and about Edward Hickman's mother men standing by the door to
talk with the bus driver
some sad, others happy, several dismissing
the cares of the morning with casual unconcern, others silent, broodple; laughing,

;

;

—

ing.

who drives
when he is at the

is supremely indifferent to anything
His nonchalance and precision would
irritate a saint.
He is tall and lean, middle-aged and careful careful to a degree that is precaution, prudence, wariness, and circumspection rolled into one.
He presses out the coins in the changer with
ease, inspects them, gives them to the exasperated passenger, then
reaches forward lazily to shift gears and shut the door.
Martha and Miss Boxley sit together on the bus when Annice
doesn't get there first.
There is a subtle masking of feeling among
Martha, solemn behind her black-rimmed glasses; Miss
these three
Boxley, uncommunicative and never smiling; Annice, bubbling over
with enthusiasm. By custom they acknowledge each other's presence
and exchange piece-meal good mornings.
One is attracted by Martha's face-and-neck color scheme. Her
face wears a double coating of flour-white powder when one coatThis clown white
ing, lightly given, would be more than sufficient.
comes along to the edge of her face and peeks down at the nut-

James,

else

the bus,

wheel.

—

—

—

brown

of her neck.

Miss Boxley wears an audacious "blown-bob," with the oily black
strands of hair combed back methodically above her colorless cheeks.
The sad-faced woman rarely raises her eyes from her study of the
scuffed, polish-worn toes of her oxfords; and, though her lips part
and the corners of her mouth are elevated a trifle, she merely inaugurates an unfinished smile.
Annice is curled, but paintless. "My dear, did you ever?" "My

"My

!" are
dear
the
dear, I nearly died."
ever-recurring
phrases among her enthusiastic out bursts. Her costumes are, to say
the least, novel
poor copies of costumes in spectacular movies.

—
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Neil usually sits in the back of the bus. His face is always grimy
with smoke and dirt from his iron horse. He swings onto the bus
every Tuesday and Thursday, his denim shirt and pants fresh but
never entirely clean, and slides his scratched, enamel lunch box next
to old man Simm's spineless, brass-footed satchel that sits back of the
fare case.

Old man Simms aged over-night. One day he was a tall, muscular
man; then there came weeks of pain, and he went back to his job
a bent, stooped, trembling figure, fumbling with his cane.
He has
to work to be able to take care of his granddaughter, a flippant chit
of seventeen, the joy of his life.
He and Jones, a typical morning
after the night before, always have their little jokes as the bus moves
along through Biltmore Forest.
is red and happy.
His nose needs new plumbing, and
checked suit needs new checks. His favorite topic is the bunch
of glazed cherries Mrs. Thompson has added to the right underside
of her glass and plate black hat, a topic wT hich never fails to amuse

Jones's face

his

Mr. Simms. He
Mrs. Thompson,
her graying

likes to

a

row

comment

of

also

upon the new

gleaming white

false teeth of

in ludicrous contrast to

lips.

—

—

Pat short for Patricia is amply cushioned beside the window.
She has a brown spot just below her chin, which, when she laughs,
is snatched back out of view by a little net of wrinkles.
Pat has
been wearing her best coat lately.
She knows, however, that she
should wear her old one, the frayed one with moth-eaten fur. Pat's
pride and joy is her younger brother, a bow-legged sailor, brawny
and ugly. Her eyes light up and the little mole disappears when
she talks about him.

Mat's husband is a small man with a huge temper. He often accompanies her on her daily bus rides to town, reading the morning
paper with bullet eyes surmounted by shaggy eyebrows.

Molly

on the bus at Biltmore. She is a character in a class
She uses violetSuch feet, such socks, such a face!
Her upper lip sticks out
colored powder and orange-hued lipstick.
One
to see how her what-might-have-been-a-chin is minding its tilt.
ear shows traffic to the left, and the other wiggles around to see if all
Her socks, expertly rolled around an
is serene on the starboard side.
a yellow with a decided tenelephantine ankle, are yellow in color
dency to pea green. Molly usually carries a tooth pick in her mouth,
a splinter two and a half inches long, oar-bladed at one end and
When she talks, this miniature beam waves
pointed on the other.
frantically or waggles slowly according to her words and her moods.
gets

by herself.

—

A

teacher generally gets on the bus at the store on the top of
Biltmore Hill.
He teaches a foreign language in a preparatory
school near Asheville and his arms are usually laden with books and
folded papers. He has very nice hair of which he is very vain. His
black shoes always wear a new shine.
[124]

—

;

member of the Y. W. C. A. basket ball team, manages
hobble to the bus stop every morning. She groans when she gets
up on the steps. All bandaged up, she gives an exciting Pathe-News
of the game of the evening before to her bus companion.
She is
a jolly girl with bobbed, auburn hair and sensible shoes.
They all ride on the eight-thirty bus gaunt, old people; laughing
young people; men minus cuff buttons; men plus the breakfast
crumbs that fall upon their vests during the hurried meal; college
girls, enthusiastically discussing the car or "the line" of their latest
B. F., women earnestly talking about the latest local scandal and
about Edward Hickman's mother; men standing by the door to
talk with the bus driver.
They are all just folks and intensely inLouise, a

to

—

teresting.

An

Adventure

in Friendship

By Frank Anders

The world was
The smoke and
Upon my heart
I

A
Of

I

spirit

much with me

dust of crowded city streets
descended.

crowds to find a place
might soon refresh

quit the

Where

too

wearied into death

depthless blandishments.

In searching on the treeless plains
I a hundred gurgling streams,
Streams warm and smiling at the sun

Found

But they were shallow, sluggish,
Choked with silt
I wandered on
And came upon a deep blue stream.
Alas! the current there was swift,

And

icy

So

emerged

I

pangs

And now

A

I

my

heart depths pierced.
misery crept away.
seek, my chilled heart to refresh,

—

in

warm, and muddy stream.

shallow,

Gratitude
By Frank Anders

You wept
Under

And

the lash of trouble,

wept with you.
my burden was

I

When
That

You

wept,
laughed lightly.
I
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so great

—

,

——

To Captain Gray
By Katharine Green

What

does it matter that you died?
not that death the supreme climax
The monument to labor accomplished?
What could the praises of the world have added
To that high moment when you felt the
glory of achievement?

Was

Yours was the triumph.
You died when life was warm,

—

rosy.

In your youth in the moment of fulfilment.
What could life have added to that moment?
Now softly in the distance I hear taps
I envy you.

Insanity
By Henry A. Page
I

III

peered

Through

the bars

Of

an asylum cell
At the wretched creature within.
I said with compassion,
"Do you not despise this place?"
"Ah," he answered, "all is well.
This wretched body
Decays here
But I have a heart
It is elsewhere!"
And I reasoned:
Was he insane?

—
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Fame
By Frank Anders
I

watched one day

The

multi-colored leaves of autumn
in ecstacy
To the accompaniment
Of the sighing branches
And the rhythm of falling acorns.
As I watched, I saw a leaf
Lifted and whirled into a mad dance
By the swirling wind.

Dance

It

spun gaily

And

skipped lightly,

High above its
When the wind

And
And

fellows.

ceased

the branches ended their song
the acorns stopped

Their rhythmic

tattoos,

The leaf its dancing ceased
And tumbled to the earth.

Values
By Elizabeth Ward

Your

frivolous heels

Click across polished floors
And painted boards
To the mail-box,
To you an alluring chest

With possibilities
Of a fantastically valuable blue check,
Or the latest print of jangling jazz.

Do

you never hope

That
Will

Or

puzzling contents

its

book of verse
a matinee ticket to "Faust"?
yield a small

Stars
By Katherine Green
Stars

are

Strewn

Over

diamonds,

carelessly

velvet

In the show case

Of

night.
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Faces
By Harold Langford

A

man's face is a mirror
which his past life

On
Is

reflected.

A

woman's

face

A

child's face

is

a

is

Behind which she
All her own.

mask

lives a life

an open book,

Whose pages are painted
With scenes of innocent happiness.

A

baby's face is a star
Shining with radiant sweetness

On

all

who

look thereon.

Sunlight
By Margaret Doe
In the slums

Of

A

a great city

beam

of sunlight
Falls on the face
Of a sleeping baby

Who

wakes and

smiles.

In a rich apartment
In a great city

A

beam

of sunlight

Falls on the face
Of a sleeping man,

Who

wakes and frowns.

Tyranny

of

Youth

By Henry A. Page

When

too

much

string

fed to a kite,
The kite tugs harder
Is

And

harder
Until finally

it

breaks.
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THE DALLE!}
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I

Our Boarding-House
By Graham Dunlop
In many ways, too numerous and too well-known to mention, our
boarding-house resembles the sanctum sanctorum of boarders the
world over. In a few intensely interesting ways, however, it differs

from the type

entirely, presenting little gestures entirely its

own.

The building has three stories, each one different from the other
two. The first floor, except at meal times, is nearly always deserted.
At

these periodic intervals the dining-room becomes the setting for

pageants and comedies that go on in other boarding-houses
throughout the land. Occasionally gossipers sit on the sofa in the
living-room and discuss various people who have won social fame
about town. The library is set aside for visitors and bridge. It is a
place where one does not have to strain his ears to hear the mice
little

squeaking.
In the summer they come out from their hiding places
and dine on toast crumbs which have found their way to the floor
after breakfast.
I have not seen one of the little gray waifs for a
long time.
I do not know whether they have been destroyed by
traps or whether they ate too much.

The

second floor is quite uninteresting. It is the abode of all the
If one means to be quiet, however, he should not
choose a room there for all the noisy people live on the third floor,
and the floors are frightfully creaky. All the people going from the
third floor to the first floor have to be very quiet when they pas&
this region of fussy folks.
fussy people.

;

The third floor is the most interesting one of all. It contains the
famous "Studio" or "Night Club." This apartment is very elegantly furnished with magohany and with its draperies, its soft cushions,
its divan, and its fragrant incense, reminds one of a Turkish harem.
This place is not a public resting room or reading room. It is merely
another bedroom
but how mysterious!
There, from nine in the
;

—

evening until the time their consciences begin to trouble them, the
sleepless young people spend their time.
When the president wishes
to go to bed, she announces that "the club will now adjourn."
She,
like the room, is very mysterious.
She cares little about the past or
the future or what people think and spends most of her time preparing the club for its nocturnal meetings.
[129]

Then there is the fair blonde, Miss C
Life in our boardTwo strawberry blondes
ing-house is not complete without her.
also make their homes with us, share in the give and take of our
life, and add their individual threads to the pattern.
Of course, one
cannot leave out the dear old Colonel. He is like one of those greatly
exaggerated pictures of Dickens' famous characters. He has fought
in every country, seen lights never lit on lands and seas, and met
He pretends he is an accomplished
with unbelievable adventures.
I cannot tell whether he is a
linquist and sings opera all the time.
His brother-in-law, who resides in the boardingtenor or a bass.
house temporarily, reminds one of Clements' Santa Claus who was
so fat that "he shook like a bowlful of jelly."
.

—

We

—

have with us also a second John Drew, and a oh, yes Miss
She is the one who invites everyone out for a drive and
then can't get the car started. Then there is our famous librarian
who always appears to be afraid that she may strain her larnyx.

T

.

There is an artist who has a real studio next to the "Night
Club," a musician of more than passing skill, an author who likes
to dwell on the subject of detectives, and an English teacher who is
red-headed.
Our cook, who takes an important part in the life of
our boarding-house, is one of the thousand who stick to one place.
She reminds me of Fontaine Fox's cartoon, Aunt Eppie Hogg, fattest woman in the world, who prevented the ferry-boat from moving
by sitting on the opposite end to that which contained the paddle
Some of our folks are just plain creatures.
wheels.

We

can boast of having a love affair which turned out successThe old man ran away and got married for the third time.
could not help wondering how he proposed to the girl.

fully.
I

Not long ago we sheltered a fanatic on psychology, who gave me
One of her many peculiarities
the "jimmies" with her preachings.
was to mash all the food on her plate into one conglomeration, then
Half the time she wore a
eat it without any delicacy whatsoever.
red wig, the other half she wore her own gray hair. The rumor was
spread that she could hypnotize people, but she never tried her arts
on me. Thank goodness, she has gone!

we have

every kind of person imaginable in our boardingsome have long noses, other
tall, some are short
have pugged ones some pose, others act naturally.

Yes,

house.

Some

are

;

;

All in all, our boarding-house resembles the meeting place of
boarders the world over, but it has a few delightful, inimitable differences.
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Jack
He

By

C.

my

dog.

Taber Bruce

He

not a thoroughbred, and he
is just dog.
I think he has some Collie blood in him, for he is about the build
of a Collie; but his rather blunt nose betrays the fact that the Collie

Jack

is

a dog.

is

is

hasn't a pedigree as long as the eighth period either; he

strain

is

a

weak

one.

When

Jack is clean, he is dark brown and black on his back and
neck.
His legs are light brown, almost tan. His feet are as white
as snow, and there is a white spot right in the middle of his nose.
Jack is a very sensitive dog. If you don't speak to him the first
thing in the morning, he feels highly insulted and proceeds not to
notice you until you tempt him with a delicious morsel.
He is very
peculiar about his eating, too.
He positively will not eat as long as
any one is looking at him. He does not like the cook very much,
so he has to eat in the little hall where he will not be disturbed.
Jack is also particular about what he eats. If he can't have the stewpot or the steak-bone, he will not eat. He is very fond of corn bread.
He also likes cinnamon buns and vanilla wafers. He can sense a
bag of cinnamon buns the instant they are brought into the house.
I had a box of vanilla wafers on the sink the other day.
When
I went to get them, the box was all torn up and the cakes were gone.
That night Jack was sick. I thought that that illness would cure
him of eating vanilla wafers, but in a day or two he was ready for
more.

Every morning when I start to school, Jack has to walk to the
Every afternoon
corner with me to see that I don't get run over.
he greets me with a loud bark and dashes down the steps to meet
me. He thinks it is his duty to carry my Latin book into the house
for me.
If I happen not to have any books, he proceeds to take
one of the legs of my trousers in his mouth and helps me up the
steps.

Jack has fallen asleep during the writing of this, so don't tell him
He might be embarrased; he is such a modest
anything about it.
dog.

Zinnias
By Katharine Green

Prim old maids, out for a fling,
Gayly dressed in brilliant colors,
Yet unable to throw away lightly

The

habits of a lifetime;

Stiffly starched,

And on

their skirts spread out;

their breasts there softly

gleam

Little golden chains,

Keepsakes of a half-forgotten childhood.
[131]

Said While

Dancing

By Ben Proctor
"Gee, but

that's a swell waltz, eh,

kid?"

"Uh-huh."
"I could dance

night with you."

all

"'At's nice."

"Say, where did you learn to dance?"
what's that?"
"I say, where did you learn to dance?"
"I don't know; I just watched dancers so much that I finally
could dance."
"I'll say
Say, you missed a swell lecture on Shakespeare yesterday in English.
Old man Weatherford was discussing
pro and con the possibility of a contemporary writing Shakespeare's
Yea, old Weatherford was discussin' it in an enlightened
plays.
manner. Wise old bird he is."
"I think so myself."
(She suppresses a yawn.)
call him Sahara, because he's so
"History prof's a gripe.
dry."

"Uh—

We

"Yea."
"Discussed Mr. Volstead today and

"Uh-huh."

"My

all

the

damage

he's done."

—

heh! heh! how do you like that
got it?
Well, he called me his first
amendment; so I returned the compliment! Well, as I was sayin',
"
my constitution of blue
"Oh, that was in the letter Johnny was reading and laughing over
in math Monday, wasn't it?"

one?

constitution of blue laws

You know where

I

"Don't remember."

—

"Yea, it said something about you being an amendment oh, yes,
he said you were as expensive to keep up as the eighteenth amendment."
"Oh, yes, that's what it was." (A poor expression for surprise)
"Had an interesting biology lesson today." {Through pity)
suckles,
Honey
discussed vines.
"Yea, I did too.
Do you know anything about the Virginia
ivy, grape, et cetera.
creeper?"
"Yea, I rode on it going to Richmond."
She says this absently, suppressing a yawn.
The music stops. She makes a desperate effort to summon a\
smile.
Succeeding, she says earnestly.
"I certainly wish I had another blank space on my card, because
you are surely one lovely partner."
The next to the last word was not even inflected.

We

.
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BLUFFS
Orchestra Gossip
By Emily Donald

As the last strains of "Are You Happy?" died away, the dancers
turned to leave the ballroom. Musicians carelessly laid down their
instruments and followed the dancers. It was intermission.

The instruments were left alone in the ballroom. They looked
very tired and lonely, huddled in a little group on the platform.
All was

by

still

for a

Miss Flute.

little

moment. Then, suddenly the quiet was broken
"Such an evening! I don't see how I ever

lived through it," she piped up.

"Well, you aren't by yourself," angrily boomed the bass drum.
"I thought

I

would be beaten

to death."

"Whew!"

puffed the trombone, "I'm almost out of breath trying
Don't they ever get tired?"
to keep up with that jazzy crowd.

"Who

syncopated

cares?"

my

time of

life.

"Thrilling!" said Kettle
never been so sore in all
respect

Miss Saxophone.

"I'm having the

It's so thrilling."

Drum,

my

boiling with rage.

life.

"Why,

These musicians

have

I've

no

whatever for one's feelings."

"Mon Dieu, but I have a terrible cold," coughed French Horn.
"I should think they'd be more considerate of my voice when they
hear how hoarse I am."
"Can't you stop complaining?" broke in English Horn.
"I'm
having quite a delightful time.
By Jove, that was a ripping dress
that little blonde had on."

"The
tones.

shameless

"In

my

to the dressing

thing!"

cried

the

dignified

day, a girl with a torn dress

'Cello

in

shocked

would have repaired

room."

"Don't nudge me," came the plaintive voice of the violin to the
banjo.
"I'll fall off the piano if you do.
I've been almost sawed
in two tonight as it is."

"Do be quiet, children,"
masters back again."

rippled
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the

piano,

"Here come our

Wrong Number
By Nemiah Goldstein
"Infoumation, pleez
"Infoumation, will you geef me, pleez, de nomber from Meester
hate vore
J. M. Garfinkle, tree toity-tree Collitch strit
vim hate? Denks.
"Hallo, contral, geef me hate vore vun hate, pleez
no,
no, no, no no, no, no, hate hate,
no, hate, hate vore vun hate
vun, two, tree, vore, fife, seex, savon, hate, hate
hate vore

vun hate

chass.

"Hallo, dees hate vor vun hate? No? Bag podden, rong nomber..
.... wall, ton't gat hengry witt me, 's not my fault ... ho, iss
dot so? so's by you de hold men und foddermore wall, heng oop dan,

—

goot-for-notting dombbul.
for de lest time I'm esking it
"Hallo, contral
.geef me
hee-hi-chee-hatch-tee, hate; ve-ho-harhate vore vun hate
ho-hen-hee, vun
hee-hi-chee-hatch-tee, hate.
hee, vore
.

.

.

;

HATE

;

VORE VUN HATE.
"Wot's dot? Hate vor vun hate
vant, pleez?

Ho

nefermind.

I

a

is

tink

poddy line?

wot

I'll rit

Wot

Black Bottom Blues
By Ralph W. Davis

Of

all

the latest fancies,

Black Bottom's got me wild.
I strut my mess at every chance.

My
I

feet are jazz beguiled.

love the sobbing saxaphones,

The
The

banjo's
flappers

That go

Now

maddening trills,
and the jelly-beans,

the pace that

some

folks think

kills.
it

naughty;

They want things tame and mild;
But turn me loose, don't hold me down.
Black Bottom's got me wild.
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nomber

batter a latter."

I

Old World

1
i

Dancing Scenes

Trails

in Southern

By Henry A. Page

France

III

In America men have forgotten the stately gavotte and the beauminuet; and in their mad worship of the great god, Jazz, they
are beginning to forget the waltz.
This is not universally true of
Europe, however.
In many parts of the continent and in France

tiful

especially the people refuse to

jungle

rituals

of

the

borrow the body contortions from the

They

savage.

warm

still

love

their

native

folk

frequented by men from
the outside world, they have not forgotten them.
Early in the spring, at the Carnival season, practically every
French inhabitant of Cannes puts on last year's gay costume and
joins the throng of merry makers in the streets.
Here huge floats
with grotesque-headed holiday-makers rock and rumble over the
cobblestones while the costumed pedestrians below laugh and jeer and
All along the streets are confetti stands which have sprung
shout.
up like the plants that the fakers cause to grow instantaneously from
nowhere. Dealers in paper ammunition do a thriving business.
Paper rolls are thrown continuously from windows above the
streets until long multi-colored streamers make a filmy roof over the
merry-makers. Confetti of all colors is tossed about until the air is
a fluttering haze of gay tints and the streets are covered with a soft
growth of fairy grass, as it were.
dances.

Even on

the

Riviera, that

is

Amid this sunlit shower of paper, lads and lasses join hands and
dance and skip along, their faces wreathed in smiles. Young people
join hands, and making a long line, surround picked victims, who
struggle laughingly to escape.
Through the town the procession flows, sluggishly rolling down
the narrow streets like a mass of liquid lava, reflecting a sunset of
many tints and colors, shifting, spreading, narrowing, slowly running

along

....
*

*

*

a famous city in the Rhone delta, a grassy plain divided
by blue, sluggish water. Long ago a spring festival was inaugurated
here by light-hearted inhabitants. This festival was moved for some
reason to Vence, an old town in Provence, nestled in the lower Alps.
Anyone passing through this village during the spring awakening
witnesses a unique and beautiful sight.

Aries

is
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Light-hearted, fair maidens don carefully made, quaint costumes
pink dresses that nearly touch the ground and carry down their
spreading fulness lace bands that make white, filmy steps from waist
Wearing dainty lace caps and with their black hair
to shoe tops.
falling loosely woven down their backs, they skip to the town
square where a huge platform has been built.
Here they meet the
village youths, all costumed in white pants and white shirts trimmed
in red, and wearing on their heads scarlet caps.

In a corner of the platform sit the musicians, who play light, fandance tunes on strange, long, reed-like flutes bedecked with
fluttering tassels, and odd, low-toned drums, adorned also for the
occasion. The lads and lassies whirl and mingle, then bow with neat,
careful steps in a dance of former days.
tastic

One
scarlet

is

carried back a century at least by this scene

and white busily fingering

light,

—

treble tunes;

musicians in

happy young

dancers, flashing past in the sun's yellow glare in the figures of the
dance, bowing and curtesying, joining hands, whirling together;

masses of broad, pink skirts and swirling white coats; and all this
against a background of spring green, topped with turquoise blue.
It is indeed a memorable picture.

*****

Gorbio is an old fortress village crowning the tops of a terraced
mountain.
One may reach it by climbing gigantic steps made of
decaying rocks on the cultivated slopes.

A

towering, cathedral spire rises above all the buildings of the
town. From a small square, in the center of which is the faithful,
moss-covered village pump, branch several dark tunnels streets
Entering one of these by-ways, one
leading farther up the slope.
may see in an open space at its other end the shining front wall of

—

the cathedral.

One

enters this holy place in reverence and remains silent under

Huge

white-washed leaning walls
and other scenes in
Small
the life of Christ, tapestries woven by masters of long ago.
shrines glitter with the reflected light of candles along the wall.
At the far end of the cathedral, beneath a soft-lighted window of
blue and rose, shines the high altar, lighted by numerous long, white
candles which throw their pale, slowly flickering gleams upon the
calm, white face of a smiling Virgin and her child, which might
typify all the motherhood of the earth.

its

roof.

tapestries line its old

tapestries depicting the nativity, the Crucifixion,

With

a regret that tugs at the heart-strings

one leaves the cathe-

dral.

Returning down the dark street of round, smooth stones, where
pigeons flutter in the gloom, one sometimes hears music coming from
the small cafe there and, upon entering its portal, one sees a cob-web
strewn music box, standing in a corner.
;
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;

;

I remember my entrance into this place.
The music box was
pouring out, crude, melodious music. Over the hard, stone floor a
girl with loosely fixed, black, shiny hair and wearing a wide, swirling
black skirt, was dancing slowly with an olive-skinned boy.
Outside it was growing dusk. Down the dark street one could
see the sunset
pink and mauve clouds mingling softly with the
cold, gray mountains.
The music in the cafe stopped. The bells in
the high, dusty tower of the cathedral mingled their chimes in
clear harmony .... More and more the colors in the sky matched

—

those of the far

still

mountains.

Monaco
By Henry A. Page

My ears

are closed to all your

Come and

go,

Use me as you will
But tell me not my

sins,

If sins they be.

For

I

III

will not heed you.
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words

A Glimpse of Montreal in Mid-Winter
By Graham Dunlop

Among

those

who

are lucky

are real winters with ice
is

and

enough to live in a country where there
sleet and snow and biting winds there

nothing more thrilling than sleigh-riding. While the other winter
much fun, there is something about sleigh-riding

sports afford just as

that

makes

"Please

it

let

distinctly different.

me go on

a sleigh-ride,"

is

a request

made

to

many pa-

Sunday afternoons when they sit pouting in great armchairs, wondering if their ancestors, whose ugly porIf the request is
traits line the wall, felt as they do on the Sabbath.
granted, the room rings with squeals of delight as the youngsters dash
off to don their furs.

rents by their children on dull

Not only do

small children enjoy this pleasant diversion, howevermake sleigh-riding a weekly release from their
workshops. This is especially true among the citizens of Montreal
to whom sleigh-riding is a favorite pastime, perhaps because the city
has Mount Royal, a wonderful hillside for winter sports.
It is easy to imagine an afternoon in Montreal.
have ordered
our sleigh. In a little while we hear the merry tinkling of bells drawing near; then there is silence.
The sleigh has stopped in front of
our door. Enveloped in warm furs of coon, squirrel, seal, and chinchilla, we pile into the welcoming rugs, drawing them closely about
us.
large fur rug extends from the coachman's lordly seat above
us down over the front seat to the floor, thence to the back where it
terminates about three inches from the ground, waving slowly with
the motion of the sleigh.
second rug is used to cover us. The
coachman wears a warm fur cape that extends to his waist. Another
rug is wrapped about his feet. The horses impatient to be off, are
stamping their feet on the ground, digging the snow up in little hunks
with their hoofs. Crowning their harness is a group of bells, polished'

Many

elderly people

We

A

A

like silver.

We're

A

phalanx of dark gray houses, broken only by
Now we are pulling up the long hill
which leads to the entrance to Mount Royal, "The Central Park of
Canada." The horses don't mind it. They are charging the cold
off!

solid

cross streets, pass by in a flash.

still air like war horses, snorting all the while.
At last we reach the
entrance. Here the steeds ascend with greater ease, for the incline is
scarcely discernible, the road being made in large figure S curves.
Presently we round the teeth-like edge of a jagged rock and
come into full view of the Park Slide. It is the second longest in the
world.
Starting from the roof of a small house, it descends for

hundred feet at an incline of about forty-five degrees when
suddenly straightens out across a field of glittering snow, only to
disappear among some trees nearly a mile away.
Only members of
the Montreal Toboggan Club can indulge in this thrilling sport.
They say that the ride is breath-taking. Three a day are considered
several
it
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In other words, three walks back a day, or rather an
Once or twice during the
afternoon, are considered quite enough.
winter fetes are held at night. Then, with the aid of firecrackers
and flare torches, the whole field is transformed into fairyland of
color. Weird and fantastic shadows are cast on the snow.
Taking a last look at the tiny thread of the toboggan slide extending far into the distance, we leave the onlookers with their envious
glances toward the clubhouse and pass on.
Then, for a while all is silent save for the constant jingling of the
sleigh bells.
are impressed with the serenity and grandeur of the
scene spread before us. The sun has turned the snow into a magnifi-

quite enough.

We

cent display of diamonds guarded by the gaunt skeletons of what once
trees.
The cold air rushing into our faces seems for the moment

were

to suffocate us rather than exhilarate.

quite full enough with
cially, yet

At

it.

We

We

are glad

:

—

just cannot

fill

our lungs

just glad, at nothing spe-

with everything.

we

reach the lookout.
This is an artificial promontory
form of a semi-circle near the top of the mountain.
cement walk runs all the way around the edge, which is protected
by a railing. To the left stands a pavilion closed for the winter.
Our sleigh parks in the hollow of the semi-circle and we hurriedly
clamber out, anxious to obtain that view wherein one may, at one
glance, take in the whole of Montreal.
Far to the west is Montreal's largest suburb, Westmount. Here
the houses take on a more individual appearance. Just on the boundary line between Westmount and Montreal is the only convent in
the city whose exterior has not been discolored by smoke which, in
time, so disfigures the buildings of this great city. All over the city
one may see the spires of churches lifting their pinnacles above the
muddle of low, flat roof houses, while large tracts of land, even in
the heart of the city, are taken up by convents. The most famous is
the Gray Nunnery.
This large number of convents is due to the
prevailing Catholic religion.
Most of the Catholics are French peolast

built of rock in the

A

ple.

It is interesting to know that the French and English sections are
divided by one street. All the signs on the French side are written
in that language and on the English side in English.
Montreal is a
cosmopolitan city, containing many English, French, Irish, Scotch,
and quite a few Chinese.
East of Westmount the buildings change from residences to stores,
while still further East, near the St. Lawrence, is the downtown
office section.
On a square in the center of this part is the Cathedral of Notre Dame, one of the most beautiful on the continent. Further uptown is St. James Cathedral, an exact copy of St. Peters in
Rome, with which it cannot compare, however, either in size or in
beauty. The lower part of Montreal is enveloped in smoke from the
factories.
Extending around the foot of the mountain is Montreal's
old residential section.
In this part is the Royal Victoria Hospital,
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one of the best equipped in the country, and McGill University.
Across the river is a vast plain of snow, with little houses in groups
One can just see the
barely distinguishable, dotting the surface.
boundary between the river and the shore. In midwinter roads are
marked out on the surface of the ice so that vehicles may travel to and
fro over the river.
more beautiful situation for a city could scarcely be found the
world over, except in a mountainous country. Fronted by the St.
Lawrence, with a mountain for a background, the city itself,
however, connot boast of being beautiful. Some of the really finest
buildings of the city have been practicaly ruined by the smoke from
factories.
Yet Montreal is one of the most interesting cities on the

A

American continent.
Now if you ever take a ride in a cab or a sleigh, you will notice
that the coachman dislikes to be kept waiting for a party, and he is
never afraid to show it. We can see that very easily and therefore we
decide that it will be wise if we obligingly get into the sleigh,
before our driver has a notion to get pettish.
So we again pile into
our sleigh and snuggle down under the robes. It is fifteen minutes
of four.
In half an hour it will be dark.

Reflections
By Katharine Green
Lotus

And

On

reflections

Japan
Ah, the things that might have been,
The dreams that are reflections now!
a lake in old

L1401

;

Les

lies

de Lerin

By Henry A. Page

III

Lerin are two green, gem-like islands, places of beauty
famous Riviera, separated from each other only by a
small channel.
From the mainland, Sainte Marguerite and Saint
Honorat give the appearance of a single isle in the blue of the sea,
whether viewed from under the pines of the Esterel, the palms of

Les

lies de

just off the

Cannes, or the finger-like Cap d' Antibes.
Small boats make regular trips to the islands daily across the Gulf
de la Napoule, so-named because it is in the shape of a graceful
curve like that of the Bay of Naples. The short trip is beautiful.
As the boat puffs farther outward from Cannes, one looks back to
the mainland to see a line of white hostelries, elegant in their splenThe
dor, spreading out before him, and palms dotting the white.
plaster-house-covered hill above the harbor grows smaller. The old
church tower and the square, crumbling tower built by the Moors,
on its summit, remain visible for a long time, however. In the dark
blue harbor large yachts and tiny, pink-sailed fish boats cast their
still

reflections in the slightly rippling water.

Above Cannes

rises the house-dotted green Californie, a low
mountain range and to the west, behind the old tower of the Moors,
rises and spreads the great expanse of the Esterel, covered on top by
patches of dark green pine and fringed at its rocky base by light,
;

foamy, splashing waves.

As

Azure

low spreading shore of Sainte
an approaching cloud.
On the higher side of the isle is a small town. Above it rises
a sheer-walled fortress, its brownish walls streaked with lichens and
In this dark, sombre, man-made cavern
the trails of tawny water.
was imprisoned that mysterious personage, the Man of the Iron Mask,
whose fate in the hands of a French king is as obscure as his name.
On dark moonless nights his
It is said that he was buried alive.
spirit is said to haunt the corridors of the fortress.
Covering the island is a dense growth of shapely parasol pines,
their foliage making an almost unbroken roof over the straw-matted
White, crevassed rocks border the island. They are beautifulfloor.
ly offset by the green pines and the blue sea, which laps at them
lazily like a cat drinking milk.
Here under
In a small oak grove on Saint Honorat is a cafe.
trees, where perhaps Moors wandered, one may sit for a pleasant
rest and an appetizing meal.
the coast of

Marguerite draws near

recedes, the

like

A

very, very long avenue of ancient, shapely cedars forms a roofed
lane to the monastery of Saint Honorat, framed in a setting of rare
The sunbeams tap lightly the needle-covered ground the
beauty.
breeze blows gently the cool scent of cedar across the wooded isle
and the broad expanse of the blue sea spreads sleepily outward down
;
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the straight avenue.
from one's mind.

Here worry and discontent seem

to vanish

The

white tower of the monastery sharply thrusts itself skyward
the center of the low, huddled buildings which seem to have
their heads together in secret conversation, like their inhabitants.
Inside the high, yellow walls of the monastery live obscure, robed
monks who rarely see the outside world.
a broad floor of sea-worn rock, jutting outward into the water,
is a high, yellow-gray castle of stone, built ages ago by clever Saracen
in

On

three stories high.
Inside of it are dark corridors
leading from one chamber to another.
In the
center of the building is an open square without a roof but surrounded on the second and third floors by a balcony. In the castle
are slit-like windows
openings with no protective covering from the

engineers.

and narrow

It

is

stairs,

—

the inhabitants endured the winters.
A
sunken space in the center of the square was the main hearth.
High, licking, blue and red flames once roared upward from this
pit where now the water scums grow in standing rain water.
Musty and cold are the dark corridors. Perhaps in this chamber
men endured the agony of torture, perhaps in this recess a life had
its birth; perhaps in that narrow vault a life ebbed out.
Stark and cold and lonely is the yellow fortress ....
The boat returns to the mainland at sunset. Over the Esterel
the sun lowers, drawing behind it flaming streamers of red and gold
and green, reflecting a bit of color on every ceaseless ripple.
Behind is the green isle mass. Smaller grows the impenetrable
wall of the fortress. Nearer and nearer approaches the white front
of Cannes. The gleaming Alps may be faintly seen to the far north.
cold.

One wonders how

great,

Pink-sailed fish boats, silhouetted against the sunset,

sail

into the

quiet harbor ....
As the boat reaches the little blue port under the hill of
Saracen tower, the last streamer of red magically fades to violet
gray.
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the

and

Les Gorges du Loup
By Henry A. Page

III

There is no other place in France so beautiful, so awe-inspiring, so.
primitive as Les Gorges du Loup, a valley of grandeur. The name
itself suggests its romantic wildness
the gorges of the wolf.
The glory and magnificent beauty of the gorge may best be seen
from Saint Paul, an ancient village, the stronghold of a lord of south-

—

east France.

A

great land owner cenitself fascinates the tourist.
ago must have built this refuge in a time of danger. The
crowded, massed village has for a site the complete summit of a
sheer-walled mountain. An ancient wall surrounds the whole municipality, following like a brown serpent the contours of the mounIn the very center of the village, as in many small French
tain.
towns, rises the cathedral tower, a mass of decaying, crumbling

Saint Paul

turies

stones.

One wonders how

was

built up the granite height of the
days before machinery.
An old edifice on the village square of Saint Paul has been made
Here one may be
into a tea room, a very charming resting place.
refreshed by light food and by the glorious view from a vine-covered
He may buy from little counters old china or new yellow
terrace.

cliff,

since

it

the road

was constructed

in

pottery.
It is with regret and yet with keen anticipation for what lies
beyond that one quits Saint Paul and its protecting old walls. Ahead
is the gorge.
With its gray, shadowy cliffs it looks like the entrance to another and an immortal world.
On entering the gorge one is too thrilled to speak. Towering
cliffs of gray granite, spotted with soft purple, red, and green heatherlike plants, hold one spellbound.
One cannot see the tops of the
cliffs, they are so high.
On the floor of the narrow valley are green

cypress and olive trees.
Down the gorge one

may see the graceful, gleaming, white viaduct of the Chemin de fer du Sud the Southern railroad.
Only
small, puffing engines, that emit much smoke, can go over these mountain ways.
Still farther down the roofless, dark, tunnel-like gorge
one may see the Alps, silent, mysterious, and cold, glistening under

—

mask of snow and ice.
narrow road winds down the valley near the high banks of the
tumbling and singing Fleuve du Loups the Wolf River. This stream
flows rapidly, dashing and splashing over white rocks and turning an
occasional creaking, tired mill on its way to the sea.
High above the road, on a furrowed pillar of granite, one may see
another ancient stronghold, Gourdon so high that it seems from the
their

A

—

—

road to be an uninhabited spectre of a village.
[143]

Suddenly one hears a steady roar as he continues on the road.
This roar grows louder. Looking up, one feasts his eyes on a magnificent waterfall, a high, foaming stream of icy water.
Falling from
far up the cliff wall, it is all foam and spray when it reaches the
river below.
Cold mists cover the road and one hears the roar
and splash of the falling water for a long time.

The narrow
until

it

road winds along the cliff side, climbing, ever climbing,
reaches the village of Gourdon.

A

wall also surrounds this village and protects its inhabitants
falling to their death from the cliffs down to the green, seemingly miniature valley far below.

from

On the village square are the laundry and wine press. Clear cold
water, running from the higher slopes, is conducted into deep stone
pools, where the women may wash the few clothes of their families.
In the autumn the fragrant grapes of Provence are gathered by
Gourdon and to the singing and dancing of the
village girls the youths keep time as they press with their bare feet
the red juice from the fruit.
the inhabitants of

From

;

smooth

a terrace of large,

and shaded by olive

trees,

one

may

by a low wall
lower mountains, green

stones, bordered
see the

with pine.
Farther away are white villages, and still farther lies
the blue sea with the sun glittering yellow on her quiet bosom ....

*****
A setting sun,

beaming red through the clear air; gray, rocky cliffs;
a winding river the snow-covered Alps a darkening
voices; more gray cliffs

a green valley

sea; a

few

;

;

;

The Mountaineer
By Oren Whitehead

The indefinable,
Of my emotions
Is

but a small thing

When
In the

compared to the infinite force
rise and fall of the sea.

But the

And

To

vast urge

I

sea

am

is

distant

small

hold a soul so large
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Sospel
By Henry A. Page

III

The French Riviera is very famous; with its mild climate, its incomparably blue sea, and its artistic red rocks it lures tourists from
The lower Alps region to the northeast,
all parts of the world.
however, while it is not so famous, is as beautiful and perhaps a more
fascinating place than the Riviera.
Here a low range of wooded
mountains borders the sea. Behind the range is a narrow, fertile,
green plain. Abruptly from the plain rise the first granite mounds
of the towering Alps.
A narrow, winding road creeps up the gray rocky slopes; it looks
almost as if it were tired of holding there.
The rock has varying
hues of gray and purple. In small chinks and cracks of the massive
stone meagre clusters of plants grow precariously.
At intervals along the road, on the more fertile spots, are terraced
groves of olive trees. Here and there is a fig tree, offering modestly
its

luscious fruit.

From

the

summit

of the first hills the

world

stretches far

away

around. To the north are grey cliffs, dark chasms, and yawning
gorges; beyond, far away, are the Alps, snow-capped and frozen,
towering to heights where only the eagle can fly. To the south, in
plain view, are the wooded slopes with the glimmering sea beating

all

against their feet.

The road continues to slip along the slopes of awe-inspiring gorges.
In the dark depths may be faintly seen, yet clearly heard, a dashing,
foamy stream.
Through tunnels and chasms the road continues to run, now
seeming tc go slowly, climbing; then to run swiftly along, decending.
In the cliffsides are round, dark holes, many of which have been the
strongholds of outlaws and hunted men.
They hide in these dark
caves,

As

away from

the

hand

of justice.

summit of a mountain, with
drop of a thousand feet on either side, with mountains behind and
before, suddenly there comes into view a green valley, far away and
The road, seeing life, runs
far below, with a town in its center.
more swiftly now and soon descends to Sospel.
A small Alpine river courses through the center of the village.
Light green grass grows on its smooth banks, and a single-arched old
Narrow cobblestones, the disbridge crosses the stream gracefully.
tinguishing characteristic of French hill villages, branch off from the
river banks; and dark doorways open on the darker streets.
Pigeons
flutter like flashes of color in the alley ways.
At the end of a climbing street is a church an old, old church.
Cobwebs fly in the breeze above the dusty carved doors. Across the
square, paved with stones, is a bubbling fountain in which tired
women wash their few clothes. Now and then they pause for rest.
the road runs along the extreme

a

—
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donkey passes,, pulling a bumping and noisy cart, beside which
hobbles a shrill-voiced old woman, who hoarsely shrieks directions to
the little grey beast.

About a mile from the
It is hard to believe!
is a resort.
an exclusive hotel, surrounded by a fine golf course.

Sospel

town

is

One
and

its

is

reluctant to leave Sospel with its stream,
streets, all musty and cool with age.

dark

Italy
By Henry A. Page

III

Italia

A

dark-skinned girl,
a white vest
And a wide black skirt,
Who has been able

Wearing

To

forget trouble
the ages

Through

And

swirl her skirt

In dance.

Belgium
By Henry A. Page

Belgium

Whose

is

III

a brave, fair girl

song has been a prayer.

She asks the aid of God
Because she has found, alas,
The honor of mere man

Will not endure.
[146]
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PEAK TO PEAK
A Question
By Mary Penfold

When

one has given of his best of

life

His heart and soul, his body and his mind
Brought hope to those who hopeless seem to
Brought happiness and beauty to the blind;
When one has tried and tried unceasingly

A substitute

—

for bitterness to lend,

Shall then, oh cynic,

And

shall

be,

men

count for naught,
is but the end?
Glass High School,

all this

say that death

— The

Critic,

Lynchburg, Virginia.

Definition
By Virginia Balch

Love

a white gardenia
In an exclusive hot-house window
Meant for those who know the price
And the frailty of its delicate petals.
The Red and White, Lake View High School,
is

—

Chicago,

Illinois.

Rain
By Irene McFadiyen
Rain,
Glorious

Heavy

The God

Down

Driving
heaven

of

upon

this

is

sending his wrath

world.

People,

Hundreds
Small

Unimportant
Raise puny umbrellas between them and heaven

And

go indifferently on.

—Homespun, Central

High

School,

Greensboro, North Carolina.
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Fulfilment
By Carlton Wilder

—

Imprisoned dreamer that was you,
Enticed by things untried and new,
Life closed to you her curving skies,
You sought them with your eager eyes;
Within you yearnings, frenzied, sprang
And drove you wild; you groped and sang.

Time tore away the stalwart bars;
Your passion soared up to the stars.
Then deep you drank of golden days,
Your senses taut, your heart ablaze.
Free youth to you had dancing come;
lips were closed; you worshipped dumb.
Homespun, Central High School,

Your

—

Greensboro, North Carolina.

Consolation
By Betty Hulsman

was cold inside and the room was dark.
was alone and sad;
So I came out near the fire and you
Who were laughing, gay, and glad.
It

I

You

joked and talked, but

—

was alone apart
So I came out near the
For warmth within my
I

—Student's Pen,
Pittsfield,

fire

I

could not

and you

heart.

Pittsfield

Massachusetts.
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High

School,

